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Exploring a Professional Social Network System to Support Learning in the Workplace ..................... 1
 Anthony “Skip” Basiel, Middlesex University – IWBL, UK
 Paul Coyne, Emerald Group Publishing Ltd, UK

The authors of this chapter explore how professionals can network, collaborate and capture informal 
learning in an online work-based environment. It addresses the pedagogical approaches that underpin 
emerging Web 2.0 technological trends and provide recommendations for future use of such online 
environments. 
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 Laszlo Z. Karvalics, University of Szeged, Hungary
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The only possible way for achieving this is the partial fusion of certain portions of scientific activity 
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Web 2.0 driven sustainability reporting describes an emerging digital approach powered through Web 2.0 
technologies for companies communicating sustainability issues. Such a computer-based application of 
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semantics overcomes the limitations of orthodox methods and provides an array of specific capabilities 
to improve sustainability communication both, for companies (reporters), and their various stakeholders 
(report readers), that is, along interactivity, customisation ,and reporting à la carte, stakeholder dialogue, 
and participation. This chapter gives an outline on this up-and-coming sustainability reporting approach 
along three categories: (i) Media-specific trends in sustainability reporting are observed. (ii) New op-
portunities Web 2.0 technologies are offering for corporate sustainability reporting are identified. (iii) 
The concept and implementation of a software tool for sustainability reporting à la carte is presented 
making clear the movement away from early reporting stages towards the advanced one of a Web 2.0 
driven approach.

Chapter IV
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 Sergio Fernández, Fundación CTIC, Spain
 Diego Berrueta, Fundación CTIC, Spain
 Lian Shi, Fundación CTIC, Spain
 Jose E. Labra, University of Oviedo, Spain 
 Patricia Ordóñez de Pablos, University of Oviedo, Spain

Electronic Mailing lists are a key part of the Internet. They have enabled the development of social 
communities who share and exchange knowledge in specialized and general domains. In this chapter 
the authors describe methods to capture some of that knowledge which will enable the development of 
new datasets using Semantic Web technologies. In particular, the authors present the SWAML project, 
which collects data from mailing lists. The authors also describe smushing techniques that normalize 
RDF datasets capturing different resources that identify the same one. They have applied those techniques 
to identify persons through the mailing lists of open source communities. These techniques have been 
tested using a dataset automatically extracted from several online open source communities.

Chapter V
Web 2.0 Social Networking Sites ......................................................................................................... 57
 D. Sandy Staples, Queens University, Canada

This chapter describes one of the Web 2.0 technologies, Social Networking Sites (SNS). A definition of 
SNS is offered, as is a short history of these sites. The existing research is reviewed and organized to 
summarize what we know about SNS usage (from the perspectives of student use, general population 
use and organizational use), and what people know about the antecedents and outcomes of SNS use. 
The chapter concludes with discussion of new developments, challenges and opportunities. There are 
many opportunities for future research and organizational applications of SNS as SNS adoption grows 
at incredible rates.

Chapter VI
Teachers’ Personal Knowledge Management in China Based Web 2.0 Technologies ......................... 76
 Jingyuan Zhao, Harbin Institute of Technology, China



Knowledge is taken as core competitive power in the current society. The teacher as an educational 
operator often touch much knowledge, if they could manage knowledge efficiently, the work efficiency 
will be increased greatly. To mine knowledge and make tacit knowledge explicit, teachers should manage 
personal knowledge. By the survey of teachers’ personal knowledge management in China, the study finds 
some problems in terms of Chinese teachers’ personal knowledge management, especially many Chinese 
teachers are not good at making use of Web technologies to assist them on managing knowledge and 
communicating with other teachers. One studying focus of Web 2.0 technologies is personal knowledge 
management, and Web 2.0 provides a series of effective tools and platforms for personal knowledge 
management. The chapter discusses on the concept of teachers’ personal knowledge management, and 
presents the strategies of teachers’ personal knowledge management based Web 2.0 technologies, using 
for reference for teachers’ personal knowledge management practice. 

Chapter VII
CUSENT: Social Sentiment Analysis Using Semantics for Customer Feedback ................................ 89
 Ángel García-Crespo, Universidad Carlos III de Madrid, Spain
 Ricardo Colomo-Palacios, Universidad Carlos III de Madrid, Spain
 Myriam Mencke, Universidad Carlos III de Madrid, Spain
 Juan M. Gómez-Berbís, Universidad Carlos III de Madrid, Spain

The current chapter introduces CUSENT, a tool for semantics-enhanced sentiment analysis of customer 
opinions expressed in corporate blogs. The research work presents the examination of emotions and 
sentiments from the perspective of information systems, and, in particular, provides a review of the 
principal efforts for the conceptualization of emotions and sentiments in texts. Subsequently, a descrip-
tion of the proposed architecture of the platform is outlined. The authors aim to contribute a solution 
which automates the analysis of customer opinions in company blogs that relies on existing techniques, 
but further exploits these methods to store and reuse customer feedback. The novel combination of 
opinion mining with an ontology of emotions can thus be used in organizational creation and innova-
tion processes, which characterize the new forms of communication derived from the institutional and 
commercial use of Web 2.0.
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Can Knowledge Management Assist Firms to Move from Traditional to E-Commerce:
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 Irene Samanta, Technological Education Institute of Piraeus, Greece

This chapter is to define the firm’s innovative core and create frameworks to integrate innovation 
throughout the management of knowledge by generating implementing ideas, strategies and plans ap-
plied that cultivate a thinking organization aims to associate innovation with business targets. It argues 
that companies which manage and transform the knowledge effectively reap the rewards of scientific 
and technological achievement in order to adopt innovation concept in their operation. Furthermore, the 
author hope that firms understanding the information received from the current global business world and 
transmit it to reap the rewards of scientific achievement will increase their competitiveness competition 
not only for sales, but also for technical know – how and skills. At the company level depends on the 
speed with which new products can be brought to the market place and on the importance of achieving 
new cost – saving improvements.
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Preface

As semantic technologies prove their value with targeted applications, there are increasing opportunities 
to consider their application in social contexts for knowledge, learning, and human development.

Semantic Web and Knowledge Management has been accepted as a critical enabler aiming to in-
crease knowledge-related performance by better use of intellectual assets, in addition to which many 
governments are forced to increasingly deal with knowledge services that form larger parts of the global 
economy and society.

Thus there are recent examples of applications of semantics for empowering knowledge management 
or better supporting knowledge services for social networks. In this edited book we explore the poten-
tial of Web 2.0 and its synergies with Semantic Web, and we provide the state of the art in theoretical 
foundations and technological applications. In the context of Social Web Evolution, social and human 
issues are of equal if not higher importance than the technical issues that have tended to receive the bulk 
of attention in the past. Consequently, chapters that touch these aspects, or those that extend technical 
and domain knowledge to social and human issues are especially sought. This is intended to initiate a 
dialog between the social, psychological, and technical views of the field.

Web 2.0 is one of the hottest topics in Information Systems. Currently, the main discussion is empha-
sized on technologies while there is a great demand for editions that will analyze the business models 
and business perspectives of the new generation Web. This book is one of the first attempts to discuss 
in an integrated way the business implications of Web 2.0 and its linkage to business value.

Web 2.0, refers to a perceived or proposed second generation of Internet-based services—such as 
social networking sites, Wikis, communication tools, mashups and folksonomies—that emphasize on 
online collaboration and sharing among users. 

Additionally we also include further readings of a complimentary nature to the contents of the rest of 
our publication. As an added value to our readers, the further readings are to provide additional related 
data in support of the book’s comprehensive concepts, principles and results, as well as studies that build 
upon the appeal of this publication as a one-stop reference source.

We do not want to miss this opportunity to say thanks to IGI Global, and in particular to Jan Travers 
and Kristin M. Klinger for giving us the opportunity to develop this book. Also thanks to all authors of 
chapters, for their interest in collaborating in this book.

Miltiadis D. Lytras
Athens, Greece, October 2008
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ABSTRACT

This chapter sets out to explore how professionals can network, collaborate and capture informal learning 
in an online work-based environment. It addresses the pedagogical approaches that underpin emerging 
Web 2.0 technological trends and provide recommendations for future use of such online environments. 
Existing Virtual Learning Environments (VLEs) are primarily content driven with little provision for 
social engagement and stakeholder-generated material. Similarly, many organisations have little or no 
structure for facilitating online interaction in a work based learning context. Since 2006 Emerald Group 
Publishing and the Middlesex Centre for Excellence in Work Based Learning have been partnering to 
develop, test and implement an online platform that will support collaborative, interactive learning. This 
link between Industry and Higher Education is critically reviewed. The InTouch (2008) platform was 
incorporated into the syllabus for MCEWBL’s work-based Professional Practice BA Honours programme 
in 2007 to support newly trained professionals as they worked through a professional development work 
based learning programme. The pedagogical underpinning of the course was reflective, self-directed 
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INTRODUCTION

Middlesex University work based learning (WBL) 
has been operating for over ten years at the time of 
this writing. Its original distance learning design 
was a paper-based correspondence model which 
relied heavily on the content in the handbooks 
and one-to-one (1-2-1) tutorial support from WBL 
Learning Development Tutors predominantly 
through email and phone feedback. Over the past 
few years there has been a steady transition into the 
use of a commercial virtual learning environment 
(VLE) in the form of Blackboard/WebCT. 

At first this system matched the WBL teaching 
and learning design since there was a strong reli-
ance on the course handbook for information and 
guidance. However, as student numbers increased 
the student-teacher ratio meant this model was not 
sustainable for the future. The 1-2-1 pedagogic 
model would need to expand into a triad that 
would promote and support peer involvement. 
Students were growing in their ICT confidence 
and capability with the increased use of Web 2.0 
social network systems such as Facebook and 
YouTube. This was evidenced by student repre-
sentatives at the WBL Board of Studies sighting 
the need to continue to improve the VLE for the 
future (BOS, 2007).

Cohorts of WBL candidates identified the 
need for a shift from a content-driven eLearning 
system to one which could support the type of 
peer review that WBL was growing into. The 
WBL programme structure has three main stages. 
First, students construct a portfolio of their prior 
professional knowledge. This Recognition of Ac-
credited learning (RAL or a.k.a. Accreditation 
of Prior Experiential Learning (APEL)) stage 
benefited by candidates sharing professional 
experiences in constructing their areas of learn-
ing claims (Armsby, 2006). Next, WBL students 
would formulate an individual learning agree-
ment that would guide the construction of the 
degree programme based on how much Higher 
Education (HE) credit was attained in the RAL 
stage. In conjunction with this activity they would 
learn about methods of conducting research in 
the workplace which would prepare them for the 
final stage of the degree. Lastly, research systems 
would be carried out in the workplace to amass 
enough credit to complete the programme. The 
nature of this learner-managed-learning approach 
to WBL meant that as the candidate progressed 
through the programme peer-support became 
increasingly beneficial (Stephenson, 2007). 

In a work based learning context, then, there 
can be both a formal and informal learning sce-

learning and the blog, Wiki and profiling tools provided had the potential to either contribute to this aim 
or become a major part of how students construct their understanding of themselves in their professional 
practice. Emerald and MCEWBL have been monitoring the adoption, use and challenges associated 
with using Web 2.0 technology to support work based learning in order make recommendations about 
future pedagogical frameworks and approaches. This platform and related online pedagogic principles 
fills the gap between informal, free tools that provide little security or structure and heavyweight VLEs 
that offer tutor-made content, but do not naturally support social interaction for learning. The chapter 
provides some ideas and strategic options about implementing similar tools in other organisational 
settings and provides frameworks to evaluate these options in line with existing resources and capabili-
ties. It concludes with an in-progress web-based learning design or ePedagogy that unifies the threads 
of the online learning experience. 
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narios. The traditional formal learning setting 
might be one of the blended learning tutorial 
sessions for WBL candidate getting an induction 
on how to compose a prior learning accreditation 
portfolio. Here the training pedagogy would be 
teacher-led and supported by on/offline discus-
sions. But it could be argued that the ‘real learning’ 
transpired informally after the ‘taught session’. 
Informally the students may meet to debrief with 
each other at the café over coffee. There they 
would compare their interpretation of the learning 
event which would lead to the formation of learn-
ing partnerships. This learning support network 
would communicate to provide peer-review of 
draft work for the portfolio. An online system 
was needed to facilitate this evolving professional 
social network for practitioner researchers. 

It was at a conference at University College 
London (2006) that a dialogue opened between 
the MU-WBL group and the Emerald Publish-
ing InTouch contingent. The open source Elgg 
Social Network platform being developed by 
Emerald would be the new approach to address 
these needs.

A university / industry partnership association 
was also a positive deliverable of this network 
collaboration. Emerald Publishing had a good 
test bed and source of evaluation data in the WBL 
pilot case study group. This is discussed in detail 
later in the chapter. The Institute for Work Based 
Learning benefited by having a professional social 
network to support its learners. Additionally, both 
groups collaborated in scholarly activity. Co-au-
thored research system proposals were written 
for JISC (2008) in the UK and the FP7 European 
Commission (2008). 

Another joint effort was seen in interna-
tional conference publications and poster-demo 
presentations. The 7th European Conference on 
e-Learning (2008) held in Cyprus gave both or-
ganisations the opportunity to get feedback from 
the eLearning community and share the services 
they provide to potential clients. Future collabora-
tions are currently being investigated.

A PROFESIONAL SOCIAL
NETWORK (PSN) APPROACH

A variation of social networking focuses on a 
professional context which demonstrates how an 
innovative combination of existing technologies 
and interoperability standards can be harnessed to 
support the learning paradigm shift taking place 
from learning by knowledge transfer to learning 
by knowledge construction. This next section of 
the chapter discusses a European Commission 
(FP7, 2008) project proposal.

The PSN group brings together a range of ex-
tant and emerging standards and technologies to 
provide a next generation platform for Technology 
Enhanced Learning that will have a significant 
impact on learning outcomes.

The PSN enables:

• Faster and more effective learning, ac-
quisition of knowledge, competences and 
skills.

• Unlocking people’s and organisations’ abil-
ity to master knowledge and apply it.

• Increased knowledge worker productivity.
• More efficient organisational learning pro-

cesses.

SYSTEM OUTCOMES

The motivating factor for the technology objec-
tives is not the technology itself but the compre-
hension and application of specific technology in 
the service of learning and development.

Our semantically rich PSN platform promotes 
networked learning by connecting stakeholders in 
real-time through an agent or ‘mentor-help’ sys-
tem. This can be achieved through a combination 
of technologies and standards, including the Elgg 
server, RDF (Resource Description Framework), 
SKOS (Simple Knowledge Organisation System) 
and FOAF (Friend of a Friend). Interoperability 
with existing services and standards ensures the 
long term sustainability of the system. Therefore 
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the PSN, where possible, offers users the ability 
to search across currently popular network sites 
using a web services approach – e.g. OpenSocial, 
OpenID, FaceBook, and Explode.us. 

Social and Organizational Learning 
Objectives

Our initial proposition is that effective learning in 
a networked society includes the natural discovery 
of learning resources, contextualised support ser-
vices (i.e. Mentor-Help) and the mining of personal 
profiles, opinions and social networks, wherever 
they are located. Specifically, the system aims to 
develop a deep understanding of the pedagogies 
and technologies required to exploit the strategic 
learning opportunities that a richly connected 
society offers European businesses, government 
agencies and academic organisations.

The system also aims to advance the collective 
understanding of the issues involved in deploying 
and integrating PSNs in organisational learning 
infrastructures. This work uncovers reasons for 
success or failure and asks if these outcomes are 
related to culture, technology or something else 
entirely. The findings help inform non-techno-
logical strategies for organisations attempting to 
exploit these new tools to achieve and sustain EU 
competitive advantages regardless of industry or 
sector. As such, the system models are scalable 
and flexible for re-use. 

System design should allow for scalability in 
the provision of adding languages to the system 
database:

• This would allow real-time text communica-
tion in a trans-national fashion. 

• Support system can be accessed via mobile 
interfaces via text and/or voice.

• Feedback from the support system will fac-
tor in psychological considerations to match 
appropriate levels of help to the user making 
the query. 

An intelligent and adaptive support system 
provides end-users with the resources to engage 
confidently with the network members and main-
tain motivation within the online community.

Technology Objectives

The PSN group are developing a next-generation 
multi-modal, multi-lingual professional social 
networking platform with the following charac-
teristics:

• Organisational Design: Structurally neu-
tral to allow a generic PSN to be deployed 
to academic, corporate or government or-
ganisations.

• Simple System Design: Scaleable and 
portable and easy to deploy technology that 
requires little or no overhead to existing IT 
investments.

• Plug-in Technology Architecture: Can 
be flexed in a number of directions to sup-
port content and services supporting many 
subjects/disciplines and industry sectors 
through the addition or removal of plug-in 
software modules.

• Open Standards Compliant: SKOS, SIOC, 
FOAF, OpenID, OpenSocial.

Progress Beyond the State-of-the-Art

We can form a common ground of understand-
ing that the ‘state of the art’ is the current stage 
of development of a practical or technological 
subject; freq. (esp. in attrib. use) implying the use 
of the latest techniques in a product or activity 
(OED Definition 2008).

In this section we broadly define the ‘State of 
the art’ for the key technical and infrastructural 
and pedagogical components of the system. We 
refer to both the theory and practice surround-
ing:
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• Social networks
• Semantic web
• Organisational learning models of European 

SMEs
• Mobile and Multimodal interfaces for 

social and professional activities via web 
platforms

Once the state of the art has been defined we 
proceed to describe how the PSN system moves 
beyond what is currently the state of the art in 
order to achieve the goals of the system.

In an attempt to understand the current state 
of the art, as it relates to the strands of develop-
ment of the PSN we have carried out an extensive 
literature and patent review. 

Social Networking and the Semantic 
Web

Social networking web sites fostering the devel-
opment of explicit ties between individuals as 
“friends” began to appear in 2002. Sites such 
as Friendster, Tribe, Flickr the Facebook and 
LinkedIn were early examples. Less explicitly 
based on fostering relationships than, say, online 
dating sites, these sites nonetheless sought to 
develop networks or “social circles” of individu-
als of mutual interest. LinkedIn, for example, 
seeks to connect potential business partners or 
prospective employers with potential employers. 
Flickr connects people according to their mutual 
interest in photography. And numerous sites offer 
dating or matchmaking services. Emerald InTouch 
connects researchers, academics and practitioners 
concerned with, amongst other things, manage-
ment theory and practice, publishing, learning 
and research.

The semantic web, as originally conceived by 
Tim Berners-Lee, “provides a common framework 
that allows data to be shared and reused across 
application, enterprise, and community boundar-
ies” (W3C, 2001). Developed using the resource 
description framework (RDF), it consists of an 

interlocking set of statements (known as “triples”). 
“Information is given well-defined meaning, 
better enabling computers and people to work 
in cooperation” (Berners-Lee et al., 2001). The 
semantic web is therefore, a network of statements 
about resources.

Outside professional and academic circles, 
arguably the most widespread adoption of the 
semantic web has been in the use of RSS. RSS, 
known variously as rich site summary, RDF 
site summary or really simple syndication, was 
devised by Netscape in order to allow content 
publishers to syndicate their content, in the form of 
headlines and short introductory descriptions, on 
its My Netscape web site (Downes, 2000). The use 
of RSS has increased exponentially, and now RSS 
descriptions (or its closely related cousin, Atom) 
are used to summarise the contents of hundreds 
of newspapers and journals, weblogs (including 
the roughly eight million weblogs hosted collec-
tively by Emerald InTouch, Blogger, Typepad, 
LiveJournal and Userland), Wikis and more.

Initiatives to represent information about 
people in RDF or XML have been fewer and 
demonstrably much less widely used. The HR-
XML (Human Resources XML) Consortium has 
developed a library of schemas “define the data 
elements for particular HR transactions, as well 
as options and constraints governing the use of 
those elements” (HR-XML Consortium, 2005). 
Customer Information Quality TC, an OASIS 
specification, remains in formative stages (OASIS, 
2005). And the IMS learner information package 
specification restricts itself to educational use 
(IMS, 2005). It is probably safe to say that there 
is no commonly accepted and widely used speci-
fication for the description of people and personal 
information. As suggested above, developments 
in the semantic web have addressed themselves 
almost entirely to the description of resources, 
and in particular, documents.

Outside the professional and academic circles, 
there have been efforts to represent the rela-
tions between persons found in social networks 
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explicitly in XML and RDF. Probably the best 
known of these is the Friend of a Friend (FOAF) 
specification (Dumbill, 2002). Explicitly RDF, 
a FOAF description will include data elements 
for personal information, such as one’s name, 
e-mail address, web site, and even one’s nearest 
airport. FOAF also allows a person to list in the 
same document a set of “friends” to whom the 
individual feels connected. A similar initiative is 
the XHTML Friends Network (XFN) (GPMG, 
2003). XFM involves the use of “rel” attributes 
within links contained in a blogroll (a “blogroll” 
is a list of web sites the owner of a Blog will post 
to indicate readership).

Currently there is little in the way of personal 
description in the semantic web. The vast majority 
of XML and RDF specifications identify per-

sons (authors, editors, and the like) with a string 
rather than with a reference to a resource. And 
such strings are ambiguous; such strings do not 
uniquely identify a person (after all, how many 
people named John Smith are there?) and they do 
not identify a location where more information 
may be found (with the result that many speci-
fications require that additional information be 
contained in the resource description, resulting 
in, for example, the embedding of VCard infor-
mation in LOM files).

The Learning Organisation and
Networks

A recent benchmark study from Nemertes Re-
search (2007) showed that 83 percent of organi-

Figure 1. Current mechanisms for social network interactions and interactive media for organisational 
learning. ©2008 Basiel & Coyne. Used with permission.
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sations now consider themselves to be “virtual” 
with workgroups spread across multiple locations 
and geographies. The workforce is increasingly 
mobile. According to Nemertes, fully 91% of com-
pany employees do at least some work outside of 
traditional headquarter locations, and 96 percent 
use some form of real-time collaboration tools (e.g. 
IM, Web or audio/video conferencing).

But Nemertes also found that only 43% of 
global organisations had a mobility strategy (with 
another 26% currently developing one). Among 
US and EU based companies, only 35% had a 
strategy, with another 16% having one in develop-
ment; thus, almost half of US and EU enterprises 
have no organisation-wide strategy for supporting 
the needs of the mobile workforce. Even more 
noteworthy, only 15% of all organisations inter-
viewed had a specific mobility budget.

Although collaboration is an increasingly 
vital feature of business life, companies often 
promote collaboration indiscriminately. Directive 
mandates to “just collaborate” create confusion 
and bottlenecks, diminishing organisational ef-
fectiveness (Cross et al., 2004). Creating a busi-
ness case for exploring and creating cooperative 
workplaces seems to be more fitting. The word 
cooperative is defined as the engagement in joint 
economic activity. It also suggests an enterprise 
may be operated jointly by those who use its 
facilities or services.

It is also clear however from the following 
research, and from Nemertes, that the competi-
tive advantages that can be created through the 
networked relationships formed in the pursuit of 
learning and training is uneven.

However, co-operation between organisations 
within markets has long been identified as a fac-
tor in economic success and networking between 
organisations can contribute to stability and re-
duce uncertainty (Porter, 1990). These networks 
can evolve over time as ‘natural’ clustering’s of 
enterprises, or can be ‘induced’ artificially as a 
result of interventions like the development of 
business or science parks.

Mobile and MultiModal/MultiLingual 
Social Networks for Organisational 
Learning

A key design requirement of a Professional So-
cial Network is that is should be able to support 
multiple languages and modalities.

A brief survey of Social Professional net-
working sites that exhibit mobile characteristics 
produced list shown in Table 1.

Many of these sites and services offer a simpli-
fied location-based service for connecting with 
friends and groups to coordinate activities and 
stay in touch and have little impact or relevance to 
issues of work based or organisational learning.

However new developments centred on the 
convergence of location based services, social 
networking and semantic web are underway. 
Artilium (2008), a US based provider of enhanced 
mobile communications is leading the way on next 
generation context-aware services, presence and 
personalisation in the mobile networking arena 
and their expertise in this area is acknowledge. 
The PSN team however believe that many of 
the characteristics of the Artilium offer can be 
provided through the applied combination and 
improved interoperability of the component parts 
the PSN team bring to the system.

Dodgeball Veeker

ZingKu Zemble

Groovr Socialight

Friendstribe Hobnobster

JuiceCaster Flagr

Rabble Twitter

Moblabber Jambo

Wadja Nakama

Treemo

Table 1. Mobile social networks
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Additional searches through the patent reg-
isters of the EU, Europe and the US highlighted 
some basic work in this area from the private 
sector.

Standards and Interoperability

The Social Networking phenomenon, as de-
scribed in the previous section began to appear 
in 2002. Sites such as Friendster, Tribe, Flickr 
the Facebook and LinkedIn were early examples. 
Recently there has emerged a move towards the 
standardisation of Social Network Profiles in an 
attempt to manage Access and Identity Manage-
ment (AIM) and provide more opportunities to 
connect across networks from LinkedIn, Google, 
FaceBook and so on. Such a development is often 
referred to as OpenAPI.

Open API (often referred to as OpenAPI) is 
a word used to describe sets of technologies that 
enable websites to interact with each other by us-
ing SOAP, JavaScript any other web technology. 
While its possibilities aren’t limited to web-based 
applications, it’s becoming an increasing trend in 
so-called Web 2.0 applications including social 
and professional networks. The term API stands 
for Application programming interface. With the 
advent of the Facebook Platform, launched June 
1st 2007, Facebook incorporated an OpenAPI 
into its business model.

OpenSocial is currently being developed by 
Google in conjunction with MySpace and other 
social networks including Bebo.com Engage.
com, Friendster, hi5, Hyves, imeem, LinkedIn, 
MySpace, Ning, Oracle, orkut, Plaxo, Salesforce.
com, Six Apart, Tianji, Viadeo, and XING. The 

Patent registers of the EU, Europe and the US

‘Learning 
Social 
Network’

‘Learning 
Social 
Network’

‘Organisational Learning’ Interactive social network’ ‘Semantic Social Network’

No results No results

SYSTEM FOR SUPPORTING A 
VIRTUAL COMMUNITY 
 
Inventor: SCHLACK JULIE W 
(US)  
Applicant: COMMUNISPACE 
CORP (US) EC: 
 IPC: G06F3/14; G06F3/14  
Publication info: US2007226628 - 
2007-09-27

SYSTEM AND METHOD 
FOR DYNAMICALLY 
GENERATING AND 
MANAGING AN ONLINE 
CONTEXT-DRIVEN 
INTERACTIVE SOCIAL 
NETWORK   
Inventor: REICH ROBERT (US); 
NEWCOMB PETER (US)   
Applicant: EC: IPC: 
G06F15/173; G06F15/16 
Publication info: US2007192461 
- 2007-08-16

Knowledge discovery agent 
system and method 
Inventor: ESTES TIMOTHY 
W (US) 
Applicant: EC: 
 G06N5/02K IPC: G06E1/00; 
G06E1/00  
Publication info: 
US2006112029 - 2006-05-25

SOCIAL NETWORK-
ENABLED INTERACTIVE 
MEDIA PLAYER  
Inventor: CRULL ROBERT 
WAYNE (US); MILLER BILL 
CODY (US); (+2)  
Applicant: CATALOG COM INC 
(US); CRULL ROBERT WAYNE 
(US); (+3) EC: H04L29/06S8B 
IPC: G06F15/16; G06F15/16  
Publication info: WO2007076072 
- 2007-07-05

Table 2. Patent summary
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ultimate goal is for any social website to be able 
to implement the APIs and host 3rd party social 
applications. Explode.US is the OpenAPI of the 
Emerald InTouch platform.

Beyond State of the Art?

The previous section reviewed developments and 
current capabilities in:

• Social & professional networks
• Semantic web
• Organisational learning
• Mobile and Multimodal Interfaces to social 

networks
• Standards and interoperability

We identified the key technologies, trends and 
theories that one should be aware of in any discus-
sion of professional networks, interoperability and 
organisational learning as seen in Table 3.

Development of a Semantic Web
Capability within a Mainstreamed and 
Practical Platform for Organisational 
Learning

The links found in the web pages of social net-
works are instances of what are known as “weak 
ties”. Weak ties are acquaintances that are not 
part of your closest social circle, and as such have 
the power to act as a bridge between your social 
cluster and someone else’s (Cervini, 2005). 

As matters currently stand, if I conducted a 
search for “social networking” then probability 
dictates that I would most likely land on the pages 
of Tony Karrer, since he is cited in most places 
I am likely to find through a random search. But 
Karrer’s organisational affiliation and location 
may be very different from mine; it may also be 
preferable to find a resource authored by someone 
who shares my own perspective more closely or 
is, geographically more convenient. Therefore, it 
is reasonable to suppose that if I were to search 
for a resource based on both the properties of the 
resource and the properties of the author, I would 
be more likely to find a resource than were I to 
search for a random author.

Such a search, however, is impossible unless 
the properties of the author are available in some 
form (something like a FOAF RDF file), and also 
importantly, that the properties of the author are 
connected in an unambiguous way to the resources 
being sought.

The explicit conjunction of personal informa-
tion and resource information within the context 
of a single distributed search system will facilitate 
much more fine-grained searches and levels of 
rich interactivity than either system considered 
separately. 

A convergence of these disparate technolo-
gies brought together in a unified and applied 
format represents a true step beyond the current 
state of the art in Professional Social Networks 
for learning.

Figure 2 presents a simplified schematic of the 
PSN. With reference to Figure 1, it is now possible 

Current State of the Art Beyond State of the Art

• Social & professional networks
• Semantic Web

[1] Development of a Semantic Web capability within a mainstreamed and 
practical platform for Organisational Learning 

• Mobile and Multimodal Interfaces to Social 
Networks

[2] Multimodal access to a PSN

• Standards and Interoperability [3] Standards and Interoperability

Table 3. Professional networks summary
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to perceive the step forward in interoperability 
and the concomitant benefits for personal and 
organisational learning that the PSN offers.

Mobile and MultiModal Interfaces to 
Social Networks: The PSN Agent

The PSN agent provides a natural language style 
interface to the people and resources of the site. 
By employing ‘Call-Centre-like technology’ any 
user will be able to call the PSN and submit a re-

quest to the agent facilitating a natural, although 
remote, interaction with the PSN to discover 
network human resources and content.

The agent and the PSN platform interact with 
each other as a direct benefit from the newly de-
veloped semantic profiling work provided through 
the FOAF module and the inclusion of a SKOS 
conformant ontology. Such interactions allow for 
complex queries to be made in a natural and lan-
guage neutral fashion. We believe this represents 
a step forward in multilingual and Multimodal 
access to professional social networks.

Figure 2. The PSN Architecture. ©2008 Basiel & Coyne. Used with permission.
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Adoption and Support

The biggest threat to the system is that we have a 
well designed online Professional Social Network 
that no one uses. Our answer to this challenge is 
addressed by our New Media Induction design. 
First, state of the art of induction and training 
applies a marketing approach. The pedagogic 
design of the induction is closer to a movie trailer 
or television advertisement than the traditional 
instructional design. Information is provided in 
smaller chunks with an emphasis on building 
personal connections as much as learning how 
to use the system. Next, our blended approach to 
dissemination is taken to this induction process. A 
face-to-face session is sandwiched between online 
sessions to strengthen motivation. Figure 3 shows 
a collection of short 10 minute digital videos that 
are used to reinforce the issues addressed in the 
induction process.

The innovative PSN induction pedagogic 
design builds on the members’ prior knowledge 
of ICT systems and human networks to apply to 
our new eLearning environment. Just-in-time/
case pedagogic design appeals to the full-time 
workplace based learner in our busy knowledge 
economy.

Standards and Interoperability: The 
PSN API

The current methods of accessing disparate social 
and professional networks are limited. However, 
as mentioned in the previous section, there is 
much work underway to develop an OpenAPI 
approach to network connectedness. Mobile and 
Multimodal access is developing at a variable rate 
but is limited to leisure and social networks. 

The work of the PSN team seeks to build upon 
the work of the SIOC, SKOS and FOAF work-
ing groups and in addition seek to incorporate 
the work of the OpenSocial and OpenID move-
ments to ensure the long term sustainability and 
interoperability of the PSN.

The PSN API and in particular the documen-
tation supporting the architectural development 
work will we believe provide other groups with a 
solid basis for extending and creating professional 
and social sites which will be quite different from 
the PSN but backwards and forwards compatible 
dues to the adoption and integration of multiple 
and non-proprietary standards.

Figure 3. New Media captioned web video
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Case Study 

The following case study explores the use of 
Emerald InTouch (2008) social network environ-
ment where the programme tutor, Alan Durrant, 
shared his experience:

… I thought about how to use Web 2.0 technol-
ogy as part of my teaching (and) considered the 
requirements of learners coming onto the Profes-
sional Practice BA Hons. programme. The course 
is for professional performing arts students (i.e. 
dancers, musicians or actors) where training has 
been very hands-on and directed. I wanted to 
give these students a higher education experience 
counter to this approach, where they would have 
to take much more autonomous control over their 
programme of study. The pedagogical underpin-
ning of this method is reflective, self-directed 
learning. I wanted to help students develop their 
career management, critical and reflective skills 
in order to pursue their career more effectively.

The biggest challenge for the pilot study was 
that of adoption. Although it was one of the course 
requirements to use Emerald InTouch, there were 
mixed levels of usage. Some students regularly 
posted blogs and updated their profiles, whereas 
others did not log-on since the induction sessions. 
Durrant said he “adopted an approach of strong 
encouragement”. As he points out:

there are always going to be questions about 
how a system like InTouch fits into an academic 
programme. My feeling is that students are often 
busy people who may not take time to reflect and 
will simply do what they need to do to complete the 
course. So if we want to develop them as reflective 
practitioners then we have to create situations 
where they are forced to reflect.

One of the ways to do this would be by replac-
ing assignments with assessment of the effective-

ness of a students’ contribution to the collective 
discussions on the blog or the wiki:

This approach may be something we consider 
at Middlesex, but at present we are starting by 
creating situations where students must record 
reflections via InTouch without the assessment 
imperative. At the start of the course this was 
very tutor-driven but we are now seeing more 
peer-to-peer interaction as compared with a lot 
of e-learning systems. InTouch is very intuitive. 
However, like any system, you need to use it often 
enough to feel confident on it. We have found that 
the students that did not attend the induction ses-
sion took a long time to understand the system. 
Next year it will be essential for students to attend 
the (face-to-face or online) induction where we 
will carry out a more in-depth introduction to 
this platform.

Alan’s conclusions highlight the importance of 
a well designed new media induction resource. If 
you want to use this type of social network system, 
it is important to identify the value of the new 
media system induction that can be designed to 
engage the stakeholders of the Professional Social 
Network (PSN) System. 

As well as student usage, it has also been im-
portant to ensure that there are protocols in place 
for the tutors. Durrant acknowledges that he also 
had to do some work to ensure complete familiar-
ity with the platform and also to regularly check 
InTouch for comments and new blog posts as, he 
asserted, “There was nothing more demoralising 
than posting a comment and your tutor does not 
respond to because they have long since stopped 
checking the site.” In response the Emerald techni-
cal team have added an ‘alert tool’ to email when 
changes are made to the system.

Basiel (1999) refers to this accessibility is-
sue as a ‘push-pull learning preference’. Some 
online learners like to go to a website or learning 
system to engage with the learning resources or 
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communication / collaboration tools. They ‘pull’ 
their learning from the system. Others prefer to 
have prompts sent to them. This may take the 
form of an email alert or a text SMS message to 
their phone. This preference may differ for the 
various functionalities of the VLE. For example, 
the learner may want to have a text message sent 
when a new meeting is posted in the online diary, 
but not get an alert every time someone enters a 
message on the text discussion board. 

This ‘media literacy spectrum’, as coined 
by Basiel et. al. (2008) can be observed when 
developing the learners’ profile. Some attributes 
are summarised in Table 4.

A functionality of the platform was the profil-
ing tool which connected students through shared 
interests, research areas, courses or via a simple 
keyword search. According to Durrant, “(this) 
tool was extremely helpful because students 
would be coming onto the programme largely, if 
not completely working at a distance. Keyword 
linking made instant connections between people 
with the same interests, a great icebreaker.” 
Campus based induction focused on the profiling 
tool to allow students to become familiar with the 
system. Many of the students were already using 

social software such as Facebook and were more 
comfortable about uploading information about 
themselves rather than starting off with some sort 
of course-related or professional blog. 

An instantiation of the success behind the 
pedagogic design of the system to develop an 
online community was demonstrated by one of 
the distant (off-campus) German students invit-
ing a UK colleague to visit over the Christmas 
holiday. This comradery was fostered through the 
InTouch online social system design. 

SUMMARY DISCUSSION

This chapter has addressed some interesting issues 
about the evolution of learning from an individual 
face-to-face context to one of an online profes-
sional social network model. We have stressed 
the importance of examining the underpinning 
pedagogic designs of the learning systems to guide 
the appropriate choice of online support tools.

In summary now we provide a critical dis-
course in the current ‘gap in state of the art’. The 
main issues concerning social networks that are 
flourishing on the web now focus on the Web 2.0 

eLearning events ‘Of.ine students’ ‘Millennials’  
networked learners

Synchronicity Asynchronous ‘Live interaction’

Learner age pro.le Mature learner Millennium kids

Learning style Reflective Spontaneous 

Learning design Just-in-case Just-in-time

Learning platform Local hard drive Server-side & client-side web browser

Mobile applications ‘off network games’ Bluetooth & Broad band wireless social 
online games & simulations

Historic perspective ‘90’s multimedia stand alone resources’ ‘00’s new media streaming ‘

Content source Expert generated
Content focus

‘Stakeholder generated’
Process focus

Revise content Slower turn-around on revised materials Online revisions more quickly achieved

Push-pull preference Tend to go to sources of knowledge Tend to have up-to-the-minute 
information sent

Table 4. Media literacy spectrum summary
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semantic web design. Present tagging conven-
tions are not adequate to progress the value of 
the systems forward. Accessibility to multimodal 
interfaces is improving with mobile systems, but 
there is a need to adapt and apply pedagogic design 
principles from this chapter to improve mobile 
performance. Standards and interoperability is 
in its early stages with web 1.0 content. More 
work is needed to synthesise these guidelines to 
professional social network system.

The case study offered in this chapter provided 
us with a grounded experience of using a profes-
sional social network. Both barriers and lessons 
learnt are now highlighted.

Barriers to professional social networks:

• Adoption: How can we get full-time work-
ing professionals to use a PSN? No evidence 
has emerged in this chapter to suggest that a 
‘silent member’ of the PSN is not learning. 
Further studies are needed to challenge this 
possible misconception.

• Induction design: To address the concern 
about active participation through to the 
completion of the eLearning event the 
value of new media design was emphasised. 
Traditional instructional design training 
strategies should be challenged in this new 
PSN context. 

Lessons learnt from the case study:

• Protocols: Communication and collabora-
tion guidelines are needed to be made explicit 
in a PSN system. A mix of top-down (man-
agers) and bottom-up (learners) approaches 
should be taken to get feedback from PSN 
stakeholders. These protocols are negotiable 
over time and will continue to adapt with 
the flexibility of the system. 

• Evaluation: The PSN must have in place an 
evaluation strategy and associated technical 
system. Through the constant collection 

and analysis of data from PSN stakehold-
ers the natural evolution of the system can 
continue. 

The closing thoughts for our chapter on profes-
sional social networks offer some recommenda-
tions to those readers that may want to venture 
into this area of organisational eLearning: 

• Establish learner’s profiles: Profiles of 
the PSN members should be done at several 
levels. First, a feasibility study will show the 
needs identified by the stakeholders. Next, 
personal Web 2.0 profiles identify learning 
styles and preferences. 

• Define the type of VLE (online pedagogy): 
Will the eLearning model be content driven 
with a strong set of digital resources? Or, will 
the focus be on the communication and sup-
port needed to network and collaborate?

• Define the tools to use (eg: blogs, Wikis, 
etc.) and the deployment strategy (eg: 
how many and at what stage): Appropriate 
eLearning toolsets should be mapped over 
from the PSN member profiles. 

• Design induction pedagogy and new me-
dia presentation: Get good initial motiva-
tion to promote a culture of change to adopt 
regular use of the PSN. By getting its use to 
be part of the daily routine you can address 
drop out prevention.

• Explore organisational learning for your 
context: Can you progress individual learn-
ing to a networked context? What system 
changes will be needed to adjust for this 
scalability?

• Plan a shift to a professional network con-
text: How can you adapt existing eLearning 
protocols and systems to a PSN context? 
Or, will it be easier to start over fresh with 
a new system? 

• Decide on the appropriate online support 
model for your PSN: The range of support 
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may range from a static FAQ to mobile web 
bot agent model. From your feasibility study 
data pick an appropriate set of tools to pro-
vide academic, technical and administrative 
help in the media and mobile platform that 
the learner’s need.

• Formative feedback: In the annual review 
strategy be sure to have systems in place to 
act on the changes needed to keep the PSN 
current to the learner’s needs.

If you are a member of a professional organi-
sation then this chapter has critically discussed 
some issues to take you forward into the 21st 
century learning society. The Web 2.0 pedagogic 
models, tool sets and protocols have been offered 
to provide a framework by which you will be able 
to open and establish the communication needed 
to help your organisation progress. 
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ABSTRACT

In the present study, the authors point of departure is the control crisis of science whose resolution re-
quires radical social innovation. The author then shows that the only possible way for achieving this is 
the partial fusion of certain portions of scientific activity with the system of public education, by means 
of organizing scientists, teachers, as well as middle and high-school students into hybrid, knowledge 
producing mega-machines. The author shall subsequently argue that doing so will at the same time bring 
about a pragmatic shift in public education, for which professionals in the field of pedagogy have long 
been ready in principle and in theory. As a final result we shall see the emergence of science and public 
instruction tailored to the global system level, within the framework of the information society.

INTRODUCTION 

The best way to predict the future is to invent it.
     (Alan Kay)

The two perhaps most important sub-systems 
of the Information Society, Science and Public 
Education, are confronting a social innovation 
process of staggering force. Even though the re-

search workshops of particular countries produce 
sensational results day by day, and the national 
systems of public education undergo continuing 
renewal, nonetheless in terms of their interest 
structures, their institutional mechanisms, and 
their financing, both science and public education 
have up to the present day continued to carry the 
imprint of the industrial era. For that reason, their 
functional disturbances can be managed ever 
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less effectively by short lived pseudo-reforms of 
purely transitional impact.

The information technology background sys-
tems of modern sciences produce an incredible 
quantity of output signals. For many of the sciences 
(primarily genetics, oceanography, meteorol-
ogy/climatology, environmental sciences, nuclear 
physics, pharmacology, archeology, and, first of 
all, astronomy) it is more and more problematic to 
manage the content of their permanently swelling 
background stores Beside financial resources the 
“human agent”, human infrastructure, is becom-
ing one of the bottlenecks. If we need brains in 
a “pre-digestive” process, it can easily find them 
where the task is exactly to make these brains able 
to do (even) scientific work: in the school benches. 
With the pupils socialized in the adequate com-
munity scope, involving resources and learning 
basic knowledge to satisfy their sateless desire to 
know and with their teachers an alliance may be 
created, and the biggest human GRID (the biggest 
Web 2.0. community) will be composed from these 
hybrid online clusters – the new type of knowledge 
producing and learning communities.

This process will, however, not run its course 
automatically. It requires efforts aligned with 
the same orientation, over several decades, by 
scientists from the various specialized fields, 
coordinators of instruction, political decision 
makers, teachers, social researchers, and informa-
tion technological system developers. The final 
result guided by a vision, and the broad sweep 
of the project that builds the path leading to that 
goal, make for social innovation of a scope and 
importance whose like has never before been 
formulated either by the sociology of science, 
by the philosophy of education, or by research 
in futurology. 

At this point our assertions concerning the 
future are hypotheses. Our aim is to elaborate 
scenarios ripened in a series of debates and work 
toward consensus-based conceptual structures, all 
of which will make it possible to initiate effective 
and soundly based social action and coordination, 
if and when the vision gains acceptence. 

THE CONTROL CRISIS OF
SCIENCE AND THE INEVITABLE 
CONTROL REVOLUTION

In the relevant literature there is a general ac-
ceptance of statements such as that the global-
ization of science has accelerated, that modes of 
knowledge production are emerging which follow 
new patterns, or that the rapid build-out of the 
new cyber-infrastructure of science introduces 
radical changes in methodologies of numerous 
scientific fields. There is, however, a considerable 
divergence of opinions concerning the depth of 
the challenge facing science and what the most 
comprehensive framework might be for interpret-
ing the respective changes. 

Beniger 

On my part, I consider the model introduced by 
James Beniger in his epochal work, The Control 
Revolution (Beniger, 1986), to be the most fertile 
theoretical approximation. I hold so because the 
current situation of science can be elegantly inter-
preted using Beniger’s category of a control crisis 
while also convincingly revealing the defining 
features of the incubating control revolution.

Shortly after the publication of his book, 
Beniger himself attempted to summarize in an 
independent study how his model might be ex-
tended to global science (Beniger, 1988).

The control revolution was the successful 
answer given to the lightning-fast process of in-
dustrialization which evolved during the century 
following the 1830’s. Beside reining in speed 
and energy, adequate answers were successfully 
found to governance and enterprise management 
through technological innovations supporting 
the flow and elaboration of information, together 
with the social innovation of modern bureaucracy. 
Beniger’s attention is drawn early to the double 
role in this process played by telematics, the in-
creasingly interwoven world of information and 
communication systems. With its innovations, 
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telematics supports the broad establishment of 
new and effective control structures. Yet in so 
far as the very processes whereby information is 
interpreted and evaluated for control purposes, 
are not successfully subjected to regulation over 
and over again by use of adequate methods, the 
feedback weakens and the system runs into new 
forms of control crisis.

When Beniger applies this to science, as a sys-
tem constructed par excellence from the streaming 
of information flows, he perceives almost every-
where the indications of a growing control crisis. 
He finds the primary threat in the large-scale 
startup of new systems of telematics which disturb, 
or with their excessive radicalism—because they 
abandon a paper-based world—even disorganize, 
the accustomed flow patterns of already pro-
duced knowledge. Thereby they further weaken 
the functioning of the most important feedback 
mechanism, the citation system.

It is strange how completely Beniger (1988:26) 
is mistaken when he has fears for scientific reports, 
the publishing of specialized journals, or the pub-
lication of conference proceedings in their capac-
ity as feedback mechanisms, on account of their 
exposure to information challenges. “Telematics 
threatens global science … [with] … a crisis of 
control. Many involved with the computerization 
of information systems have predicted—some 
gleefully—a decline in the formal scientific paper, 
a blurring of the distinction between research 
notes and papers and between papers and the 
response to them by others, an increase in mul-
tiple authorship by scores or even hundreds who 
participate in a telematic discussion, and the 
decline of formal journals, editors, and the gate-
keeping function more generally.” (Commenting 
on Beniger’s work, Gerhard Fröhlich shares this 
anxiety (Fröchlich, 1996)

Surely, the last two short decades have brought 
a control revolution precisely from this point of 
view, with the creation of the new environment of 
digitalization, web-browsing, or full-text search 

capability. (For a summary of this point of view, 
see (Nentwich, 2005). And yet, at the same time 
Beniger’s general model is more relevant than 
ever. The current control crisis of science cannot 
be found along the obstacles of accessibility to 
results; it has shifted to the scenes of new knowl-
edge creation. By to-day the lack of feedback can 
already be attributed primarily and principally to 
system-level constraints on the interpretation of 
knowledge and of raw information and data.

Revolution in Sign Production, 
Shortage in Brains

Modern sciences, with their up-to-date infor-
mation technology parks, are producing output 
data in quantities already so staggering as to 
make these incapable of being overviewed in a 
properly interpretive manner by the scientific 
community—which, to make things worse, is 
continually perfecting its capacity of producing 
and storing even more new information and data. 
“New data – whole new types of data – are accu-
mulating faster than researchers can make sense 
of them. The result is something like an optical 
illusion” (Hugh Kieffer, cited by Norton, 2004). 
Those sciences which have high levels of demand 
for raw data and their interpretation—genetics, 
oceanography, meteorology/climatology, environ-
mental sciences, atomic physics, pharmacology 
and above all astronomy—are currently undergo-
ing the cyber-infrastructure revolution with their 
GRIDs, their enormous capacities for calculation, 
simulation and visualization, their more and more 
intelligent agents and work-flow devices. 

Yet the scientists are aware of the control cri-
sis. They all have the bitter experience that their 
efforts of building new models and coming up 
with pioneering connections and hypotheses are 
constrained by the small capacity of the analytic 
personnel available for handling lower-level, sup-
portive transformational tasks. These tasks in-
clude surveys of measurement data, of elementary 
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objects, or of relevant singular events; the testing 
of map structures; or the confirmation/ verification 
of masses of elementary correlations. Any suc-
cesses achieved in automating or computerizing 
the analysis of the raw data will only reproduce 
at the next higher analytic level the experience 
of support personnel being unable to cope with 
the mass of transformational tasks.

In the past, scientists had met this experience 
only when surveying the specialized literature and 
running into the limits of the library services or 
the reference/abstract/search systems. Yet by now 
the capacity limit shows up in relation to the output 
of each scientist’s own data—a control crisis that 
cannot be managed by traditional approaches. This 
is because until now the preferred tool of control 
revolutions was the automation/computerization 
of the kind of human intellectual effort that could 
be translated into appropriate algorithms, just as 
the computer itself had replaced human computa-
tions done by pencil and paper. (Grier, 2005) 

Wherever this algorithmic translation can be 
continued—as in the case of robot librarians or 
the “robot scientist” used in gene sequencing—the 
impact of the control crisis can be moderated. As 
A. M. Weinberg says, “extreme automation may 
be appropriate for those activities that are time 
constrained, it may lead to clogged information 
channels for those scientific activities for which 
time is less important than depth of understand-
ing.” (Weinberg, 1989). Thus the scientific com-
munity has come step by step to the recognition 
that the bottleneck is in the areas of knowledge and 
insight that cannot be reduced to algorithms; the 
process of knowledge production is constrained 
by human brains capable of interpreting, placing 
in context, and thereby counterbalancing the sheer 
mass of raw data being generated. Therefore the 
new scientific control revolution can only arise 
from the human infrastructure, it can only be 
a human revolution—and as such calls not for 
technological but for social innovation.

PRELUDE TO THE KNOWLEDGE 
PRODUCING MEGA-MACHINES

During the past three decades the science estab-
lishment has tried to ease the intensifying pressure 
with three parallel minor innovations:

1. Organizational and institutional solutions 
facilitating the optimal use of the available 
capacities and numbers of human brains 
(intensification).

2. Interconnection of existing research staffs 
into virtual communities of ever growing 
size (concentration).

3. Attempted massive mobilization of new 
brains capable of being involved in the 
solution of scientific problems (extensive 
growth).

Each of these solutions yielded some tem-
porary and partial results—but these results 
paradoxically ended up by reinforcing the basic 
problem, because of the increased demand for 
data production stimulated precisely by the suc-
cessful feedback. We shall show below, one by 
one, why neither of the three approaches can be 
expected to promise further advance. Yet each of 
these three attempts has made a significant con-
tribution to identifying the feasible path toward 
the real control revolution. 

Intensification has time as its equivalent. When 
the staff of research assistants suddenly increases, 
this also means that we have to discover a way 
of reassigning the precious time of leading sci-
entists to activities that yield higher added value. 
Sophisticated bibliographic software is meant to 
serve the same objective. And scientists gather 
into problem-centered invisible colleges which 
are arising in parallel with the hierarchies of 
traditional authority, in order to make sure that 
the time required to arrive at new insights will be 
shortened by means of an intensive exchange of 
knowledge. The fundamental constraint on such 
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ways of intensification arises from the ever smaller 
part of the aggregate knowledge in a given area 
of science that has come to be represented as the 
personal knowledge of any one individual. As for-
mulated close to forty years ago by an outstanding 
Hungarian economist, Ferenc Jánossy, “Precisely 
this is why we have to beware of tugging by sheer 
force at the net of individual knowledge, trying to 
cover all of the increased area, until the meshes 
are torn and only large holes remain instead of 
the dense coverage of the net.” (Jánossy, 1975). 
This recognition opens the way to the search for 
more decentralized and democratic knowledge 
production models.

Concentration is embodied in ever larger 
cooperating communities of researchers. The 
pioneering Human Genome Project has been fol-
lowed by several similar research undertakings 
whose common element is the allocation of human 
resources required by such extensive research 
tasks, on the basis of novel principles. 

Precursors

At the end of 2006 more than 100 thousand sci-
entists from more than 175 countries have taken 
part in the Innocentive initiative. The website 
(http://www.innocentive.com) organizes the co-
operation of world-level researchers as problem 
solvers, and companies wishing to solve their 
development questions focusing on science, as 
seekers. It is effective primarily in the search for 
innovative answers given to complex challenges, 
mainly in the fields of pharmacology, biotech-
nology, chemistry, food industry and plastics 
industry, with financial awards often exceeding 
$ 100,000.

The Academici website offers a search frame-
work constructed for facilitating any emerging 
scientific cooperative initiatives and has thereby 
made it possible for scientists and researchers 
anywhere in the world to share their experiences 
at any time without limits and restrictions or to 
discuss any questions, proposals, suggestions, 

or problems. On www.academici.com those in-
terested can search according to several criteria, 
such as research field or scientific interest. In this 
way educational or scientific institutions located at 
the greatest world distances from each other can 
mutually get in touch in a matter of minutes.

The DILIGENT project of the European 
Union develops safe, coordinated, dynamic and 
cost effective test beds for virtual scientific com-
munities, to facilitate the sharing of knowledge and 
cooperation. Involving the website (http://www.
diligentproject.org/), experiments are proceeding 
in two real-time application fields, an environmen-
tal sustainability project and a cultural-heritage 
preservation topic, by combining the Grid and 
the DL (digital library) technologies.It is readily 
apparent that from the point of view of control 
structures, the size constraint is given by the 
maximal number of the scientists who can be 
meaningfully interconnected. Meanwhile, the 
cooperative forms, workflow solutions, software 
systems, and online cooperative cultures created 
for several tens of thousands of participants are 
already paving the way for making possible the 
operations and organization of research com-
munities of several-million-members which are 
expected to emerge in the course of the control 
revolution.

The Advent of Participatory Citizen 
Science

Extensive growth comes from drawing into 
science some social groups that had earlier, to 
some extent consciously, been excluded. The 
orientations of citizen science and participatory 
research (Irwin, 1995, Park et al., 1993) do not 
fight for the renaissance of amateur science but 
for the integration of knowledge created outside 
the scientific establishment, into the scientific 
problem solving processes. Typical examples, 
often with the spirit of movements, come into 
being and evolve in order to support the scientific 
emancipation of indigenous knowledge, that is, 
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knowledge concerning the local environment, 
weather, therapies, animals or plants. 

There exists, however an even more compre-
hensive context, the aspect of “open science” 
which fights, on theoretical and historical grounds, 
for breaking down the walls between Science and 
Non-science (Dasgupta and David, 1994). Open 
science, in the spirit of a new ethos (actually, one 
harking back to the 17th century) and fired by pow-
erful economic arguments, carries the banner for a 
program of broadly spreading out such knowledge 
as already exists, and hopes from this — among 
other things — for a growth in the number of 
persons involving themselves in the cultivation 
of science. The attraction of new brains has been 
started in several ways, based not upon theoreti-
cal but rather very practical considerations, by 
drawing participants primarily into problems of 
the environment and sustainability, because of 
their personal exposure and ready competency. 
The projects with the broadest participation are, 
however, connected to space research where mil-
lions of amateur astronomers have even earlier 
been able to get into the scientific establishment 
with their observations and results. In the highly 
computation-intensive SETI@home project only 
the redundant computer time was lent by more than 
four million people, but in the Stardust@home 
project voluntary brains were already also being 
needed, in order to act as virtual microscopes in 
the identification of collected micro-particles. 
(The Johnson Space Center, with the help of the 
Planetary Society and the University of California 
at Berkeley, has performed a high-resolution scan 
of the so called aerogel used for capturing spatial 
dust. The scanned micro-images are available in 
700,000 movie-length segments via the Internet, 
containing less than 50 expected micro-particles 
scattered like needles in a vast haystack. Results 
obtained in interpreting the images by voluntary 
scientific participants joining in from the public, 
if proven reliable by tests, will help in finding 
and isolating individual micro-particles. These 
will be named by their discoverers (http://plan-

etary.org/programs/projects/stardustathome/). 
This monotonous and tiring work required what 
amounts almost to a hunt for volunteers, who 
were permitted to join the search after success-
fully passing a test. 

Practices of bringing new brains into science, 
undertaken so far, clearly demonstrate that in 
selected cases this may lead to success; it does, 
however, not provide a system-level solution to 
the problem of the missing human infrastructure. 
Voluntarism and contingency cannot be reconciled 
with a systemic revolution of control. And yet, 
we owe a lot to these projects, because they are 
proving day by day they that it is possible both 
to imagine and to operate problem solving com-
munities of never seen size, and to boot, with 
outsiders. In the public discourse, they strengthen 
narratives relating to the decentralization, democ-
ratization and massive expansion of science, and 
thereby they open up the door to the real control 
revolution—the creation of knowledge producing 
mega-machines.

PLAN OF A MEGA-MACHINE

The mega-machine is Lewis Mumford’s noted 
category (Mumford, 1967, 1970). Studies in the 
history of technology often refer to it as the term 
for a large and hierarchically organized task com-
munity—from the pyramid builders to the many 
armies of history. Mumford intended, however, 
to convey more than a simple metaphor. He was 
in part also interested in how the human com-
ponents of a mechanism cooperate with the tool 
components, the mega-technics; how a few large 
cities which attain a central role in communica-
tions, labeled megalopolis, become the scenes of 
these events; how social control of technology 
emerges; and how communities of this size can 
be described with the terminology of cybernetics. 
Mumford (1967:191-192) was interested in how “… 
to turn a random collection of human beings...into 
a mechanized group that could be manipulated 
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at command. The secret of mechanical control 
was to have a single mind with a well-defined aim 
at the head of the organization, and a method of 
passing messages... (to) the smallest unit.”. 

We can even consider the information society 
itself, in its most comprehensive sense, as a mega-
machine (May, 2000). Yet we find the expression 
especially useful when we are looking for a name 
to designate the kind of knowledge-producing 
communities that will be able to exceed the largest 
present scales of scientific cooperation perhaps a 
hundredfold. And since we have seen the short-
comings of current efforts aimed at increasing 
the number of brains participating in scientific 
research tasks, the conditions outlining the criteria 
that future scientific mega-machines will have to 
fulfill have become quite clear:

• Guarantee of staffs of sufficient size.
• Guarantee of staff availability.
• Professional-methodological quality assur-

ance of activities.
• Accountability, dedicated areas of respon-

sibility, deadlines met and capable of being 
met, clear project scenarios, and professional 
management.

• Organized transfer of or instruction in the 
knowledge minimally necessary to join a 
project.

• Facilitation of tasks, continuous mediation 
among individual participants of the sys-
tem.

• Flexible, many-sided online system man-
agement service, oriented to facilitating 
horizontal as well as vertical interactions.

But where could the many tens of millions of 
brains be found for this? How could communities 
of this size be made manageable and operable in 
line with the above expectations?

According to a rough but conservative ex-
trapolation based on UNESCO data for the year 
2004 (http://gmr.uis.unesco.org/ViewTable.aspx), 
by 2007 there were approximately 800 million 

students in the 12-18 age cohort, supervised in 
an orderly and structured manner by some 40 
million teachers. Public education is a human 
mega-machine that is already at hand, striving, 
to boot, toward a fully online existence at aston-
ishing speed. It appears to be perfectly suitable, 
while radically renewing its current functioning, 
to become at the same time also a mega-machine 
for research, thereby solving the control crisis of 
science. Or put in a different way, other than the 
hundreds of millions who are now articulated into 
the national systems of public education, we can 
find no social group on earth or in heaven that 
would so completely satisfy our prior expectations 
concerning size, availability and organization. 

Why is it then that this statement, when we first 
come upon it, should nevertheless feel so startling, 
bizarre, and utopian? Indeed, once we realize that 
it is necessary, we only have to convince ourselves 
that it is possible. If we accept the goal — to plan 
and put in motion the new mega-machines built 
on public education — then we can take our time 
pondering the details of the path that will lead us 
there. So the challenge does not lie in listing all 
the steps that are indispensable for implement-
ing the initiative but rather, in figuring out how 
to make the vision itself realistic. Can it possibly 
be sustained as a hypothesis? Is a mega-machine 
conceptualized in this way at all imaginable? Is 
it outlandish in relation to the institutional and 
functional order of public education or to the 
contrary, is it wonderfully adaptable to that order? 
But above all, why do we find it so hard to throw 
ourselves enthusiastically into listing the fantastic 
functional consequences that we hope will flow 
from the birth of the new mega-machine? 

Perhaps it sounds strange at first but it is 
impossible to find a single serious and objective 
counter-argument. Yet acceptance of the vision is 
all the more impeded by hardened views, mistakes, 
preconceptions, misunderstandings and optical 
illusions, which must be brought into the open, 
exhibited, and demolished before we can once 
again take a searching look at the vision itself. 
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As it usually happens, when seeking to define the 
outlines of the Future, we run into the attitudinal 
roadblocks of the Past.

EDUCATION: THE SPIRIT OF THE 
INDUSTRIAL ERA, OR THE
DELAYED CENTURY OF THE CHILD

Ellen Karolina Sofia Key wrote her emblematic 
book entitled The Century of the Child in 1900 
(Key, 1900), a polemic discourse in which she at-
tempted a showdown with the shadows of the 19th 
Century. Ellen Key envisaged a radically new 20th 
Century built on a positive child image, in which 
the schools would no longer deliberately freeze 
but rather set free the intellectual and spiritual 
energies hiding in the child. Sadly, the Swedish 
author was mistaken. Despite all the emancipa-
tory, promising initiatives of that century, the real 
turnaround is still waiting in the wings. The school 
as an institution has shown an appalling lack of 
change ever since the end of the 19th Century. Its 
objective function pursues social and labor market 
integration, its image of the child is paternalistic, 
and its pattern of knowledge flow is determinedly 
one-way. The school decants the necessary abili-
ties, skills and knowledge into the child’s head 
with the help of the teachers and the material of 
instruction, while keeping the child’s time budget, 
comportment, and knowledge organization under 
strict control, standardizing the required minimal 
levels of knowledge. The reason why the tired 
commonplaces of the so-called world crisis of 
education never mature into an interpretation as 
a control crisis, is simply that the school is actu-
ally experiencing no crisis at all, it is fulfilling its 
task, the feedbacks are working — just so long 
as the fundamental assumptions and criteria of 
success continue to be those of the industrial era. 
Likewise, the science of the industrial era is not 
in crisis, either, because the processes of selection 
for the replacement of its cadre of scientists are 
continuing smoothly without any hitch. (And of 

course the alarm bells are immediately rung as 
soon as the process begins to falter somewhere, 
with particular disciplines attracting insufficient 
interest on the part of the relevant age groups.) 

But let us now replace the out-of-date objective 
function with that of the information era. From 
the point of view of up-to-date knowledge asset 
management, is the school getting a suitable return 
from the brains committed to its care? Does it 
deal with the knowledge carried by the students 
on the basis of an appropriate valuation, does it 
regard such knowledge as a capital asset, does it 
make an effort to integrate that knowledge in a 
truly transformative fashion as much as possible 
with the total mass of knowledge? 

If we measure the school’s quality of func-
tioning by how well it creates a foundation for 
the holistic image of the human essence as one 
of life-long learning, then it is immediately ap-
parent that we are in deep trouble. The crucial 
question therefore becomes whether a totally and 
essentially industrial-era mega-machine might 
be capable of renewing itself by assimilation to 
the demands of the information age, or whether 
the imperative of change must necessarily aim 
at dismembering the mega-machine itself. Ivan 
Illich’s answer was clear, definite and scandal-
izing: the school as an institution was itself the 
chief obstacle to renewal.

The current search for new educational funnels 
must be reversed into the search for their institu-
tional inverse: educational webs which heighten 
the opportunity for each one to transform each 
moment of his living into one of learning, sharing, 
and caring. (Illich, 1970)

In my personal opinion, a process of creative 
destruction leads to far more difficulties than 
the re-planning and re-engineering of the mega-
machine of public education. The school has 
changed much, to its advantage. For a long time, 
pedagogical theory has also been knocking on 
the door with a set of claims that it delineates 
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normatively in connection with the school, the 
teaching/learning processes, and the children of 
the information age. Specifically:

• Education should move away from au-
thoritarian orthodoxy toward a world of 
horizontal communications and of coop-
erating, problem solving teen-age student 
communities.

• Let us teach each child from an early age to 
think critically, thereby supporting the de-
velopment of a facility that allows pondering 
problems from different perspectives and, 
even independently, with a thoroughness 
maturing toward the scientific level.

• The teacher should be an animator, not 
a device for the recitation of instruction 
material. The teacher should smartly direct 
the independent knowledge operations of 
the students that also make use of library 
and Internet resources, intervening only at 
critical points.

• Wherever possible, the principle of learning 
by doing and getting the children to make 
their own discoveries should replace mind-
less cramming. 

• Education should build on children as self-
confident and smart users of the world of in-
formation-technology devices and systems 
who are already on the brink of absorbing 
this experience and knowledge at the same 
time as their mother tongue.

If we want to build a pragmatic pedagogical 
program on the above theoretical expectations, we 
could nowhere find a better option than to involve 
teen-age students and their teachers by the mil-
lions into the suitably prepared and well-organized 
problem-solving processes, involving network 
communications and cooperative work, that are 
emerging in a number of scientific areas.

The spirit of the out-of-date industrial era is left 
with just one position it can take to save it from 
retreat. That is to call into question the suitability 

of the 12-18 age group for active and creative 
participation in scientific group work.

Mini-Einsteins Versus Intellectual
Immigrants

It may seem gratifying to collect a colorful posy 
of the latest acts of student geniuses. How a Hun-
garian high-school student living in Calgary, with 
two weeks’ work, succeeded in proving Albrecht 
Dürer’s five-hundred-year old geometric conjec-
ture which had earlier resisted the mathematical 
community’s best efforts? How a fifteen-year-old 
boy, jointly with his world famous co-author, 
published an excitingly original astrophysical 
hypothesis? How teen-age girls were involved in 
choosing the optimal landing point for the Mars 
terrain exploration robot?

Yet, what needs proof is not that talented 
teen-age students are at times capable of produc-
ing results comparable to those of grey-haired 
professors. We lose our way if we try to look for 
economy-size scientists among 12-18 year old 
children; the mega-machine demands something 
entirely different. The students, with the help of 
their teachers, must be capable of and suitable for 
appropriately undertaking massive partial tasks, 
typically of a low level of abstraction, yet still 
calling for natural intelligence. Let us replace one 
single research assistant with a hundred children 
and four teachers, and we will begin approaching 
realistic proportions. And ten thousand children 
with four hundred teachers may well provide us 
with as much problem-solving power for a scien-
tific program as a research staff of one hundred. 
Of course, what we should expect from a student 
is, accordingly, one hundredth of what we may 
expect from an adult scientific researcher.

All this is well known by all those who had 
tried their hand at on-site scientific work jointly 
with massive groups of students. Where research 
programs, because of their very nature or a lack 
of support, have to make do without sufficient hu-
man resources, they increasingly turn to teenagers 
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under the whip of necessity. Our space limitations 
preclude displaying the variety of color and the 
richness of form of currently running efforts 
of this kind. Tens of thousands of students are 
becoming articulated into research programs of 
great vitality, in the course of which they undertake 
full-valued ornithological observations, ecologi-
cal surveys and measurements, or data collection 
efforts pertaining to local history. The exacting 
database of Estonian trees has been compiled 
by the student participants of the Tiger Leap 
program of the Estonian Schoolnet. The SG@
Schools project in Singapore is being planned 
with reliance, in part, on the efforts of students in 
gene sequencing, animation tasks, and complex 
financial calculations.

The screenagers, representatives of today’s 
generation that had grown up on television and 
the computer, are adapting to the new cognitive 
environment —according to Douglas Rushkoff’s 
apt remark (Rushkoff, 1996),— as naturally and 
flexibly as the children of immigrants learn the 
language of the recipient country, faster and more 
effectively than their parents. And it is hard to 
imagine that the digital kids, who effortlessly cope 
with directing the traffic of the Chicago airport 
on a simulation game, who are daily managing 
extended online contact networks, and who can 
smartly transform information from one complex 
format into another, were not to be destined to ac-
complish even more. Would they not be suitable for 
administering questions in sociological surveys 
— perhaps concerning precisely their own age 
group? Or to read original sources and abstract 
their contents? Or to translate professional texts 
with their teachers’ help? Or to answer questions, 
even by the thousand, put to them by scientists 
about what they find digging deep into their in-
dividually assigned little fields of inquiry? Or to 
try aggregating their partial bits of knowledge 
within flexible ad hoc communities? Of course 
they would. It would take no more than looking at 
them and seeing them in this particular way. 

Still, many think that scientific activities are 
not for teenagers, that it is better to keep science 
at the level of illustrations meant just to awaken 
their interest, in order to make them disposed 
to learn. Their situation is therefore powerfully 
illuminated by the results of comparative educa-
tional surveys which show that if we integrate 
a broad collection of scientific problem solving 
methods, approaches, and philosophies into 
educational practice from an early age, we find 
an abrupt increase in children’s disposition to 
learn as well as in their learning performance. 
Pedagogical action research has also shown that 
just as the acquisition of computer skills creates 
no particular problems, in the same way neither 
are there cultural, linguistic, religious or social 
obstacles to the acquisition of skills in undertaking 
activities of a scientific type. By transforming the 
public education system in a way that integrates 
information and science literacy into education 
from a very early age, we can promote an equal-
ity of opportunities more effectively than in any 
other way.

The children stand ready to become parts 
of the knowledge producing mega-machines. It 
is only the scientists, education-policy leaders, 
parents, and teachers who will have to come to 
believe this. 

The Architecture of the
Mega-Machine and its Impacts

In the coming years or decades, a series of re-
search projects and experimental programs will 
put together and give precise shape to the basic 
structure and to the thousands of small details of 
the operation of knowledge producing mega-ma-
chines. In the discussion below I wish to survey, 
without any pretense to completeness, some of 
the fundamental aspects and characteristics that 
will almost certainly be relevant to the future 
system:
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• Mega-machines will organize as hybrids of 
researchers, teachers and students which are 
multiply articulated in depth and in which 
assignments are distinguished as a function 
of the time requirement, profundity, and 
scope of each task. 

• The age, experience, interests and earlier 
project involvements of each teen-age stu-
dent will point to many differing roles. The 
representatives of science are also bound to 
arrive at specific divisions of labor amongst 
themselves. The ones facing, however, the 
largest shift in their identities are the teach-
ers. At an earlier stage of their careers they 
had to choose between scientific work and 
the teaching profession which offers a lower 
social prestige. Yet as knowedge brokers, 
directors, and coordinators of bona fide 
research sub-projects, they will move into 
a totally new, inspiring professional and 
motivational environment, in their role as 
essential cogwheels in the functioning of the 
mega-machines. Beside this, the continuing 
role of exposition will also remain part of 
their responsibility — the awakening of in-
terest, the nurturing of essential basic skills, 
and the incubation of the ability of students 
for participation in scientific group work.

•  The disciplines currently experiencing the 
deepest control crises are the ones most 
likely to take the lead in building up their 
problem-solving clusters. These include ge-
netics, biotechnology, and the environmental 
sciences as one set of fields; space research 
and astronomy as another; and finally, from 
among the social sciences, history and ar-
cheology.

• The inclusion of students in building project 
organizations can begin above the ages of 
ten or twelve. It seems to be obvious that 
there will be a particular system level that 
includes all students as parts of large, long-
term undertakings aimed at structuring vast 
masses of raw information. This will involve 

the continuous follow-up of modular objects 
tailored to the capabilities of individuals (or 
of elementary research communities) and 
the steady enrichment of the knowledge 
pertaining to these objects (heavenly bodies, 
particular gene sequences, archaeological 
specimens, or historical sources), together 
with the mobilization, as required, of such 
knowledge. From here, not everyone’s way 
necessarily leads to problem solutions at 
higher system levels, but all will remain 
members of this elementary problem com-
munity where one can continue doing one’s 
modest partial task as long as attending 
school or even beyond, life-long.

• Within the mega-machine, dynamic cluster 
formation will necessarily get going along 
the typical attributes of the scientific prob-
lems under study. And since the unit topics, 
if they are well chosen, are likely to be multi-
dimensional and complex, the students, in 
their capacity as individual owner/managers 
of particular dedicated problem objects, can 
be members of three, four, or even more 
problem communities organizing around 
particular attributes.

• The representatives of science are present 
in the system in part as clients who, on the 
basis of jointly agreed criteria, define the 
tasks to be undertaken. The tasks then tend 
to spread out within the mega-machine, 
possibly with benign, multiple overlaps. 
The scientists are also present within the 
problem field continuously and interactively, 
with responsibility for quality assurance, 
the creation of professional-methodological 
standards, and enforcement of the latter. The 
system harbors the possibility of competition 
and choice; the potential topics compete for 
resources, and individual clusters are rela-
tively autonomous in choosing the focus of 
their activities. The results obtained thanks 
to the mega-machines will be the shared 
treasure of humankind.
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• Other than maintaining the national lan-
guage in scientific work, the force field 
guiding the operation of the mega-machine 
is basically a global one. The clusters are 
kept in motion by horizontal contacts among 
students of diverse nationalities, languages, 
cultures and religions, and through such an 
interconnectivity a new, global conscious-
ness emerges in a meaningful way.

• This is closely connected with global prob-
lems that have so far called for consciousness 
raising in part as a challenge to education. 
The school of the future—in James Martin’s 
words—will also be a civilization school, 
since it demands that the basic knowledge 
necessary for the survival of civilization be 
introduced into the curricula urgently and 
in their full range. “Education for surviv-
ability—the most important subject we can 
teach.” (Martin, 2006). A work of similar 
outlook and message but with richer develop-
ment of the topic is (Adams and Carfagna, 
2006). 

• Yet all this will be perceived as more organic 
and credible once everyone gets a share in 
laying a scientific foundation for the solu-
tion.

• For several reasons, the necessary lingua 
franca of the mega machine can only be 
English. (It is not impossible, though, that 
over the long run the torch will be taken 
over by an artificial language developed 
especially for this purpose.)

• Even though the research activities of the 
students are tied to practical reality by the 
objects of study individually assigned to 
them, the online work management systems 
nevertheless are taking on a key role in the 
process. It is an important question whether 
the open platform of the Internet is suitable 
for handling interactive efforts by several 
million participants, requiring work man-
agement systems of never seen dimensions. 

In any case, it is worth paying increased 
attention to software developments based 
on pioneering principles that promise solu-
tions of entirely new levels of effectiveness. 
(We consider the Croquet project, www.
opencroquet.org, as one of these.)

• Finally, it is important to emphasize that 
being a part of the scientific mega-machine 
will only be one side or one function of 
school life; there will be no total change 
of the guard compared to earlier solutions 
of instruction and subject matter, only an 
internal reorganization of proportions.

POLICY IMPLICATIONS

James Beniger notes correctly that in the case 
of large-scale social innovations it is always 
politics that has the decisive word: “ … the in-
formation society does not spring spontaneously 
from advanced industrialization. Technological 
possibilities for control present societal choices, 
which are themselves subject to political control” 
(Beniger, 1988:22). And if innovation is global, as 
is the case with the future hybrid mega-machine of 
science and public education, then as an inevitable 
complication, two political system levels get in 
each other’s way. Beside national education and 
science policies, the international organizations 
representing the global level are also very much 
concerned, since the mega-machine can only be 
coordinated in a transnational space. And although 
UNESCO’s profile (science, education, infocom-
munication) would predestine the organization to 
lead such an important innovation program, look-
ing at its current planning and operational system 
it is hard to imagine that it would be able to fulfill 
the task. It is more probable that the professional 
world organization of one of the scientific disci-
plines might come to a consensus about building a 
smaller pilot prototype of the mega-machine. And 
similarly, within the strategic-political decision 
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space of the nation state it is hard to expect that a 
vision, no matter how realistic it may be, will gain 
priority, let alone support, solely on the basis of 
its projection of a future that is highly attractive 
in many ways. It is much more probable that the 
growing control crisis — whose spectacularly 
visible aspect is the increasing lack of financial 
and human resources compared with what would 
really be needed—will sooner or later inherently 
enforce the search for solutions. When national 
science policies see no other way, they will out of 
sheer necessity reach for the possibilities offered 
by the mega-machines. 

It is especially difficult to realize and accept 
that in a global social innovation of such scope 
the expected benefits will not accrue in the form 
of traditional competitive advantages.

Why should the United States wish to turn 
in this direction, given that its leading position 
attained in science is sure to be safe for a long 
time to come, even without the upheaval of the 
mega-machines? When does the moment of 
epiphany arrive, insisting that the value of new 
knowledge produced by the mega-machine is 
becoming clearly measurable even under conven-
tional budgetary criteria? How will the truth get 
to the point where it can be grasped—once again 
from a budgetary or national security perspec-
tive—that common actions organized in favor of 
common scientific aims reduce to insignificance 
or overwrite the traditional forms of international 
conflict? Let us not forget, it is part of the vi-
sion that the educational systems of the world’s 
zones of conflict will also be integrated into the 
mega-machine. In the 21st century which offers 
little chance for religious, cultural or political 
convergence, could precisely science not become 
one kind of common language?

And what about the smaller countries? Is there 
any point for them to get going with their own 
mini-scale mega-machines? For example, on the 
basis of their recent educational and science-policy 
accomplishments, mentioned earlier, Finland, 

Estonia, and Singapore would without further 
ado be suitable and mature enough to experiment 
with sciences, themes, clusters—mobilizing in 
their entirety their teenage student cadres of 
hundreds of thousands. And what stands in the 
way of the possibility of these countries starting 
to build a mega-machine in cooperation with an 
ambitious country like Chile, with one of the 
Chinese or Indian provinces, or with one of the 
smaller American federal states?

Even the longest journey begins with the 
first step. Are we standing ready to initiate a 
discourse?
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ABSTRACT

Web 2.0 driven sustainability reporting describes an emerging digital approach powered through Web 2.0 
technologies for companies communicating sustainability issues. Such a computer-based application of 
semantics overcomes the limitations of orthodox methods and provides an array of specific capabilities 
to improve sustainability communication both, for companies (reporters), and their various stakeholders 
(report readers), that is along interactivity, customisation, and reporting à la carte, stakeholder dia-
logue, and participation. This chapter gives an outline on this up-and-coming sustainability reporting 
approach along three categories: (i) Media-specific trends in sustainability reporting are observed. (ii) 
New opportunities Web 2.0 technologies are offering for corporate sustainability reporting are identi-
fied. (iii) The concept and implementation of a software tool for sustainability reporting à la carte is 
presented making clear the movement away from early reporting stages towards the advanced one of a 
Web 2.0 driven approach.
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FROM ISOLATED REPORTINT  TO 
SUSTAINABILITY REPORTING

Corporate sustainability reporting has its roots 
both in environmental and in non-financial report-
ing (IISD et al., 1992; DTTI et al., 1993; UNEP 
and SustainAbility, 1994). It follows a development 
path towards a concept of balanced reporting, 
usually communicating the three pillars of envi-
ronmental, social, and economic performance and 
its mutual interrelations, in business terms often 
called the triple bottom line approach (Elkington, 
1997). Sometimes, this approach is put in popular 
terms like “making values count” (ACCA, 1998), 
or “linking values with value” (KPMG, 2000), 
or described as “creating value and optimising 
prosperity according to the Triple P bottom line” 
(SER, 2001). The latter is understood as combining 
shareholder value, eco-efficiency, and corporate 
citizenship, or being part of corporate social 
responsibility (CSR Europe, 2000). 

In the 10 years since sustainability reporting 
first became a topic of broader interest in aca-
demia, business, and government, it has rapidly 
grown to a field of research with increasing rel-
evance for companies (Kolk, 2004) and capital 
markets (Flatz, 2003), even in the eyes of inves-
tors (Australian Government, 2003). At present, 
sustainability reporting seems to become part 
of companies’ daily affairs, even entering (to a 
certain extent) the business mainstream. Hence, 
for a growing number, not just for some pioneer-
ing companies, the question is now how to report 
on sustainability issues, and no longer whether to 
report at all (Marshall and Brown, 2003). 

Regardless of nationality or other differences 
in country results, this is not only true for leading 
edge companies in corporate sustainability and 
few sector leaders, but also for global players and 
multinationals (KPMG, 2005), stock-quoted and 
publicly traded companies (Raar, 2002), as well 
as for a number of medium-sized (Clausen et al., 
2001) or small companies (EC, 2002). This trend 
is evidently a worldwide phenomenon (Kolk, 

2004), with North America and Europe coming 
first, followed by the Asia-Pacific region, and even 
spreading to Africa (Visser, 2002).

While the field is still evolving, as sustain-
ability reporting matures and practice develops 
into a more sophisticated stage, companies have 
to realise that the “honeymoon period” (DTTI et 
al., 1993) in which comprehensive non-financial 
reports received media and public attention just 
for the fact that they publish reports at all rather 
than for what was disclosed is over. Nowadays, 
a substantial amount of information is required. 
However, further to the relevance of contents, 
issues of communication style also become of 
greater importance (Beattie and Pratt, 2003; 
Hund et al., 2004; ACCA, 2004), in particular 
interactivity (Teo et al., 2003; Isenmann and Kim, 
2006), target group tailoring (Jensen and Xiao, 
2001; Isenmann and Marx Gómez, 2004), and 
stakeholder dialogue (WBCSD, 2002; Unerman 
and Bennett, 2004). Due to cross media availabil-
ity and other innovative opportunities offered by 
the internet and its associated technologies and 
services, companies are entering a new transi-
tional stage of online reporting (SustainAbility 
and UNEP, 1999; Clarke, 2001; Wheeler and 
Elkington, 2001). 

In this chapter, we provide an outline of how 
to benefit from Web 2.0 technologies for commu-
nicating sustainability issues, while developing 
from early sustainability reporting stages towards 
a more sophisticated digital approach. Using 
Web 2.0 technologies, however, companies and 
stakeholders can overcome the current limited and 
rather monological reporting approach and de-
velop practice towards more social interaction.

As the overall aim, this chapter attempts 
to bridge the gap between the business-driven 
field of sustainability reporting and its differ-
ent facets on the one hand and on the other, the 
technology-intensive area of online information 
systems, software tools and information manage-
ment harnessing for Web 2.0 technologies and 
semantics. Although research in both domains is 
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still quite disparate, recent progress in social web 
evolution enables an array of unique capabilities 
to be employed for closing this gap. In particular 
semantic technologies, services, and markup 
languages like XML (eXtensible Markup Lan-
guage, e.g. W3C, 2004; Glushko and McGrath, 
2005), XBRL (eXtensible Business Reporting 
Language, e.g. DiPiazza and Eccles, 2002) and 
EML (Environmental Markup Language, e.g. 
Arndt and Günther, 2000) provide powerful tools, 
to the benefit of all groups involved in or affected 
by sustainability reporting (GRI, 2006), be they 
managers, accountants, employees, members of 
the financial community, customers, suppliers, 
local authorities, non-governmental institutions, 
pressure groups, or organisations focused on 
benchmarking, rating and ranking. 

ISSUES OF CURRENT
SUSTAINABILITY REPORTING

While sustainability reports are a comprehensive 
way of corporate communication and hence be-
ing regarded as flagship instruments, the way 
information is distributed and directed is still far 
from ideal, e.g. in terms of stakeholder dialogue, 
interactivity, and participation. This becomes ap-
parent due to a) report content not being tailored to 
the specific needs of its different, unique readers 
and b) the direction of communication is going 
strictly from the company to the stakeholders; a 

dialogue driven process is not provided. From four 
possible ways of exchanging information between 
the actors, only one is applied currently, while the 
other three are mostly ignored (see Figure 1).

The four ways, information about the content 
of a sustainability report (or the content itself) can 
be exchanged, are:

a. From the company to stakeholders: This is 
the basis of all communication in this con-
text. The company creates a sustainability 
report and makes it available to all its stake-
holders, e.g. over the web. All other forms 
of exchange are based on this report.

b. From stakeholders to stakeholders: This 
level of communication is reached, once 
stakeholders are given the opportunity to 
discuss the content provided by the company 
amongst themselves. Exchange of informa-
tion between readers is also the basis for 
building an active community.

c. From stakeholders to the company: If stake-
holders are enabled to give feedback about 
the report, the information flow is changing 
from strict one-way direction of communi-
cation to a bidirectional process, allowing 
readers to participate in the evaluation of 
data, and giving companies the opportunity 
to establish direct contact with its stakehold-
ers.

d. From companies to companies: This pos-
sibility describes a form of communication, 

Figure 1. Four ways of communication. ©2008, Daniel Süpke. Used with permission.
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where different companies are exchang-
ing information about their sustainability 
performance with each other, e.g. for com-
parison or to evaluate the collaboration of 
different companies among a production 
chain.

Corresponding to target group tailoring, the 
core element emphasised here is stakeholder 
dialogue. When providing stakeholder dialogue, 
companies can demonstrate openness and honesty 
in reporting, especially if communication with 
participating parties is meaningful, open, and fair. 
Such communication makes clear that reporters 
take readers’ needs and preferences into account, 
e.g. through feedback loops or other mechanisms 
for learning, finally linking to the management 
as an important input for reflection.

Following the guidebook on sustainability 
communication and stakeholder involvement 
(WBCSD 2002; Hund et al. 2004), stakeholder 
dialogues can take every form of a continuum, 
from passive and non-participatory to active and 
fully participatory; put in business terms, the 
spectrum includes: information, consultation, 
involvement, collaboration, and empowerment. 

Within this chapter, three ways of stakeholder 
engagement and dialogue are discussed and ideas 
given, on how to improve the communication 
flow, or to establish it at all: The way, informa-
tion within a report is presented to its readers (a) 
can be improved, compared to the status quo. 
The main focus lies on b) and c), describing how 

to enable discussion between stakeholders and 
the possibility of feedback. The communication 
among different companies (d), can be enabled 
e.g. by establishing sustainability networks, but 
will not be covered within this chapter.

IMPROV ING USABILITY WITH
TAILORED REPORTS

A major problem of current sustainability re-
porting practise is the (static) way reports are 
presented, whereas content of most reports is 
inflexible and not adapted for different stake-
holders. This is a result of the way information 
is being delivered: A report is created, and then 
presented as either a print document or online, in 
HTML, or PDF. While there is no way to modify 
print documents, online platforms can potentially 
provide the ability to change design and content 
for different stakeholders on the fly, and to add 
additional, hyperlinked multimedia elements, 
given a sophisticated information management 
layer (Isenmann, Gómez 2004, ACCA 2001). To 
classify different levels of user modelling, the 
following taxonomy is suitable (Figure 2):

Systems can be classified according to their 
degree of user modelling and their degree of 
system adaption. The former differentiates be-
tween stereotyped (not regarding different users), 
individualised (addressing different user types), 
and personalised systems (addressing different, 
unique persons). The latter differentiates the way, 

Degree 
of 

user modelling

personalised

individualised Best practise

stereotyped Status quo O2

adapted adaptable adaptive

Degree of system adaption

Figure 2. Classification of target group tailoring (based on Lenz 2003). ©2008, Daniel Süpke. Used 
with permission.
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information is provided: Adapted systems only 
allow changing the information at the time of 
implementation, while possible modification of 
information during run time is expressed by the 
term adaptable. Adaptive systems finally are able 
to estimate by themselves, what information the 
current user could be interested in, without any 
explicit configuration.

Currently, most sustainability reports acces-
sible over the web are to be described as stereo-
typed and adapted. Their content is only defined 
once and then delivered in this form to readers 
without any opportunity of tailoring specific 
information needs and individual preferences. 
This disregard of different personalities, while 
being the easiest implementation for companies, 
comprises a number of problems. Comprehensive 
sustainability reports can be very large; thus the 
amount of information provided can also be very 
large (especially compared to e.g. environmental 
reports), while the information processing capa-
bilities of its readers remain the same, bearing 
some issues:

• Readers might not be able to separate relevant 
from irrelevant information:
 High effort for finding specific informa-

tion.
 Relevant information might not be 

recognised at all.
• Especially casual readers might want a short 

overview instead of details.

This situation is changing only very slowly. 
One company going beyond this static approach 
is the telecommunications provider O2. On the 
company’s website, readers are able to define the 
content of their sustainability report by selecting 
articles with functionality similar to shopping 
carts. Using this, they can choose from different 
parts of a full report, and put them in the cart, for 
examples specific indicators about environmental 
performance like water withdrawal (see Figure 
3). Finally, a report can be downloaded in HTML 

or PDF, with content based solely on the content 
of the cart. This approach demonstrates that the 
use of information and communication technolo-
gies (ICT) helps handling the growing amount 
of information, or is indeed even necessary (see 
DiPiazza and Eccles, 2002).

While O2’s solution is one step ahead of other 
reporting systems available, it still is not able to 
support different stakeholder groups efficiently. 
The creation of a tailored report, while possible, 
has to be done from scratch, without any sugges-
tions or help from the system. It can be assumed 
that a casual visitor of the web page is not willing 
to spend a lot of time to create the “perfect” report 
and thus might not see all relevant information, 
or make an effort at all. 

Solving the problem of unguided compilation 
of report content was the first step towards a 
more flexible, user-oriented system. The authors 
developed a software system (Süpke et al., 2008) 
that is based on the idea of a shopping cart allow-
ing readers to change content (e.g. performance 
indicators) at any time, but added an important 
feature:

1. In a preceding step, readers can assign them-
selves to the closest target group reflecting 
their general interests. These are based on 
the most common stakeholder groups in 
technical literature (e.g. employees, custom-
ers, press, environmental groups ...).

2.  Based on the selection in step 1, the content 
of the shopping cart will be preselected, fit-
ting to the typical informational needs of the 
chosen group. This way, a visitor is able to 
download a tailored report very fast, while 
still being able to readjust the content at any 
time.

3. Finally, the report can be downloaded in 
HTML, PDF, Postscript and XML. This 
way, the report is suitable for instant view in 
the web browser, for resending and printing, 
and for further, automated computation.
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This first step of flexible reporting is based 
on static profiles. It is considerably more effi-
cient and suitable for a large number of different 
stakeholder groups, but yet far from the potential 
benefit, computer guided report generation could 
provide.

Ultimately, the ideal reporting system should 
be adaptive and personalised; such a system would 
be able to differentiate different unique persons 
and present exactly the information that is cur-
rently needed. Furthermore, it would be able to 
recognise the content of a sustainability report 
automatically, with as little data provided by the 
reader as possible. This way, a user friendly, ef-
ficient, and tailored reporting process would be 
enabled. Today, there is no reporting system in 
existence, which is able to determine a reader’s 
preferences on its own. The question remains, 
how such an adaptive system could be realised. 
Overall, the current way of sustainability report-
ing has the following major problems:

a. Communications are only going a single di-
rection, from companies to stakeholders.

b. Report content is not suggested “on the 
fly” according to the reader’s current selec-
tion.

c. Conversion of report data into digital format 
is very complex.

The authors suggest using the potentials of 
Web 2.0 ideas to solve problems a) and b). There 
are a number of websites that provide a new type 
of functionality that could be adapted for sustain-
ability reporting and lift it to a new level of user 
interaction. To identify these features, there has 
to be a definition of what Web 2.0 in this context 
actually means. There are many different inter-
pretations for this term (O’Reilly, 2007). Yet, 
there is one concept standing out: stakeholders 
are to be involved directly into the communica-
tion process to improve the quality of a website 
the more of them are actively involved. On many 
websites, this is even going as far as the content 

Figure 3. Customising an O2 report. ©2008, Daniel Süpke. Used with permission.
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itself being delivered no more by the operator of 
the page, but by the users themselves. Prominent 
examples are e.g. YouTube or MySpace. This can 
not be applied directly to sustainability reporting, 
as the report content still has to be about, and thus, 
from the company itself. Therefore, the following 
definition is suggested for Web 2.0 in the context 
of sustainability reporting:

(Sustainability) Pages based on Web 2.0 allow a 
steady improvement of the provided content by 
enabling a linked communication for users, with 
the goal of a user-driven, targeted and interactive 
processing of content.

Using this definition, successful web sites 
can be analysed for their services and features, 
and how these can be applied to sustainability 
reporting. This analysis is yet to be finished, 
but some examples will show the benefit of this 
approach.

Suggesting Report Content Based 
on a Recommender Engine

Overall, a Recommender engine is required, 
that is able to identify content suitable for a user 

based on his current selection of content. There 
are examples of Web 2.0 sites which demonstrate 
the success and feasibility of a Recommender 
engine. Probably the most prominent example 
for this is last.fm, a page where users provide 
the songs they are listening to on their computer. 
This list is used to generate a profile of the user’s 
music taste. By matching this against other users’ 
profiles, new suggestions for similar bands, songs, 
and music styles can be provided. This example 
of a Recommender engine can be applied to sus-
tainability reporting, whereas profiles of a user’s 
self-compiled report can be created and used to 
match against other profiles.

When a user selects some articles/indicators 
for the cart, a profile based on this selection can 
be created in the background. This profile can 
be matched against others. If similarities are 
found, new indicators can be suggested to the 
user, helping him to find relevant content. For 
example, user A chooses indicators 26, 104, and 
37 (see Figure 4). A profile is created for that 
selection and matched against existing profiles 
1-3. The stakeholder from profiles 2 and 3 also did 
select indicators 26 and 104 and thus are deemed 
similar. Because both of these also put indicator 
15 in their cart, there is a high probability that 

Figure 4. Example of a Recommender engine. ©2008, Daniel Süpke. Used with permission.
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user A might be interested in this and thus, the 
indicator is suggested for use by him.

This is a typical example of improved sustain-
ability reporting based on Web 2.0: The more 
stakeholders read and customise a report, the more 
profiles can be created. More profiles present in the 
system lead to finer matching results. In the end, 
it is easier for readers of the report to find relevant 
information, because of a system supporting them 
in their selection. Additionally, companies can use 
e.g. data mining in the profiles to evaluate, what 
projects are most interesting for their stakeholders 
and how to improve communications or specific 
sections of business. Finally, by generating profiles 
on the fly, new suggestions to similar, relevant 
content can be given, negating the need for static, 
pre-defined profiles and allow self-adapting sug-
gestions, based on empirical data.

Improving Report Content and 
Stakeholder Relations with
Discussion Platforms

Another example for prominent Web 2.0 features, 
which can and should be applied to sustainability 
reporting, can be found on YouTube. While the 
main aspect, providing user generated content 
(videos), is certainly not feasible, there are still 
many aspects to be considered. On YouTube, every 
video can be rated and commented by users. This 
aspect of evaluating content can be applied e.g. 
for different performance indicators or projects 
within a sustainability report. Furthermore, it 
gives companies the possibility to establish direct 
contact to stakeholders, taking influence on dis-
cussion that might otherwise happen outside of a 
companies focus. It may even help to undertake 
surveys regarding certain aspects of a company’s 
strategy. Enabling readers to discuss and exchange 
opinions about the report in general, or even 
specific parts, is the basis of all feedback-enabled 
sustainability reporting systems.

Of course, feedback given by stakeholders 
might not necessarily be positive towards the 

company in general. Still, the possible advantages 
might outweigh this problem:

• Stakeholders that have the possibility to 
express their thoughts might increase loyalty 
towards a company; giving stakeholders the 
opportunity to participate, and showing reac-
tion to this, will show more consideration of 
stakeholder’s desires than “ignoring” their 
demands by not allowing them to express 
thoughts.

• Marketing research can be accomplished 
much easier when a company is able to 
directly communicate with its stakeholders 
and react to their feedback. Analysis of user 
profiles and comments can lead to valuable 
information.

• If a company enables its stakeholders to 
participate in evaluation of content and 
another one does not, the latter might be 
suspected of not wanting to discuss their 
performance.

CONCLUSION

Web 2.0 sustainability reporting opens up a host 
of new questions, e.g. with respect to the target 
groups addressed and those actually reached. 
Among technical aspects of online communica-
tion and matters of efficient information manage-
ment, a credible effort in Web 2.0 sustainability 
reporting will have to address issues such as the 
digital divide, restricted access etc. On both ends 
of the communication link appropriate ICT infra-
structure is needed; not just with the companies 
communicating, but more importantly with the 
stakeholders that need to be actually reached. 
ACCA (2001) compiled some “cardinal sins” of 
online reporting in order to make its limitations 
clear.

Yet, communication processes are clearly 
evolving and changes have to be met. New forms of 
social interaction, going along with the spreading 
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of broadband connection, will enable more and 
more stakeholders to participate in the process 
of opinion making. Companies not considering 
this will fall behind in taking influence on the 
discussion and evaluation of their performance, 
especially with regards to the increasing attention 
towards sustainability aspects.

On the other hand, utilising the potentials 
of modern web platforms will not only help 
stakeholders to participate in shaping a modern 
business, but will ultimately help the companies 
themselves, by providing new terms of dialogue, 
market research and increasing customer loyalty. 
Summarised, the evolution towards web 2.0 
based communities and the possibilities this new 
form of social interaction includes will change 
the ways of communication fundamentally and 
should especially be considered in areas, where 
communication is of the essence, like corporate 
sustainability reporting.
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ABSTRACT

Electronic Mailing lists are a key part of the Internet. They have enabled the development of social com-
munities who share and exchange knowledge in specialized and general domains. In this chapter the 
auhtors describe methods to capture some of that knowledge which will enable the development of new 
datasets using Semantic Web technologies. In particular, the authors present the SWAML project, which 
collects data from mailing lists. They also describe smushing techniques that normalize RDF datasets 
capturing different resources that identify the same one. They have applied those techniques to identify 
persons through the mailing lists of open source communities. These techniques have been tested using 
a dataset automatically extracted from several online open source communities. 

INTRODUCTION

Early forms of electronic mailing lists were in-
vented almost as soon as electronic Mail (e-Mail) 
and are a cornerstone of Internet, allowing a lot 

of people to keep up to date on news related with 
their interests. Besides direct messaging between 
individuals, mailing lists exist as private or public 
forums for information exchange in communities 
with shared interests. Mailing list archives are 
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compilations of the previously posted messages 
that are often converted into static HTML pages 
for their publication on the web. They represent 
a noteworthy portion of the contents that are in-
dexed by web search engines, and they capture 
an impressive body of knowledge that, however, 
is difficult to locate and browse.

The reason for this difficulty can be traced back 
to the translation procedure that run to transform 
the e-mail messages into static HTML pages. 
This task is fulfilled by scripts that create static 
HTML pages for each message in the archive. 
In addition, some indexes (by date, by author, by 
thread) are generated and usually split by date 
ranges to avoid excessive growth.

On the one hand, this fixed structure reduces 
the flexibility when users explore the mailing list 
archives using their web browsers. On the other 
hand, most of the meta-data that were associated to 
each e-mail message are lost when the message is 
rendered as HTML for presentational purposes.

We propose to use an ontology and RDF 
(Resource Description Framework, Klyne 2004) 
to publish the mailing list archives into the (Se-
mantic) Web, retaining the meta-data that were 
present in the messages. Additionally, by doing 
so, the information can be merged and linked to 
other vocabularies, such as FOAF (Brickley and 
Miller, 2005).

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: 
in section 2 we describe the main developments of 
Social Semantic Web related with mailing lists. In 
section 3, we explain several techniques to collect 
RDF datasets from mailing lists and other social 
sources. Section 4 contains a description of the 
SWAML project that collects those RDF datasets 
from mailing lists. In section 5, we describe several 
applications that consume that data. In section 6, 
we discuss some experiments that we have done 
over those datasets. Finally, in section 7 we pres-
ent some conclusions and future work.

SOCIAL SEMANTIC WEB

The Semantic Web vision tries to develop new 
ways to integrate and reuse the information 
published on the web. To that end, the W3C has 
developed several technologies, like RDF, which 
enable to add metadata descriptions that contain 
meaningful values and global properties to re-
sources. The resulting metadata forms a graph 
model which can be easily linked with other graphs 
(Berners-Lee, 2006) incrementing the knowledge 
represented by the original graph. Those values 
and properties formalize the knowledge of a par-
ticular. In 2004, the W3C consortium developed 
OWL (Patel-Schneider et al, 2004), a web ontol-
ogy language which facilitates the definition of 
those formalizations, called ontologies. Based on 
description logics, OWL has been adopted as the 
standard ontology language with several available 
editors, reasoners and tools. There have been also 
a number of ontologies developed in OWL for dif-
ferent purposes and with different level of detail, 
from generic to domain-specific ones.

On the other hand, in the last years, the concept 
of Web 2.0 has attracted a lot of interest. One of the 
key aspects of Web 2.0 applications is the social 
part of the web. Users are not considered as mere 
consumers of information, but also as produc-
ers. People want to share knowledge, establish 
relationships, and even work together using web 
environments. It is necessary to develop people-
oriented web technologies which can represent 
people interests and that enable the integration 
and reuse of people related information in the 
same way that the semantic web vision advocates. 
These technologies can be seen as social semantic 
web and we expect that there will be more and 
more applications making use of them.

One of the first developments is the FOAF 
vocabulary, which represents basic properties of 
people, like their name, homepage, etc. as well as 
the people they know. FOAF descriptions are very 
flexible and can be extended to other domains. 
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There are already web portals which export their 
user profiles in FOAF format and the number of 
FOAF applications is increasing.  

Apart from FOAF, there are other ontologies 
related to the social semantic web. In particular, 
SIOC (Semantically-Interlinked Online Com-
munities), provides a vocabulary to interconnect 
different discussion methods such as blogs, web-
based forums and mailing lists (Breslin 2005, 
Breslin 2006). Although we will apply mainly 
SIOC to mailing-lists, it has a wider scope than 
just mailing lists, and generalizes all kinds of 
online discussion primitives in the more abstract 
sioc:Forum concept. Each forum represents an 
online community of people that communicate 
and share a common interest. The goal of SIOC 
is to interconnect these online communities.

Other relevant concepts of the ontology are 
sioc:User and sioc:Post, which model re-
spectively the members of the communities and 
the content they produce. Instances of these three 
classes (forums, users and posts) can be linked 
together using several properties.

The SIOC ontology was designed to express 
the information contained both explicitly and 
implicitly in Internet discussion methods. Sev-
eral software applications, usually deployed as 
plug-ins, are already available to export SIOC 
data from some popular blogging platforms and 
content management systems. The effort, however, 
is focused on web-based communities (blogs, 
discussion forums), while little has been done 
so far to extend the coverage to legacy non-web 
communities, such as mailing lists and Usenet 
groups.

SIOC classes and properties are defined in 
OWL, and their instances can be expressed in 
RDF. Therefore, they can be easily linked to other 
ontologies. The obvious choice here is FOAF, 
which provides powerful means to describe the 
personal data of the members of a community.

Mailing lists can be easily described by instan-
tiation of the SIOC classes and properties. Each 
mailing list can be represented by an instance of 

sioc:Forum (a subclass of Forum might be used 
instead, although it is not required). Messages 
sent to the list and their replies become instances 
of sioc:Post.

Finally, people involved into the list are 
instances of sioc:User. The SIOC ontology 
provides a property to link forums and users, 
namely sioc:has _ subscriber. We argue 
that being subscribed to a mailing list is just one 
of the roles a user can play with respect to a forum. 
Moreover, the list of subscribers is often avail-
able only to the system administrator for privacy 
reasons. On the other hand, it is easy to collect the 
set of people who post to the list, i.e., the people 
actively involved in the forum. Depending on the 
settings, the latter may be a subset of the former, in 
particular in those mailing lists that forbid posting 
privileges to non-subscribers. Ideally, these two 
different semantics would be captured using new 
properties. However, for practical reasons, and to 
avoid privacy issues, we consider just the already 
existent sioc:has _ subscriber property, 
and we populate it with the set of active members 
of a forum. Consequently, inactive members of the 
forum remain hidden, but this does not represent 
a problem due to the open world assumption.

Additionally, the Dublin Core (Dublin Core 
Metadata Element Set, Version 1.1, 2006) and Dub-
lin Core Terms vocabularies are used to capture 
meta-data such as the message date (dcterms:
created) and title (dc:title).

Given the distributed nature of RDF, it is ex-
pected that there will be different RDF datasets 
describing aspects of the same resources. The 
term smushing has been defined as the process 
of normalizing an RDF dataset in order to unify 
a priori different RDF resources which actually 
represent the same thing. The application which 
executes a data smushing process is called a 
smusher. The process comprises two stages: 

First, redundant resources are identified; then, 
the dataset is updated to reflect the recently ac-
quired knowledge. The latter is usually achieved 
by adding new triples to the model to relate the 
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pairs of redundant resources. The OWL property 
owl:sameAs is often used for this purpose, 
although other properties without built-in logic 
interpretations can be used as well (e.g.: ex:has-
SimilarName). Redundant resources can be spot-
ted using a number of techniques. In this chapter, 
we explore two of them: (1) using logic inference 
and (2) comparing labels.

COLLECTING  DATA INTO THE
SOCIAL SEMANTIC WEB

Since SIOC is a recent specification, its adoption 
is still low, and only a few sites export SIOC 
data. There exist a number of techniques that 
can be used to bootstrap a network of semantic 
descriptions from current social web sites. We 
classify them in two main categories: intrusive 
and non-intrusive techniques.

On the one hand, methods which require 
direct access to the underlying database behind 
the social web site are intrusive techniques. 
The web application acts as the controller and 
publishes different views of the model in formats 
such as HTML and RSS. In terms of this pattern, 
publishing SIOC data is as simple as adding a 
new view. From a functional point of view, this 
is the most powerful scenario, because it allows 
a lossless publication due to the direct access to 
the back-end database. The SIOC community 
has contributed a number of plugins for some 
popular web community-building applications, 
such as Drupal, WordPress and PhpBB2. Mail-
ing lists are also covered by SWAML, which is 
described in the next section. There is, however, 
a major blocker for this approach. All these soft-
ware components need a deployment in the server 
side (where the database is). This is a burden for 
system administrators, who are often unwilling to 
make a move that would make it more difficult to 
maintain, keep secure and upgrade their systems. 
This is particularly true when there is no obvious 
immediate benefit of exporting SIOC data.

On the other hand, methods which do not 
require direct access to the database and can 
operate on resources already published on the 
web are non-intrusive. One technique is the use 
of cooked HTML views of the information, the 
same ones that are rendered by web browsers 
for human consumption. An example could be 
RSS/Atom feeds, which have become very popular 
in the recent years. They can be easily translated 
into SIOC instances using XSLT stylesheets 
(for XML-based feeds) or SPARQL queries (for 
RSS 1.0, which is actually RDF). Unfortunately, 
these feeds often contain just partial descriptions. 
Another technique is the use of public APIs. The 
Web 2.0 trend has pushed some social web sites to 
export (part of) their functionality through APIs 
in order to enable their consumption by third-party 
mash-ups and applications. Where available, these 
APIs offer an excellent opportunity to create RDF 
views of the data. A shared aspect of these sources 
is their ubiquitous availability through web pro-
tocols and languages, such as HTTP and XML. 
Therefore, they can be consumed anywhere, and 
thus system administrators are freed of taking care 
of any additional deployment. In contrast, they 
cannot compete with the intrusive approaches in 
terms of information quality, as their access to 
the data is not primary.

SWAML PROJECT

SWAML (Fernández et al, 2008) is a Python tool 
that reads mailing list archives in raw format, 
typically stored in a “mailbox” (or “mbox”), 
as defined in RFC 4155 (Hall 2005). It parses 
mailboxes and outputs RDF descriptions of the 
messages, mailing lists and users as instances of 
the SIOC ontology. Internally, it re-constructs the 
structure of the conversations in a tree structure, 
and it exploits this structure to produce links be-
tween the posts. This script is highly configurable 
and non-interactive, and has been designed to be 
invoked by the system task scheduler. This low-
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coupling with the software that runs the mailing 
list eases its portability and deployment.

SWAML could be classified as an intrusive 
technique because it requires access to the pri-
mary data source, even if in this case it is not a 
relational database but a text file (for instance, the 
approach followed by mle (Michael Hausenblas at 
al., 2007) is considered completely non-intrusive). 
Anyway, it is worth mentioning that some servers 
publish these text files (mailboxes) through HTTP. 
Therefore, sometimes it is possible to retrieve the 
mailbox and build a perfect replica of the primary 
database in another box. In such cases, SWAML 
can be used without the participation of the system 
administration of the original web server.

There are many ways in which a mailing list 
message might be related with other messages. 
However, we consider just two scenarios. The 
first one links a post with its replies (sioc:
has _ reply). Actually, due to sequential 
layout of the messages in the most widely used 
format to store mailing list archives (mailbox), it 
is easier to generate the inverse property (sioc:
reply _ of). Anyway, the has _ reply 
property can be generated either by a description 
logics reasoner or by performing two passes over 
the sequence.

The second link among messages is established 
between a post and its immediate successor (or 
predecessor) in chronological order. It is worth to 
note that this link is not strictly necessary, because 
the following (or preceding) message can be ob-
tained by sorting by date the sequence of posts. 
However, this is a rather expensive operation, 
because the whole set of posts is required in order 
to perform the sorting. The open world assumption 
makes this query even more challenging. There-
fore, considering that browsing to the previous 
or next message is a common use case, and the 
complete set of posts can be very large or even 
unavailable, we introduced two new properties, 
next _ by _ date and prev _ by _ date. 
These properties where eventually accepted into 
the SIOC ontology. An RDF representation of a 
sample message is shown in Figure 1.

SWAML is essentially a mailbox parser and 
translator implemented in Python. Its output is a 
number of SIOC instances (Forum, Posts and 
Users) in a set of RDF files. SWAML can be 
invoked by the system task scheduler.

Parsing the mailbox and rebuilding the 
discussion threads may be sometimes tricky. 
Although each mail message has a supposedly 
unique identifier in its header, the Message-ID, 

<rdf:RDF 
  xmlns:dcterms='http://purl.org/dc/terms/' 
  xmlns:sioc='http://rdfs.org/sioc/ns#' 
  xmlns:rdf='http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#' 
  xmlns:dc='http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/' 
  xml:base='http://example.org/swaml-devel/'> 
  <sioc:Post rdf:about="2006-Sep/post-52"> 
    <dc:title>Re: [swaml-devel] Changing SWAML ontology</dc:title> 
    <sioc:has_creator rdf:resource="subscriber/s10"/> 
    <dcterms:created>Wed, 6 Sep 2006 20:14:44 +0200</dcterms:created> 
    <sioc:content><!-- ommitted --></sioc:content> 
    <sioc:has_reply rdf:resource="2006-Sep/post-69"/> 
    <sioc:previous_by_date rdf:resource="2006-Sep/post-51"/> 
    <sioc:next_by_date rdf:resource="2006-Sep/post-53"/> 
  </sioc:Post> 
</rdf:RDF> 

Figure 1. SIOC post example in RDF/XML
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RewriteEngine On 
RewriteBase /demos/swaml-devel/ 
AddType application/rdf+xml .rdf 
Options -MultiViews 
 
RewriteCond %{HTTP_ACCEPT} text/html [OR] 
RewriteCond %{HTTP_ACCEPT} application/xhtml\+xml [OR] 
RewriteCond %{HTTP_USER_AGENT} ^Mozilla/.* 
RewriteRule ^/([0-9]{4})-([A-Za-z]+)/post-([0-9]+)$  
            $1-$2/post-$3.xhtml [R=303] 
 
RewriteCond %{HTTP_ACCEPT} application/rdf\+xml 
RewriteRule ^/([0-9]{4})-([A-Za-z]+)/post-([0-9]+)$  
            $1-$2/post-$3.rdf [R=303] 

Figure 3. A sample htaccess configuration file for Apache generated by SWAML. These two rules redirect 
the request to the proper file based on the content negotiation field of the HTTP request. Some lines 
have been wrapped for readability.

Figure 2. Buxon is an end-user application that consumes sioc:Forum instances, which in turn can be 
generated from mailboxes using SWAML.

defined by RFC 2822 (Resnick, 2001), in practice 
its uniqueness cannot be taken for granted. Actu-
ally, we have found some messages with repeated 
identifiers in some mailing lists, probably due to 
non-RFC compliant or ill-configured mail trans-
port agents. Therefore, SWAML assumes that any 
reference to a message (such as those created by 
the In-Reply-To header) is in fact a reference 
to the most recent message with that ID in the 
mailbox (obviously, only previous messages are 

considered). Using this rule of thumb, SWAML 
builds an in-memory tree representation of the 
conversation threads, so sioc:Posts can be 
properly linked.

Actually, SWAML goes further than just a 
format-translation tool. A dedicated subroutine 
that runs as part of the batch execution but may 
be also separately invoked on any sioc:Forum, 
tries to find a FOAF description for each sioc:
User. 
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One important requirement of the semantic 
web is to be an extension (and not a replacement) 
of the current document-based web. Ideally, each 
user agent must be able to retrieve the information 
in their format of choice. For instance, current 
web browsers prefer (X)HTML documents, be-
cause they can be rendered and presented to the 
end user. However, semantic web agents require 
information to be available in a serialized RDF 
format, such as RDF/XML or N3. Furthermore, 
different representations of the same information 
resource should share a unique URI. Fortunately, 
the HTTP protocol supports this feature by using 
“content-negotiation”. Clients of the protocol can 
declare their preferred formats in the headers of 
an HTTP request using the Accept header. Web 
servers will deliver the information in the most 
suited available format, using the Content-
type header of the HTTP response to specify the 
actual format of the returned delivered content. 
MIME types such as text/html and appli-
cation/rdf+xml are used as identifiers of the 
requested and available formats.

Setting up the content negotiation in the 
server-side usually requires some tuning of the 
web server configuration. It also depends on some 
choices made by the publisher of the information, 
such as the namespace scheme for the URIs or the 
fragmentation of the information. In (Miles et al, 
2006) there is a list of some common scenarios, 
which are described to great detail, and configu-
ration examples for the Apache web server are 
provided. The most suitable scenarios (or recipes, 
as they are called) to publish mailing list metadata 

are the fifth and sixth, i.e., multiple documents 
available both in HTML and RDF.

The fifth scenario is extensively described in 
the referred source, and it has been implemented 
in SWAML. At the same time RDF and HTML 
files are written, SWAML also produces htac-
cess local configuration files for Apache. One 
of these configuration file is shown in Figure 3, 
while a sample request/response negotiation is 
depicted in Figure 4.

RDF metadata generated by SWAML can 
grow to a large size for lists with a high traffic 
and several years of operation, where there are 
tens of thousands of messages. The partition of the 
information might be an issue in such cases. On 
the one hand, information chunks are preferred 
to be small so any conceivable use case can be 
satisfied without retrieving a significant overload 
of unneeded information. However, scattering 
the metadata across a myriad of small files has 
some disadvantages. For instance, the number of 
resources that must be retrieved to fulfill a single 
query is greatly increased. Therefore, storing 
the RDF graph in a specialized database is an 
appealing alternative.

Fortunately, a common protocol to access 
semantic repositories using SPARQL as the query 
language is available (Clark 2006) and is gain-
ing support by the RDF databases. This protocol 
exposes a simple API to execute and retrieve the 
results of SPARQL queries (at the present moment, 
SPARQL is a read-only query language, although 
there are proposals to extend it with full CRUD 
capabilities such as those of SQL). This abstract 

Figure 4. An HTTP dialog with content negotiation
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RewriteEngine On 
RewriteBase /lists/archives 
 
RewriteCond %{HTTP_ACCEPT} application/rdf\+xml 
RewriteRule ^mylist/(.+) 
 http://internal-server/sesame-server/repositories/mylist-rep/  
 ?query=CONSTRUCT+{<http://example.org/lists/mylist/$1>+?y+?z} 
 +WHERE+{<http://example.org/lists/mylist/$1>+?y+?z} 
 &queryLn=sparql [R=303] 

Figure 5. Sample Apache web server rewrite rule to translate HTTP request into SPARQL queries using 
a Sesame RDF repository. The last line has been wrapped for readability.

<html xmlns='http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml'  
      xmlns:dcterms='http://purl.org/dc/terms/'  
      xmlns:sioc='http://rdfs.org/sioc/ns#'  
      xmlns:dc='http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/'> 
    <head profile='http://www.w3.org/2003/g/data-view'> 
    <link href='http://www-sop.inria.fr/acacia/soft/RDFa2RDFXML.xsl'  
          rel='transformation' /> 
    <title>[swaml-devel] CfP: FEWS2007</title> 
  </head> 
  <body> 
    <div about='http://example.org/swaml/post/2007-May/5' 
         typeof='sioc:Post'> 
      <h1 property='dc:title'>[swaml-devel] CfP: FEWS2007</h1> 
      <p>strong>From: </strong> 
        <a href='http://example.org/swaml/subscriber/s2'  
           rel='sioc:has_creator'>Diego Berrueta</a> 
      </p> 
      <p><strong>To: </strong> 
        <a href='http://example.org/swaml/forum'  
           rel='sioc:has_container'>SWAML Devel</a> 
       </p> 
       <p><strong>Date: </strong> 
         <span property='dcterms:created'> 
          Tue, 15 May 2007 19:24:49 
         </span> 
       </p> 
       <pre property='sioc:content'><!-- omitted --></pre> 
       <p>Previous by Date: 
         <a href='http://example.org/swaml/post/2006-Sep/4'  
            rel='sioc:previous_by_date'>previous</a> 
       </p> 
       <p>Next by Date: 
         <a href='http://example.org/swaml/post/2007-Mar/6'  
            rel='sioc:next_by_date'>next</a> 
       </p> 
    </div> 
  </body> 
</html> 

Figure 6. A single message rendered as XHTML code with RDFa and GRDDL markup by SWAML.
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query API may be realized by different means, 
such as SOAP bindings (described by a WSDL 
2.0 interface) and HTTP bindings. The former 
enables interoperability with web service frame-
works, while the latter can be exploited without 
the full-blown web service machinery.

Web service endpoints which implement the 
SPARQL protocol are sprouting on the web, some 
of them pouring huge amounts of data into the 
semantic web. We argue that metadata of large 
mailing lists can be conveniently exposed as 
SPARQL endpoints. That means to effectively 
translate the decision on data selection to the client 
(Pan 2006), and therefore minimizing the number 
of requests and the data overload. For instance, 
the client agent can retrieve all the headers of the 
messages in a given date range, but skip the body 
of the messages, saving a considerable amount 
of bandwidth.

However, non SPARQL-aware agents still 
need to access the information. This is the sce-
nario of the sixth scenario (recipe) of the above 
cited document, but unfortunately this one is 
still being discussed. We propose a simple solu-
tion based on URL rewriting of the requests in 
order to translate conventional HTTP requests 

for resources into SPARQL queries that dynami-
cally generate an RDF subgraph that contains the 
requested information about the resource. The 
rewriting mechanism, the SPARQL query and 
even the presence of a data repository instead of 
static files is kept completely hidden to the client. 
At the same time, by avoiding the undesirable 
data replication, this technique helps to keep the 
information consistent. The most representative 
feature of our proposal is that it does not require 
any kind of server side script or application to 
translate the queries, because the data repository 
can serve the information directly in the format 
desired by the client.

We have implemented this technique using the 
Apache web server and Sesame 2.0 RDF reposi-
tory (Broekstra et al, 2002). Figure 6 reproduces 
the hand-made htaccess file (as opposed to the 
ones that are automatically produced by SWAML). 
Unfortunately, Of course, the rewrite rule must 
be fired only when RDF data is requested, while 
requests for HTML must go through it.

We note, however, that our proposal presents 
some security-related issues. In particular, it is eas-
ily vulnerable to SPARQL-injection. Therefore, 
we strongly discourage the use of this technique 

Figure 7. Buxon browsing SIOC-Dev mailing list.
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in production environments. Nevertheless, some 
changes in the regular expressions are possible in 
order to prevent this kind of attack.

There is another different approach to publish-
ing metadata: to embed it into the HTML content. 
W3C is pushing two complementary technologies, 
RDFa (Adida & Birbeck, 2007) and GRDDL 
(Connolly, 2007), which respectively encode into, 
and extract RDF data from XHTML documents. 
We have also explored this path. SWAML gener-
ates simple XHTML pages for each message to 
illustrate the usage of both RDFa and GRDDL. 
We must remark that these pages are just a proof-
of-concept of the semantic enrichment, and they 
lack many of the fancy features and complex 
templates of the already-existent applications 
which generate plain HTML.

CONSUMING MAILING LIST
METADATA

Buxon

Buxon is a multi-platform desktop application 
written in PyGTK. It allows end users to browse 
the archives of mailing lists as if they were using 

their desktop mail application. Buxon takes the 
URI of a sioc:Forum instance (for example, a 
mailing list exported by SWAML, although any 
sioc:Forum instance is accepted) and fetches 
the data, retrieving additional files if necessary. 
Then, it rebuilds the conversation structure and 
displays the familiar message thread list (see 
Figure 7).

Buxon also gives users the ability to query 
the messages, searching for terms or filtering the 
messages in a date range. All these queries are in-
ternally translated to SPARQL (Prud’hommeaux 
& Seaborne, 2007) to be executed over the RDF 
graph. Newer versions of Buxon can send the 
sioc:Forum URI to PingTheSemanticWeb.com, a 
social web service that tracks semantic web docu-
ments. That way, Buxon contributes to establish 
an infrastructure that lets people easily create, 
find and publish RDF documents.

Other Browsers and Clients

The SIOC RDF data can be explored and queried 
using any generic RDF browser, such as Tabulator 
(Berners-Lee et al., 2006). The most interesting 
applications appear when instances of sioc:
User are linked to FOAF descriptions of these 

Figure 8. Plotting the geographical coordinates of the members of a mailing list using KML and Google 
Maps.
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users. For instance, it is trivial to write a query to 
obtain the geographical coordinates of members 
of a mailing list and to codify them into a KML 
file (Ricket 2006), provided they describe their 
location in their FOAF file using the basic geo 
vocabulary (Brickley 2006). The KML file can be 
plotted using a map web service such as Google 
Maps (Figure 8).

It is also possible execute visualize the mes-
sages in a time line view using the Timeline 
DHTML widget by the MIT SIMILE project using 
a query like the one we propose in Figure 9.

EXPERIMENTATION

A corpus of RDF data with many foaf:Per-
son instances was assembled by crawling and 
scrapping five online communities. There is a 
shared topic in these communities, namely open 
source development; hence we expect them to 
have a significant number of people in common. 
We continue the work started in Berrueta et al 
(2007) to mine online discussion communities, 
and we extend it to new information sources. 
More details are described in Berrueta et al We 
use the following sources: 

• GNOME Desktop mailings lists: All the 
authors of messages in four mailing lists 

(evolution-hackers, gnome-accessibility-
devel, gtk-devel and xml) within the date 
range July 1998 to June 2008 were exported 
to RDF using SWAML.

• Debian mailing lists: All the authors of 
messages in four mailing lists (debian-
devel, debian-gtk-gnome, debian-java and 
debian-user) during years 2005 and 2006 
were scrapped from the HTML versions of 
the archives with a set of XSLT style sheets 
to produce RDF triples.

• Advogato: This community exports its data 
as FOAF files. We used an RDF crawler 
starting at Miguel de Icaza's profile. Al-
though Advogato claims to have +13,000 
registered users, only +4,000 were found 
by the crawler.

• Ohloh: The RDFohloh (S. Fernández, 2008) 
project exposes the information from this 
directory of open source projects and de-
velopers as Linked Data. Due to API usage 
restrictions, we could only get data about 
the +12,000 oldest user accounts.

• Debian packages: Descriptions of Debian 
packages maintainers were extracted from 
apt database of Debian packages in the main 
section of the unstable distribution.

Instances generated from these data sources 
were assigned a URI in a different namespace for 

PREFIX sioc: <http://rdfs.org/sioc/ns#> 
PREFIX rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#> 
PREFIX dcterms: <http://purl.org/dc/terms/> 
PREFIX dc: <http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/> 
SELECT ?start ?title ?description ?link 
WHERE { 
  ?post rdf:type sioc:Post . 
  ?post dcterms:created ?start . 
  ?post dc:title ?title . 
  ?post sioc:link ?link . 
  ?post sioc:content ?description 
} 

Figure 9. SPARQL query to extract the information required to visualize a time line of the messages 
posted to any sioc:Forum instance.
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each source. Some of these data sources do not 
directly produce instances of foaf:Person, but 
just instances of sioc:User. An assumption is 
made that there is a foaf:Person instance for 
each sioc:User, with the same e-mail address 
and name. These instances were automatically 
created when missing. This assumption obviously 
leads to redundant instances of foaf:Person 
which will be later detected by the smusher.

The ultimate goal of our experiments is to 
exercise the smushing processes described previ-
ously against a realistic dataset. Two million RDF 
triples were extracted from the sources described 
above, and put into OpenLink Virtuoso server 
which provides not only an effective triple store, 
but also a SPARQL endpoint that was used to 
execute queries using scripts. 

We evaluated two smushers: the first one 
smushed foaf:Person instances assuming that 
foaf:mbox _ sha1sum is an IFP; the second 
one smushed the same instances comparing their 
foaf:name labels for string strict equality, 
without any normalization. Both smushers were 
implemented using SPARQL CONSTRUCT 
rules. The newly created owl:sameAs triples 
were put in different named graphs. These links 
were analyzed to find co-occurrences of people 
in different communities. 

Some communities use the e-mail address as 
their primary key to identify its users. However, 
other communities use a different primary key, 
thus allowing users to repeat their e-mail ad-
dresses. For instance, a small number of users 
have registered more than one account in Advogato 
with the same e-mail (these accounts have been 
manually reviewed, and they seem to be accounts 
created for testing purposes).

Our data acquisition process introduces a 
key difference between how user accounts are 
interpreted in Debian mailing lists and GNOME 
mailing lists. The former considers e-mail address 
as globally unique, i.e., the same e-mail address 

posting in different Debian mailing lists is as-
sumed to belong to the same user.

On the other hand, a more strict interpretation 
of how Mailman works is made with respect to 
the GNOME mailing lists, where identical e-mail 
address posting in different mailing lists are as-
sumed to belong to a priori different users. In the 
second case, we rely on the smushing process to 
merge the identities of these users. 

Although they must be handled with extreme 
care due to the issues afore-mentioned, the com-
bined results of the two smushing processes are 
consistent with the expected ones. For instance, 
there is a very high overlap between the Debian 
developers (maintainers of Debian packages) and 
the Debian mailing lists. Obviously, Debian de-
velopers are a relatively small group at the core of 
the Debian community, thus they are very active 
in its mailing lists. Another example is the overlap 
between Advogato and GNOME mailing lists. 
Advogato is a reputation-based social web site 
that blossomed at the same time that the GNOME 
project was gaining momentum. Advogato was 
passionately embraced by the GNOME devel-
opers, who used Advogato to rate each others’ 
development abilities.

We also studied whether there are some people 
that are present in many of the communities at 
the same time. We chose communities which 
are closely related to each other, consequently, 
we expected a high number of cross-community 
subscribers. There are several people who are 
present in many communities. We can conclude 
that almost all the most active open source de-
velopers in our dataset are core members of the 
Debian community. Another interesting fact is 
that only a few people among the top members of 
the communities consistently use a single e-mail 
address and just one variant of their names. This 
fact proves the difficulty of the smushing process, 
but also its usefulness.
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CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

There are a lot of ongoing efforts to translate data 
already reachable on the web into formats which 
are semantic web-friendly. Most of that work fo-
cuses on relational databases, micro-formats and 
web services. However, at the time of this writing 
and to the best of our knowledge, e-mail was almost 
excluded from the Semantic Web. Our project, in 
combination with the generic SIOC framework, 
fills this gap, conveniently providing an ontology 
and a parser to publish machine-readable versions 
of the archives of the countless mailing lists that 
exist on the Internet.

Furthermore, the SWAML project fulfills a 
much-needed requirement for the Semantic Web: 
to be able to refer to semantic versions of e-mail 
messages and their properties using resource 
URIs. By re-using the SIOC vocabulary for 
describing online discussions, SWAML allows 
any semantic web document (in particular, SIOC 
documents) to refer to e-mail messages from other 
discussions taking place on forums, blogs, etc., 
so that distributed conversations can occur across 
these discussion media. Also, by providing e-mail 
messages in RDF format, SWAML is providing a 
rich source of data, namely mailing lists, for use 
in SIOC applications.

The availability of these data leads to some 
benefits. In the first place, data can be fetched 
by user applications to provide handy browsing 
through the archives of the mailing lists, providing 
features that exceed what is now offered by static 
HTML versions of the archives on the web.

Secondly, the crawlers of the web search en-
gines can use the enhanced expressivity of the 
RDF data to refine search results. For instance, 
precise semantic descriptions of the messages 
permit to filter out repeated messages, advance 
in the fight against spam, or introduce additional 
filter criteria in the search forms.

Another consequence of no lesser importance 
is that each e-mail message is assigned a URI that 
can be resolved to a machine-readable description 

of the message. This actually makes possible to 
link a message like any other web resource, and 
therefore enriches the expressivity of the web.

Integration of the SWAML process with popu-
lar HTML-based mailing list archivers, such as 
Hypermail or Pipermail, would be a giant push 
to speed up the adoption of SWAML. It is well 
known that one of the most awkward problems 
of any new technology is to gain a critical mass 
of users. The semantic web is not an exception. 
A good recipe to tackle this problem is to inte-
grate the new technology into old tools, making 
a smooth transition without requiring any extra 
effort from users. Merging the SWAML process 
into the batch flow of tools such as Hypermail 
would allow users to generate both RDF and 
production-quality, semantically enriched HTML 
versions of the archives.

So far, no semantic annotation relative to the 
meaning of the messages is considered. Obvi-
ously, such information can not be automatically 
derived from a RFC 4155-compliant mailbox. 
However, it is conceivable that it could be added 
by other means, such as social tagging using 
folksonomies, or parsing the metadata added by 
the authors of the messages using micro-formats 
or RDFa when posting in XHTML format. The 
inherent community-based nature of mailing 
lists can be exploited to build recommendation 
systems (Celma 2006).

We have also explored smushing techniques to 
spot redundant RDF instances in large datasets. 
We have tested these techniques with more than 
36,000 instances of foaf:Person in a dataset 
automatically extracted from different online open 
source communities. We have used only public 
data sources, consequently, these instances lack 
detailed personal information. 

We are aware of the extreme simplicity of 
our experimentation using label comparison. In 
our opinion, however, it contributes to show the 
potential of this smushing technique. We note 
that it is possible to have more usages for it, for 
instance, smushing not just by people’s names, 
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but also by their publications, their organizations, 
etc. Surprisingly, the named-based smushing 
finds a high number of redundant resources even 
if the comparison strategy for labels (names) is 
very simplistic (in this case, case-sensitive string 
equality comparison). More intelligent compari-
son functions should lead to a higher recall. In 
this direction, we are evaluating some normaliza-
tion functions for names. We have also evaluated 
classical information retrieval comparison func-
tions that take into account the similarity of the 
strings (e.g., Levenshtein); nevertheless, their 
applicability to compare people’s names is open 
to discussion.

We believe that the ratio of smushing can be 
further improved if the dataset is enriched with 
more detailed descriptions about people. Experi-
ments are being carried out to retrieve additional 
RDF data from semantic web search engines as 
a previous step to smushing. 

We have implemented a smusher application 
for persons, and we intend to use it to further 
investigate the potential for the optimization of 
the smushing process. The way in which these 
techniques are translated into actual algorithms 
is critical to achieve a promising performance of 
the smushing process, especially for very large 
datasets. In parallel, increasing the precision of 
smushing will require to study how to enable 
different smushing strategies to interrelate and 
reciprocally collaborate. 
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ABSTRACT

This chapter describes one of the Web 2.0 technologies, Social Networking Sites (SNS). A definition of 
SNS is offered, as is a short history of these sites. The existing research is reviewed and organized to 
summarize what we know about SNS usage (from the perspectives of student use, general population 
use and organizational use), and what we know about the antecedents and outcomes of SNS use. The 
chapter concludes with discussion of new developments, challenges and opportunities. There are many 
opportunities for future research and organizational applications of SNS as SNS adoption grows at 
incredible rates.

INTRODUCTION

Offline social networks have existed since the 
beginning of humankind and have been the study 
of anthropologists and others for many years 
(Clemons, Barnett, & Appadurai, 2007). Social 
networks can be groups of people who have in-
teracted in the past for some common purpose or 
interest, and that have ongoing relationships with 
members of the group. Membership in networks 
can be relatively permanent (i.e., family relations) 

or flexible and short-term (i.e., members come 
and go as their interests and need for membership 
changes). The shared experiences and perceived 
shared values or needs can build trust among 
members and value, such that members tend to 
rely on each other and perceive shared informa-
tion to be reliable and trustworthy (Clemons et 
al., 2007).

In the past decade or so, advances in tech-
nology have made it possible to use electronic 
communication tools to create social network 
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applications and online social networks. The 
applications, sometimes called social network-
ing tools, are web-based locations that lets a 
user create a self-profile and connect to others 
(who are using the same application) to build 
and maintain a personal network (Skiba, 2007). 
This type of application is part of the Web 2.0 
evolution toward more collaboration via the web 
and examples include MySpace, Facebook, and 
LinkedIn, to name just a few of the largest. While 
the terminology used to describe these sites varies, 
recently the term Social Networking Sites (SNS) 
has become the common way to refer to them. 
The focus of this chapter is on these SNS and the 
chapter is organized as follows. The next section 
discusses what SNS are and presents a brief his-
tory. The third section describes what is known 
in the literature about the usage of SNS. This is 
followed by a discussion of potential business 
uses and anticipated developments, discussing 
both opportunities and challenges.

WHAT IS A SOCIAL NETWORKING 
SITE (SNS )?

In this section, we first define SNS and then de-
scribe typical characteristics. The history of SNS 
is briefly discussed. Two of the current leading 
SNS are profiled in this history: MySpace and 
Facebook. 

Social Networking Sites Defined

Boyd & Ellison (2007) appropriately defined SNS 
as “web-based services that allow individuals to (1) 
construct a public or semi-public profile within a 
bounded system, (2) articulate a list of other users 
with whom they share a connection, and (3) view 
and traverse their list of connections and those 
made by others within the system.” (p. 211). They 
prefer the word network over networking in SNS, 
although they acknowledge the terms are used 
interchangeably in the literature, because they 

argue that networking emphasizes the initiation of 
relationship, often between strangers and that not 
all users are doing this. Many users use SNS’s to 
communicate with people that they already know 
(i.e., the people are already part of their offline 
social network). 

Others argue that “networking” is more appro-
priate since the term social “network” site would be 
too broad a term, approaching the same meaning 
as Web 2.0 (Beer, 2008). Supporting this view, 
networking is defined by Dictionary.com and MS 
Word’s reference function, respectively, as: 

a supportive system of sharing information and 
services among individuals and groups having a 
common interest.1

the process or practice of building up or maintain-
ing informal relationships, especially with people 
whose friendship could bring advantages such as 
job or business opportunities.

Neither of these definitions suggest that 
networking would have to include creating new 
relationships (in addition to maintaining existing 
relationships). Therefore, while we adopt boyd 
and Ellison’s three key characteristics of SNS, we 
suggest that Social Networking Sites is a more 
appropriate term for SNS and this terminology 
will be adopted for this paper. We next expand 
on SNS characteristics and typical functions 
provided to the user.

Characteristics of Social Networking 
Sites

Social networking sites are organized around 
people. Earlier online communities and their 
websites were organized around interests and top-
ics. A unique characteristic of SNS is that users 
can specify their social networks and make them 
visible to others (boyd & Ellison, 2007). This is 
done by users developing profiles of themselves 
and identifying acquaintances (termed Friends2 in 
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most SNSs). The starting point for a new user is 
to develop their profile which typically contains a 
picture of the user, some demographic information 
such as age, location, school affiliation/history, 
and personal interests. 

Users then identify other system users that 
they have a relationship with or wish to develop 
a relationship with. Most SNSs required bi-di-
rectional confirmation, where a user requests a 
Friend connection. The system sends the request 
to the potential Friend, and if he/she accepts 
the request, then each other’s profile becomes 
linked. In this way, the social network of a user 
becomes visible to their Friends and Friends can 
see overlap in their social networks and invite 
Friends of Friends to join their social networks, 
if they choose to. Typically, a powerful database 
makes every entry field in profiles searchable, 
making it possible for a user to see who shares 
interests and backgrounds. Visibility of profiles 
can vary depending on the system design and 
user privacy settings. 

SNS also typically provide a single point 
of access to multiple communication tools and 
support a person’s ability to construct a digital 
identity. To do this, other possible features include 
things such as instant messaging within members 
of the network (synchronous communication), 
semi-public asynchronous messaging (e.g., in 
Facebook, Friends can post comments on an 
area in a Friend’s profile called the Wall which 
is visible to all Friends), private asynchronous 
messaging (email), and blog-like features (called 
notes in Facebook). Most SNS allow the posting of 
pictures and videos. The capabilities of SNS can 
also be extended greatly by adding applications 
(discussed further below). 

A Brief History of SNS , MySpace and 
Facebook

The first SNS was SixDegrees.com launched 
in 1997. Over the last decade or so, many SNSs 
have started and many have failed or declined in 

popularity (e.g., Friendster). MySpace is currently 
the largest SNS, with Facebook following and 
growing rapidly. LinkedIn is another large SNS 
that specifically targets professional networking. 
Some Social Networking Sites are very specific, 
targeted for specific communities of users (e.g., 
Dogster, a SNS for dogs aimed at dog owners), 
ethnic groups (e.g., BlackPlanet, iMatter for Arab 
women) or specific geographic regions (e.g., LifeAt 
for apartment buildings) or linguistic groups (e.g., 
Cyworld in Korea). There is even one site, Ning, 
that provides a platform to host user-created 
SNSs (boyd & Ellison, 2007; Rosenfeld, 2008). 
See boyd and Ellison (2008) for a more complete 
SNS history. Although currently the web has more 
than 100 popular SNS (Wang, 2008), two of the 
leaders are MySpace and Facebook and these two 
SNS are featured more fully below. 

MySpace was started in August 2003 and 
grew rapidly with the 100 millionth account be-
ing created in August 2006.3 By mid-2008, it had 
grown to a world-wide community, with dedicated 
communities in over 25 countries using multiple 
languages. It has a strong artist/band community, 
with artists being able to post songs on their sites 
so fans can listen to their music. The company 
generates revenue through advertising and has a 
significant agreement with Google for advertising. 
Anyone can join MySpace and use the various 
features. The user profiles are highly customizable 
by incorporating html code or CSS (style sheets). 
In early 2008, MySpace created a developer 
platform based on Google’s Open Social API to 
allow developers to build their own applications 
for MySpace, resulting in expanded functionality 
for users. Currently, there are over one thousand 
applications available to choose from, covering 
a wide range of topics including games, travel, 
shopping, job hunting, and politics.

Facebook was started in February 2004 us-
ing a network model. Facebook was originally 
designed to help students on college/university 
campuses network so members had to have a 
valid educational-institution email address to 
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register. It expanded to high schools and in 2006, 
opened registration up so anyone could join. 
Non-educational registrants could join job-related 
networks or networks based on their geographic 
area. The network membership determined ac-
cess to information (depending on how users set 
privacy on profiles). By May, 2008, there were 
55,000 regional, work-related, collegiate and 
high school networks, and over 60% of Facebook 
users were outside colleges. Currently Facebook 
has over 70 million active users, it is the second 
most-trafficked SNS in the world, and is the 
number one photo sharing application on the web, 
with 14 million photos being uploaded daily. In 
mid-2006, Facebook launched its development 
platform which enabled outside developers to build 
applications and offer them to users. Currently, 
there are over 20,000 applications available and 
growing at a rate of 140 per day.4 A key decision 
that facilitated the development of applications 
and resulting increased functionality for users 
was letting developers keep all the advertising 
revenues they might earn (Anonymous, 2007a).

USAGE OF SOCIAL NETWORKING 
SITES

This section reviews current knowledge about 
the amount of usage and the various uses of SNS. 
Details are based on a review of the academic and 
practitioner literature conducted in early 2008. 
Specifically, searches were done in several elec-
tronic databases including ProQuest, PsychInfo, 
and Scholar’s Portal. The electronic libraries 
of three associations were searched since these 
contain many conference proceedings (as well 
as journals): ACM, IEEE and AIS. Key words 
such as social networking, facebook and myspace 
were used. Other online sources were also used 
(e.g., CIO.com, Gartner) and targeted searches 
were done by examining the lists of references in 
relevant articles. Discussion below is organized 

into trends with students, the general public and 
organizations. 

Student Usage and Uses

Estimates of the number of US college students 
using Facebook are very high, varying between 
80 and 92 percent (Cain, 2008; Eberhardt, 2007). 
US students at one college reported spending 
between 10 and 30 minutes each day on average 
on Facebook, and having between 150 and 200 
Friends (Ellison, Steinfield, & Lampe, 2006). 

Student uses in the USA include checking for 
comments, messages and updates from Friends, 
arranging events, parties and dates, keeping in 
touch with people they already know, and checking 
out people before meeting them (Raskin, 2006). 
Participants used the SNS to maintain relation-
ships by doing things such as recognizing special 
events like birthdays and re-connecting with old 
friends. Developing new relationships was also 
a use, although users suggested the friendships 
were superficial (Dwyer, 2007). Generally stu-
dents use Facebook more to keep in touch with 
people that they know offline than meeting new 
people. Consistent with this, survey results from 
225 undergraduate US students indicated SNS 
was as useful for learning about classmates, 
friends, current or potential romantic partner as 
other media options, and that they were likely 
to use SNS for seeking information about these 
types of people. SNS were not considered use-
ful for seeking information on family members 
(Westerman, 2008). 

The majority of SNS communication appears 
not to be related to academic activities. For ex-
ample, a study of 694 Facebook student users in 
the UK and the postings on their Wall found that 
only 4% (n=2496) of the Wall interactions were 
academically-related. This sub-set of Wall post-
ing was analyzed and organized into five topic 
themes. These were: recounting and reflecting 
on the university experience (e.g., discussing a 
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recently finished lecture), exchanging practical, 
logistical information (e.g., scheduling of lectures), 
exchanging academic information (e.g., course 
requirements), displays of supplication and/or 
disengagement (e.g., seeking moral rather than 
intellectual support), and banter (e.g., humor-
ous, sarcastic and/or ironic exchanges) (Selwyn, 
2007). 

Not all SNS have the same structure, target 
audience or history. To examine this, a study of 
the potential differences between college student 
users of different SNS on the same US campus 
found several significant predictors (Hargittai, 
2007). Eighty-eight percent of college students 
were users, and 74% reported using at least one 
SNS often. Women were more likely to use SNS, 
consistent with literature indicating women have 
higher propensity to communicate online person-
to-person. Students who lived at home were less 
likely to use SNS than those living in residence 
or on their own. Ethnic group usage also varied 
for different SNS; specifically, Hispanic students 
were found to be more likely to use MySpace 
while Whites were more likely to use Facebook. 
Asians/Asian Americans were less likely to use 
Facebook and more likely to use Xanga and 
Friendster (possibly because these SNS are more 
popular in some of the Asian countries). Parental 
education was also found to predict some types 
of use, with MySpace users having parents with 
lower levels of schooling and Facebook users 
having parents with higher levels of education 
(Hargittai, 2007). 

SNS Usage and Uses in the General 
Population

Research suggests that most SNSs are used to 
maintain relationships that existed previously 
offline (boyd & Ellison, 2007). While these rela-
tionships may not be very strong (i.e., weak ties), 
there is some offline connection (e.g., through a 
previous school or job). Also, part of the motiva-
tion for people to join online communities is that 

people want access to information that interests 
them (Wise, Hamman, & Thorson, 2006). For 
example, a study of 226 MySpace and Facebook 
users suggested that effectiveness and efficiency 
in developing and maintaining relationships were 
the main reasons for use. Convenience comes 
from having the information they want to share 
with friends in one place, also making the task 
quicker too (Dwyer, 2008). Significant positive 
correlations were found between the fit of the 
site functionality and self-presentation goals 
(i.e., resulting impression given by profile), the 
fit between the site and the use to meet people, 
and the effectiveness of the site to keep in touch 
with close friends. The results supported parts of 
the authors’ suggested Fit Appropriation Model 
called the Social Software Performance Model 
(Dwyer, 2008).

SNS usage is fairly high in the US. More than 
50% of US teens have a profile on at least one 
SNS and close to 25% of US adults use a SNS 
(Schafer, 2008). However, the US is not the most 
active country in SNS use. A 2006 international 
survey found South Korea ranked first in people 
visiting a social networking site, followed by 
Brazil, China and Mexico. USA was fifth, with 
20% of active Internet users visiting a social 
networking site within the past 30 days. General 
uses vary across countries. For example, in China, 
80% discuss hobbies and 78% used SNS to meet 
new people. SNS usage for these activities is 
lower in the USA (37% and 33%, respectively). 
In the USA, 36% use a SNS to chat with people 
they know or connect with people they have 
lost touch with, 18% discuss work-related topics 
online, and 23% discuss personal issues online 
(Russell, 2007). 

A second study also explored cross-cultural 
SNS usage (Chapman & Lahav, 2008). Thirty-six 
SNS users in the US, France, South Korea and 
China were interviewed and observed. Results 
suggest that SNS in the US were used primarily 
to share personal information, whereas Chinese 
users were much less likely to post personal 
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information. Chinese respondents used SNS to 
have personal discussions with people they did 
not know well, possibly because having these 
sort of discussions with close friends is difficult 
in their culture. In Korea, the most common use 
was sharing of photos. Users in France tended to 
discuss interests and hobbies and were somewhat 
less personal than US users. These results dem-
onstrate the need to understand local cultures and 
preferences in order to successfully introduce a 
social networking site into a new country.

Several studies have examined SNS usage in 
specific countries and again found differences, 
reflective of the differences in national cultures 
and communication processes. For example, 
Cyworld is a very popular SNS in South Korea 
serving nearly 50% of the entire population and 
nearly 90% of people in the 24-29 age range. 
Cyworld users have dual motivations for use: 
maintaining existing social networks (those that 
pre-existed offline), and reflecting on themselves 
via a diary-like feature. Users suggested that they 
could be more uninhibited with their thoughts and 
self-reflections in Cyworld than they could offline. 
The Korean culture prefers indirect communica-
tion in face-to-face communications. Being able 
to express feelings more directly in Cyworld, and 
having the asynchronous benefit of being able 
to edit expression was seen as very valuable to 
Cyworld users (Kim & Yun, 2007). 

A survey of 55 Orkut (a SNS owned by Google) 
users in India and Pakistan found that most of 
these users were IT professionals. Advertising 
among Friends was extremely unwelcome, reflec-
tive of the cultural and religious backgrounds of 
the countries. The ability to search Friends was 
a very valuable feature, and a significant per-
centage of users (45.7%) would find Facebook’s 
feature of no publicly viewable profiles desirable 
(Wang, 2008). 

Interviews with 33 15-24 year old Australian 
young adults (Arthur, Sherman, Appel, & Moore, 
2006) suggest that this group used MySpace for the 
following five reasons, all of which they value: to 

express their identities, for social interaction which 
is fun, for immediacy and constant entertainment, 
to discover new things, and to be creative and be 
able to create a record of who they are. 

Churn between sites has been high. For ex-
ample, half of the users regularly visit more than 
one site and one in six actively use three or more 
sites. Friendster peaked at 20 million users a few 
years ago and in late 2006 was down to less than 
1 million (Russell, 2007). Helping us understand 
why churn may be high, a 2007 study of 200 users 
from four Norwegian online communities investi-
gated why users leave or reduce their participation 
in online communities. Approximately one-quar-
ter to one-fifth of respondents indicated reasons 
for leaving or lower use were lack of interesting 
people/friends attending, low quality content, and 
low usability in terms of user interface. Other 
reasons for leaving given less frequently were 
harassment/bullying, time-consuming/isolating, 
low trust and over-commercialization. These 
results indicate that low satisfaction with the na-
ture of the social interaction is the highest factor 
for reduced use; however, site designers should 
also be aware of the importance of usability, the 
danger of over-commercializing, and the need 
to have some mechanism to police harassment 
(Brandtzeg & Heim, 2007).

What people put in their profiles and who is in 
their social networks creates impressions with oth-
ers. Friend connections helps define one’s identity 
in SNS. People also infer meaning from not only 
what users post on their profiles, but also what is 
on their Friends’ profiles and what Friends post 
on their walls (boyd, 2006). A study of the lists 
of interests in MySpace profiles also found that 
users were significantly different than their top 
friends, indicating that users develop their lists 
of interests to differentiate themselves and that 
users tend to list interests to assert their prestige 
(Liu, 2007).

Some SNS allow users to create fake profiles, 
whereas others require authentic information 
(to varying degrees). The ability to create false 
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profiles, the inability to authenticate relationships 
in some SNS, and the tendency to accept almost 
anyone as Friends, devalues the value of Friend 
connections because trust can not be assumed 
(boyd, 2006). Facebook information has been 
found to be mostly genuine, which may be why 
users tend to trust Facebook more than some 
other SNS.

Differences in use based on age was investi-
gated in one study. 240 MySpace profiles were 
randomly-selected and analyzed. Results indicate 
that older (60+ years of age) users have fewer 
Friends (average = 18) compared to teenagers 
(aged 13 – 19) who had 95 Friends on average. 
Teenager’s Friends were also mostly in their own 
age range, whereas older users had a wide age 
distribution among their Friends, likely due to 
the higher number of life experiences and result-
ing higher complexity of existing offline social 
networks (Arjan, Pfeil, & Zaphiris, 2008).

Another use of SNS has been for customer 
advocacy and activism (Eberhardt, 2007). In one 
example, a Facebook user connected with several 
hundred similar investors who were concerned 
about the status of their investment in non-bank 
asset-backed commercial paper (since the abil-
ity to recover investments was in question). By 
sharing information, event updates, emotional 
support, and possible tactics, the group was able 
to recover their investment (Simon, 2008).

Organizational SNS Usage and Uses 

While it is difficult to find conclusive evidence 
about organizational use of SNS, likely because 
it is evolving so fast, one study found  20% of 
employees at large companies said they contribute 
regularly to blogs, social networks, wikis and 
other web 2.0 services (Green, 2007). A 2007 
global survey by McKinsey of executives (44% of 
responses were C-level) found that 37% of 2,173 
respondents were using or planning to use social 
networking in their organizations, while 39% said 
this Web 2.0 technology was not under consider-

ation. Nineteen percent of respondents said their 
companies had invested in social networks. Of 
the respondents that used any Web 2.0 technolo-
gies, the various way the technologies were being 
used were: to interface with customers (70%), to 
interface with suppliers and partners (51%), and to 
manage collaboration internally (75%). Although 
respondents indicated calculating returns from the 
investments in SNS and other Web 2.0 technolo-
gies was very difficult, they suggested the benefits 
were clear in terms of better communication with 
customers, more efficient collaboration within 
the company, stronger sense of community, and 
improved abilities to manage online reputation 
(Martin, 2007). 

The discussion above suggests rapid growth 
of SNS adoption in organizations. Three major 
current uses seem to be: recruiting, advertising, 
and internal collaboration. To assist corporate 
recruiting, employees can tell their contacts about 
job openings via their network. Companies can 
also create Facebook groups at no or little cost, 
which can help to promote their opening and 
opportunities (and enhance their brand image). 
Recruiting companies can also create applications 
(mini-programs) that users can add to their profiles 
at no charge. For example, Jobster has created an 
application that sends a message to a user when-
ever a job position is created that is potentially of 
interest to them (Rocha, 2007). Ernst & Young 
has a very active Facebook service page, and even 
the CIA recruits on Facebook. Recruiters tend to 
prefer Facebook over MySpace, even thought it 
has fewer users, because it is somewhat cleaner 
and more organized, and has a more mature 
member-body (Rocha, 2007). Employee-referred 
hires are more successful (80% versus 50% for 
non-referrals) (Anonymous, 2007b), suggest-
ing that increasing the number of referrals via 
avenues like SNS will have significant value for 
companies. 

A survey of executives found that 35% thought 
social networking sites would be most useful in 
the recruiting efforts over the next three years 
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(Anonymous, 2008h). A Manpower survey in 
the UK found that 17% of users use their SNS 
to research potential employers and 10% use it 
for networking and generating new business. 
This suggests that the practice of using SNS to 
aid recruiting is likely to grow. However, com-
panies should be sensitive to the fact that some 
potential employees feel the information they put 
on the SNS profiles should not be used for mak-
ing recruiting decisions. One study found that 
over half SNS users would consider it unethical 
if employers used SNS to learn about potential 
or existing employees’ activities (Anonymous, 
2008i). And another study found 60% of students 
felt that Facebook information should not be used 
in hiring decisions (versus 28% of employers) 
(Cain, 2008). Interestingly, recruiting of high 
school students by colleges and universities via 
Facebook and MySpace methods was acceptable 
to the majority of students (Roach, 2006). 

Advertising is the main source of revenue for 
large SNS like Facebook. Emarketers suggest 
MySpace and Facebook got 72% of all ad rev-
enues for social network sites in 2007 in the USA 
(Russell, 2007). Companies can potentially mine 
profile pages to identify potential customers. Users 
of SNS represent an important demographic for 
marketers (Raskin, 2006). There are few studies 
that have established the effectiveness of this 
advertising, as of yet.

Using SNS internally to mine in-house exper-
tise, sharing information internally, and save time 
now spent in mailing documents and emailing 
comments all has significant potential (more ef-
ficient collaboration). Serena Software and Nissan 
are two other examples that are featured in the 
literature for their use of SNS.

Serena Software Inc. is a global company 
with 800 employees that is using Facebook to 
connect coworkers at various sites. They are 
making Facebook the company’s intranet and 
encouraging use through Facebook Fridays where 
employees are encouraged to spend one hour of 
personal time on their profiles and connect with 

others. The aim is to let employees get to know 
each other as people, help them understand the 
business and products, and help to serve custom-
ers, on demand. The corporate culture is evolving 
to foster a sense of community and fun, which 
the CEO believes will help them get more done 
(Anonymous, 2007c).

Nissan launched a social networking site, 
called N-Square, to connect up to 50,000 of its 
180,000 employees globally. Users are able to 
create online profiles, blogs, communities, discus-
sion groups and share data files. A main reason 
for launching the site was to provide employees 
with a way to avoid bureaucratic channels and 
create new partnerships, hopefully reducing the 
inefficiency of traditional tools and channels. N-
Square may also help employees feel more con-
nected to their jobs, perhaps reducing turnover 
and facilitating retention of top people. Nissan’s 
initiative was sparked by seeing what IBM was 
doing with their social networking applications 
(Anonymous, 2008g).

Companies are also trying various ways to 
take advantage of SNS potential to reach the users 
on SNS. For example, companies, such as MTV, 
Warner Bros and Woolworths, are developing ap-
plications for Facebook that push products to users, 
such as TV shows and album releases. However, 
the uptake of these applications by users has been 
very low, typically only a few active users per 
day, making the recovery of the cost to develop 
the branded application unlikely (Anonymous, 
2008a). A health planner/reminder application to 
help people keep track of appointments, has been 
developed by Healthplan provide HAS in the UK 
(Anonymous, 2008d). And Amazon has developed 
Facebook applications that make it easy for users 
to see shopping wish lists and link them through 
to make a purchase at Amazon (facilitating online 
social shopping) (Birchall, 2008)

Only one study was found that examined cor-
porate SNS use from the perspective of the user. 
A study of 68 Facebook users within IBM in 2007 
found three different patterns of use. The first 
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(and largest) group, called “Reliving the College 
Days” had a high number of school contacts and 
few connections in the corporate network. These 
were the youngest and appear to have started 
using Facebook during their college studies, and 
continued to use it to maintain contact with col-
lege friends. The second group, called Dress to 
Impress, had a mix of school and work Friends, had 
fewer Friends than the first group, and listed more 
information about their job. The third group, called 
Living in the Business World, appeared to have 
recently joined Facebook and only had Friends 
within the corporation. They appeared to join to 
be part of the online community of coworkers. 
The latter two groups appear to be managing their 
image recognizing that professional colleagues 
are viewing their profile, whereas users in the 
College Days group have profiles with much more 
personal information, with very little work-related 
information. The Dress to Impress group appear 
to manage their profile different than they did in 
college (more professional), whereas the College 
Days users appear to not have changed their use 
of the SNS. The Living in the Business World 
group appear to have used Facebook to enhance 
their existing relationships with coworkers by 
keeping in touch with both local and remote co-
workers. It is expected this type of usage will 
grow in organizations and help people create 
common ground and mutual interest. This study 
illustrates the difficulty of using a single site for 
professional and non-professional use. While it 
is possible in Facebook to create limited access 
profiles, this takes extra time to both create and 
maintain (DiMicco & Millen, 2007). 

Antecedents and Outcomes of SNS  
Use

While the research on what influences SNS use 
and the outcomes is limited, it is undoubtedly 
growing fast. Five topics related to SNS use were 
found in the research: the development of social 

capital, perceptions created by profile content, 
student perceptions of faculty due to faculty use, 
privacy concerns due to use, and productivity 
impacts of use. 

One study examined the relationship between 
SNS use and social capital. Social capital refers 
to resources gathered through interpersonal 
relationships and is seen to generally have a 
positive impact on people in social networks (via 
increased trust, mutual support, goodwill, etc.) 
A study of 286 US undergraduate students found 
their use of Facebook was a significant positive 
predictor of social capital, suggesting that using 
Facebook helped students maintain and strengthen 
relationships, both weak and close ones. (Ellison, 
Steinfield, & Lampe, 2007; Ellison et al., 2006). 
This study supports the proposition that SNS use 
does strengthen social networks and is beneficial, 
especially in an undergraduate setting.

SNS users create an image for others via the 
personal information they choose to share on 
their profiles and whom they link to as Friends. 
Several studies have examined the impressions 
created from different angles, including the num-
ber of friends, profile content, and appearance. 
For example, experimental results with 153 U.S. 
undergraduate students found that the number of 
Friends on Facebook can provide a significant cue 
by which others make social judgements. Indi-
viduals who had too few Friends (approximately 
100) or too many Friends (greater than 500) were 
perceived more negatively in terms of social at-
tractiveness, indicating a curvilinear effect. A 
somewhat similar relationship was found with 
perceived extraversion, although the negative 
effect after the 500 Friend level was considerably 
more level (Tong, Van Der Heide, Langwell, & 
Walther, 2008). The respondents had an average 
number of Friends on their Facebook accounts of 
395, suggesting that people judge other’s social 
attractiveness on the number of Friends they have 
and use their own number of Friends possibly as 
a reference point. 
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The relationship between number of Friends 
and profile structure (i.e., which fields are com-
pleted) has also been investigated to determine 
if the completion of certain profile fields predicts 
Friendship, via creating common ground or sig-
naling (Lampe, Ellison, & Steinfield, 2007). Over 
30,000 profiles at a US university were examined. 
On average, users completed 50% of the fields 
available in Facebook. Positive associations were 
found between the number of fields completed 
and the number of Friends. Causality can not be 
inferred from this, as there are several plausible 
explanations including: a more complete profile 
generates more Friends, more active users could 
both complete more fields and seek out Friends, 
and people with more Friends could feel more pres-
sure to add more information to their profiles. 

Semi-structured interviews of 19 US students 
were conducted to examine how the participants 
used SNS to present themselves to others and 
manage the impressions created (Dwyer, 2007). 
Subjects suggested that creating a good impres-
sion was important. One subject said: “You can’t 
just completely be yourself, you have to play the 
game, and have some sort of cool factor [so that] 
people are interested in speaking to you.” (p. 5). 
Participants were concerned about privacy but 
suggested that it was up to them to control it by 
not posting any information they felt was private. 
Based on these results, the author suggested that 
key attitudes which influence the management 
of interpersonal relationships are concerns for 
information privacy and impression manage-
ment. SNS technology features that can enable 
interpersonal relationship management included 
profile management, visibility management and 
identity management (Dwyer, 2007). 

Impression formation was further studied by 
examining the impact of how what people write 
on Facebook walls and the physical attractive-
ness of Friends affected perceptions about the 
profile owner (Walther, Van Der Heide, Kim, 
Westerman, & Tong, 2008). 342 undergraduate 

US students participated in this experiment. 
Results suggest that having physically attractive 
Friends is positively associated with perceptions 
of the profile owner’s physical attractiveness (and 
had no effect on task attractiveness – the ability 
to complete work reliably). Prosocial statements 
by Friends about profile owners was positively 
associated with social and task attractiveness, 
as well as credibility. Gender did moderate some 
of the effects, consistent with the sexual double 
standard (i.e., some remarks were seen as negative 
for women and positive for men – e.g., remarks 
about excessive drinking, promiscuous sexual 
behaviour). 

Two studies have examined the impact of 
university faculty having Facebook accounts 
on student perceptions. A 2006 study of 166 US 
students on Facebook indicated that seeing their 
professors on Facebook (i.e., viewing their profile, 
etc.) had neither a positive or negative effect on 
student ratings (Hewitt & Forte, 2006). However, 
an effect was found when the content of the 
professor’s profile was studied. An experimental 
study was conducted with 133 US college students 
where teacher self-disclosure on Facebook was 
manipulated via different photos, biographical 
profile information and Wall postings. High disclo-
sure involved including information about social 
gatherings with comments, group membership 
and personal information (the amount of infor-
mation provided was less in the low and medium 
disclosure conditions). Students viewing the high 
disclosure profiles believed the classroom climate 
would be more positive, anticipated higher levels 
of affective learning with those teachers, and had 
higher anticipated motivation levels. Most (84%) 
of the comments from students viewing the high 
disclosure profiles were positive, whereas a small 
number were negative, expressing concerns about 
loss of professional image (Mazer, Murphy, & 
Simonds, 2007).

Given the ability to make a considerable 
amount of personal information available to oth-
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ers (which many users do), privacy is a natural 
concern in SNS. Early work (Gross, Acquisti, & 
Heinz, 2005) found that US university students 
on Facebook disclosed a great deal of personal 
information on their profiles (e.g., pictures of 
themselves – 90.8%, birth dates 87.7%, residence 
addresses – 50.8%, and phone numbers – 39.9%). 
Analysis implies that almost all of this information 
is genuine. Only a few percent of people used avail-
able privacy settings to restrict the ability to view 
their profiles within their network, indicating that 
most users were either unaware or unconcerned 
about their personal privacy. 

Another survey of US college students was 
conducted to make Facebook users aware of the 
privacy options available to them and alert them 
to possible privacy issues. The profiles of partici-
pants were then examined after they completed 
the study to see if they changed the amount of 
information on their profile (presumably from 
being made aware of privacy issues and being 
concerned about the potential privacy problems). 
Of the 84% of participants that knew they could 
change the privacy settings within Facebook, 
less than 48% had made any changes prior to the 
survey (indicating they left the privacy settings 
on default which provides visibility of the profile 
to anyone in their networks). Only a few percent 
of participants made changes to their profiles 
within 5 days after the survey was conducted 
inferring that most users were comfortable with 
the amount of information they were sharing 
(Govani & Pashley, 2005). 

Another US study of privacy concerns sur-
veyed 294 students found that privacy concerns 
were stronger in non-users than users of Facebook 
(although the differences were not statistically 
significant within undergraduate respondents). 
Therefore, privacy concerns appeared to be af-
fecting Facebook use in non-undergraduates. For 
undergrads, even those students who had privacy 
concerns provided a significant amount of personal 
information in their profile. The strongest motiva-

tion in providing information was to have fun and 
provide enough information so that people benefit 
from Facebook (Acquisti & Gross, 2006)

Antecedents of information sharing and the 
development of new relationships were studied 
in 117 MySpace and Facebook users. Concerns 
about privacy, trust in the SNS, and trust in other 
members of the SNS were proposed as antecedents 
to sharing and relationship development. Facebook 
users had higher SNS trust and they disclosed more 
personal information such as real name and email 
address. MySpace members were more likely to 
disclose their relationship status. MySpace users 
also were more likely to agree that they could 
easily meet new people with their SNS and were 
more likely to extend new online relationships by 
contacting the person via other communication 
channels (e.g., telephone, F2F, instant messaging 
(IM), email). Results are consistent with previous 
research suggesting Facebook users use the SNS 
to extend existing offline relationship more fre-
quently than initiating new online relationships. 
However, in MySpace, where trust is lower, there 
was a fair amount of activity establishing new 
online relationships. Few significant relationships 
were found with respect to privacy concerns, the 
exception being that people with high privacy 
concerns were less likely to share their IM screen 
name (Dwyer, Hiltz, & Passerini, 2007). 

Time spent on SNS is a growing concern 
to many companies. With SNS usage growing, 
organizations see both threats and opportunities. 
Corporations are creating, and adopting SNSs to 
stimulate internal usage and are advertising on 
SNSs to reach target markets. However, com-
panies also see threats in terms of wasted time 
and security concerns, to the degree that some 
companies have blocked access to SNSs during 
work time (e.g., the US Military, the Canadian 
government) (boyd & Ellison, 2007). Two-thirds 
of UK companies surveyed are banning the use 
of Facebook during office hours, although other 
companies feel this is too extreme since people’s 
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working and personal lives are blurring, making 
it difficult to leave personal life outside when 
they enter the work site (Brockett, 2007). Another 
survey, done in July 2007, suggests that approxi-
mately 50% of companies are blocking access to 
SNS at work (Green, 2007).

One poll in the UK estimated that Facebook 
and MySpace use was costing UK companies 
approximately 6.5 billion pounds annually in lost 
productivity, based on a finding that office work-
ers are spending at least 30 minutes per day on 
social networking (Hathi, 2008). The assumption 
behind this claim is that the time spent on SNS 
is of no benefit to the organization. Counterargu-
ments suggest that time spent on SNS can help 
with recruitment, can improve employee morale 
and corporate loyalty, and improve company 
transparency. While IT departments typically 
would like to ban SNS (for security), use of SNS 
in organizations is often driven by HR. HR is 
concerned with team building, recruitment and 
retention, and corporate culture (Hathi, 2008).

Concern about the time spent on SNS also ex-
ists outside the corporate setting. The number of 
Friends in SNS is typically two to three hundred. 
The ability to create any real relationships with 
this many people is the subject of debate, and there 
is a concern that very close relationships (which 
typically are just a few) may get weakened as 
people spend more time and energy maintaining 
distant relationships (MacLeod, 2008).

NEW DEVELOPMENTS,
CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES

This section is organized into three parts. Chal-
lenges and opportunities for using SNS in compa-
nies is first discussed. The second part deals with 
the privacy challenge of SNS use, since this is a 
major concern in the literature. The last section 
summarizes some of the recent and foreseeable 
developments that may lead to new opportunities 
for SNS use.

Using SNS  in Organizations

There are many opportunities for companies to 
use SNS. Departments that should benefit from 
SNS include sales (identifying and engaging 
customers) and operations (so employees can help 
each other and find more effective ways of work-
ing). Research and development could also use 
SNS to gather ideas and insights from customers 
(Bernoff & Li, 2008). 

Companies could use existing SNS like 
MySpace and Facebook to reach current and 
potential customers. While SNS advertising is 
growing, companies need to interact with cus-
tomers in meaningful ways, such as creating 
conversations and affinity-based networks. SNS 
can potentially be used to reach customers and 
get advice on new products, feedback on existing 
products, and ideas about brand building (Webb, 
2007). Knowing whom to reach out to is important 
too. While it is relatively easy to mine existing 
profiles and the data in fields to segment targets, 
it would be valuable to also identify what people 
do on their sites (versus whom they say they are). 
In this way, marketers could identify the creators 
and key influencers and target these people based 
on how they act. So far, SNS operators have not 
been willing to provide marketers with this sort 
of data (Klaassen, 2008).

However, companies have to be sensitive to 
the culture of existing SNS and the receptiveness 
of members to advertising. Clemons et al. (2007) 
caution that SNS have risks for advertisers, as the 
effectiveness of the advertising is largely unproven 
and is in need of future research. While offline 
social networks are based on and create trust and 
credibility, it is unclear how much of an online SNS 
is built on trust. If SNS are built on trust, there are 
concerns that commercializing the network via 
push advertising may undermine that trust. And, 
as mentioned above, one of the reasons found for 
leaving a SNS is over-commercialization.

SNS can also help companies collaborate in-
ternally. Small companies could use an SNS like 
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Facebook as their collaborative platform and this 
is starting to happen (Anonymous, 2007b). The 
email and document management capabilities 
fit these needs well and could enhance the abil-
ity to work in teams and from remote locations. 
The research showing that students develop so-
cial capital through SNS use is encouraging for 
corporate use. Users could use SNS internally to 
maintain weak ties with colleagues and to learn 
about expertise within the organization (like a 
knowledge management system). 

Using an externally hosted SNS can create 
security and privacy concerns for corporations. 
Depending on the nature of the business, there 
may be a need to build safeguards to ensure dis-
cussions and document sharing is tracked, to be 
certain employees meet government regulations 
and don’t create legal problems (Green, 2007). 
There are SNS options from major software ven-
dors so companies do not have to use externally 
hosted SNS like Facebook. For example, IBM 
has a product called Lotus Connections which 
provides a number of Web 2.0 tools, including 
profiles and social networking5 (Everest, 2008). 
A company could use a product like this to create 
an internal SNS which would facilitate collabora-
tion internally while controlling security (since 
the application would be within the corporate 
firewall and not open to people from outside the 
company). 

Another opportunity for companies is to part-
ner with existing SNS and develop applications 
that offer customers more value. For example, CIO 
magazine has partnered with LinkedIn to connect 
relevant events and articles. LinkedIn widgets 
and the CIO.com website allow users to see who 
at a company featured in a CIO article is part of 
the LinkedIn network. Users can also view want 
ads and see who is connected to the advertising 
company. CIO media events are enhanced by 
LinkedIn’s Event service that shows a user who 
else in the network is planning on attending, as 
well as manage the networking potential at the 
event (Anonymous, 2008c). 

The Privacy Challenge of SNS  Use

SNS are mediated public sites where technology 
allows people to gather publicly. Unique prop-
erties of mediated publics include persistence, 
searchability, replicability and invisible audiences 
(Cain, 2008). As previously mentioned, all of 
these properties can create privacy issues, chal-
lenges and concerns. Information is in SNS that 
is typically not included in resumes or uncovered 
by general background checks (Cain, 2008). 
Professional and private lives can blur together, 
especially if prospective employers see photos 
of actions that might cause them to question the 
candidate’s judgment.

Digital identities (i.e., profiles and reported 
activities) are increasingly viewed by third-parties 
that the profile owner is not aware of. The legality 
of this is still unclear and undoubtedly will vary 
across countries depending on privacy legisla-
tion (Hodge, 2006-2007). Companies routinely 
use search engines to do background checks on 
applicants and police and university authorities 
have used Facebook profiles to collect evidence 
and leads. Even if a user removes some poten-
tially compromising information from his/her 
site, there is always the danger the information 
has been captured elsewhere, creating a digital 
record that is out the control of the creator. Users 
need to recognize that they are not operating in a 
protected environment (Rosenblum, 2007). 

In response to user privacy concerns, SNS 
companies such as Facebook have developed 
various privacy settings, such that now it is pos-
sible to control what is viewable by whom to a 
much greater extent than it was several years ago. 
However, research has found that many users do 
not change the privacy settings and many users 
are very open to accepting Friend requests from 
total strangers, thereby giving the stranger access 
to the personal information on their profile (Gross 
et al., 2005). This can lead to data re-identification, 
where a third party connects information from 
different sources and has the potential for identity 
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theft and/or fraud. Other risks include damage to 
reputation, receiving unsolicited message and of-
fers, and being exploited by social predators. The 
latter is rare but there have been reported cases 
of sexual predators, stalkers, child molesters and 
pornographers using SNS to approach minors 
(Rosenblum, 2007).

Installing applications also causes privacy 
and security concerns. For example, users should 
also be aware that installing Facebook applica-
tions gives the application access to some of the 
profile (some information can be restricted). The 
application developers can then use the informa-
tion to target ads. There is a fair bit of uncertainty 
about how the data is kept safe and the potential 
exists for it to be combined with information 
about individuals, which could lead to problems 
such as identity theft or spoofing and phishing 
(Irvine, 2008). Users should also be aware of the 
potential for downloading applications on SNS 
that are malware programs. Although users have 
become aware of this danger when using email, the 
same degree of caution is not currently prevalent 
in SNS use. And many of the young SNS users 
are fairly inexperienced and naïve about the risks 
of using electronic media (Douglis, 2008).

Given all these risks, organizational users 
(as well as individual users) need guidelines to 
protect the users and the company. For example, 
guidelines about what information can and can not 
be posted should be specified. Privacy protection 
recommendations include assuming anything you 
post is public so you have to exercise good judg-
ment in what personal information is shared in 
a SNS, do not have an open profile (i.e., use the 
available privacy setting to control who has ac-
cess to information), do not accept Friend requests 
from strangers, and avoid installing applications 
(Munro, 2008). 

Developments in SNS

While most users stick with a single site (Wat-
son, 2008), they may move from one to another 

as popularity declines and builds. Maintaining 
multiple sites takes time and effort since currently 
sites are independent applications using their own 
architectures. However, companies are trying to 
create integration mechanisms that would allow 
information from different SNSs to be shared 
via one platform. Developments are coming that 
will allow users to pull information about friends 
and colleagues from numerous SNS and other 
websites. FriendFeed is one of the first of these 
(Green, 2008). Google is developing an open 
source framework, OpenSocial and SocialStream, 
that would allow many of the popular SNS to be 
connected into a unified social network (Russell, 
2007; Weaver, 2008).

Mobile access, via mobile phones, to SNS such 
as MySpace and Facebook is growing (Anony-
mous, 2008b; 2008f). Mobile social networking 
will help put users’ content into context since their 
social interactions will be able to occur in real 
time (DeJean, 2008). Mobile social networking 
systems are also developing that, among other 
things, allow users to be aware in real time of 
social activities. Slam is one of these systems, and 
while not a full SNS (given the lack of profile and 
social network visibility), some of the features and 
functionality are similar (Counts, 2008).

SNS are also evolving to attempt to offer more 
value to users. For example, MySpace is develop-
ing a music service with Universal, Song BMG 
and Warner and is working with Merlin on future 
licencing arrangements (Cardew & Emanuel, 
2008). SNS are spreading to new countries and 
cultures (e.g., MySpace recently launched a dedi-
cated community for Indian users (Anonymous, 
2008e)). And given the high level of Facebook use 
in university settings, it is natural that educators 
are considering if and how to use Facebook as a 
learning tool. One developer recently received 
funding to work on a learning management system 
based on Facebook (Goth, 2008). Potential other 
applications include health care (Watson, 2008) 
where users can get personal health information 
from SNS like Facebook (Sinnema, 2008).
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CONCLUSION

What SNS are and what we currently know about 
them has been presented. SNS usage is fairly new 
and growing incredibly fast. There are many pos-
sible benefits of use and some significant areas of 
concern. Research opportunities are also numer-
ous. For example, the focus of research so far has 
largely been on the SNS user. While the user is 
obviously very important to the story, and cur-
rent data is needed as usage and concerns evolve, 
there are other stakeholders that warrant research 
attention. This would include designers and opera-
tors of SNS and the underlying infrastructures, 
developers of algorithms, conduct of third parties 
using SNS, and marketers and advertisers who 
are trying to strengthen their brands (Beer, 2008). 
The majority of research has been with students in 
the US, leaving many opportunities for studies of 
corporate use (especially as this use grows), and 
use in other countries. The future of SNS appears 
to be bright, and the future for SNS researchers 
should be exciting!
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1 Networking. (n.d.). Dictionary.com Un-
abridged (v 1.1). Retrieved May 19, 2008, 
from Dictionary.com website: http://diction-
ary.reference.com/browse/networking

2 Friends is capitalized to designate meaning 
a person linked to another’s profile and dis-
tinguish the term from the common meaning 
of “friend” since not all Friends in SNSs are 
necessarily close friends.
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ABSTRACT

Knowledge is taken as core competitive power in the current society. The teacher as an educational 
operator often touch much knowledge, if they could manage knowledge efficiently, the work efficiency 
will be increased greatly. To mine knowledge and make tacit knowledge explicit, teachers should manage 
personal knowledge. By the survey of teachers’ personal knowledge management in China, the study finds 
some problems in terms of Chinese teachers’ personal knowledge management, especially many Chinese 
teachers are not good at making use of Web technologies to assist them on managing knowledge and 
communicating with other teachers. One studying focus of Web 2.0 technologies is personal knowledge 
management, and Web 2.0 provides a series of effective tools and platforms for personal knowledge 
management. The chapter discusses on the concept of teachers’ personal knowledge management, and 
presents the strategies of teachers’ personal knowledge management based Web 2.0 technologies, using 
for reference for teachers’ personal knowledge management practice. 

INTRODUCTION

Drucker (1993) claimed that the capital was no 
longer the dominant force of economic develop-
ment in the knowledge society after capitalism, 

the application and production of knowledge was 
the driving force for economic growth. OECD 
(1996) put forward the concept of knowledge-
based economy claiming that knowledge-based 
economy was the new economy focusing on R&D 
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and innovation, and knowledge-based economy 
was a kind of economic efficiency and economic 
values generated by knowledge innovation, knowl-
edge transmit and knowledge transfer. Knowl-
edge-based economy emphasize on knowledge 
acquisition, accumulation, sharing, application 
and innovation, namely the spirit of knowledge-
based economy is initiative innovation, moreover 
the driving force of knowledge-based economy 
is to foster talents. Knowledge-based economy is 
driven mainly by talent training, and the school is 
not only the main venue to train talents, but also the 
place of knowledge transmit and creation, teach-
ers should recognize the important role played by 
themselves, pursuing professional growth to meet 
the need of knowledge-based economy. In the face 
of the impact of knowledge-based economy era, 
knowledge management has become the current 
important issue, teachers certainly should be in 
capability of personal knowledge management, 
and foster teachers’ professional capability and 
enhance the efficiency of teaching and learning 
by means of teachers’ personal knowledge man-
agement (TPKM).

Knowledge can be categorized into explicit 
knowledge and tacit Knowledge (Nonaka and 
Takeuchi, 1995). Edvinsson and Malone (1997) 
divides knowledge into individual knowledge, 
organizational and structural knowledge: in-
dividual knowledge exists only in individual 
mind; organizational knowledge is the kind of 
knowledge occurring in groups or departments; 
structural knowledge roots in organizations 
through the procedures, manual, and ethics and 
tenets .The three kinds of knowledge above can be 
explicit knowledge or tacit knowledge (O’Dell and 
Grayson, 1998). In teachers’ personal knowledge 
systems, part of knowledge is explicit knowledge, 
and part of knowledge is tacit knowledge. The 
explicit knowledge of teachers is obtained through 
reading and lectures, including the subject content 
knowledge, curriculum knowledge, subject peda-
gogical knowledge and part of general cultural 

principles. Teachers’ tacit knowledge is continu-
ally growing knowledge in the course of profes-
sional practice, which makes teachers become 
more mature on teaching along with experience 
accumulated and adapt to situations with higher 
ability, influencing and dominating teachers’ 
education conduct. From this point of view, most 
knowledge of teachers is tacit knowledge, how-
ever the tacit knowledge is with high-situations 
and implicit, and is difficult to express by using 
simple words. Teachers mainly impart existing 
knowledge to students rather than help students 
with constructing knowledge initiatively in the 
course of traditional education, which results in the 
issue that teachers their own practical knowledge 
can not be exchanged and shared in a large scale. 
To mine teachers’ knowledge and make their tacit 
knowledge explicit, teachers should carry out 
personal knowledge management. 

By analyzing the questionnaires on the sur-
vey of Chinese teachers’ personal knowledge 
management, this study finds that, at present, 30 
percent of teachers in the survey usually focus on 
personal knowledge management, 50 percent of 
teachers in the survey pays normal or even less 
attention on colleagues’ experience. With respect 
to professional and teaching knowledge, 75 percent 
of teachers in the survey claim that they achieve 
little or none professional knowledge since they 
teach. Some problems exist in terms of Chinese 
teachers’ personal knowledge management ac-
cording to the survey results.

Knowledge is taken as core competitive 
power in the current society. The teacher, as 
an educational operator, often touches much 
knowledge, if they could manage knowledge 
efficiently according to knowledge character-
istics, their work efficiency will be increased 
greatly. One of research hotspots of Web 2.0 is 
personal knowledge management, and Web 2.0 
provides a series of effective technologies and 
platforms for personal knowledge management. 
Regarding personal knowledge management of 
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Chinese teachers, this study brings forward the 
framework and strategies of teachers’ personal 
knowledge management under the condition of 
Web 2.0 technologies. 

TEACHERS’ PERSONAL
KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT

Conception of Personal Knowledge 
Management

Throughout the examination of some knowledge 
management literature, it appears that the minority 
of the literature emphasizes so-called personal 
knowledge management, which is classified into 
the perspectives of individualism and socialism. 
Alley (1999) indicates that personal knowledge 
management is needed to help knowledge work-
ers to obtain and maintain lifelong preparation 
for the global knowledge economy. Cope (2000) 
claims that personal knowledge can be regarded 
as personal capital which has its value dependent 
on the demand for certain capabilities in the 
market. Therefore, to maximize the worth of an 
individual, he or she needs to take ownership 
for the development and maintenance of his/her 
knowledge, which infers the significance of in-
dividual commitment. Frand and Hixon (1999) 
defined personal knowledge management as a 
conceptual framework that individuals organized 
and collected important information for a part 
of individual knowledge. David Skyrme As-
sociates(1999) and Skyrme(1999) described the 
strategies of personal knowledge management at 
great length from the point of experiential view. On 
the contrary, other personal knowledge manage-
ment practitioners consider not only individuals’ 
endeavours but also the importance of human 
interaction and collaboration. Galbreath (2000) 
found that knowledge management should start 
by means of individuals, then individual units of 
organizations, then cross-units or cross-fields, 

then the global, the last was extended to cooper-
ate with other agencies, and the regular work for 
knowledge managers was to search, use, create 
and share. Zuber-Skerritt (2005) advocates a soft 
methodological model of action learning and ac-
tion research (ALAR) consisting of a system of 
seven values and principles and seven matching 
actions with applications and examples, indicated 
through the ACTIONS and REFLECT acronym 
respectively. It is highlighted that the value and 
practice of ALAR not only carry out the access, 
communication and management of personal 
knowledge but also develop individuals’ inno-
vative and creative capabilities individually and 
collectively. 

Cope’s (2000) assertion of personal knowledge 
management infers that the notion of individuals’ 
value and competitiveness. Whereas, Zuber-
Skerritt (2005) denotes that the focus of personal 
knowledge management is on individuals’ capa-
bilities to access, communicate, create and manage 
tacit forms of knowledge through the activities 
of reflection and collaboration under open and 
non-positivist attitudes and leadership commit-
ment, which brings about individual and group 
learning and therefore enhances individuals’ 
knowledge and capabilities. The above discussion 
implies that the promotion of personal knowledge 
management may result in personal effectiveness 
and competitiveness in the market.

Connotation of Teachers’ Personal 
Knowledge Management

Some scholars study on the connotation of 
personal knowledge management. Chin (2002), 
Chen(2003), Yang(2004) and Lin(2007) find teach-
ers’ knowledge management involves the process 
of knowledge acquisition, storage, sharing, appli-
cation and creation which are carried out under 
diverse strategies. Some scholars demonstrate 
the role and significance of teachers’ personal 
knowledge management, and find that there is a 
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mutual influence relationship between knowledge 
management and teacher professional growth; 
teachers who realize their personal knowledge 
management and professional performance are 
positively correlated have better knowledge man-
agement. And thus, their professional performance 
will be improved accordingly. (Handal and Lau-
vas, 1987; Chen, 2002; Zahner, 2002; Kao,2002; 
Yang,2004; Huang, 2005; Huang,2008).

Through analyzing and generalizing the 
content of teachers’ personal knowledge man-
agement based on scholars’ studies, this study 
reaches the conclusion that the core of teachers’ 
personal knowledge management is teachers’ 
professional self-examination and practice by 
means of the circle of knowledge management 
processes- knowledge acquisition, knowledge 
storage, knowledge sharing and communication, 
knowledge application, knowledge assessment 
and knowledge creation. 

Knowledge acquisition is that teachers achieve 
knowledge relevant with teachers’ business 
through learning methods, approaches and sys-
tems at any time, and information technologies can 
assist teachers to obtain knowledge. Knowledge 
classification, integration and storage mean that 
teachers store knowledge by using Internet or 
database, process a variety of teaching activities 
or operation and record them in data files, man-
age schools or classes’ routine data files through 
digital information classification management, set 
up teachers’ their own teaching files in electronic 
or written forms, manage schools’ old files in 
digital information to facilitate inquiry, and record 
colleagues’ excellent ideas in written records. 
Teachers classify and store acquired knowledge, 
so that the personal knowledge base of teach-
ers can be established. Knowledge sharing and 
communication mean that teachers should share 
knowledge by using Internet or database, share 
knowledge and information through the relation-
ship networks, impart knowledge to colleagues or 
students through website or e-mail, and develop 

group learning and community discussion among 
teachers. Knowledge application, assessment 
and creation mean that teachers use personal 
knowledge in course of teaching, evaluate teach-
ers’ individual knowledge in order to examine 
their own teaching and learning practice so as to 
amend knowledge, design curriculum materials 
etc by themselves or with their colleague, which 
makes tacit knowledge explicit during the course 
of communication and discussion so as to create 
new knowledge. The application of knowledge 
management technologies, tools and platforms 
can support and assist teachers with their personal 
knowledge management. By means of personal 
knowledge management, teachers can ultimately 
foster their own professional growth, and improve 
the effectiveness of teaching and learning. See 
Figure 1.

SURVEY OF CHINESE TEACHERS’  
PERSONAL KNOWLEDGE
MANAGEMENT

The questionnaire is designed for this study, and 
some teachers are selected from colleges, second-
ary and primary schools in different provinces of 
China, the e-mail addresses of teachers are found 
by teachers’ home pages via school websites. 200 
questionnaires are distributed via e-mail in order 
to acquire information and data about Chinese 
teachers’ personal knowledge management, and 
93 questionnaires are turned, valid question-
naires are 71. By analyzing the questionnaires 
and referring to the literatures on Chinese teach-
ers’ personal knowledge management, the study 
finds that, at present, there are some problems in 
terms of Chinese teachers’ personal knowledge 
management. 

Lack of awareness of personal knowledge 
management. Hargreaves (2000) proposed that 
teachers’ often ignoring their professional knowl-
edge could result in teachers’ no sharing and ap-
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plying these knowledge, in the same way, teachers 
would not be able to find the new knowledge that 
teachers need to create when they didn’t know 
which knowledge they lacked. In China, teachers 
lack the awareness of knowledge management, 
and are not good at managing the knowledge 
they already obtained. The survey shows that 
only 16.7 percent of teachers in the survey write 
down postscript after teaching, other teachers in 
the survey never or occasionally reflect on their 
own day-to-day teaching through this way. 75.3 
percent of teachers in the survey believe that they 
have achieved little or even nothing in terms of 
professional knowledge since they worked.

Lack of awareness of knowledge sharing. 
Most of Chinese teachers focus on teaching in 
accordance with teaching materials, teachers’ 
work turn into the process of operation, so that 
creative work turn into simple and duplicate 
work. The main focus of teachers’ work is not 
to find new knowledge, but rather heritage the 
established, authoritative knowledge. Chinese 
teachers lack the desire of knowledge sharing. As 
many as 45.6 percent of teachers in survey have 
no contact with other teachers in schools, and 32.8 
percent of teachers in survey have only occasional 
contact. For the sake of interest, teachers often 
reserve individual knowledge, and would not like 
to impart individual knowledge and experience 

to others, refuse to share with others, or do not 
want to provide the time and resources to support 
the transmit of knowledge.

Lack of tools and platforms of personal 
knowledge management. From the point of 
view of knowledge characteristic, explicit knowl-
edge can be made to public through the written 
words, or by means of modern technologies to 
disseminate or communicate directly face-to-
face, however sharing explicit knowledge needs 
a sharing platform and approach. Many teachers 
lack the knowledge-sharing platform, and don’t 
set up teachers’ personal knowledge base, or 
even can not use computers or surf online. All 
mentioned above will hold up teachers’ knowledge 
communication and sharing. The communication 
and discussion via Internet can benefit for making 
teachers’ tacit knowledge explicit, and benefit 
for teachers’ knowledge sharing and creation. 
Only 64.1 percent of surveyed teachers master 
and use one or more Web tools to communicate 
and share knowledge, carry out E-learning and 
personal knowledge management, the other 35.9 
percent of teachers reply that they don’t skill in 
Web tools and platforms of personal knowledge 
management, even some of teachers don’t know 
Web tools and platforms at all.

Lack of efficiency of utilizing knowledge 
management tools. At schools, teachers should 

assist support 

Knowledge 
acquisition, 
classification, 
integration 

Technologies, Tools and platform 

Effectiveness of teaching &
 learning  

Knowledge 
application, 
assessment, 
creation 

Personal 
Knowledge 
 base 

Knowledge 
sharing, 
communication 

Figure 1. Connotation of teachers’ personal knowledge management 
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not only complete their teaching tasks, but also 
prepare for the title selection, leader inspection, 
as well as the education department assessment, 
many teachers do not want to spend time to gather 
information from the Internet, write postscript 
and rethink. Blog will not be updated any more 
after several months since blog opened. Among 
teachers surveyed, only 25.7 percent of teachers’ 
blog lasts for more than one year. 

According to survey result, Chinese teach-
ers should strengthen the awareness of personal 
knowledge management importance, pay atten-
tion to the implementation of personal knowledge 
management, and actively participate in knowl-
edge sharing and communicating activities so as 
to enhance the professional growth and increase 
the efficiency of utilizing knowledge. Meanwhile, 
it is an important task for Chinese teachers to 
learn and grasp the effective tools and platforms 
of personal knowledge management

SUPPORTING FUNCTIONS OF WEB 
2.0 ON TEACHERS’ PERSONAL 
KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT

At present, the typical technological applications 
of Web2.0 for personal knowledge management 
are as following:

• Blog: It is Web log, which is chronological 
record made by individuals or groups. The 
communication is achieved mainly through 
track back, message and comment.

• Wiki: It is an open network encyclopedia 
spontaneously self-supported and main-
tained by netizen. 

• RSS: It is a simple way by which one Web 
site can share resource with other Web 
sites on the basis of XML. RSS users can 
subscribe Web resources relevant with their 
interests and researches by client-side tools 

supporting RSS or by network subscription 
service.

• Tag: By using Tag, Internet users can col-
laborate to classify by means of defining key 
words freely. According to the needs, users 
make personalized labels and definition on 
articles or Blog, which is more useful for 
searching, finding the online articles or 
making Blog correlation and aggregation. 

• SNS: It is social network software, which 
can enlarge the network of personal relation-
ships by means of knowing friends’ friends 
according to the theory of Six Degrees of 
Separation.

• Social Bookmark: It is a kind service pre-
serving the link on the Web page, which 
allows users to add favorite sites to their 
network bookmarks at any time, tag and 
organize bookmarks by more than key 
words, and share the favorites with others.

• Diigo.: By Diiggo, learners can add endorse-
ment directly on Web pages while reading, 
but not modify the page itself, that is, obtain 
information and knowledge of multimedia 
synthesis including text by using of com-
puter and network technologies, and achieve 
Hypertext reading.

• Podcasting: It is composed by iPod and 
broadcasting. Users can leave video mes-
sages or discuss by Podcasting.

How to integrate Web 2.0 with teachers’ 
personal knowledge management, bring the ad-
vantages of Web 2.0 into full play so as to make 
teachers’ personal knowledge management to 
its maximum efficiency by Web 2.0 tools and 
platforms is the focus of teachers’ personal knowl-
edge management under Web 2.0 environment. 
Teachers can acquire personal knowledge via 
information push services of RSS, information 
recommendation services of Bookmark, custom-
izing of Tag, professional search engine; organize 
knowledge by mutual Tag; create and exchange 
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knowledge by Blog and Wiki; and share knowl-
edge by the technologies and platforms of RSS, 
social network software and Social Bookmark. 
Everyone’ learning process is completed by coop-
eration with others, no one in the learning process 
does not have an impact on other people (Gerald 
and Rob, 2002). Web 2.0 technologies not only 
provide a good platform for sharing knowledge, 
and create a harmonious information environ-
ment of social network, but also make individual 
learning grouping. The establishment of sharing 
atmosphere is the primary objective of knowl-
edge management. Communication and sharing 
are useful for making teachers’ tacit knowledge 
explicit. Web 2.0 technologies especially support 
teachers’ communication, sharing, intercourse 
and discussion by means of Blog, Tag, IM, Wiki, 
SNS, Podcasting. 

TEACHERS’ PERSONAL
KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT 
FRAMEWORK AND STRATEGIES 
BASED ON WEB 2.0
TECHNOLOGIES 

Teachers’ Personal Knowledge
Management Framework Based on 
Web 2.0 Technologies 

Some scholars focus on personal knowledge 
management strategies to promote teacher pro-
fessional development (Chen, 2003, 2005, 2006; 
Li, 2005), and find that the effective implemen-
tation of personal knowledge management is 
an important way to promote the professional 
growth of teachers, and suggest some measures of 
knowledge management, such as personal knowl-
edge base, e-learning, and e-diary of narrative. 
Chen(2003)claims that those strategies comprise 
participating in professional seminars and com-
munities, reading up-to-date educational issues, 

making the most of ICT, talking and exchanging 
teaching portfolios with other teachers, engaging 
in the activities of peer observation, problem-solv-
ing, brainstorming, benchmarking, experimental 
teaching and educational research and being flex-
ible. Wu and Huang (2006) discuss on knowledge 
management implementation strategies of four 
dimensions: human resources, an information 
or technological infrastructure, a mechanism for 
knowledge sharing, and an institutional regulatory 
system. Hu and Chen (2008) focus on the study 
of knowledge management toolkit, and suggest 
carry out personal knowledge management with 
high effectiveness by means of Web-based dis-
tributed toolkit.

On the basis of studies of scholars, according 
to the process of teachers’ personal knowledge 
management including knowledge search, ac-
quirement, classification, integration, storage, 
application, assessment, sharing, creation, this 
study presents teachers’ personal knowledge 
management framework based Web 2.0 social 
software. See Figure 2. The framework of teach-
ers’ personal knowledge management is to take 
knowledge mining, knowledge coding and knowl-
edge transfer as core functionality, and to achieve 
knowledge production, utilization and sharing by 
means of Web 2.0 tools and platforms. 

In Web 2.0 era, teachers’ personal knowledge 
management based Web 2.0 technologies is to 
mine knowledge as the basis, transfer knowledge 
as the key, share knowledge as the essence, apply 
and create knowledge as the fundamental purpose. 
By means of Web 2.0 technologies, the model 
and mentality of teachers’ personal knowledge 
management is developed from simple reading, 
request and management to writing, contribu-
tion and aggregation, and teachers’ personal 
knowledge management advances from passive 
acceptance, information management forward 
to active knowledge mining, aggregation and 
radiation.
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Figure 2. Teachers’ personal knowledge management framework based Web 2.0 social software

Teachers’ Personal Knowledge
Management Strategies Based on 
Web 2.0 Technologies 

Search and Acquisition of Teacher 
Knowledge

Learning is a kind of mechanism through knowl-
edge acquisition, processing, storage, then finally 
application, in which the most important part is 
knowledge acquisition (Helleloid and Simonin, 
1994). Only when with a lot of knowledge, per-
sonal knowledge management is meaningful, the 
learning, also known as knowledge acquisition, 
is the first step of knowledge management. The 
starting point of teachers personal knowledge 
management is knowledge acquisition, collection 
and collation, first of all is to determine knowledge 
resources based on individual needs, then to obtain 
knowledge by reading periodicals and books, par-
ticipating in teaching seminars, listening lectures 
of experts, visiting actual teaching, and searching 
by Web, and so on. In everyday life and routine, 
teachers should has own knowledge learning 
methods and systems, including several types of 
channels: the accumulation of their own practice; 

traditional media; visits and discussions between 
teachers; training organized by schools or regions; 
personal networks of teachers; Internet.

One of ways of knowledge acquisition is In-
ternet, searching knowledge by Search Engine, 
mining data by RSS, sharing collective wisdom by 
Wiki. Different from traditional search engines, 
Search Engine as a search tool used in knowledge 
management can have the following features. 
Scholar search: access to knowledge unit with 
high-efficiencies; distribution node search: extract 
distribution node Web site; trend search: search 
the trends of study. Search Engine is extremely ef-
fective for capturing distribution node and search 
trends so as to identify source of knowledge, and 
lay the foundation for knowledge subscription 
and classification. The primary function of RSS 
is information push of distribution node and in-
formation subscription in the academic circle, on 
this basis, achieve effective resource mining and 
subscription of polymer resource. RSS can accel-
erate the update speed of information resources, 
send independently booked resources by learner 
at the first time directly to the destination, RSS 
is micro-content-based, and easy to constitute a 
micro-unit knowledge, composed with Tag, it is 
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easy to form knowledge chain taking questions 
or theme as the center, and lay the foundation for 
effective organization and integration.

Teacher personal networks is also a way to 
obtain knowledge. The teacher should make full 
use of tools at hand such as Outlook, mobile phone, 
PDA, and other tools. There is another important 
way is to make full use of existing information 
systems in schools, such as OA, CRM, and so on. 
SNS can be a tool to expand individual teacher’s 
networks, under Web 2.0 environment, each user 
has own Blog, Wiki, or Social Bookmark. Users 
can connect together by Tag, RSS, or IM, e-mail 
and so on. According the theory of Six Degrees 
of Separation, in the networks, it is possible to get 
to know any strange friends, and can be able to 
achieve the goal as long as through a maximum 
of 6 friends in the course. Each individual's so-
cial circles have been enlarged and finally into a 
large-scale networks.

Integration and Storage of Teacher 
Knowledge

The first step of knowledge management is 
knowledge acquisition, however it is also impor-
tant to manage those material and information. 
Therefore, the second step of teacher personal 
knowledge management is to establish their own 
knowledge system frame which will assist teach-
ers to store knowledge systemically to facilitate 
fetching quickly in future. Due to the lack of 
systematic classification structure, it will waste a 
lot of time in terms of integrating knowledge and 
creating knowledge in the near future. Teachers 
can set up personal knowledge base, and put all 
knowledge resources owned into the personal 
knowledge management system according to 
classification, in order to facilitate application in 
practice and learning.

The personal knowledge management based 
on personal network learning system is a process 
to manage, integrate and make use of the objec-

tive information resources obtained in learning 
process and knowledge resources arising from 
knowledge production process, and makes per-
sonal knowledge systematized so as to build 
personal knowledge base (Schreiber and Harbo, 
2004). The storage of teacher personal knowl-
edge includes non-electronic data storage and 
electronic data storage. Non-electronic data is 
stored in individual study or studio space, as well 
as admission device files of data. Electronic data 
is stored in the hard disk space and the planning 
directory. Teachers also can store knowledge in 
the Internet and Web database. 

Web 2.0 provides the technologies of knowl-
edge coding and storage for teacher knowledge 
management, teachers can take Social Book-
mark as knowledge warehouse to make discrete 
resources connected, and centrally manage re-
sources of distribution node. In fact, every social 
software has a variety of functions. Bookmark, 
for example, is a sharing tool of collecting Web 
pages, can become a knowledge warehouse when 
sorting and storing Web pages. Bookmark can 
be used for the storage of knowledge, and also 
be able to effectively make discrete resources 
aggregated and management distribution node. 
Learners can access to their favorite pages at any 
time, and share other people's Bookmark, also 
can recommend content among teachers based on 
the similarity of knowledge. Constructing Mind 
Map can form knowledge chain which center is 
the theme, which makes resources clustered so 
that heterogeneous resources orderly integrated 
through sorting. Mind Map also can be shared, 
by interactive Mind Map knowledge can be 
effectively integrated and organized, learners 
can build their own personalized knowledge 
storage that is consistent with personal custom 
of cognition. Based on Mind Map, teachers can 
communicate and share with the others to create 
new dynamic resources. 
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Application, Sharing and Innovation of 
Teacher Knowledge

The essence of knowledge management is knowl-
edge sharing and innovation. Personal knowledge 
management should not only focus on knowledge 
accumulation but not pay attention to the use of 
existing knowledge. The intent of knowledge 
learning and accumulation is to apply knowl-
edge and create new knowledge in the course 
of knowledge application and communication. 
The application of teacher knowledge is a cycle 
process, after learning new knowledge, teachers 
apply new knowledge to teaching and research 
so as to solve the problems existing in terms of 
teaching, and then form new knowledge through 
rethink, and then practice again. In this way, the 
knowledge innovation can be achieved through 
repeat way. Using existing knowledge to achieve 
knowledge innovation is the purpose of teacher 
personal knowledge management. 

Social engines refer to establishing frameworks 
so that information can flow through appropriate 
channels inside entire organizations, that is, em-
phasizing social interaction and communication 
with other teachers, cooperating closely with 
each other to accelerate personal growth. Social 
engines and dialogue platforms are suggested 
to establish for individual teacher. This point is 
identified according to the characteristic of teacher 
knowledge, since tacit knowledge accounts for a 
large proportion of teacher personal knowledge, 
however the acquisition of tacit knowledge can 
only transfer unobtrusively and imperceptibly in 
the course of communication of groups. There-
fore, teachers should be actively and positively 
to contact with other teachers in order to com-
municate with respect to teaching experience and 
expertise knowledge. The knowledge transmit in 
teacher community not only enhances the value 
of knowledge, but also stimulate the capability 
of personal knowledge creation.

Web 2.0 technologies provide tools to enhance 
the communication and sharing of study and 
research, promoting the rethink capability. Teach-
ers use Blog to record and express their feelings 
about teaching and learning, making ideas and 
intellectual sparks preserved. After a period of 
knowledge management, teachers can further 
realize their own mental models so as to do self-
evaluation and rethink to achieve self transcend. 
Web 2.0 provides teachers a self-learning platform 
through which teachers can fully display their 
own learning and cognitive capability crossing 
the boundaries of time and space to carry out 
communication, discussion, exploration, coopera-
tion to solve problems of teaching and learning, 
thereby to achieve the sharing of experience and 
wisdom. Teachers can comprehend other people's 
knowledge so that practical problems can be solved 
smoothly, making teachers generate the actuation 
of learning and creating new knowledge during 
the course of community communication, which 
can foster the innovation capacity of individual 
teacher. Hereon, Web 2.0 technologies provide 
teachers with the sharing and communication 
tools and platforms. Teachers share knowledge 
and rethink via Blog, exchange knowledge through 
Tag, expand social connections by SNS, commu-
nicate with each other by IM, such MSN, OICQ, 
leave video message or discussion by Podcasting, 
evaluate knowledge by Diigo, namely real-time 
mark and social comments.

CONCLUSION 

Web 2.0 provides a series of effective technologies 
and platforms for teachers’ personal knowledge 
management. Regarding personal knowledge 
management of Chinese teachers, this study 
presents the framework and strategies of teach-
ers’ personal knowledge management under the 
condition of Web 2.0 environment:
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• At present, the typical technological appli-
cations of Web2.0 for personal knowledge 
management are Blog, Wiki, RSS, Tag, SNS, 
Social Bookmark, Diigo, Podcasting, and so 
on, which can facilitate teachers’ personal 
knowledge management during the process 
of knowledge acquisition, integration, stor-
age, application, assessment, sharing and 
creation. Communication and sharing are 
useful for making teachers’ tacit knowledge 
explicit. Web 2.0 technologies especially 
support teachers’ communication, sharing 
and discussion by means of Blog, Tag, IM, 
Wiki, SNS, Podcasting.

• The framework of teachers’ personal knowl-
edge management is to take knowledge 
mining, knowledge coding and knowledge 
transfer as core functionality, teachers can 
carry out personal knowledge management 
by means of Web 2.0 toolkit during the 
entire process of knowledge management. 
By means of Web 2.0 technologies, the 
model and mentality of teachers’ personal 
knowledge management is developed from 
simple reading, request and management to 
writing, contribution and aggregation.

• Chinese teachers should strengthen the 
awareness of personal knowledge manage-
ment, and actively participate in knowledge 
sharing and communicating activities so 
as to increase the efficiency of knowledge 
application and create new knowledge. 
Chinese teachers should utilize the effective 
tools and platforms of personal knowledge 
management. Some strategies of teachers’ 
personal knowledge management in terms 
of knowledge acquisition, storage, integra-
tion, application, sharing and innovation 
are presented in this study, teachers can 
efficiently carry out knowledge management 
by means of Web 2.0 tools and platforms. 
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ABSTRACT

The current chapter introduces CUSENT, a tool for semantics-enhanced sentiment analysis of customer 
opinions expressed in corporate blogs. The research work presents the examination of emotions and 
sentiments from the perspective of information systems, and, in particular, provides a review of the 
principal efforts for the conceptualization of emotions and sentiments in texts. Subsequently, a descrip-
tion of the proposed architecture of the platform is outlined. The authors aim to contribute a solution 
which automates the analysis of customer opinions in company blogs that relies on existing techniques, 
but further exploits these methods to store and reuse customer feedback. The novel combination of 
opinion mining with an ontology of emotions can thus be used in organizational creation and innova-
tion processes, which characterize the new forms of communication derived from the institutional and 
commercial use of Web 2.0. 
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INTRODUCTION

The Internet is changing the forms in which 
people relate among each other. Many of the tools 
which are unique to the Internet, such as blogs, 
wikis or virtual worlds, are used by people as the 
fundamental tools to construct relationships. Ac-
cording to O’Reilly (2005) a fundamental principle 
of Web 2.0 is that users add value by generating 
content through these applications, resulting in 
network effects among the community of users. 
This circumstance is instigating more and more 
organizations to attempt to exploit the gains of 
Web 2.0. In this new scenario, collaboration and 
co-creation with customers has emerged through 
habitual use of Web 2.0, by both companies and 
clients alike (Vargo & Lusch, 2004). According 
to Manyika, Roberts & Sprague (2007), in the 
environment of Information Technology related 
technology trends, co-creation, alongside the use 
of customers as innovators and making businesses 
from information, has been termed as one of the 
trends to watch. It is precisely these three trends 
which comprise the key motivation for the cur-
rent research. 

In the first place, in relation to distributed 
co-creation, today many companies involve cus-
tomers and other players in the creation of new 
products. Current technology enables companies 
to benefit from partial externalization of the co-
creation process. In the current research, the aim 
is to extend the process of co-creation, delegating 
the control to customers, as illustrated in the work 
by Prahalad & Krishnan (2008). The work aims 
to benefit from one of the most important assets 
held by these fundamental stakeholders: their 
opinion oriented towards co-creation. 

In the second place, it is aimed to exploit the 
innovation capacities of customers. Involving 
customers in design, testing and the after-sales 
process can be used as an element to gain better 
insights into customer needs and behavior, and 
may be able to cut the cost of acquiring custom-

ers, engender greater loyalty, and speed up de-
velopment cycles (Manyika, Roberts & Sprague, 
2007). By means of the application of technologies 
characteristic of the Web 2.0, a further objective 
of the research is to benefit from the metadata 
generated by such a platform of interaction and 
communication, dealing with some of its weak-
nesses, but at the same time benefiting from its 
undeniable advantages. 

A final objective can be defined as the follow-
ing: Making businesses from information. More 
concretely, the task is to exploit the interactions 
produced in Web 2.0 in order to generate business, 
using the capacities for processing and analysis 
of information provided by the technology. Ac-
cording to a study by McKinsey consultants 
(McKinsey, 2007) where 2,847 executives were 
interviewed, respondents inform that Web 2.0 
technologies are strategic and that they plan to 
increase these investments, moreover, they say 
they are using Web 2.0 technologies to commu-
nicate with customers and business partners and 
to encourage collaboration inside the company. 
More precisely, executives inform blogs are also 
frequently mentioned as a channel to communicate 
with customers and, in some cases, critics.

This is the acting environment of CUSENT. 
Applying text analysis methods, an analysis has 
been carried out of the responses which clients post 
on a determined organizational blog. The use of 
semantics enables the categorization of sentiments 
in an ontology which is populated with emotions, 
which CUSENT detects from the results of a text 
classification algorithm constructed to perform 
sentiment analysis. The subsequent use of the 
information extracted aids innovation processes 
by means of the active support of customers.

The remainder of the chapter has been struc-
tured as follows. Initially, the basic concepts of 
sentiments, emotions and semantics are outlined. 
Secondly, the principal initiatives for sentiment 
analysis are discussed. The next section sketches 
how the CUSENT architecture and implemen-
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tation fits in the picture. Lastly, the principal 
conclusions of the paper are presented, and some 
suggestions for resolving the problems encoun-
tered are outlined, as well as proposals for future 
research.

SENTIMENTS, EMOTIONS AND
SEMANTICS

The study of human emotions and passions is a 
classical theme in the history of thought. Disci-
plines such as psychology, among others, have 
widely adopted the legacy of the study of senti-
ments and emotions initiated by philosophers. The 
first work in which the concept was introduced is 
The Phileb by Plato. The Greek author compares 
pain and pleasure in the dialogue between Socrates 
and Protarcus, in order to illustrate his theory of 
emotions. Subsequent to Plato, there were many 
significant and important philosophers who stud-
ied the theme of emotions: Aristotle, Descartes, 
Hobbes, Spinoza, Kant, Schopenhauer, Heidegger, 
to cite some of the principal ones.

In previous research on emotion, a debate exists 
regarding its nature. Some theories focus on the 
aspects shared by distinct cultures, that is, they 
stress the universal characteristics of emotion, (e.g. 
Plutchik, 1980; Ekman, 1984; Tomkins, 1984), 
while other schools of thought maintain that it 
is cultural factors which principally determine 
emotional experiences (e.g. Solomon, 1976; Levy, 
1984; Harré, 1986). Taking into account that the 
current work does not have as objective to re-de-
bate previous theories, the first focus mentioned 
above will be adopted. This supports the aim 
of being able to carry out a universal semantic 
categorization by means of the use of ontologies. 
This assumption of the universality of emotions, 
following Russell (1991) has been adopted by di-
verse streams. One tradition stems from Darwin’s 
argument that the communication of emotion is 
part of our biological heritage. Others, stemming 

from rationalist philosophy, claim that most of our 
concepts and emotions are innate. Finally, there 
are other authors, like Johnson-Laird and Oatley 
(1989), that assert that emotions such as fear or 
anger are indefinable semantic primitives. In plain 
words, a semantic primitive is a term used to ex-
plain other terms or concepts, but which cannot 
itself be explained by other terms. Concepts on 
emotion and semantic primitives can be found in 
the work of Wierzbicka (1992). In sum, according 
to Russell (1991), it is assumed that what varies 
with culture are events that surround the emotion. 
Emotion itself is universal.

Determining a unique definition of the term 
“emotion” represents a complicated task. In 
research work at the beginning of the 1980s, 
Kleinginna & Kleinginna (1981) found 92 defi-
nitions and classified them into 11 categories. 
Other authors pointed out that “almost everyone 
except the psychologist knows what an emotion 
is…”. Leaving aside the discussion concerning the 
concreteness and universality of the definition of 
the concept of emotion, for the purpose of the cur-
rent work, the definition proposed by Izard (1977) 
will be adopted. This theory was considered the 
theory which most accurately combined the set of 
elements that constitute emotion for this research. 
Izard (1977) claimed that emotion is composed of 
three aspects: a) the experience or conscious feel-
ing of emotion, b) the processes that occur in the 
brain and nervous system, and c) the observable 
extensible patterns of emotion. In the case of this 
research, we will use written patterns.

As we are dealing with written text, it must 
be assumed that languages differ in the number 
of words they provide to categorize emotions. 
In the English language, Wallace and Carson 
(1973) found over 2,000 words for categories of 
emotion, but as definitions may differ from study 
to study, Storm & Storm (1987), found only 577 
English words concerning emotion. The enormous 
quantity of words thus requires the categorization 
of terms. In response to this situation, Storm & 
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Storm (1987) constructed a hierarchical taxonomy 
(positive, neutral and negative) of semantically 
homogeneous terms that are associated with spe-
cific emotions. Wallace & Carson (1973) ordered 
their classification over 2,000 words in 29 groups. 
Other authors consider that basic emotions exist. 
Ekman (1972) lists 6 basic emotions: sadness, hap-
piness, anger, fear, disgust, surprise. Stemming 
from this research, other authors have attempted 
to identify basic emotions, using various criteria 
for the task (E.g. Plutchik, 1980; Tomkins, 1984; 
Ortony & Turner, 1990; Parrott, 2001)

For the purpose of the current research work, 
it was an obvious selection that the Hierarchy of 
consumer emotions would be used, proposed by 
Laros & Steenkamp (2005). This taxonomy clas-
sifies emotions into three levels. The first level 
represents the valance of emotions, that is, positive 
and negative effect. The next level is considered 
as the basic emotion level, and the lowest, sub-
ordinate, level consists of groups of individual 
emotions that form a category named after the 
most typical emotion of that category. Figure 1 
shows the hierarchy of consumer emotions. 

Given that research into emotions in the 
customer domain is not a new field, (see for ex-
ample, Bagozzi, Gopinath & Nyer, 1999; Huang, 
2001; Zeelenberg & Pieters, 2004; van Dolen, de 
Ruyter & Lemmink, 2004; Gountas & Gountas, 

2007; Schoefer & Diamantopoulos, 2008), the 
current work is situated along these research 
lines, but it has been substantially enhanced by 
the advent of the Web 2.0. This new web offers 
limitless opportunities for companies to engage 
their customers (Eikelmann, Hajj & Peterson, 
2008), for example, Southwest airlines’ s blog 
has received more than 6,300 comments since it 
started in April 2006, in response to little more 
than 250 posts. Rather than ignoring or fearing 
criticism or opinion generated in Web 2.0 forums, 
companies should seize Web 2.0 tools to respond 
and gain competitive advantage (Eikelmann, 
Hajj & Peterson, 2008). It is in this environment 
where the objective of the research is focused, 
responding to stimuli initiated by the customer 
in an adequate and organized manner.

In order to be able to categorize the opinions 
of clients in a definitive and standard way, the 
use of ontologies and the Semantic Web is fun-
damental for fulfilling the aims of this work. In 
recent years, several research works have focused 
on emotion recognition. Some authors have ana-
lyzed the recognition of emotions from speech, 
facial expressions, text and mixed scenarios. In 
the domain of the detection of emotions in text, 
many initiatives have emerged (E.g. Subasic & 
Huettner, 2001; Boucouvalas, 2002). The use of 
ontologies in this domain is a natural progression 

NEGATIVE AFFECT

Anger Fear Sadness Shame Contentment Happyness Love Pride

Angry
Frustrated
Irritated
Unfulfilled
Discontented
Envious
Jealous

Scared
Affraid
Panicky
Nervous
Worried
Tense

Depressed
Sad
Miserable
Helpness
Nostalgia
Guilty

Embarrassed
Ashamed
Humiliated

Contented
Fulfilled
Peaceful

Optimistic
Encouraged
Hopeful
Happy
Pleased
Joyful
Relieved
Thrilled
Enthusiastic

Sexy
Romantic
Passionate
Loving
Sentimental
Warm-hearted

Pride

POSITIVE AFFECT

Figure 1. Hierarchy of consumer emotions
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and constitutes an advancement of this type of 
research.

Ontologies (Fensel, 2001) are the technological 
cornerstones of the Semantic Web, a term coined 
by (Berners-Lee, Hendler & Lassila, 2001). 
Ontologies provide structured vocabularies 
that describe a formal specification of a shared 
conceptualization. The fundamental aim of the 
Semantic Web is to answer the ever-growing need 
for data integration on the Web. Ontologies based 
on Description Logics paradigm include defini-
tions of concepts –OWL classes–, roles –OWL 
properties– and individuals. In this scenario, 
the use of ontologies for modeling emotions in 
a broad sense has many examples, such as those 
proposed by López, Gil, García, Cearreta & Ga-
ray (2008). Additionally, there is a W3C Emotion 
Markup Language Incubator Group (http://www.
w3.org/2005/Incubator/emotion/ ), working on the 
definition of valid representations of those aspects 
of emotional states that appear to be relevant for 
a number of use cases in emotion scenarios.

In the field of speech recognition, work has 
been performed by Francisco, Gervás & Pei-
nado (2007), and in the concrete environment 
of analysis of emotion in text, work was carried 
out by Mathieu (2005). An amplification of the 
ontology developed by the latter author has been 
proposed, with the objective of containing the 
Hierarchy of consumer emotions proposed by 
Laros & Steenkamp (2005).

SENTIMENT & EMOTION ANALYSIS

Although the research field referring to the extrac-
tion of information which represents sentiments 
in text has been termed “sentiment analysis”, it 
fundamentally refers to extraction of the entities 
which indicate emotion in text. The prevailing 
approaches to the task of sentiment analysis are 
based on machine learning methods, used in the 
research area of Natural Language Processing 
(NLP) defined as Information Extraction. Ap-

plied in NLP, the principal objective of machine 
learning is the classification of electronic docu-
ments based on defined linguistic features, in 
the current application, words or phrases which 
indicate the sentiment of a text. A machine learn-
ing technique constructs a text classifier by an 
automated process where the classifier ‘learns’ 
pre-defined categories, by extracting features 
from texts in pre-defined categories, and associ-
ating the features with these classes (Lee, 2003). 
In this research framework, the text classes into 
which each customer opinion is classified are thus 
automatically aligned with the equivalent classes 
in the ontology, and input according to polarity 
strength; polarity strength will be detailed further 
in Section 3.1. A machine learning framework 
can comprise various approaches. For example, 
probabilistic classifiers, support vector machines, 
neural networks, and latent semantic indexing. 
The following section details machine learning 
techniques, and discusses the application of ma-
chine learning approaches to different problems 
in sentiment analysis, also referred to as opinion 
mining, or sentiment tracking.

Sentiment Analysis: Techniques

A number of machine learning approaches have 
been applied to sentiment tracking problems in 
diverse disciplines such as marketing, political 
science, and economics. Sentiment analysis 
determines the sentiment of an author towards 
products, companies, specific political ideologies, 
or any other objects, by extracting the semantic 
features which define the relationship between the 
author and the object. It is precisely these semantic 
features which are required for the ontology used 
in the system. For the current work, the objective 
was to apply sentiment analysis for customer 
product opinion mining. As sentiment analysis is 
an application of machine learning, any machine 
learning technique, such as probabilistic methods 
based on Naive Bayes, support vector machines, 
and Latent Semantic Indexing may be applied 
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to determine the sentiment category of texts in a 
corpus. For example, the sentiment category of a 
corpus may be positive or negative. The sections 
which follow describe some of the most widely 
used methods for sentiment analysis.

Naïve Bayes

The Naive Bayes probabilistic framework ap-
plies Bayes theorem to calculate the probability 
of a class given the document in question. For 
example, given document X whose class is not 
known, and a particular class C, the probability 
of a class C given document X is calculated by 
Bayes’ theorem:

P(C|X) = P(X|C)P(C) / P(X)

In the above equation, P(C|X) is referred to 
as the posterior probability of the class C based 
on the data, document X. P(X|C) is the posterior 
probability of a document given a class. P(C) 
is the probability of a class. This probability is 
estimated and known as the class prior param-
eters, where the parameters are estimates of a 
particular probability. P(X) is the probability, or 
likelihood, of a document. The key characteristic 
of a Naïve Bayes classifier is the assumption that 
the probabilities of the features are independent 
of the class. In the case of text classification, the 
features refer to the words in the documents, and 
the class refers to the category, for example, as 
mentioned above, positive or negative.

Latent Semantic Indexing

In the SVM model, which will be explained in 
further detail in the subsequent section, frequency 
vectors are normalized for text length and may 
be allocated importance weights. When a feature 
selection process is performed as part of any text 
categorization technique, Zipf’s law is the factor 
that underlies normalization and the assignment 

of weights to features in the SVM calculations1. 
However, even when weights are assigned to 
features, the construction of vectors is based on 
the assumption that the features are independently 
distributed. The existence of semantic relations in 
text such as synonymous and polysemous words 
breaches this assumption. Latent Semantic Index-
ing (LSI) is a model of text categorization which 
attempts to overcome the presence of ambigu-
ous lexical relations in texts. Sebastiani (2002) 
describes LSI as a method of dimensionality 
reduction by term extraction which exploits the 
inter-relationships between synonymous, near-
synonymous and polysemous lexical relations. 
It is viewed as a dimension reduction technique 
because it is a similar term extraction model to 
SVMs, but the vectors have a lower-dimensional 
space, as their dimensions are generated from the 
patterns of co-occurrence in the dimensions of the 
original vectors. The terms extracted represent 
the ‘latent’ semantic relations in the texts. Given 
that support vector machines are the method 
used in the current architecture, they will now 
be reviewed in more detail.

Support Vector Machines

The SVM algorithm exploits the use of vectors 
which model the distributions of features in texts. 
WordNet was used to populate the feature vectors 
for the categories (WordNet, 2008). Each vector 
is a point in a n-dimensional space (n is the num-
ber of features), which can hold either a Boolean 
value signifying whether or not the feature exists 
in the document, or the frequency of occurrence 
of the feature (Lee, 2003). The objective of SVM 
modeling is to define the optimal line (hyperplane) 
which divides groups of vectors into separate 
categories. In its simplest form, SVMs can be 
used to differentiate two categories. The support 
vectors are the vectors in closest proximity to 
the line. The task is to determine which of these 
vectors best describe the division between the 
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two categories. Diederich & Kindermann (2003) 
refer to the distance of the hyperplane which 
separates the two categories as the maximum 
interclass distance, the margin. They present the 
model below as an outline of the algorithm of all 
statistical techniques for text classification, which 
is also applicable to SVMs.

• Feature Selection: Identification of Fea-
tures

• Model Selection: Selection of suitable 
distributions describing feature values

• Learning: Estimation of free parameters for 
different categories from available data

• Classification: Selection of a potential 
category for a new text

The Model selection phase corresponds to the 
defining of the vectors. The division of clusters of 
vectors into categories just described above can 
be expressedmathematically, where each class (of 
a linear SVM) is defined as:

u = w * x + b

w is the normal vector to the hyperplane, 
and x is the input vector. The optimal margin is 
expressed as:

minimize ½ || w || ² subject to yi(w * xi + b) ≥ 1, ∀i

xi is the i-th training example and yi ∈{−1, 
1} is the correct output of the SVM for the i-th 
training example.

Sentiment Analysis: Overall View

Viewing sentiment analysis as an application of 
text categorization, the texts to be categorized 
are usually represented as a “bag of words”. The 
“bag of words” is a set of features predefined 
by the user of the method which denote positive 
or negative sentiment. The features are word n-

grams; for example, the word unigram ‘great’ to 
denote positive sentiment, or the word bigram 
“awfully boring” to indicate negative sentiment. 
The type of n-grams (or units) which are selected 
to represent a text usually are usually contingent 
upon which n-grams the user of the machine 
learning technique chooses to test their accuracy 
in classifying the sentiment of a corpus of texts. 
One type of unit proposed by Hiroshi & Tetsuya 
(2004) is the sentiment unit, which when culled 
from a sentence represents a single sentiment 
towards an object. In the example below, the 
word [favorable] in the parse 1(a) embodies one 
sentiment; favorable. 

It has excellent lens, but the price is too high. I 
don’t think the quality of the recharger has any 
problem.     (1)

[favorable] excellent (lens) (1a)
[unfavorable] high (price) (1b)
[favorable] problematic+neg (recharger) (1c)

Once the units have been extracted from 
each corpus text (this may be done using a con-
cordancing algorithm, for further explanation 
regarding concordancing, see Mencke (2007)), 
the concordanced texts are input to a machine 
learning method.

All of the techniques prevalent in sentiment 
classification or opinion mining (OM) can be 
summarized as attempting to effectuate three 
essential tasks, postulated by Esuli and Sebastiani 
(2006). These are listed below.

Determining Text SO (Subjective/
Objective)-Polarity

In the sentence above, SO stands for the binary 
categories Subjective and Objective.

The goal is to verify whether the text is a 
statement of fact or opinion; whether it expresses, 
for example, a product opinion, or contains ex-
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clusively factual information. Ideally, the corpus 
texts collected as input to the method should be 
subjective, for example, film reviews, customer 
feedback on a particular product, or political 
opinions.

Determining Text PN (Positive/
Negative)-Polarity

Having established the text as Subjective, the 
method of analysis determines whether the opin-
ion expressed is Positive or Negative. This step 
corresponds to the actual implementation of the 
machine learning method, for example, a Naive 
Bayes classifier, to classify the texts as positive 
or negative.

Determining the Strength of the
PN-Polarity

The final step is to gauge the extent of positive or 
negative opinion based on, for example, bench-
marks such as Strongly Agree, Agree, Mildly 
Agree, Agree, Mildly Disagree, Disagree or 
Strongly Disagree (When the text is in response 
to a particular opinion). 

In the section which follows, some of the prob-
lems in sentiment analysis are discussed.

Sentiment Analysis: Problems

Given the idiosyncratic nature of human language, 
it has emerged that algorithms which classify 
sentiment are frequently confronted by numer-
ous problems due to the variation exhibited in 
human expression, and must be tailored to cope 
with such “fuzzy” instances in the most accurate 
form possible. 

In fact, even though a success rate comparable 
to success rates in other text classification tasks 
is achievable using traditional methods, such as 
Naïve Bayes, maximum enthropy, and support 
vector machines, applied by Pang et al. (2002), 

more sophisticated techniques are required for 
performance improvement. Pang et al. (2002) 
point out some of the reasons which provoke inac-
curacies, introducing the “thwarted expectations” 
phenomenon. This occurs where an author states 
the positive aspects of a film, which could equally 
arise regarding product opinions. However, the 
author proceeds to state that these “positive” or 
good aspects did not live up to expectations. In 
particular, Pang et. al. (2002) provide the example 
below, which successfully highlights linguistic 
quirks not detectable by traditional computational 
algorithms.

This film should be brilliant. It sounds like a great 
plot, the actors are first grade, and the supporting 
cast is good as well, and Stallone is attempting 
to deliver a good performance. However, it can’t 
hold up.

In the current system, performance is tested 
without considering this characteristic of customer 
jargon, which decreases performance. However, 
it should be mentioned that until now there are 
few text classification algorithms which are able 
to perform such detection, if any. Therefore, 
precision and recall rates should be considered 
relative to the performance of other sentiment 
analysis systems. Pang et. al. (2002) suggest 
the application of deeper discourse analysis, a 
linguistic technique which could be explored for 
future versions of the current application.

In spite of the difficulty in achieving preci-
sion when performing sentiment analysis due to 
noisy data, previous research has demonstrated 
that it is still possible to achieve a scientifically 
acceptable level of accuracy in sentiment analysis 
when compared with similar studies in text clas-
sification evaluation. In particular, in the noisy 
domain of customer feedback, Gamon (2004) used 
support vector machines to build large feature 
vectors combined with reduced feature sets, and 
concluded that the highest classification success 
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rate achievable was 85.47%, as indicated by the 
F-measure. The corpus used was comprised of 
11399 customer feedback texts from a Global 
Support Services Survey, and 29485 documents 
from a Knowledge Base survey.

CUSENT : ARCHITECTURE

In this section, we will present the CUSENT 
architecture by introducing a number of software 
components that use the technologies described 
in previous sections. Then we discuss a use case 
scenario where the advantages of CUSENT are 
outlined. 

Fundamentally, an architecture is the set of 
significant decisions about the organization of a 
software system, the selection of the structural 
elements and their interfaces of which the system 
is composed, together with the behavior as speci-
fied in the collaboration among those elements, 
the composition of these structural and behavioral 
elements into progressively larger subsystems 
and the architectural style that guides this orga-
nization: these elements, their interfaces, their 
collaborations and their composition.

In CUSENT, the architecture is composed of 
a number of software components with interfaces 
and collaborations that we will detail in what 
follows:

• Sentiment Crawler: A web crawler (also 
known as a web spider) is an application or 
automated script which browses the Web 
in a methodical, automated manner. In this 
case, our Sentiment Crawler spiders the 
structured data in blogs or Web 2.0 sites, 
by hoarding semi-structured information 
and processing it. 

• Sentiment Analyzer: This component 
uses the techniques described in Section 
3 to perform Sentiment Analysis over the 
crawled data. The approach is systematically 
performed with various strategies in order 

to find out which one is the optimal. The 
first outcome of this software component 
is a dataset of structured data, referred to 
one particular product on a one-to-one basis. 
Assuming that there is a lot of information 
about a Blackberry Bold on the set of re-
sources where the Sentiment Crawler has 
been pooling out data, this harvested data 
will go through the Sentiment Analyzer to 
ensure all the information is related with 
the specific product, the Blackberry Bold. 
The second and final outcome is the actual 
relationship between those sets and the 
hierarchy of costumer emotions described 
in Section 2. The Sentiment Analyzer popu-
lates instances of the ontology associating 
the concepts of the hierarchy with the sets 
of structured data.

• Product Feedback Manager: Once the ontol-
ogy is populated, we have a knowledge-base 
where to use inference based on the underly-
ing logical formalism of the ontology.

• Ontology Repository: This component deals 
with the ontology storage.

In Figure 2 the logical layer diagram in which 
CUSENT is divided can be observed. A 4-layered 
architecture was selected because of its adapt-
ability, flexibility and reusability. The system was 

Web Sevices Web Front

Application Logic Manager

Ontology Driver

Knowledge Storage

Figure 2. CUSENT architecture
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developed in an incremental and evolutionary 
manner that needed those main characteristics 
to grant a successful fulfillment. A four-layered 
architecture also offers the advantage of easing the 
localization of errors, since it avoids the transfer 
of errors between layers.

In the upper layer, the presentation, a compo-
nent for web services was included. Logically it 
is an element that does not belong to this layer, 
but was included for simplicity. It also shows 
the possibility of communication with external 
systems, using programmatic interfaces.

The Application Layer is the responsible for 
managing all the application logic. In fact, we 
separated the application logic from business logic, 
allowing a better decoupling of responsibilities 
in the final system. The layer will be composed 
of interfaces that will offer a complete coverage 
of all the functionality defined for the system. In 
this application layer, the Sentiment Crawler and 
the Sentiment Analyzer are located.

The Business Layer will handle all CUSENT 
business logic, which, in this case, means the on-
tology handling and its managing. In order to ease 
the handling, the system uses existing reasoners 
that are in charge of implementing all operations 
over ontologies allowed. Initially, the framework 
chosen for CUSENT was Jena, although due to 
its lack in inference capacities, Pellet was also 
included. The system was specifically defined 
to allow a flexible inclusion of new frameworks 
that could give a better performance in required 
processes. In this layer, the Product Feedback 
Manager is located.

Finally, the Data layer is in charge of handling 
ontologies in a low level, which means, it manages 
the knowledge storage contained in the system.

CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK

In this paper we present CUSENT, an environ-
ment for the analysis of the opinions revealed by 
customers in corporate blogs. The categorization 

of emotions was carried out by means of an ontol-
ogy in which relevant indicators of emotions and 
context were integrated. The results of the research 
will be used as support for improved analysis 
of the behavior and reactions of customers, and 
additionally, to achieve a better integration of 
clients in the co-creation and innovation process. 
This is realized by improved processing and use 
of the capacities of information in blogs, and the 
interactive aspects which Web 2.0 has brought to 
corporate environments. 

From the experience gained from the research, 
it is proposed that empirical studies are carried 
out to automatically measure the emotions of 
customers. Such studies could be used to reveal 
the weights of different emotions in customer 
commentary, and additionally, carry out a facto-
rial analysis to elucidate whether any of the fac-
tors which occur in the opinion forming process 
hold significant qualities with respect to others. 
For example, with regard to gender analysis, the 
time of the commentary, relative to sector, product 
typologies, product success, among other factors. 
Another future task which the current work calls 
for is to carry out an analysis of opinion profiles 
which enables the construction of a taxonomy of 
users and opinions.

One of the final objectives of future work is 
to integrate a more complex linguistic analysis 
to the system in order to improve precision. This 
objective will also be contingent upon other re-
search developments in this field. A further task 
which will aid in implementing performance 
measures is to test the performance of the other 
sentiment analysis techniques described in this 
paper on the output and consequent success rate 
of the system.
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ENDNOTE

1 Zipf’s law is a principle of mathematical 
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guage, states that language is characterized 
by very high frequencies of common words, 
and very low frequencies of uncommon 
words, scientifically formulated as “the nth 
most common word in a language occurs 
with a frequency of 1/n”.
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ABSTRACT

This chapter is to define the firm’s innovative core and create frameworks to integrate innovation 
throughout the management of knowledge by generating implementing ideas, strategies and plans ap-
plied that cultivate a thinking organization aims to associate innovation with business targets. It argues 
that companies which manage and transform the knowledge effectively reap the rewards of scientific 
and technological achievement in order to adopt innovation concept in their operation. Furthermore, 
the author hopes that firms understanding the information received from the current global business 
world and transmit it to reap the rewards of scientific achievement will increase their competitiveness 
competition not only for sales, but also for technical know – how and skills. At the company level de-
pends on the speed with which new products can be brought to the market place and on the importance 
of achieving new cost – saving improvements. 

INTRODUCTION

The first question arisen is what the cause of 
emphasis in knowledge management is. The most 
important reason leading to the need of focusing 

on business knowledge is the successive changes 
in the business context. Today firms are exposed 
to a constantly changing environment and are 
frequently affected by technological and scientific 
changes. Markets keep changing and the inter-
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national competition is increasing. Customers 
are becoming more demanding as far as quality, 
flexibility and speed are concerned. Competitive 
threats are a daily phenomenon while recognition 
and utilization of business opportunities remain 
a crucial factor of success. The firm requirement 
of the 21st century is more demanding. It should, 
first of all, adapt the inside environment of the 
company in order to confront such rising condi-
tions and also t reform new relationships based 
on mutual trust along with the employees, the 
customers partners and the suppliers as well. 
The future and success of the business are now 
defined by the ability of the company to be able 
to take advantage of the most valuable resource: 
knowledge management. In addition the employ-
ees should be more activated in the creation of 
innovative ideas. A second question is how the 
knowledge management (KM) is defined. KM 
includes abilities and skills of its members, the 
prospectives of innovation and creativity, as well 
as the best business practices and patterns. KM 
exists not only in the abilities of its members but 
also in the procedures and systems within the 
company and the relationships between the firs and 
the stakeholders. Summarizing the challenge for 
the company is not only to broaden the knowledge 
of its employees but also to secure the procedures 
of mechanisms that will turn the individual into a 
more corporate knowledge asset. Recently know-
net universities and European Consortium gave 
the following definition for KM: “KM is a new 
sector of management science concerning the 
systematic and corporate creation, diffusion and 
use of knowledge with the purpose the radical 
improvement of efficient organizing and busi-
ness competition as well as the development of 
innovation. The vital factors of success for KM 
can be included in the following: support from 
the leadership, development of business strat-
egy and definition of organizing roles, business 
culture and system of estimating efficiency and 
the use of appropriate technology. The present 

research is to examine the strategies applied by 
firms to associate innovation with business tar-
gets moving to e-world of business. Specifically, 
the study investigates the leadership skills of 99 
Greek firms that guide knowledge management 
concepts and applies and spread it into the firm’s 
internal environment in order to reap the benefits 
of new economy. 

IS KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT  
NEW?

KM considers that sharing knowledge in power. 
Technology offers the ability of access to any 
distant knowledge sharing. K however on order to 
encourage or promote new ideas is not something 
new. The basic principles of KM have to do with 
the culture of people and technology. Most spe-
cialist believe that 80% of KM contains cultural 
elements and only 20% concern the technology 
of KM. Peoples’ ideas and culture are deeply 
rooted on organizational behavior. Technology is 
founded on technical intellectuality, knowledge 
engineering and information systems. What make 
KM rather difficult in the change from an indi-
vidual competitive behavior called “knowledge is 
power” into a corporate behavior called “sharing 
knowledge is power”.

The dissemination and use of knowledge 
throughout the organization, in order to create 
innovation and sustain competitive advantage, is 
indisputably a core process that needs to be cared 
for. Hence, companies are seeking to implement 
special knowledge management projects, which 
aim to install a working environment administra-
tive to more efficient knowledge production, con-
veyance, and use. Therefore organizations should 
attempt to improve the knowledge management 
process focus on KM projects trying to build up 
to date and cultural acceptance to knowledge and 
create motives to alter the traditional behavior 
relating to knowledge to a new one in order to 
reap the benefits of new e-ra.
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According to Hansen (1999), the knowledge 
management strategy focuses on technology. This 
strategy is mainly concentrated on codification and 
storage, so that knowledge can be easily accessed 
and used by anyone in the organization. They call 
this ‘codification strategy’, which uses the ‘people-
to-documents’ approach. On the other hand the 
main management efforts of the so-called ‘per-
sonalization strategy’, focus on dialogue between 
individuals. This approach transferred throughout 
the organisation in one-to-one brainstorming 
meetings and conversations (Hansen et al 1999) 
and not codified. Webber (1993) points out that 
“in the new economy, conversations are the most 
important form of work”; and as Davenport and al 
(1998) illustratively say “in the knowledge-driven 
economy, talk is the real work”. These two strate-
gies are used either jointly or separately. Further 
investigation, however, has revealed firms that 
manage knowledge efficiently aim one strategy 
as a mainstream and use the second strategy to 
support the first. However, the succeed of these 
strategies organizations should be focused in 
creating value for their customers and it depends 
on which stage of life cycle is found the product. 
Therefore, the codification strategy is identified 
to be more applicable for firms that sell mature 
products, which profit from knowledge experi-
ence. In reverse, firms that offer their custom-
ers innovative products use the personalization 
strategy, pursuing innovative ideas.

The barriers to disseminate effectively 
knowledge initiatives are exceptionally hard to 
achieve dispersed organizations. Orlikowski 
(2002) indicates that the existence of technology 
infrastructure or technological equipment or any 
strategy does not guarantee the use of knowledge 
in firms to operate in the global environment. It 
is apparent that companies should develop both 
collective and distributed competence in everyday 
practices among the organizational members. The 
steps that empower the firm to gain a collective 
efficiency are the knowledge of the organization 

and the employees developing their skills , as 
well as, the coordination of firm’s recourses to 
participate effectively in order to create an in-
novation culture 

Therefore, this new way ensures knowledge 
sharing, learning and change by communities of 
practice bound together add value to the firm by 
shared expertise, skills and abilities - instead of 
titles and hierarchical status - for a learning orga-
nization Davenport, T.H. and L. Prusak (1998)

BUILDING KNOWLEDGE SHARING  
CULTURE

In the process of implementing a knowledge-
management system have raised a number of 
issues include: why firms do not receive informa-
tion and knowledge to share with organizational 
members? What causes a firm to retain in its 
traditional situation and not respond to the needs 
of new economy? What are the main impedes 
an organization may confront when trying to 
raise knowledge sharing among its employees? 
And finally, how firms overcome those barriers? 
(Cabrera and al, 2002).

Hansen, (2002) identified that factors that 
restrain knowledge transfer are the cultural. 
Among the others the most important factors are 
lack of trust; different cultures,; lack of time and 
meeting places; narrow idea of productive work; 
status and rewards to knowledge owners; while 
(Nonaka and Takeuchi,1995) emphasize the lack 
of top management to support knowledge transfer 
as well their inability to manage it enable so as 
lead the organization in new economy. Accord-
ing to Choo, (1998) the above factors results lack 
of innovation culture and resistant to allow the 
knowledge to be shared. Choo, (1998) indicates 
that commitment among individuals to shared 
success on the basis of trust and relationships 
facilitate to better manage the knowledge received, 
and successfully collaborate with internal and 
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external environment. Great emphasis in the 
existing literature review is being placed on the 
building of an organisational knowledge-sharing 
culture. Galbraith and Lawler (1993) determine 
culture as the shared values, beliefs and practices 
of individuals in the organization considering 
the cultural impedes to be overcome, a knowl-
edge management effort should be designed and 
implemented so as the culture to be changed. 
Thus, Choo, (1998)suggests that management 
should have as a priority to pay more attention in 
a face-to-face interaction and establish the norms 
of cooperation among members though team 
structure, workflow issues and collaboration.

FROM BUSINESS PROCESS
REDESIGN TO E-BUSINESS MODEL 
INNOVATION

In this new world of business, most enterprises 
success or failure would be depend upon their 
ability to incessantly question and adapt their 
programmed logic underpinning their business 

models and business processes to the sustained 
dynamic and radical changes in the business 
environment. The ‘old world’ of pre-determined 
and pre-defined forms of success still exist side-
by-side with the world of re-everything in most 
business enterprises. However, companies’ com-
petitive survival and ongoing sustenance would 
primarily depend on their ability to continuously 
receive information and convert it to knowledge. 
Consequently, as the e-business is moving so 
quickly that can’t predict it the firm’s ability to 
quick responds to challenges raised from intense 
competition is the effective knowledge received 
and shared and its adoption with the organizational 
goals and purposes. Figure 1 provides a synopsis 
of the transition from the ‘old’ world of business 
to the e-world of business.

The new world of business puts less premium 
on playing by pre-defined rules and more on 
understanding and adapting as the rules of the 
game-as well as the game itself-keep changing. 
The new world imposes a greater need for ongo-
ing questioning of the programmed logic, very 
high level of adaptability to incorporate dynamic 

Figure 1. The transition from the ‘old’ world of business to the e-world of business
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changes into the business knowledge and infor-
mation architecture and ability to develop and 
grow systems that can be readily adapted for the 
dynamically changing business environment. 
Organizations operating in the new business en-
vironment therefore need to be adept at creation 
and application of new knowledge as well as 
ongoing renewal of existing knowledge archived 
in company databases.

THE EMPIRICAL STUDY

Research Methodology 

Realizing the importance of individual compli-
ance for the success of knowledge management 
initiatives, an attempt to examine the factors 
influencing knowledge management in the or-
ganizational context was made. The purpose of 
the study was to develop an understanding of the 
factors influencing KM of an individual profes-
sional group, using widely accepted theories. 
In more detail, the KM behavior of firm’s em-
ployees’ was examined based on the theoretical 
framework of Ajzen’s (1991) and past research 
models on the field. Knowledge management 
is a well-established discipline in many large 
organizations. But what is its status and role in 
medium -sized enterprises and what are the policy 
implications? 

The sample which participates consists of 
medium sized firms. The criteria used for the 
selection of the participant firms were the sector 

categorization with a satisfactory representation 
of different kinds of companies commercial, in-
dustrial and services. The population of the MSFs 
comprises of 1525 business firms according to the 
ICAP (2004) research study. The firms chosen 
for the sample should have an R & D department 
or invest to that direction. The number of firms 
that composed the sample was 425 of which 99 
responded from the greater area of Greece. Re-
garding the structure of the sample, firms come 
from the most of the main regions of Greece 
representing the half of the sample ( South Greece 
15.6%, North and Central Greece 25%) . However 
the rest of them which is the majority establishes 
in the area of Athens (see Table 1). Out of the firms 
selected 99 responded to our research. There is 
a satisfactory representation of different kinds 
of companies according to the sector of business 
sercices (66.3%), industrial (15.1%) and com-
mercial (18.8%) which B2B companies belong. 
A total of 425 questionnaires were administered 
using mainly the ‘in-person drop-off method, 
whereas, for geographically dispersed companies, 
questionnaires were sent either through e-mail or 
post. The survey questionnaires were distributed 
and collected between October 2007 and January 
2008. A total of 99 usable questionnaires were 
collected (response rate of …%). Respondents 
were employees of various designations - deputy 
head of departments (73.2%), head of departments 
(9.4%), deputy managers (5.1%), managers (9.4%) 
and other designations (2.9%),whereas the age of 
the respondents ranged from 22 to 60 years old. 
The majority of the respondents were university 

Total MSF’s in Greece Commercial Industrial Services A/O (Others)

2.342 534 984 742 82

MSF’s in greater area of 
Athens (Attica)

1.525 414 483 579 49

Table 1. Medium sized firms in Greece ICAP 2004
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graduates (50.7%) and their work experience 
ranged from 0.5 to 35 years. 

Defining the Firms’ Behaviors
Toward New E-RA

From the research analysis, two groups of firms 
emerged which include different characteristics 
towards knowledge management. In the first 
group, the internal and external environment, 
which directly influences the companies through 
the use of new technical equipment and quality 
systems, affects the companies. In the present 
research, it is noticed that top management has 
a tendency to deal with the knowledge in order 
to innovate, which has as a result a reference 
to a specific innovation strategy with specific 
procedures towards innovation with fast ways 
of innovation transmission to new e-Ra, so that 
networks that promote innovation are developed. 
Organizations belong to the first group spends 
most of its innovation effort envisioning the 
change to new e-Ra and shape their strategies to 
that direction (Table 2).

 In the second group, the companies are placed 
in a human-centric system with a future prospect 
to move from the traditional business to new-e-
Ra. There is a conjugation and a balance between 
the human-centric and the technocratic systems, 
because this is an in-between situation and pro-
vides balance between humans and machines. 
The company’s development for creating scale 

economies is accomplished through an occasional 
partnership or stable long-term partnership. This 
shows the psychological tendency of managers to 
maintain their independence, given that a great 
percentage of medium – sized businesses, in 
Greece, are referred to as family businesses. 

Knowledge Management Cycle in 
Medium–Sized Firms in Greece

The research results were verified that the dis-
semination and utilization of the knowledge 
management in order to adopt innovation culture 
processes by Greek firms it is in a satisfactory 
level. The high management has focused to the 
importance of an innovation culture and has 
inspired innovation values, to a certain extent, 
in the business environment.

The most important factor that assists a firm to 
be the leader is the extent to which the knowledge 
efficiently and effectively managed, influence 
action on transforming, transferring, predicting 
outcomes in order to make better decisions. The 
majority of Greek firms have developed knowl-
edge management processes to contribute effec-
tively creating an innovative cycle, where new 
ideas are generated from different perspectives. 
The codification of the received information will 
assist to embody the ideas into a more transferable 
form. The next stage encapsulated on the associ-
ated knowledge in manufacturing processes and 
organizational procedures. The diffusion of the 

Final Cluster Centers “New world” of e-
Business

“Old world” of 
business

Responding/Reacting to Change to new e-Ra 16 19

Experimenting with Change to new e-Ra 7 1

Anticipating the need to Change to new e-Ra 8 8

Envisioning Change to new e-Ra 36 4

Cluster number of cases 67 32

Table 2. Firms’ behavior towards new e-Ra
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knowledge is transmitted through the products 
which are distributed in the marketplace or proc-
esses are implemented throughout the organiza-
tion. Their application then generates ideas for 
improvements, and so the cycle repeats. 

Knowledge Management Benefits

Firms consistently tracks the benefits realized 
from innovative activity by measuring some 
important factors. As far as innovation benefits 
are concerned, managers of Cluster 1 pay atten-
tion firstly to the satisfaction of the customers. 
This shows the orientation with which corpora-
tions innovate, wanting to top their customer’s 
preferences. 

Improvement of the product’s value is of 
equal importance by loyalty to the firm’s brand. 
By measuring the benefits pay less attention to 
their employees’ performance as managers don’t 
consider it as a semantic indicator. This is due to 
the fact that medium-sized firms are customer-
oriented in order to acquire profit in the short-
term and they don’t invest to their employees for 
long-term benefits as result of the high level of 
their performance (Table 3).

‘Old World’ to E-World of Business 
through Knowledge Management

The majority of the respondents in Cluster 1, in 
order to create a product or to improve their pro-
cesses, prefer mainly to research the procedures 

their competitors/customers apply in the market. 
Regarding the technology acquisition, firms prefer 
to develop technology into their R&D department, 
considering research as the most reliable way of 
technological and competitive advantage.

The basic characteristic of the innovative 
first group of firms is the introduction of the new 
processes to be adapted in the new e-Ra, while 
the second group of firms aims to improve the 
processes. Therefore the cluster 1 of firms has 
adapted radical business processes and changes to 
face the dynamic business environment. The ‘old 
world’ of businesses still exist side-by-side with 
the world of re-everything in firms of cluster 2. 
Firms of Cluster 1 continuously redefine and adapt 
organizational goals, purposes, and manage the 
knowledge as a «way of doing things”. The (Figure 
1) provides a synopsis of the current situation in 
Greek business environment from the ‘old’ world 
of business to the new e-Ra of business.

Collaboration with external organizations is 
considered to be an important innovation source. 
The sample indicates that most of the sample’s 
companies cooperate occasionally with an exter-
nal organization, such as a university, research 
institute etc., aiming at gaining useful information 
for potential market and technological changes.

An important finding is that a significant 
28.1% does not accept the concept of partnerships. 
Regarding technology acquisition, firms prefer to 
develop technology in their R & D department, 
considering research as the most reliable way of 
achieving technological and competitive advan-

Final Cluster Centers “New world” of e-
Business

“Old world” of 
business

Yes No Yes No

Value creation in products/services 31 35 12 20

Brand loyalty 31 36 12 20

Customer satisfaction 53 14 24 8

Employee performance 19 48 5 27

Table 3. Knowledge Management benefits
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tage. Access to innovation is created by the vast 
majority (53.1%) through the development of an 
R & D department, which is also verified by the 
previous result concerning independence mainte-
nance, while a small percentage (18.8%) develops 
innovative technology through a partnership. 
The managers’ leadership skills are sufficiently 
developed, providing the personnel with the right 
directions for innovative results (Table 4).

Regarding technology acquisition, Table 5 
demonstrates that firms prefer to develop tech-
nology in their R&D department, considering 
research as the most reliable way of technological 
and competitive advantage. Access to innovation 
is created by the majority of the sample in Cluster 
1 (53,1%) through the development of the R/D 
department investing to buy equipment, while 

a small percentage (18,8%) develops innovative 
technology through a partnership.

Organizations’ Leadership
Competencies that Manage
Knowledge Driving to the
Innovation Culture

This section is designed to specify organizations 
manage of knowledge management to approach 
to innovation culture due to the new e-Ra. Thus, 
a set of variables identifies the leadership’s com-
petencies in the area of knowledge management 
and innovation culture. On a scale from one to 
five (“not at all” to “consistently and effectively”) 
the two groups of firms demonstrate the follow-
ing behaviours. 

LOW KNOWLEDGE 
MANAGEMENT 

                       
                     HIGH KNOWLEDGE 
                      MANAGEMENT 

Low improvement and 
resistance to change  

Revolutionary business 
technological innovation culture  

CONSERVATIVE 
INNOVATION REVOLUTIONARY 

INNOVATIONS  
Incremental-slow-
going changes   

Revolutionary 
changes

Sustention of initial 
markets 

Creation and discovery of 
new markets 

LOW 
HIGH 

Market uncertainty 

Evolution Revolution  

    Competitive 
   fragmented 

Figure 2. Current business situation for future direction to new economy
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Managers’ leadership skills in cluster I are suf-
ficiently developed the knowledge management, 
providing the personnel with the right directions 
for innovative results. Managers’ leadership skills 
appear sufficiently developed, providing the 
personnel with the right directions for innovative 
goals. As a result the benefits derived from these 
leadership competencies are innovation culture, 
and the encouragement of active communication 
between co-workers and among other divisions. 
Cooperation, team spirit and lastly emphasis on 
idea-generation are the main priorities for manag-
ers to create an innovative model that ties business 

strategy into the day-to-day innovative process 
in order to adapt in e-world of business.

The results from cluster 2 show that top 
management neither hasn’t adopted a step-by 
step process that facilitates idea collection, nor 
has built networks, pathways and platforms that 
promote the flow of innovation both internally 
and externally through alliances and partner-
ships. Leadership appears to have a lack of a clear 
definition of innovation based on the organiza-
tional culture as they don’t manage effectively 
the information received to spread in business’s 
internal environment..

 

Collaboration with external organization * Cluster Number of Case Cross tabulation

Cluster Number of Case

Total
“New world” of 
e-Business

“Old world” of 
business

No collaboration 16 17 33

Occasional collaboration 32 9 41

Constant and long-term 
collaboration 19 6 25

Total 67 32 99

Table 4. Collaboration with external organization

Technology acquisition * Cluster Number of Case Cross tabulation

Cluster Number of Case

Total
“New world” of 

e-Business
“Old world” of 

business

Developed in the R&D 
department 24 10 34

Buying royalties 3 1 4

Buying equipment 24 12 36

Collaboration with another 
firm 16 9 25

Total 67 32 99

Table 5. Technology acquisition organizations
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Resource Allocation and its Impact 
on Innovation Success

The results below recognize how the Greek firms 
is allocating resources in relation to their innova-
tion strategies. Τhe first cluster of Greek firms 
(41 firms) is allocating resources in relation to 
their innovation strategies. They have mandated 
a certain percent of an individual’s work time to 
be dedicated to informal idea generation, explora-
tory thinking, and experimentation. Specifying 
the time they allocate is among 6-10% and 11-
15% of staff’s time. In addition firms to build 
the capabilities of leaders, teams and individuals 
allocated funds for performance improvement 
programs and tools to utilize their innovative 
potential and perform to their fullest 58/17. Also, 
funds have been allocated by the first group of 
firms to create a dynamic, knowledge-based e-
learning system for communicating across the 
organization. Finally organization rewards and 
recognizes innovative outcomes on the part of 
individuals and teams.

CONCLUSION

Based on the results each company that wants 
to deal with the knowledge in order to innovate 
and transmit its activities to new e-Ra, should 
primarily introduce the innovation concept 
within the company itself by developing at the 
same time methods of communication among 
the employees who will adopt that knowledge. 
Organizations should create ways of producing 
and collecting ideas, aiming at the differentiation 
of the certain product that finally will be offered 
to the customer, along with providing privileges 
that will not be easy to be copied by competitive 
companies. The next step concerns the intentions 
of tools and methods that will help the easy flow 
of innovation in every department or level of the 
business so as to create the image of a company 
that can pioneer and has the potential to advance 
and progress. The concept of innovation should 
be linked with the company targets with the 
purpose different attitude to prevail that would 
characterize an idea useful only if it offers in-

 Final Cluster Centers “New world” of 
e-Business

“Old world” of 
business

Specific innovation strategy 4,24 3,41

Development of innovation culture 4,27 2,91

Development of networks promoting innovation 3,99 2,78

Specific innovation procedure 4,04 2,53

Innovation spread 3,97 2,63

The devekopment of a clear definition of innovation based on our 
organizational culture and internal/external parameters. 3,96 2,66

(Positioning the innovation within business unitas an integrated aspect 
of organization’s overall success 4,01 2,88

(Strategic Decision Making) Targeting important challenges that 
require innovative solutions. 3,82 2,97

Encouragement for active communication facilitating the discussion 
across the organization through teamwork anf team thing, but also 
among divisions.

4,40 3,50

Table 6. Operational strategies affecting the innovation management
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novative results. Liebowitz and Beckman (1998) 
refer to a procedure of 8 steps concerning KM. 
The stages are:

• Stage 1. Recognition: Definition of main 
assignments, strategies and the field of 
knowledge.

• Stage 2. Conception: Reformation of the 
existing knowledge.

• Stage 3. Selection: Definition of the mean-
ing, value and accuracy of knowledge. 
Analysis of contradictors knowledge (K).

• Stage 4. Storing: Representation of corpo-
rate memories in knowledge stores with the 
assistance K shapes.

• Stage 5. Sharing: Distribution K automati-
cally to users according to their interests and 
work and cooperating with them.

• Stage 6. Applying: The K and use it in deci-
sion making, problem solving, supporting 
and work automation and education.

• Stage 7. Creating: Discovering new knowl-
edge through research, experimenting and 
creative knowledge.

• Stage 8. Selling: Developing and selling 
product and services based on K. 

In the present study Greek firms procedures 
to take advantage from knowledge follow four 
steps:

• Stage 1. Creating: Discovering new knowl-
edge through research, experimenting and 
creative K.

• Stage 2. Sharing: Distribution K automati-
cally to users according to their interests and 
work and cooperating with them.

• Stage 3. Selection: Definition of the mean-
ing, value and accuracy of knowledge. 
Analysis of contradictors knowledge (K).

• Stage 4. Applying: The K and use it in deci-
sion making, problem solving, supporting 
and work automation and education.

 Τhe dimension of firms’ knowledge is strongly 
determined by two economic variables, three 
organizational variables and one infrastructure 
variable. Specifically, the companies that dem-
onstrate innovative leadership are: characterized 
by a relative high contribution of machinery and 
equipment cost to their operations; devote rela-
tively more company resources to R&D; consider 
innovative ideas promptly; have a strategic plan in 
operation that lead their team through a process to 
define what innovation really means inside their 
organization/business unit. They’ve developed a 
clear, concise definition of innovation based on 
their organizational culture and internal/external 
parameters and co-operate with research institu-
tions and universities.

The variables associated with this dimension 
of organizational innovativeness have been docu-
mented by many researchers in the past. Specifi-
cally, Szeto, (2000) has found that innovative firms 
spend more on R&D than the less innovative firms. 
Other authors, Tidd et al (2001), Kyriazopoulos, 
(2000), Kim et al,(1998) documented that firms 
possessing internal technical expertise are more 
innovative than firms without such expertise.

Finally, Cabrera et al (2002) and Kyriazopoulos 
(2000), among others, have shown that innova-
tive firms co-operate with outside scientific and 
technical establishments and make deliberate 
efforts to survey externally generated ideas. Our 
results stipulate the benefits to be gained from the 
co-operation of a firm with research institutes and 
universities and from the prompt consideration 
of innovative ideas.

Therefore, it has been observed that compa-
nies which develop new technologies or purchase 
royalties make an effort to spend time and power 
in order to create an ideal environment for the 
implementation of innovative ideas. 

Another conclusion derived from this survey 
is the definition of the benefits which corpora-
tions that “push” innovation into their interior 
acquire. Firstly, it has been briefly showed that 
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corporations that invest in innovation seem to 
have more modifications in production on account 
of import of automation, than these ones that do 
not invest in innovation. The more innovative 
policy a company has, the more modification in 
production will be appeared. 

This research investigates if there is some kind 
of benefit when a manager managing the knowl-
edge orders the employees to spend as much time 
as they can so as to adopt an innovation culture. 
The deduction is that corporations which make 
this kind of order bring the following benefits: 
connection of innovation with the goals of cor-
poration, purifying defiance, and communication, 
all parameters of the qualifications that guide to 
the innovation (Figure 3). 

Finally, one important benefit that corporations 
using innovative policy have, is the increase of 
turnover from new products. It is showed clearly 
the differentiation that this variable has between 
the two types of clusters of companies (adopt in-
novation-not adopt innovation). It is logical one 
innovative company to increase its turnover from 
new products. If a company that does not adopt in-
novation increases its turnover from new products, 
then this company could be characterized as an 
innovative one! These two variables (innovation-
increase of turnover from new products) seem to 
have a linear relationship.

MANAGERIAL IMPLICATIONS 

Knowledge management (KM) has been gain-
ing ground in the management agenda, since it 
has been realized that caring for organizational 
knowledge is perhaps the only way to enhance 
innovation and achieve sustainable competitive 
advantage in the contemporary business environ-
ment. From the research work firms to succeed in 
new e-Ra need a better and continuous absorp-
tion of external knowledge – that encompass 
many sorts of knowledge such as knowledge of 
the competition, knowledge of customers needs 
, technology and product trends, knowledge of 
core science, technologies and processes from 
other networks. 

Greek managers admit that in order to be 
innovative they should deal with the knowledge 
effectively and have a tendency to manage it. Top 
management should try to activate the indoor re-
sourcing of the firm while others use outsourcings 
in order for the indoor resourcing to be activated. 
The leadership skills have to be focused mainly 
with the internal effective communication de-
velopment in order to be created the conditions 
for diffusion of knowledge and the generation of 
ideas by the low management. As a result should 
have a reference to a specific innovation strategy 
with specific procedures and ways of innovation 
transmission, so that networks that promote in-
novation are developed. 

                                                        Improvement of qualifications that leads to innovation 
 
 
 
Spend time for sharing knowledge                                                     
 
                                                                        Implementation of innovation culture 

Guides 

Figure 3. The adoption of innovation culture through knowledge
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As a result innovation culture should harmo-
nize with targets of the firm so as to meet the 
needs of globalization. 
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ABSTRACT

Archives have a key role to play in underpinning learning in its broadest sense, both as a formal activ-
ity within an institution and informally within the community. This is becoming especially important 
in an increasingly KM-based environment. This chapter provides an overview of technologies that can 
be applied to archival knowledge management. Furthermore, it assesses their actual or potential con-
tribution to the basic processes of knowledge sharing within archival organizations, with a focus on 
lifelong learning. The scope of the first section (the screens) is to identify new developments that seem 
to be significant and to relate them to technology research in the archival field. The second section (the 
frames) discusses the concepts supporting digital collections by integrating collections of digitised 
archival resources to create new services and infrastructures. The third section (the agendas) analyses 
-from the educational perspective of lifelong learning- important social benefits, both quantitavely and 
qualitatively, of developing new infrastructures for accessing and using archival resources.

INTRODUCTION

Structured information of historical nature tra-
ditionally represents the vast majority of data 

collected and accessible to archival organizations. 
Acquisition records, exhibition catalogues and use 
data are all examples of these, even though they 
are still largely created in paper form. Exploiting 
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this information in the information age requires 
systems for managing and extracting tacit knowl-
edge from large collections of structured archival 
data and applications for discovering patterns 
and relationships (=Knowledge Management 
Technology, KMT). 

The so-called Semantic Web revolution has 
exposed users of archival collections to the experi-
ences of searching and taxonomy browsing and 
has reshaped their expectations of the knowledge 
retrieval process from archives, not only while 
browsing the Web, but more importantly, while 
at office, performing their research. In order to 
achieve this semantic integration, KMT proposes 
the usage of metadata and ontologies as the con-
ceptual backbones of digital archival description; 
more, of the inclusive conceptualization of data 
needed to reflect the content, the context and 
the structure of the archival information in the 
digital world. 

Several benefits are estimated of using such 
an approach in the archival sector. First, in the 
area of domain modeling ontologies facilitate 
interoperability between IT systems (=correlation 
engines) by providing shared understanding of 
the specific thematic domain. Second, ontologies 
provide the formalization of shared understanding 
necessary to make such understanding machine-
process able. Such machine process ability is the 
basis for the next generation of the World Wide 
Web, allowing archivists and users to achieve 
compliance with existing Web standards. Finally, 
the explicit representation of the semantics of 
data, in combination with ontologies, enables IT 
systems to provide a qualitatively new level of 
archival services in a global environment (Sto-
janovic, 2004). The vision is to construct digital 
libraries for archival collections within the se-
mantic scope; thus, to provide knowledge-based 
electronic access to collection level descriptions 
of the archival material. 

THE SEARCH SCREEN: MAPPING 
SEMANTIC CHALLENGE IN THE 
ARCHIVAL INFRASTRUCTURE 

Participation in the web of archival institutions 
requires a common language, a common tech-
nological structure and development of content 
that is relevant and captivating. In this context, 
archiving different historical collections in the 
digital age presents for the archival sector at least 
two semantic challenges: 

• Incorporating established prime sources 
content vocabularies (=metadata) for 
built-thesaurus that are sensible to all 
communities of different users, scholars, 
students, life-long learners (“language for 
humans”).

• Implementing a technological structure 
that classifies these terms and defines their 
relationships in a scheme (=ontologies) that 
can be processed by users-friendly electronic 
applications (“language for machines”).

The archival domain --along with the other two 
major cultural sectors, libraries and museums-- is 
one that has long experience of developing and 
implementing metadata systems, appropriate for 
archival finding aids. Traditionally, the archives 
have taken the lead in the development of descrip-
tive metatada standards for historical information; 
they have also developed controlled vocabularies 
for subjects and the names of people, organiza-
tions and geographical entities. 

A large component of archival activities have 
been focussed on context. Elucidating and preserv-
ing context is what assists with identifying and 
preserving the evidential value of records in and 
over time; it is what facilitates the authentication 
of those objects, and it is what assists research-
ers with their analysis and interpretation. While 
archival metadata has primarily existed in print 
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form until recently (=accession records, finding 
aids and catalogues records), it is increasingly 
distributed on line. Meeting the new challenges 
in the knowledge age, the archival sector is fac-
ing a main issue: digital collection creation and 
management of its material in a common language, 
readable by both humans and machines.

In the beginning of this evolution, often one 
of the biggest issues for archivists in describing 
and cataloguing was that of professional cul-
ture. Because the initial impetus behind digital 
cataloging was to reduce original cataloging by 
copy cataloging, and because archival materials 
are primarily unique, archivists and manuscripts 
curators operated until recently as independent 
agents (Chandler, 2002). The concept of describing 
for the purposes of digital sharing outside of the 
institution is a relatively new one for archives and 
manuscript repositories. Subsequently, conces-
sions to controlled vocabulary use as well as other 
standards initiatives have to be readjusted.

For this purpose, however, of late there has been 
a considerable increase in co-operation among 
the archival institutions worldwide. A significant 
trigger for increased collaboration and co-opera-
tion --especially over metadata-- is a common 
involvement in things like digital content creation 
and the delivery of services through networks. 
This concept has been reflected especially by 
the system developed the International Council 
of Archives (ICA) and called ISAD (G), “General 
International Standard Archival Description”. An-
other system, the Encoded Archival Description 
(EAD) is quite frequently used to generate meta-
data based on the EAD-DTD. Special Professional 
Associations (e.g. the International Association 
of Sound and Audiovisual Archives, IASA) have 
developed “site specific”’ “cataloguing rules” on 
different levels (fonds, collections, etc). Taking 
in consideration the need for co-operation within 
and outside the archival domain for cross-sector 
and cross-domain cultural information retrieval, 
a more radical approach is provided by the Dublin 

Core. The approach maps domain specific ele-
ments into 15 “core” elements, applied to all three 
cultural sectors (archives, libraries and museums) 
(Mischo, 2005). 

A more sophistic approach might be to look 
“behind the scenes”. Taking the term “creator” 
of a collection/ of a file and/or of a document, it 
can be assumed that this is a person, an organi-
zation or a robot fulfilling a function (“role”) in 
relation to an object (“thing”). An (information) 
object here is defined as a digital item or group 
of items, regardless of type or format that can be 
addressed or manipulated as a single object by 
a computer. This concept can be confusing in 
that it can be used to refer both to actual content 
(such as digitized images) and to content surro-
gates (such as catalogue records or finding aids) 
(Howarth , 2001).

Incorporating some common data elements, 
such as the Encoded Archival Description and 
the Dublin Code, are making it easier for users 
to negotiate between descriptive surrogates of 
information objects and digital versions of the 
objects themselves, and to search at both the item 
and collection level within and across information 
systems. Thus, the term “ontology” is introduced, 
which is defined in different ways. Artificial in-
telligence and Web researchers have adopted this 
term for their own purposes. For them, ontologies 
provide a way of capturing a shared understand-
ing of a domain that can be used both by humans 
and systems to aid in information exchange and 
integration (Gilliland-Swetland, 2000). 

An ontology is, then, a representation of a 
shared conceptualization of a particular domain. 
Such a common conceptualization is necessary 
for every communication process. An ontology 
allows people (in our case, archivists and users) 
to reason and react about sameness as well as dif-
ferent ness of concepts and to derive mappings for 
establishing semantically correct communication 
channels. Furthermore, ontologies serve help an 
organization (in this case, an archival organiza-
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tion) to keep track of all concepts and notions 
used in its documents/collections and to clarify 
the importance of transactions and description 
processes. 

From a technology point of view, ontolo-
gies can be seen within archival institutions as 
databases of concepts. Concepts are conceived 
as complex structures, tightly interconnected 
one another. There are several proposals on how 
to define, to organize and to structure domain 
concepts in the cultural heritage domain. The 
Knowledge System Laboratory, Stanford, defines 
ontology as “specification of concepts to be used 
for expressing knowledge”. Basic elements of this 
framework are: Types of entities, Attributes and 
properties, Relations and functions, constraints. 
The consortium of interchange of e.g. museum 
information (CIMI) has introduced the metadata 
elements: who, what, when, where (“4w”) which 
can be considered as a domain independent con-
ceptualization of four entities (person, thing, time, 
place) (IDEF , 2001). 

Looking into the integrated definition of the 
Ontology Description Capture (IDEF5) that 
distinguishes different levels of ontologies and 
applying it to the archival sector we can consider 
the “4w” or Dublin Core elements belonging 
to a “domain ontology”; metadata used in a 
document’s and/or a file’s description as part of 
a “practice ontology”; and metadata used within 
e.g. a photographic collection as part of a “site 
ontology” (Berolazzi, 2001).

THE EDUCATIONAL SCREEN: 
ADOPTING A SOCIAL POLICY FOR 
LIFELONG LEARNING

New information technologies are catalysts of 
change, both social and political; and perhaps 
nowhere more so than in the area of culture. 
The stuff of culture—the production of ideas, 
meanings, identities, and narratives, as concepts 

of common memory—has always been insepa-
rable from the possibilities and constraints of the 
dominant technological media. New informa-
tion technologies, from the printing press to the 
Internet to the semantic web, have always been 
engines of cultural innovation—keys to reshap-
ing creative possibilities, notions of self and 
community, cultural institutions, and the roles 
of cultural actors.

The array of technological, social and political 
conditions is transforming the way scientific and 
societal knowledge is produced and also dissemi-
nated in archival institutions. The emergence of 
collaborative technologies, the shifting influence 
of non-academic versus academic organizations 
and private versus public investments are chal-
lenging archives, as traditional cultural agents of 
education and research. To understand this new 
knowledge ecology, archives coordinate research 
on new models of organizational collaboration, 
emerging fields of research and changing forms 
of scholarship, transformations of education, tran-
sitions to institutions, and innovative programs 
in interdisciplinary and integrative learning. A 
range of broad issues, reflecting on the constantly 
changing political and societal expectations of 
education can be addressed. The question arises 
as to how archival institutions apply and manage 
knowledge that is created by education institu-
tions and other knowledge generators. It is in this 
context that the concept of learning is introduced, 
defined as knowledge and the capacity to make 
due use of it (Hepburn, 2004). 

For the archival sector, where users are the 
most important assets, is critical to adopt a social 
policy in managing knowledge for lifelong learn-
ing purposes; thus, to evolve users’ skills, capa-
bilities, interests and experience. “Knowledge” 
here means how technologies change the ways 
users think about their archives, their collective 
memory and identity. Knowledge also refers to 
how archivists, as professionals, organize, access 
and use information--indeed, how they transform 
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primitive historical information into knowledge 
within the digital framework. “Social policy” 
refers to what archivists, should do about these 
both as individuals- information management 
expertises, and as governments- public sectors 
representing national heritage within the global 
environment. “Lifelong learning” is a core element 
of this strategy, central not only to competitive-
ness and employability but also to social inclusion 
and cohesion, active citizenship and personal 
development. It enables all persons to acquire 
the necessary knowledge to take part as active 
citizens in the knowledge society and the labour 
market (Lisbon European Council, 2000).

Archival institutions benefit from digital ap-
plications in a number of ways. They use com-
puter technologies to secure accessibility of their 
resources for the future, i.e. long-term preserva-
tion of complex digital collections; to reach out 
to special target groups, i.e. youngsters, people 
living in disadvantaged areas, people with access 
disabilities; to enhance their educational services, 
i.e. by developing on-line material for formal and 
informal educational purposes; and, to improve 
access to their holdings, both quantitavely, i.e. 
by making their resources more widely acces-
sible, that is information, and qualitatively, i.e. by 
providing meaningful, conceptualized resources 
that relate to people’s lives, by encouraging users’ 
interaction, that is knowledge. 

Undoubtedly, in recent years the shift in the 
scope of Information Technology Systems (ITS) 
from the information-based focus toward the 
knowledge-based focus highlighted the impor-
tance of the archival domain and the need to 
manage archival sources including competencies. 
Knowledge management, as a concept with people 
taking the centre stage, has prompted archivists, as 
information professionals, to rethink information 
management and focus from trying to improve 
intelligent systems to developing tools for intel-
ligent people (McKay, 2003).

ΤHE DEFINITION FRAME:
CONSTRUCTING DIGITAL
LIBRARIES FOR ARCHIVAL
COLLECTIONS 

Knowledge Management Systems/Services 
(KMS), such as classifications, gazetteers, lexical 
databases, ontologies, taxonomies and thesauri, 
model the underlying semantic structure of a 
domain. Applied to the archival domain, they 
act as semantic road maps in constructing digital 
libraries for archival collections and make pos-
sible a common orientation by indexers and future 
users (whether human or machine). It is crucial 
at this point to deal with the difficulties about 
defining digital libraries. It helps to clarify goals 
in creating collections in digital form. 

The concept of digital library has been cer-
tainly an important phrase in archivists- and 
not only- lexicon since at least the mid 1990s. It 
is worth noting, though, that there is still not a 
clear consensus about exactly what constitutes 
a digital library within this community. The 
concept, however, has several differing perspec-
tives and interpretations, derived from different 
cultural heritage actors involved in digital library 
research, practice, organization, and distribution 
(Lynch, 2002). 

For economy reasons, examined from the 
methological prospective, the focus here is on two 
communities within the cultural heritage domain: 
the research and the practice ones. While they 
work and proceed independently of each other, 
they can be considered on two ends of a spectrum, 
which as yet have not met in the middle. On one 
of the spectrum lies the research community. It 
is grounded mostly in computer science and asks 
research questions directed toward future vision 
or visions of digital libraries for applications in 
the cultural information, or rather of their vari-
ous technology oriented aspects and components, 
unrestricted by practice. On the other end of 
the spectrum, lies the practice community. It is 
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grounded mostly in information science (librarian-
ship, archival studies and museology) and, asks 
developmental, operational, and use questions in 
real-life institutional contexts, restrictions, and 
possibilities, concentrating on applications on the 
use end of the spectrum (Lynch, 2003). 

A rather complex definition of digital libraries 
is chosen here, a definition that may be considered 
as a bridge between the research community 
definitions and practical community definitions. 
Borgman (1999) states that “digital libraries 
are a set of electronic resources and associated 
technical capabilities for creating, searching, 
and using information. They are an extension 
and enhancement of information storage and 
retrieval systems that manipulate digital data in 
any medium …The content of digital libraries 
includes data, [and] metadata … Digital libraries 
are constructed, collected, and organized, by (and 
for) a community of users, and their functional 
capabilities support the information needs and 
uses of that community”.

Following these perspectives, the content 
choices fall into categories that are based on: 
systems, networks, and technology; collection 
and resources in various media; representation, 
organization, and operability; storage and search-
ing; functionality, access and use; institutions 
and services; and user communities and related 
applications (Dalbello, 2004). 

In the archival environment digitization in-
cludes taking a physical object or analog item, such 
as a tape recording, a map, or correspondence, 
from a collection that is rare or unique, often 
extremely fragile, and taking photographs of the 
item, and transferring the photographs to a digi-
tal medium. The negatives or prints are scanned 
into digital format (Library of Congress, 2000). 
Digital files are imported into, and managed with 
the use of software programs (=digital libraries). 
Digital files may be read, compressed, transferred 
and retrieved over computer networks then made 
accessible and viewed on computer monitors. 

All of these efforts are producing numerous 
large collections of material, databases that are 
open to exploration and presentation in dozens 
of different directions. These are collections- raw 
material. The focus so far is on creating large 
amounts of digital content and providing some 
fairly simple access tools, rather than upon so-
phisticated systems for ongoing use or apparatus 
providing interpretation (McKay, 2003). However, 
the end product is determined by how well these 
functions are performed. Here, the concept of 
digital collection comes. It is needed to make a 
“conceptual leap” in order to preserve information 
in the digital age. It is the informational content 
that must be preserved. The problem lies in the 
fact that the content may now be completely re-
moved from the physical artifact (Besser, 2002). 
It will take a conscious effort to make sure that 
the digital content information survives. 

THE RESEARCH FRAME: VALUING 
THE ARCHIVAL PERSPECTIVE IN 
THE KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT 
ERA 

In the conceptual leap of constructing digital 
libraries for archival collections metadata is the 
first line of defense to protect digital information 
and content. By providing detailed metadata, 
archival institutions may minimize the risks of 
digital resources becoming inaccessible in the 
future. Important unique technical information 
may be captured including: scanning specifica-
tions, operating systems, software versions, 
and decompression schemes. In addition to the 
institutional administrative data, it is impor-
tant to maintain the digital integrity of the files 
(Beamsley, 1999). 

For example, the significance of an archival 
collection is heavily based on its provenance or the 
context in which it was created. Consequently, the 
nature of archival description in the digital form 
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must incorporate this focus. The ramifications for 
digital cataloging under the “conceptual scope” 
(=metadata and ontologies) are the overwhelm-
ing need for notes that provide the context such 
as biographical or historical notes concerning 
the creating person or body, as well as extensive 
content and scope notes. However, the authorship 
concept can at times be somewhat difficult to 
discern due to the principle of provenance, that 
is, the person or body who actually physically 
produced an item may not be as significant as the 
body within which it has context. Also it is often 
a matter of some debate in constructing digital 
as to how to categorize the writer of a letter for 
instance, either as an author (who) or if they write 
about themselves within that letter as a subject 
(what). How an entity is digital cataloged can 
have ramifications on how it will be found, that 
is, what kind of electronic search will retrieve 
that entry. 

The depth and manner in which a collec-
tion/a file and/or a document are catalogued have 
consequences for its ability to be retrieved by a 
potential user. Given the problems of addressing 
the needs of a diverse audience, it might seem that 
comprehensive cataloguing is the answer, however 
this is a very time- intensive and ultimately costly 
process. It becomes clear then that there is a huge 
problem in describing the full possible subject 
content of a collection/ a file and/or a document 
and the many meanings and potential uses it 
might have to various users. A digital index that 
captures this full range of possibilities would be 
impossibly costly and labour-intensive to build 
internally. One approach to developing such an 
index might be to permit the actual users of the 
images to add their own keywords, annotations, 
or notes on the ways they have used it (Gilliland-
Swetland, 2000). 

Archival institutions are starting to invest 
in digital projects within the semantic scope by 
carefully designing metadata results for several 
reasons, including:

• Reducing over-handling of material in order 
to preserve it.

• Assisting in promoting the collections and 
the institution in a global environment.

• Providing intellectually access to value-
added information through tracing tacit 
knowledge derived from raw sources.

• Achieving the best information and knowl-
edge management of their material in the 
short and long-term.

The move toward the knowledge-based econo-
my highlighted the importance of tacit knowledge 
and the need to manage knowledge resources 
including skills and competencies. Knowledge 
management as a concept with people taking the 
centre stage has prompted archival institutions 
to rethink information management and shift 
focus on archival heritage from trying to develop 
intelligent systems to that of developing tools for 
intelligent people. It is this realization that makes 
knowledge management attractive to archival 
organizations. While the focus in information 
management is mostly on explicit knowledge, 
knowledge management brings a new dimension 
in research and learning, the need to manage tacit 
knowledge by focusing on people and enhance 
their capability by improving communication, 
information transfer and collaboration in a global 
environment.

By creating digital surrogates of their collec-
tions on a semantic scope, archival institutions 
continue to support the notion that there is value in 
the materials they house in a global environment. 
However, research in scale-up is very difficult 
to perform except by building and deploying a 
large-scale digital --knowledge-based-- library 
system. Establishing infrastructure and tools to 
facilitate experimentation with large-scale sys-
tems is essential, as is funding to study use and 
behavior of large-scale systems once deployed 
through this infrastructure. 
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THE SOCIAL AGENDA:
CAPTURING KNOWLEDGE
FOR LIFELONG LEARNING
APPROACHES 

Archives play a vital role in enabling communities 
to access lifelong learning opportunities through 
offering access, professional guidance and train-
ing to global resources in a local setting (Eduards 
and Usher, 2000). They provide a wide range of 
services to millions of students, researchers and 
members of the public, as well as access to a huge 
range of high quality raw content. The conven-
tional functions of an archival organization are 
to collect, process, disseminate, store and utilize 
document information to provide service for 
the society. Archival institutions provide access 
to collections of unpublished materials -in the 
form of a “document”- about the past and a wide 
framework of topics related to the past. These 
collections include manuscripts, letters, diaries, 
organization records, state and local government 
records, photographs, films, oral histories and 
many other kinds of unique materials document-
ing the concept of collective memory (Buckland, 
1997).

The rapid changes and applications of Se-
mantic Web in the means of archival access have 
spawned an upheaval in describing and managing 
archival resources. They have added valuably to 
the arsenal of tools used for educating the public 
but also for interpretation and research by experts 
in the fields of education and cultural heritage. 
In parallel, these advanced technologies have 
potentially contributed to an increasing awareness 
that knowledge can be extracted by the users via 
the developments of “user-friendly” metaphors in 
human-computer interaction; they have facilitated 
the acceptance of “interactivity” as one of the key 
elements of digital media in the archival domain 
(Gilliland-Swetland, 2000).

It is this realization that makes knowledge 
management attractive to archival organizations. 
While the focus in information management is 

mostly on explicit knowledge, knowledge manage-
ment brings a new dimension: the need to manage 
semantic knowledge by focusing on people and 
enhance their capability by improving commu-
nication, information transfer and collaboration. 
Facilitating interactivity and conceptualizing 
it in the lifelong learning framework requires 
(Kourtoumi, 2004):

• Discovery of existing knowledge (archival 
description)

• Acquisition of knowledge (indexes and 
inventories)

• Creation of new knowledge (schemas, on-
tologies)

• Storage and organization of knowledge 
(metadata)

• Sharing of knowledge (public access, user-
friendly systems)

• Use and application of knowledge (learning 
environment)

• Feedback (educational programs, course 
packs)

The identification of knowledge needs of the 
users are based on the principles of lifelong learn-
ing, the basic stages of which are:

• Information (discovery of existing knowl-
edge) 

• Tacit knowledge (acquisition of knowledge)
• Understanding (creation of new knowl-

edge)
• Application (storage and organization of 

knowledge)
• Analysis (sharing of knowledge)
• Synthesis (use and application of knowl-

edge) 
• Evaluation ( feedback and digital libraries)

 
The core philosophy of the lifelong learning 

process is the discovery of knowledge, not the 
passive reception of information. It is a condition 
of constant apprenticeship- mobile, flexible and 
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adaptable (Ainley and Rainbird, 1999). In all stages 
archives are used as a dictionary, a databank, a 
thesaurus or a quilt index. In all dimensions they 
work as a comprehensive, trans- institutional 
online collection tool built upon an open source 
digital repository: the user opens it every time 
he or she needs to find out something and comes 
back to it when he or she needs it again.

In the archival domain investing on knowledge 
management by providing a user-friendly e-learn-
ing conceptual environment, can be viewed as a 
process. In this process the target is to optimise 
the effective application of intellectual capital to 
achieve organizational objectives: to maximize 
effectiveness and efficiency of archival institu-
tions in the global environment (Bouthillier & 
Shearer, 2002). The challenge in lifelong learning 
is to discover and capture the tacit intellectual 
capital -that contained in the primary sources- in 
order for archives to enable the general public to 
“construct” its learning:

• By sharing their capital through world-wide 
connectivity and interoperability, to leverage 
corporate capital.

• By encompassing learning for personal, civic 
and social purposes as well as for employ-
ment-related purposes.

THE PEDAGOGIC AGENDA:
CONSTRUCTING DIGITAL
COLLECTIONS As SOCIALLY
INTELLIGENT AGENTS 

As Smith (1998) noted in the American Historical 
Association’s newsletter, many web sites “seduce 
the senses without engaging the mind”. In the 
digital era the archival sector sees a spectrum of 
e-learning user types emerging, ranging from 
the inexperienced, novice user, to the highly 
proficient and advanced user of digital resources. 
In the archival environment digitisation includes 

taking a physical object or analogue item, such 
as a tape recording, a map, or correspondence, 
from a collection that is rare or unique, often 
extremely fragile, and taking photographs of the 
item, and transferring the photographs to a digi-
tal medium. The negatives or prints are scanned 
into digital format (Library of Congress, 2000). 
Digital files are imported into, and managed with 
the use of software programs. Digital files may 
be read, compressed, transferred and retrieved 
over computer networks then made accessible 
and viewed on computer monitors. 

The focus lately is moving from creating 
large amounts of digital content and providing 
some fairly simple access tools, upon construct-
ing sophisticated systems for ongoing use or 
apparatus providing interpretation. All of these 
efforts are producing numerous large collections 
of material, databases that are open to exploration 
and presentation in dozens of different directions 
(Oluic-Vukovic, 2001). While digitising and mak-
ing available collections through the Internet has 
been a laudatory goal for archives, there is still a 
evolving need to push this accessibility further to 
more deeply engage users with the rich historical 
sources that the database would highlight, exploit-
ing the pedagogical and interactive possibilities of 
the medium. Although many archival institutions 
have embraced digital archives to make their col-
lections more accessible to support learning as a 
social experience, few have joined in multi–state 
efforts to combine resources concerning a specific 
topic to explore the medium’s pedagogic potential 
(Mercier and Wykoff, 2005). 

Digital archival collections need to be con-
sidered from the vantage point of the content 
and functionality they are providing as well as 
the context of the activities they are intended to 
support. As complex resources are designed and 
developed for education in particular, careful 
research on how archival users learn using such 
resources should inform the construction of 
these digital collections. If such pedagogically 
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structured resources are made available, users 
will learn how to decipher, judge, apply, and 
learn from these digital collections. In terms of 
significant lifelong learning, such knowledge will 
serve the users well. 

Meanwhile, archival institutions invest in 
digital projects within the semantic scope by 
carefully designing metadata results for lifelong 
purposes, including:

• Reducing over-handling of material in order 
to preserve it (diagnosing learning needs)

• Assisting in promoting the collections and 
the institution in a global environment 
( formulating learning needs)

• Providing intellectually access to value-
added information (identifying human 
material resources for learning)

• Achieving the best information and knowl-
edge management of their material in the 
short and long-term (choosing and imple-
menting appropriate learning strategies 
and evaluating learning outcomes)

On pedagogic grounds, then, the issue for 
archival institutions is not a choice between con-
ventional and e-learning delivery methods, but a 
choice of the most appropriate balance between 
the uses of these different methods in different 
contexts. This is a process, which involves the 
professional judgment of educators, taking into 
account the changing needs, demands, interests 
and capabilities of students (O’Brien, 2005). 
However, there is a significant scope to enhance 
the quality and reach of education by appropriate 
and well-planned developments of e-learning in 
archival institutions: to embrace the idea that the 
most useful forms of representation of archival 
information and knowledge, the most powerful 
analogies, illustrations, examples, explanations, 
and demonstrations; in a word, the most power-
ful the ways of representing and formulating the 
subject that make it comprehensible to students 
(Bothman, 2002). 

On pedagogical content knowledge embedding 
digital libraries of archival material also includes 
an understanding of what makes the learning of 
specific topics easy or difficult: the conceptions 
and preconceptions that students of different ages 
and backgrounds bring with them to the learning 
of those most frequently taught topics and les-
sons focused on databases from archival sources 
(Shulman, 1987). This “conceptual infrastructure” 
databases for archival sources need to be linked 
with new tools whereby both verbal and visual 
quoting is an integral part of the software. Access 
to it is combined with spaces for collaborative 
and personal creation and co-creation. There 
are challenges to find new ways of visual and 
verbal quotation, of reference, of building on the 
richness of the past to arrive at a more creative 
future. Combining the universal approaches of art 
and sciences through the particular approaches of 
historical evidences, as presented in the archival 
heritage from the past to the present, offers a valu-
able key to future creativity (Hedstrom, 2002).

On the semantic web educators and their 
students can locate archival sources, put the col-
lected ones in their historical context, classify and 
present them by time, geography, theme, or sub-
ject, in addition to keyword searches. Thus, they 
construct their own digital libraries, within the 
archival digital collections. This feedback works 
as powerful tool to help activate the background 
knowledge of students on a particular topic or is-
sue and spark an interest to find out more (Stiles, 
2002). It can even supplements their narratives 
with virtually unbounded collections of sources, 
notes, graphs, charts, images, and links that even 
a profligate publisher could not hope to fit into a 
book. In addition, given the open access of the 
web, it seems appropriate to cast the widest pos-
sible net, highlighting materials that can be tied 
into classroom curriculum. This is preferable more 
than just focusing on figures such as official data 
and national policies which will likely dominate 
coverage in print of relative textbooks (Bloom 
& Stout, 2005). 
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The marginal cost of reaching different open 
access archives is almost zero. With the semantic 
web interested colleagues can access an online 
subject-based archival source (in a form of a photo, 
a diary, a catalogue, an oral history interview or 
a document) as cheaply and simply as a dozen. 
Moreover, the structure of the semantic web allows 
interested parties to access the primary source 
material from any internet-connected computer, 
at any time, and even to search the evidence for 
phrases or keywords. Educators and students alike 
may link this piece of evidence to others on the 
web, catalogue and copy it, and even print it if 
so desired (Cohen, 2004). 

The massive knowledge capacity of the se-
mantic web means that educators and students 
(=users) can push beyond the selectivity of paper 
collections to create more comprehensive archives 
with multiple viewpoints and multiple formats 
(including audio and video as well as text). These 
archives, hopefully partially making up for their 
lack of the curator’s touch with their size, scope 
and immediacy, will in turn require more sophis-
ticated tools for future research (for example, see 
the two Harvard’s Open Collections Programs, 
“Women Working, 1800-1930” (http://ocp.hul.
harvard.edu/ww/) and “Immigration to the United 
States, 1789-1930 (http://ocp.hul.harvard.edu/ei). 
If carefully developed, such collections- ideally 
interoperable with others of their ilk- provide 
history engaged and history aware students, with 
the means to understand the past in a more direct 
and coherent way and, hopefully, more deeply 
(Mercier & Wykoff, 2005). 

Educators and students will be able, then, to 
express the inimitable regional and local dimen-
sions of history. They will entail simultaneously 
realities at local, regional and national levels 
internationally, illustrating the importance of 
the cultural context in how educational ideas are 
interpreted, reshaped and realized to improve 
classroom learning (Barnes, 1992). Providing 

“conceptual infrastructure” in the web for archival 
sources, new knowledge-based approaches can 
be achieved in the domain for formal education 
programs, leading in (Kourtoumi, 2005):

• Providing frameworks for information 
exchange and resource interoperability in 
high quality primitive resources

• Assisting users in understanding historical 
content

• Assisting information providers with con-
ceptualising a topic

• Mapping out the conceptual structure and 
providing a common language for research/
curriculum fields in social studies

• Providing classification/typology and con-
cept definitions

• Clarifying concepts by putting them into 
context

• Providing orientation and serving as a refer-
ence tool for educators and students

• Assisting with the exploration of the con-
ceptual context of a research problem and 
in structuring the problem

• Providing the conceptual basis for the design 
of good research, for the consistent definition 
of variables

• Providing the accumulation of research 
results within the curriculum and/or for 
lifelong learning purposes

• Providing the conceptual basis for the ex-
ploration of the various aspects of a program 
in program planning, in the identification 
of approaches and strategies, and in the 
development of evaluation criteria

• Supporting (both technical and human) for 
consistent communication between educa-
tional communities and archival institu-
tions
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THE INNOVATION AGENDA:
APPLYING ARCHIVAL KNOWLEDGE 
PRODUCTION FOR LEARNING 
SCENARIOS

 
Knowledge based e-learning has already become 
central to the creation of the intellectual capac-
ity on which archival knowledge production and 
utilisation depend. Archival institutions have to 
promote lifelong-learning practices and update 
knowledge and skills if they are to retain com-
petitive advantage. As traditional institutions of 
primitive historical information, they have an 
important role to play in this regard, by under-
pinning learning in its broadest sense, both as a 
formal activity within an institution and infor-
mally within the community. They have to take 
advantage of the opportunities offered by the new 
information and communications technologies. 
Failure to do so will mean the widening of the 
digital divide that is facing most of the developing 
countries, particularly the low-income countries 
(EBLIDA, 2001).

By creating digital surrogates of their collec-
tions on a semantic scope, archival institutions 
continue to support the notion that there is value in 
the materials they house in a global environment. 
However, research in scale-up is very difficult 
to perform except by building and deploying a 
large-scale digital knowledge-based collection 
system. Establishing infrastructure and tools to 
facilitate experimentation with large-scale sys-
tems is essential, as is funding to study use and 
behaviour of large-scale systems once deployed 
through this infrastructure. 

Applying such infrastructure and tools in 
archival sources is valuable for creating learning 
materials and learning scenarios. Archival knowl-
edge is then directly introducing into the lifelong 
learning processes at all level in arts, humanities, 
science and vocational courses. These learning 
environment focus primarily on older and historic 
manmade structures and environments, promot-

ing their use in curriculum as visual resources 
for teaching knowledge and skills; as resources 
for the study of a continuum of cultures; and as 
real and actual places that users of all ages can 
experience, study and evaluate first hand (Cole-
man, 1988).

The essence of the digital collections approach 
is to enable access to web-accessible material 
through interoperable repositories for metadata 
sharing, publishing and archiving (Hepburn, 
2004). It arise out the archival community, where 
a growing need for low-barrier interoperability 
solution to access fairly heterogeneous repositories 
of raw historical information lead to the establish-
ment and promotion of interoperability standards 
that aim to facilitate the efficient dissemination 
of archival content. 

Once a workable schema is in place, the next 
task is to enable users to provide input in the sys-
tem. It is seen vital that the capture of knowledge 
has to happen within the domain that the users 
are focusing on (highly contextual), and represent 
that context correctly to others. As a consequence, 
specific forms of users’ innovation are evolving 
(Houle, 1961): 

• Goal-orientated innovations: For those 
users who use education as a means of ac-
complishing fairly clear cut objectives. 

• Activity-orientated innovations: For those 
users who take part in such activities because 
of an attraction in the circumstances of learn-
ing rather than in the content or announced 
purpose. 

• Learning-orientated innovations: For 
those users who seem to seek knowledge 
for their own sake.

Principally, two types of knowledge need to be 
captured. The first is as an annotation to existing 
content. The techniques of annotation have been 
found useful to retain context while avoiding 
unnecessary changes in the original knowledge 
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object. On-line news bulletins, allow discussion 
treads, user feedback and user ratings directly 
attached to the “document”. Secondly, new con-
tent needs to be added to the knowledge base. To 
maintain the integrity of the knowledge base, only 
users with suitable access rights should be able 
to add this level of content, or additions need to 
be moderated and accepted prior to addition in 
the knowledge base (Verhaart, 2003). The final 
part of the content management system is the 
ability to reorganize the domain content for use 
in different lifelong learning situations. At this 
level it will be important that the annotations and 
any new or additional content are flagged so that 
any anomalies or updated content can be added 
to this reorganized taxonomy.

CONCLUSION

In the knowledge era archives attempt to share 
their collections by digitizing and indexing them 
on the web. Since knowledge is recognized as 
an essential asset for archives to survive on in-
creasingly competitive and global environment, 
knowledge management has become an impor-
tant effort in many archival organizations. The 
Semantic Web as a context for deploying digital 
library systems for archival collections offers an 
unprecedented opportunity -- not only techni-
cally by providing connectivity to an enormous 
potential user base but also culturally, given the 
Internet community’s models and traditions of 
technology diffusion through the distribution of 
publicly available prototype software -- to move 
ahead large-scale experiments. Research efforts 
within the archival community should exploit 
these opportunities in humanizing information 
technology. 

It seems clear that the inevitable presence of 
large amounts of valuable, proprietary archival 
information -- which can be viewed as another 
form of scale-up in digital libraries for archival 

collections -- also shapes the research agenda in 
new ways. The near-term focus is on overcoming 
the infrastructural barriers to supporting propri-
etary content information. The development of 
an increasingly global marketplace for archival 
resources in the Semantic Web may: 

• Create new opportunities in all areas of 
the research agenda presented above that 
archivists can not overlook.

• Allow professionals to explore vital new 
questions in the development of archival 
description, navigation, access, and resource 
discovery and retrieval technologies and 
systems that can function in this broader 
environment of the semantic web.

As archivists -and other information profes-
sionals in the cultural heritage domain- are using 
digital information systems and objects, they are 
called to resolve some key questions:

• Indentify which metadata and ontologies 
schemas are best applied in their case to best 
meet the needs of the information creator, 
repository and users.

• Ensure that they have chosen the most cur-
rent versions of the metadata and ontologies 
schemas being applied in the market.

Undoubtedly, there are research issues and 
outstanding questions in the design of such an 
infrastructure. There are also operational and 
policy problems impeding deployment. While 
some of the research issues are complex and will 
require ongoing exploration, putting at least the 
first steps towards the necessary infrastructure 
in place to accommodate such valuable content 
information is a high priority in advancing the 
research agenda and addressing scale-up issues. 

Within the education paradigm of lifelong 
learning and by encouraging the general public 
to share their discoveries and engage in more 
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sophisticated use and analysis of archives, the 
application of semantic web change the way that 
“documents” as educational materials are de-
signed, developed and distributed. It also changes 
the roles that the “student” - the user- and the 
“educational provider” - the archival institution 
- play and the interaction between these “players” 
in the educational setting. 
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ABSTRACT

In clinical training, students plan, implement and evaluate their learning activities by themselves. They 
apply theories and concepts in a real clinical environment and learn through social interaction and 
reflective thinking to experience, conceptualize, apply and create new knowledge to solve clinical prob-
lems. Since students are sent to different clinical locations for training and are mentored on a one-to-one 
basis, it is difficult for students to share their knowledge, make enquiries or interact with their peers 
and mentors for social and reflective learning. Web 2.0 provides a collaborative and social interactive 
platform that allows learners to exchange, share, acquire, codify, distribute, and disseminate knowledge. 
Its functions and features are able to construct a virtual and distributed environment for learners to 
gather, filter and update the knowledge over different Internet sources. This chapter thus aims to discuss 
the functions and features of Web 2.0 technology and its applications to clinical training. 

CLINICAL TRAINING IN NURSE 
EDUCATION

Clinical training and hospital attachment are the 
areas of thematic learning in nursing education. 
It is normal practice for nursing institutes to 

send their final year students to placements for 
clinical training. Each student is attached to one 
clinician to learn and practice their clinical skills 
in a real environment. Students are required to 
plan, implement, and evaluate their own learning 
activities by themselves (Dornan et al., 2005). 
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Students are asked to take notes and share their 
clinical experience (Iyamu et al., 2007) with 
mentors and peers in the placement. Through 
such social and reflective learning, knowledge 
on clinical operations can be shared, exchanged 
and collaborated (Meskó et al., 2007), stimulat-
ing students’ to think and create new knowledge 
(Dornan et al., 2005; O’Neill et al., 2002). More 
importantly, students are trained in the ability 
to integrate their knowledge and skills in their 
workplaces thereby approaching clinical opera-
tions with increased confidence.

Web 2.0 is a people-based knowledge manage-
ment tool that supports knowledge collaboration, 
exchange, sharing, and creation. It provides the 
platform and tools, such as blogs, wikis, podcasts, 
social bookmarks, really simple syndication 
(RSS), tags and social network software, for 
learners to interact and communicate in a virtual 
and distributed environment (Santoro, 2007; Lee, 
Tsui and Garner, 2008; Gooding, 2008). Follow-
ing the rapid growth of the usage of Web 2.0 in 
e-learning (Santoro, 2007), this paper investigates 
how Web 2.0 can be applied for clinical training 
in nurse education and what issues to be consid-
ered in developing a Web 2.0 platform for clinical 
knowledge sharing.

WEB 2.0 TECHNOLOGY
DEVELOPMENT

Web 2.0 technologies include blog, wiki, podcast, 
social bookmark, tags, really simple syndication 
and social network software and has the features 
of social interaction and collaboration to facilitate 
knowledge sharing and exchange over internet 
platform (Lau et al., 2009). It allows community 
to publish and share content by themselves and 
to edit content collaboratively and interactively. 
Through such social interaction and collective 
intelligence, knowledge is created, exchanged, 
shared and created. 

Blog

A blog is a user-friendly content management tool 
that allows users (bloggers) to publish their own 
content on the web (Santoro, 2007; Gooding, 2008; 
Kamel et al., 2007; Boulos et al., 2006; McGee et 
al., 2008; McLean et al., 2007). A blogger shares 
his writings (blog) with other bloggers who are in 
the community or the general public. Other blog-
gers write comments or share their feelings and 
opinions about the posted blog, or link it to other 
blogs. Through such blogs’ linking and sharing, 
communities with the same interest and discus-
sion topics are formed. Bloggers share, exchange, 
distribute and disseminate their knowledge and 
experience through such social interaction and 
communication. In clinical placements, students 
are allocated to different clinics for placement. 
They take notes and share their clinical experi-
ences with their mentor and peers. Blogs overcome 
the geographical problems and help students to 
post and share their clinical experience with 
peers or mentors in other locations, connect-
ing them in a virtual social environment that 
results in clinical knowledge sharing, exchange, 
distribution and dissemination, and facilitates 
learning through social interaction and reflective 
thinking. By analyzing blogs’ linking, students 
with similar study topics are linked and clustered 
together to form an expert locator, topic directory 
or community. This helps learners to navigate the 
required clinical knowledge more easily, and to 
locate experts or peers with similar clinical ex-
perience for knowledge acquisition. Thus, blogs 
can be used as discussion forum, expert locator, 
topic directory or case repository for social and 
reflective learning in clinical training.

Wiki

A wiki is a collaborative editing tool that allows 
authors to co-edit a document (O’Neill et al., 2002; 
Gooding, 2008; Kamel et al., 2007; Boulos et al., 
2006; McLean et al., 2007). It provides the func-
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tions/features of content management, versioning 
control, right management, etc. Authors collab-
oratively edit a single document. They review, 
add comments and revise the content. Through 
such collective intelligence and collaboration, 
knowledge is created. Each student is attached 
to one clinician for training. Students are sent 
to different clinics and supervised by different 
mentors, but they may handle similar clinical 
cases in their placements. Wikis allow students 
to share their clinical experience and work col-
laboratively to edit, among other, similar clinical 
cases. Through such collaboration and collective 
intelligence, students can create knowledge for 
problem solving. Most importantly, all the similar 
clinical cases can be grouped into certain topics 
for sharing. Thus, a wiki can be used as a col-
laborative platform for groupwork and to build a 
knowledge repository for social learning.

Podcast

A podcast is a series of audio or video digital-
media files for playback on portable media play-
ers and computers (Santoro, 2007; Kamel et al., 
2007; Sandars et al., 2007). It can be syndicated, 
subscribed to and downloaded automatically 
when the content is updated. Podcasters distrib-
ute and disseminate the digital-media files over 
the internet and subscribers obtain the podcasts 
via a simple syndication feed reader in real time. 
Thus, students can capture clinical skills and 
techniques in image, audio or video files during 
clinical training, and distribute and disseminate 
these podcasts via RSS feed reader to their peers 
or mentors. Their peers and mentors can view 
the podcasts through their ipods or computers 
at anytime and anywhere. Thus, podcasts can 
be used as digital-media teaching material and 
facilitating knowledge distribution, dissemination 
and acquisition for clinical training.

Social Bookmark

A social bookmark is a method for internet users 
to store, organize, search and manage webpage 
bookmarks (Gooding, 2008; Yang et al., 2008). 
Social bookmark software allows users to input 
tags (i.e. keywords or terms) informally and per-
sonally to describe the webpages, and share the 
tagged bookmarks with others. By relating the 
tags of the bookmarked pages, bookmarks can be 
linked and clustered into different topics. Students 
in clinical placements already share their blogs, 
podcasts and clinical websites with their peers 
or mentors, and social bookmarks further allow 
them to add bookmarks and tags to these internet 
sources. By classifying and relating the book-
marks into different categories collaboratively, 
students can more easily search for the required 
knowledge on a certain topic from the social 
bookmark websites. Thus, the social bookmark 
is a knowledge collaboration and sharing method 
for bookmarking. It is used as a community-based 
bookmarking tool for learning resources indexing, 
which shortens students’ searching time.

Tags

Tags are the keywords or terms for describing 
digital media content such as social bookmarks, 
audio clips, video clips, blogs, wikis, websites, 
etc. Tags are built by a community and are used 
to describe its content. The tag cloud function 
collects and counts the number of tags used by a 
community, and groups and classifies them into 
different topics that enable a search engine to 
search more accurately (Connor, 2008). Students 
can add tags to their podcast, blog, wiki or social 
bookmarks content and share the tags with their 
peers or mentors for tagging or content search-
ing. The more accurate search results from such 
tagging of knowledge collaboration and sharing 
help students acquire the required knowledge more 
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effectively and efficiently. Tags can therefore be 
used as community-based taxonomy to describe 
the learning content of podcasts, blogs, wikis, 
social bookmarks or clinical websites. 

Really Simple Syndication 

Really Simple Syndication (RSS) is a feed reader 
for content distribution, dissemination and acqui-
sition (McLean et al., 2007) over internet sources 
such as blogs, wikis, podcasts, social bookmarks 
or websites. When the source content is updated, 
the RSS feed reader authomatically sends an alert 
signal and pushes the updated content to RSS 
subscribers so that RSS subscribers gather the 
most updated information in real time. By adding 
the RSS to clinical internet sources, knowledge 
can be distributed and disseminated to students 
efficiently. Students can subscribe to an RSS feed 
reader and gain clinical experience from clinical 
cases and discussions via blogs, wikis, social 
bookmarks or other websites automatically. In 
other words, an RSS feed reader can be used as 
a learning content updater in clinical training, 
speeding up the knowledge dissemination and 
distribution processes and students’ knowledge 
acquistion processes.

Social Network Software

Lastly, social network software provides social 
networking functions such as audio/video con-
ferencing, IP telephony, desktop sharing, chat 
rooms, whiteboards, etc., for a community to 
communicate and interact in a virtual environ-
ment (Bonniface et al., 2007). It provides com-
munity-building functions such as an electronic 
portfolio, resume builder, and social network-
ing, so that people can be connected together to 
form online communities to exchange and share 
knowledge (Rapoza, 2008). In clinical training, 
social network software allows students to create 
communities, connect with people, spread ideas, 

and share knowledge in a virtual community en-
vironment that facilitates social learning among 
students and overcomes geographical barriers for 
knowledge sharing and exchange. Thus, social 
network software can be used as a platform to 
build a community for social learning. Students 
can exchange, share and create knowledge through 
such social interaction and communication.

In summary, Web 2.0 provides the features 
of collaborative work, social networking, com-
munity, and self-management. By using Web 2.0 
tools, students can build communities and learn 
through knowledge collaboration, exchange and 
sharing. Web 2.0 provides a networked environ-
ment for learners to interact with each other in a 
single place and to create new knowledge through 
social interaction and reflective thinking. Web 
2.0 links up internet learning sources in a vir-
tual and distributed environment that facilitates 
knowledge dissemination and distribution over 
the Internet. Learners can plan and implement 
their own learning activities with Web 2.0 appli-
cations and evaluate their learning outcomes by 
themselves. In other words, Web 2.0 technology 
links people and internet learning sources and 
builds communities. It overcomes some of the 
geographical and one-to-one mentoring problems 
for social and reflective learning.

ISSUES CONCERNING THE USE
OF A WEB 2.0 PLATFORM FOR
CLINICAL KNOWLEDGE SHARING  

In summary, Web 2.0 provides the functions and 
features for knowledge collaboration, exchange, 
sharing and creation. It can be applied to clinical 
training for improving clinical knowledge through 
social and reflective learning. Thus, in order to 
implement a usable clinical training Web 2.0 
platform, other issues such as interface design, 
learning content, patient privacy, perceptions of 
knowledge-sharing behavior of nurse, factors 
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for increasing the likelihood of nurse on using 
web-based platform, and organizational culture 
are required to be studied.
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ABSTRACT

Folksonomies offer an easy method to organize information in the current Web. This fact and their col-
laborative features have derived in an extensive involvement in many Social Web projects. However they 
present important drawbacks regarding their limited exploring and searching capabilities, in contrast 
with other methods as taxonomies, thesauruses and ontologies. One of these drawbacks is an effect of its 
flexibility for tagging, frequently producing multiple syntactic variations of a same tag. In this chapter 
the authors study the application of two classical pattern matching techniques, Levenshtein distance for 
the imperfect string matching and Hamming distance for the perfect string matching, to identify syntactic 
variations of tags. This chapter explores the use of pattern techniques to identify syntactic variations of 
tags in order to reduce the existing noise in certain folksonomies. This chapter focuses on two classi-
cal distances used to perform perfect string matching as the Hamming’s Distance, and imperfect string 
matching as the Levenshtein’s Distance.
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INTRODUCTION 

Folksonomies (Vander Wal, 2008) are based in 
the assignation of text tags to different resources, 
such as photos, web pages, documents, etc., in 
order to classify these resources in Web 2.0. Us-
ers use these tags to annotate resources defining 
collaboratively the meaning of the annotated 
resources, and the used tags.

New search and exploration approaches are 
possible with Folksnomies, based on the use of 
the tags (Millen, 2006; Golder, 2005). Users can 
search for tags, or use navigation systems such 
as clouds of words, to locate resources tagged by 
other users and to find information.

Though folksonomies have a great success 
in current web, mainly due to their simplicity of 
use, they have also important disadvantages. The 
fact of users creating tags and assigning them 
freely to resources produces the inexistence of 
any structure among these tags. As folksonomies 
become larger, more problems appear regarding 
the use of synonyms, syntactic tag variations 
and different granularity levels (Gruber, 1993). 
All these problems make more and more diffi-
cult the exploration and retrieval of information 
(Mathes, 2004; Guy, 2006) decreasing the quality 
of folksonomies Thus, the reduction of syntac-
tic tag variations aids to improve the quality of 
folksonomies.

There exist different types of syntactic varia-
tions of tags: typographical misspellings in the 
annotation process (semanticweb/semnticwev/
zemantcweb); grammatical number (singular or 
plural) of the same word (semanticweb/ semantic-
webs); separators (semantic-web/semanticweb); or 
a combination of them (semntic-web/smanticweb, 
semntic-webs, etc.). The existence of these varia-
tions causes the classification of the resources 
under different tags, when they should be classified 
under just one. This fact makes more confusing 
the clouds of words, the location of information 
and the navigation on the folksonomy. However, 
by identifying all of them as variations of the same 

label “semantic web” and grouping them under 
the same tag, a user can access this tag obtaining 
all the information concerning the resources as-
sociated with it and its syntactic variations.

This chapter focuses on the application of pat-
tern matching techniques to identify syntactic tag 
variations. We propose the utilization of pattern 
matching techniques to identify syntactic varia-
tions of tags. We study two classical pattern match-
ing techniques as Levenshtein (Levenshtein, 1966) 
and Hamming (Hamming, 1950) distances on a 
large real dataset, evaluating how these techniques 
perform the identification of both variations of 
known tags and new (non-existing) tags.

We show the percentages of correct identifi-
cation achieved with each distance considering 
different types of variations, as typographic 
errors, transpositions of adjacent characters, 
singulars and plurals, and substitution/deletion 
of separators.

To our knowledge, there is not any study about 
the application of pattern matching techniques to 
the identification of syntactic variations of tags. 
Only in (Specia, 2007) a pre-filtering of the tags 
is performed before applying an algorithm for tag 
clustering. This is used to minimize the effects of 
syntactic variations and to increase the quality of 
tag clustering. Authors group similar tags using 
the Levenshtein similarity metric to determine 
morphological variations, although over a reduced 
experimental data set and following a non in detail 
described process. Another way to represent these 
variations is presented in (Gruber, 1993) where a 
ontology with three properties associated to tags 
(prefLabel, altLabel and hiddenLabel) is used.

The use of pattern matching techniques de-
signed to automatically recognize syntactic varia-
tions of tags provides mechanisms to improve the 
quality of folksonomies. 

Approximate string matching techniques 
allow dealing with the problem introduced by 
syntactic variations on folksonomies. The prob-
lem consists on the comparison of a candidate 
input string called α, maybe containing errors, 
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and a pattern string ω in order to transform α in 
ω (Navarro, 2001). 

Edit operations (insertion, deletion and change 
of a symbol) allow recovering those errors trans-
forming α in ω. The number of edit operations 
needed to recover an input string provides a 
distance measure between the input string and 
the pattern string. This distance, known as edit 
distance, can be expressed in terms of similarity 
and distance (dissimilarity) measures between 
strings. Classical techniques (Gonzalez, 1978) 
consider the error correction on input strings 
introducing new rules in the grammar modelling 
the considered errors (Schneider, 1992). 

The Hamming distance between two strings of 
equal length indicates the number of positions for 
which the corresponding symbols are different. It 
measures the minimum number of substitutions 
required to transform the candidate string into 
the pattern string. The Hamming distance can 
be shown as the number of errors that transform 
one string into the other. The Hamming distance 
is commonly used to perform perfect matching 
between pairs of strings but in our case we deal 
with pairs of strings with different length strings 
by padding white spaces at the end of the short-
est string. However, for these situations and for 
those cases where not just substitutions but also 
insertions or deletions have to be expected, a 
more sophisticated metric like the Levenshtein 
distance is more appropriate.

Probably, the most relevant contribution in the 
field of imperfect string matching is the General-
ized Levenshtein Distance. The main drawback of 
these techniques is the limited number of errors 
that can be considered due to the finite number 
of rules introduced in the grammar to model edit 
operations. 

We present an easy method to organize in-
formation, due to its simplicity comparing with 
other alternatives like taxonomies, thesauruses or 
ontologies. Users collaborates assigning tags to 
different resources: web pages, pictures, videos, 
tourist places, etc. 

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: 
section 2 introduces the addressed problem, sec-
tion 3 describes the experimental scenario, section 
4 presents and analyzes the experimental results 
obtained; and finally, conclusions and references 
end the chapter.

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

Uncontrolled vocabulary, the inexistence of any a 
priori structure among tags, synonyms, syntactic 
variations, granularity levels… all of these prob-
lems make more and more difficult the exploration 
and retrieval of information decreasing the quality 
of folksonomies.

This chapter focuses on reducing the problems 
derived from the existence of syntactic variations. 
This existence causes the classification of the 
resources under different tags, when they can be 
classified under just one. Browsing and finding 
of information procedures become more difficult 
due to this classification. A reduction of the tag 
entropy provides a handy browsing without a lack 
of information. Figure 1 shows a tag cloud where 
we can appreciate some syntactic variations like 
“flower/flowers”, “girl/girls”, “mountain/moun-
tains”... It is important to minimize the number 
of tag variations in a tag cloud, since a given tag 
can be split in different tag variations reducing 
its relevance on the cloud. In this sense, a great 
number of syntactic variations cannot appear in 
the tag cloud due since the cloud contains the more 
frequently used tags. Furthermore, the existence 
of several syntactic variations of a given tag often 
implies the absence of this tag in the tag cloud, 
since the total amount of references is distributed 
among the tag and all its syntactic variations. 
These variations have a very low relevance 
themselves, but their contribution can grant the 
presence of the given tag in the tag cloud.

In order to illustrate the problem to solve, we 
present a search over Flickr. Flickr1 is an image 
and video hosting website, considered one of the 
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earliest Web 2.0 online community platforms. 
Flickr is a photo repository where users share 
personal photographs. These photos can be tagged 
and browsed by folksonomic means. Note that 
a given user wants to retrieve photos concern-
ing the Guggenheim Museum sited in Bilbao. 
Figure 2 illustrates the results of this search. We 
can appreciate that 557 photos are tagged with a 
misspelled word (Gugenheim). Near a 2% of the 
images are not properly tagged due to this unde-
sired variation of the word Guggenheim, so the 
resources incorrectly tagged are not accessible 
by users who search correctly.

We propose the utilization of pattern match-
ing techniques to identify syntactic variations of 
tags and group them. These techniques are based 
in the comparison of a pattern string and a can-
didate string. We focus our job in analyzing and 
comparing two classical techniques as Hamming 
and Levenshtein distances.

WORKBENCH

This section describes the experimental scenario 
we have used to evaluate Levenshtein and Ham-

ming distances, paying special attention to the 
datasets and the methodology followed. This 
workbench is available on the web2. 

Datasets

We have collected data from the social web 
CiteULike (which contains bibliographic cites) 
in order to evaluate our proposal, collecting a 
total number of 2,290,740 annotations. Each an-
notation consists on a tag assigned by a user to a 
resource, at a given date. In this way, one annota-
tion with several tags would be represented by one 
registry for each tag assigned to the resource.

After a first analysis of the resulting data set, 
we can appreciate the existence of two tags with 
a significantly larger number of annotations than 
the rest. This could be interpreted as it would be 
generated by any automatic procedure. These 
tags were “bibtex-import”, with 178,813 annota-
tions and “no-tag”, with 73,755 annotations. Once 
deleted the annotations associated to these tags, 
the resulting data set has the following charac-
teristics: (1) 2,038,172 annotations (one record 
per user-tag-resource), (2) 494,206 resources, (3) 
21,480 users, and (4) 151,522 tags.

Figure 1. Example of tag cloud
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In order to evaluate Levenshtein and Hamming 
distances, we have created two data sets: one with 
the aim of checking the correct identification of 
variations (DS1) and another (DS2) to check the 
recognition of new tags.

DS1 is obtained from the 10,000 most often 
used tags. These tags are used in 1,557,198 an-
notations, representing the 76.4 % of the total 
amount of annotations. DS1 consists of a set of 
tuples <pattern tag-candidate tag>: pattern is 
one of the 10,000 related tags, and candidate is a 
syntactic variation of the pattern. These variations 
are created automatically. These syntactic varia-
tions consider different cases: (i) the singular or 
plural, (ii) simulation of a typographical error, (iii) 
simulation of transposition of adjacent symbols, 
(iv) removal and replacement of separators, and 

(v) the own pattern tag in order to verify that the 
used distances recognize the correct pattern when 
both tags fit. In the creation process, if a syntactic 
variation of a pattern tag t fits another pattern tag 
t’, the candidate tags obtained from t’ are addressed 
to t and t’ is deleted. After the whole process, DS1 
contains 8,806 different pattern tags and 39,255 
tuples (pattern, candidate) to check. 

DS2 contains 5,000 tags not included as pattern 
tags in DS1. These tags are used in 122,394 an-
notations representing the 6% of the total amount 
of annotations. 

We create a dictionary with the 8,806 pattern 
tags contained in DS1. This dictionary is used 
to perform the Levenshtein and Hamming dis-
tances over DS1 and DS2 datasets. We use a trie 
structure to store the dictionary when computing 
the distances.

  

 

 
24,288 results for bilbao and guggenheim 
 
 

557 results for bilbao and gugenheim 
 

Figure 2. Searching for the Guggenheim Museum in Bilbao
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Methodology

The identification of syntactic variations of tags 
becomes useful whenever: (1) the pattern matching 
techniques used ensure a high recognition rate of 
tags, which are variations of an existing one; and 
(2) identify, with a high degree of success, new 
tags that do not fit any existing one. The goal is to 
maximize the number of syntactic tag variations 
identified without conditioning the recognition of 
new tags. In our experimental scenario, the goal 
is to maximize the number of correctly identi-
fied tuples <pattern, candidate> on DS1; and to 
maximize the number of tags identified as new 
tags on DS2.

To perform this evaluations a discriminator is 
used. This discriminator consists of the diction-
ary created from DS1 and a distance (Hamming 
or Levenshtein). The discriminator accepts as 
input one tag and checks it with the tags defined 
in the dictionary. As output the discriminator 
provides two values, (1) the most similar tag in 
the dictionary to the provided one, and (2) the 
distance value. We denote in the following by 
candidate the input at the discriminator, and by 
pattern’ its output as depicted in Figure 3.

We take the candidate tag from each tuple in 
DS1 and we apply Levenshtein and Hamming 
distances over the dictionary at the discriminator. 

Then, we get for each candidate a corresponding 
pattern’. Note that the algorithm could select a 
pattern tag (pattern’) different to the correct 
pattern (the associated to the candidate tag in 
DS1). In addition, the discriminator provides the 
distance values between candidate and pattern’. 
In order to interpret the results of the experi-
ment, we denote by OK the case when the tag 
selected by the algorithm (pattern’) is the pattern 
associated to candidate tag in DS1. That is, the 
algorithm selects the expected pattern tag. We 
use NOK to describe the case when pattern’ and 
pattern do not fit. 

A threshold level, called Th, determines the 
accuracy of the discriminator. The candidate tag is 
classified as a syntactic variation of the pattern’ tag 
if the discriminator provides a distance less than 
or equal to this threshold (see Figure 3). Thus, for 
example NOK & ≤ TH indicates that candidate and 
pattern’ tags match with a low distance between 
them, but candidate derives from pattern tag (in 
DS1) which is different to pattern’. 

Dealing with the problem of new tags iden-
tification, when the distance values obtained for 
the tags contained in DS2 (candidates) are greater 
than Th, tags are considered as new pattern tags 
(New). In other case tags will be considered as 
syntactic variations (Not New) of the pattern’ 
provided by the discriminator.

Figure 3. Methodology schema for DS1 data set evaluation
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Table 1 shows the results of processing data sets 
DS1 and DS2 with the Levenshtein and Hamming 
distances, using the dictionary with the 8,806 
different tags of DS1. Results on DS1 are shown 
in four different columns, representing if the cor-
rect pattern has been identified for each candidate 
string (OK) or not (NOK), and if the distance is 
less than or equal to a determined threshold (≤Th). 
Threshold values for each distance have been set 
to 1.0 experimentally, so only one edit operation 
by string is considered.

Table 1 shows that Hamming distance is more 
restrictive at the recognition of pattern variations 
in DS1 (OK & ≤Th) and that it does not overcome 
distance threshold in more cases than the Levensh-
tein distance. This shows that Hamming distance 
trends to identify less variations and therefore to 
identify them as new tags. 

It corresponds with the results on DS2, where 
we can appreciate a greater identification ratio than 
the obtained for the Levenshtein distance.

A breakdown of these results based on the 
different variation types is presented in Table 
2. The variation labelled as Self, represents that 
both pattern and candidate are the same strings, 
so the distance is null and both Hamming and 
Levenshtein distances should identify them al-
ways correctly. Table 2 shows that both distances 
identify correctly the pattern and candidate strings 
when they match (Self / OK & ≤TH). 

Regarding the failures, both distances provide 
similar results for Plural/Singular, Typo Error and 
Transposition variations. However, Levenshtein 
distance identifies correctly a greater number of 
variations associated to substitution/deletion of 
separators. 

Transposition variations imply the existence 
of two edit operations, so a threshold value of 

DS1 DS2

NOK & 
>Th

NOK & 
≤Th

OK & >Th OK & ≤Th > TH (New) ≤TH 
(Not New)

Hamming 3,095 2,152 8,127 25,881 4,162 838

Levenshtein 1,641 2,516 7,767 27,331 4,016 984

NOK & >Th NOK & ≤ Th OK & >Th OK & ≤ Th

Ham. Lev. Ham. Lev. Ham. Lev. Ham. Lev.

Self 0 0 0 0 0 0 8,788 8,788

Plural/Singular 233 253 523 617 928 896 7,291 7,209

Typo error 65 21 669 762 24 60 8,195 8,110

Transposition 1,022 1,358 934 1,108 6,807 6,280 6 23

Separators 1,775 9 26 29 368 531 1,601 3,201

Total (#) 3,095 1,641 2,152 2,516 8,127 7,767 25,881 27,331

Total (%) 7.88% 4.18% 5.48% 6.41% 20.70% 19.79% 65.93% 69.62%

Table 2. Breakdown of the results of Hamming and Levenshtein distances by variation type

Table 1. Process results on datasets DS1 and DS2
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1.0 avoids the identification of this kind of varia-
tion. The greater number of results corresponds 
to OK&>Th, representing that they are able to 
identify correctly the original pattern, but with 
a high distance. 

One way to deal with this situation is increasing 
the threshold, however this implies the acceptance 
of a higher number of edit operations, and this 
would produce an increase in the incorrect identifi-
cation of variations among short tags. For example, 
a threshold value of 2.0, would allow identifying 
as variations many of the transposition cases, but 
would affect negatively in the identification of 
new tags on DS2 for both distances. In the case 
of Hamming distances, identifications as new tags 
(>Th) decreases from 4,162 to 3,281 and in the 
case of Levenshtein, from 4,016 to 2,957. Another 
way is to consider transposition operations as a 
unique and atomic edit operation, assigning a 
unitary cost as occurs in (Oommen, 1997).

Both distances provide good results identify-
ing variations originated by typographic errors 
in which one letter has been replaced by another, 
providing a distance lower or equal than the 
threshold value.

Performance changes when dealing with sepa-
rators. Both distances perform well when separa-
tors are changed by other characters, but results 
differ when the separator is deleted. Hamming 
distance is negatively affected when separators 
are deleted in the middle of the patterns. This fact 
produces that the rest of characters in candidate 
and pattern are considered as different. This 
shows that Levenshtein distance provides better 
results for character insertion or deletion when 
there are more characters after the inserted or 
deleted one.

Moreover, both distances perform well when 
dealing with plural/singular syntactic variations. 
In many cases the variation associated to a plural 
or singular is just only the deletion or insertion 
of an ‘s’ at the end of the tag, so this allows the 
distance between patterns to be lower or equal 
than the threshold value. Both distances also pro-
vide similar results for more complex plurals, as 
(library and libraries). In these cases the distance 
values are greater than the threshold value.

Regarding the lengths of candidate strings, 
Figure 4 shows the identification errors between 
candidate and pattern strings (pattern’ ≠ pattern), 
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Figure 4. Failures of Hamming and Levenshtein distances on DS1 per candidate string length
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attending to the candidates string length. It shows 
that in both cases (Hamming and Levenshtein) 
the greater number of errors happens for tags with 
lengths of 3 and 4 characters. It can be also seen 
that Hamming distance has lightly less identifica-
tion errors for lengths in the range between 4 and 
7, and worse results from this point.

Most of the identification errors are associated 
to lengths 3 and 4. The reason is that any variation 
in short length strings can produce the resultant 
strings will be more similar to other patterns 
distinct to the original. For instance, comparing 
the candidate string mul and wark, created from 
uml and work patterns, the resultant strings from 
both distances have been mdl and dark, instead 
of the original patterns uml and work.

Regarding identification errors for string 
lengths between 4 and 7, Levenshtein distance 
get lightly worse results because it is not so much 
affected by the deletion or insertion of new char-
acters as Hamming distance, so an insertion or 
deletion can make the candidate have less distance 
with other known patterns different from the 
original. For instance, the candidate string vace, 
generated from pattern face with a typographic 

error changing the first character. Hamming 
distance gets the correct original pattern face, 
but Levenshtein distance gets ace as the nearest 
pattern.

However, Hamming distances starts to in-
crease the number of incorrect identifications 
in comparison with Levenshtein distance, from 
the pattern length 8. The reason is due to the fact 
that from these length is more frequent the use of 
separators in tags, and Hamming is more affected 
by the elimination of characters in the middle 
of patterns. So for instance, for the candidate 
string websearch, generated from the pattern 
web_search, Levenshtein identifies correctly the 
original pattern, but Hamming distance gets as 
results the pattern substance.

With the objective of ignoring strings with 
lengths less than or equal to 3, information about 
the amount of tags in the initial dataset of Cit-
eULike have been obtained. Figure 5 shows the 
number of tags per length and Figure 6 shows the 
number of annotations involved per tag length.

Based on these data, trying to identify varia-
tions only for lengths greater than 3, the distances 
would be used for a 95.37% of the tags in the initial 
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Figure 5. Number of tags of each length in the original folksonomy
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CiteULike data set, corresponding to a 91.07% of 
the total number of annotations.

Table 3 summarizes the results obtained ap-
plying Hamming and Levenshtein distances on 
DS1 and DS2 data sets, ignoring tags with length 
less than or equal to 3. It shows that the number of 
incorrectly identified patterns with distance less 
than or equal to the threshold (NOK&≤Th) has 
been reduced: from 2,152 to 587 (72.73%) in the 
case of Hamming distance, and from 2,516 to 871 
(65.38%) in the case of Levenshtein. Regarding 
results on DS2, it shows that both distances keep 
the number of correctly tags identified as new, 
while they reduce the number of tags identified 
as known tags (Not New): from 838 to 418 in the 

case of Hamming distance and from 984 to 513 
in the case of  Levenshtein. This shows that both 
distances were detecting tags with lengths less 
than or equal to 3 as variations of some known 
tag.

Table 4 shows a breakdown of the results on 
DS1 based on the different variations. It can be seen 
that the number of identification errors has been 
reduced in the three types of variations where 
we get more errors previously: plurals/singulars, 
typographic errors and transpositions. The greater 
reduction in associated to transposition variations: 
from 934 errors to 216 in the case of Hamming 
distance and from 1,108 to 281 in the case of 
Levenshtein. The reason is that any transposition 

Figure 6. Number of annotations involved per tag length in the original folksonomy
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Table 3. Process results on DS1 and DS2 ignoring lenghts <=3
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in short patterns has high probability to generate 
another different pattern with less distance.

CONCLUSION

In this work we have analyzed the performance 
of two pattern matching techniques to identify 
syntactic variations in folksonomies: Levenshtein 
distance for the imperfect string matching, and 
Hamming distance for the perfect string match-
ing. We have performed the analysis over a large 
dataset in two different ways: (i) identifying pat-
tern-candidate combinations and (ii) identifying 
new tags. Experiments show that both techniques 
provide similar results for some syntactic variation 
types as typographic errors and simple plurals/
singulars, but Levenshtein gets significantly bet-
ter results than Hamming identifying variations 
based in the insertion/deletion of characters. 
However both techniques do not perform as well 
as desired when identifying variations based in the 
transposition of adjacent characters or some kind 
of singulars/plurals (library/libraries). Moreover, 
both techniques improve their results ignoring 
candidate tags with lengths less than four.

These results show that this techniques can 
be used to identify syntactic variations of tags, 

though they should be adapted to perform better 
with some variation types as plurals/singulars and 
transpositions of adjacent characters.
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ABSTRACT

In this chapter, we explore the use of evolutionary game theory (EGT) (Nowak & May, 1993; Taylor & 
Jonker, 1978; Weibull, 1995) to model the dynamics of adaptive opponent strategies for a large popula-
tion of players. In particular, we explore effects of information propagation through social networks in 
evolutionary games. The key underlying phenomenon that the information diffusion aims to capture is 
that reasoning about the experiences of acquaintances can dramatically impact the dynamics of a society. 
We present experimental results from agent-based simulations that show the impact of diffusion through 
social networks on the player strategies of an evolutionary game and the sensitivity of the dynamics to 
features of the social network. 

INTRODUCTION

We use EGT (Cabrales, 2000; Hofbauer & Sig-
mund, 2003; Weibull, 1995) to model the dynamics 
of adaptive opponent strategies for a large popula-

tion of players. Previous EGT work has produced 
interesting, and sometimes counter-intuitive 
results about how populations of self-interested 
agents will evolve over time (d’Artigues & Vi-
gnolo, 2003; Frey & Luechinger, 2002).
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In our model, at each stage of the game, bound-
edly rational players observe the strategies and 
payoffs of a subset of others and use this informa-
tion to choose their strategies for the next stage of 
the interaction. Building on EGT, we introduce a 
model of interaction where, unlike the standard 
EGT setting, the basic stage game changes over 
time depending on the global state of the popu-
lation (state here means the strategies chosen by 
the players). More precisely, each player has three 
strategies available (cooperate C, defect D, and 
do-nothing N), and the payoffs of the basic stage 
game are re-sampled when the proportion of the 
players playing D crosses a certain threshold from 
above. This feature requires long-term reasoning 
by the players that is not needed in the standard 
EGT setting. A possible example of a similar 
real-world situation is a power struggle between 
different groups. When cooperation drops suffi-
ciently and there are many defections—the situ-
ation turns to chaos. When order is restored, that 
is, when cooperation resumes, the power structure 
and thus, the payoffs, will likely be different than 
before the chaos. The payoffs are kept constant 
while most of the players Cooperate (support the 
status quo) or do-Nothing, but when enough play-
ers are unhappy and choose to Defect, the power 
balance breaks and a radically different one may 
emerge afterwards. 

The available strategies were chosen to ab-
stractly capture and model violent uprisings in 
a society. Players playing C cooperate with the 
current regime and receive reward when interact-
ing with others playing C. If a player has a good 
position in a regime, it has a large incentive to 
continue playing C. D is a strategy played to 
change the payoffs over a long term, but at an 
unavoidable immediate cost. Intuitively, it re-
sembles resorting to insurgency or other violent 
tactics to overthrow a regime. When many players 
play D, playing C can lead to very low payoffs. 
For example, one can imagine a person trying to 
run a small business during a violent uprising. 
If these costs are too high, but the player has no 

incentive to change the regime, playing N can 
limit payoffs—both negative and positive, until 
the situation stabilizes. Intuitively, this might 
correspond to going into hiding or temporarily 
leaving the conflicted area.

Similar to Nowak and May (1993) and Kill-
ingback and Doebeli (1996), we investigate the 
spatial aspect of the interaction. Previous work 
has shown that spatial interaction can change 
which strategies are most effective, for example, 
in Brauchli, Killingback, and Doebeli (1999) an 
interaction lattice changed which strategies were 
most effective in an iterative prisoner’s dilemma 
game. In our model, the players are connected 
into a social network, through which the rewards 
are propagated (Travers & Milgram, 1969; D. J. 
Watts, Dodds, & Newman, 2002). Thus the 
players can benefit (or suffer) indirectly depend-
ing on how well off their friends in the network 
are. We show empirically that the connectivity 
pattern of the network, as well as the amount of 
information available to the players, have signifi-
cant influence on the outcome of the interaction. 
In particular, the presence of a dense scale-free 
network or small-world network led to far higher 
proportions of players playing C than other social 
network types.

GAME DETAILS

We consider a finite population X of players. At 
each stage all the players are randomly matched 
in triples to play the basic stage game. Each player 
thus participates in every stage. Each player has 
three strategies available: cooperate (C), defect 
(D), and do-nothing (N) (one can interpret these 
choices as participating in democratic process, 
resorting to insurgency, and minimizing inter-
actions with the outer world correspondingly). 
The payoff pi(k) of the stage k game to player xi 
is shown in Table 1 (#i(N) means the number of 
agents playing N), where cci – 2 > n > dc > dd > 
cd. Here is a simple rule for distinguishing between 
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these four variables: the first letter corresponds 
to x i’s strategy, the second letter is c if both of 
the x i’s opponents play C and d otherwise. For 
example, cd is the payoff of playing C given that 
at least one of the opponents plays D. Note that 
the payoff matrices for different players can only 
differ in the value of cci. All the other payoffs are 
constant across the population.

Denote SD(k) the proportion of the population 
that defected during stage k: 

number of players that played  during stage ( ) ,
| |

D kSD k
X

=

Before the start of the first stage, ci are sampled 
uniformly from an interval [CCmin, CCmax]. If 
during stage k* the series SD(k) crosses a fixed 
threshold (see the end of this section for the 
interpretation of the threshold) T ∈ (0,1) from 
above, that is, 

* *( 1) and  ( ) ,SD k T SD k T− > <

then all cci are re-sampled. Otherwise they stay 
the same as for previous stage. For example, in 
an individual run plotted in Figure 1, the values 
of cci would be re-sampled only at point B.

One can interpret the previous interaction 
as a power struggle: If the proportion of players 
supporting status quo (i.e., cooperating or doing 
nothing) is high enough, the payoffs for each 
individual players do not change. When enough 
players defect, the system “falls into chaos” and 
after it emerges back from this state, a new power 
balance is formed and the payoffs change cor-
respondingly. Threshold T in this interpretation 

is the minimum number of defectors that brings 
the system into chaos.

Impact of Social Networks

A social network for finite population X is an 
undirected graph <X,E>. Two players i and j are 
neighbors in the network if and only if (xi, xj) ∈ 
E. We investigate the effect of reward sharing in 
social networks. After each stage k every player 
xi obtains in addition to its own payoff pi a shared 
payoff psi: 

neighbors( )

( ) ( ),
j i

i j
x x

ps k a p k
∈

= ∑

where a∈[0,1] is a parameter of the system.
Notice that this does not incur payoff redis-

tribution: The shared payoff is not subtracted 
from payoffs of the players that cause it. One can 
interpret this phenomenon as players being more 
happy when their friends are happy.

Social Network Type

The small-world property of the network means 
that the average distance between two nodes in 
the network is small. It has been shown (D. Watts 
& Strogatz, 1998) that regular non-small-world 
networks, such as grids, may be transformed to 
small-world ones by changing only a small frac-
tions of edges. We followed the algorithm from 
D. Watts and Strogatz to generate the networks 
with probability 0.1 of rewiring any edge of the 
regular structure.

0 opponents play D 1 or 2 opponents play D

xi’s strategy
C cci – #i (N) cd
D dc dd
N n

Table 1.
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In scale-free networks (Barabási & Albert, 
1999) the number of neighbors of a vertex is 
distributed according to a scale-free power law, 
therefore few highly connected vertices dominate 
the connectivity. Many real-world networks pos-
sess the small-world and/or scale-free properties 
(Barabási & Albert, 1999; D. Watts & Strogatz, 
1998).

The impact of both small-world and scale-free 
networks are explored next.

PLAYER REASONING

Information Available to Players

Before describing the player reasoning algorithm 
one has to define what information is available to 
the player, that is, define an observation model. We 
assume that the players are aware of the overall 
behavior of the game, but may not be aware of 
the true values of parameters, such as the pro-

portion SD(k) of the population that played D at 
stage k. The players only observe the actions of 
their opponents for the given stage, as opposed 
to observing the whole population. Therefore, 
the observations available to i after stage k are 
its payoff pi(k), shared payoff psi(k), and propor-
tion ( ), ( ), ( ) {0,0.5,1}obs obs obs

i i iSC k SD k SN k ∈  of its 
direct opponents playing C, D and N during the 
kth stage.

Note that the information about the global 
properties of social network connectivity, such as 
density or whether the network is small worlds or 
scale free, is not available to players. Therefore, 
this global information is not used in the reason-
ing algorithm.

The Reasoning Algorithm

It is easy to see that for any triple of players, a 
single-stage game has 2 Nash equilibria in pure 
strategies: everybody cooperating and every-
body defecting. The cooperative equilibrium 

Figure 1. An example trace of an individual run of the system. x-axis is the stage number (“’time step”), 
y-axis is the proportion SD of the population playing D. The level of threshold T is also plotted for a 
reference.
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Pareto-dominates the “all-defect” equilibrium. 
Therefore, if the “all-cooperate” payoffs cci were 
always held constant across the stages, one would 
expect a population of rational players to always 
play C. However, the payoffs are re-sampled once 
the proportion of players playing C drops below 
T and then grows above T again. This provides 
an incentive for the players that happened to 
receive relatively low values of cci, to play D for 
some period of time in order to try and cause the 
re-sampling of payoffs. On the other hand, if a 
significant share of the players play D, some of the 
players may decide to play N, which guarantees a 
fixed payoff and provides an opportunity to “wait 
until the violence ends.”

A natural way for a player to choose a strategy 
for the next stage is to compare the (approximate) 
cumulative future expected payoffs resulting 
from different strategies. Denote EPi(X) the ap-
proximate cumulative future expected payoff for 
player i and strategy X. Let SXi(k) be i’s estimate 
of the share of population playing X on time 
step k. Then the action selection for step k+1 is 
as follows. If SDi(k) > T, player i chooses action 
arg maxX=C,N EPi(X). Otherwise it chooses arg 
maxX=C,D,N EPi(X). The reason for treating situ-
ation SDi(k) > T specially is that once the share 
of defectors reaches the threshold, reducing the 
share of players below T is in common interest 
of all the players, and the approximate computa-
tions of expected utilities do not always capture 
this feature.

The previous paragraph assumed EPi(X) to 
be known. We now turn to their approximate 
computation.

First consider EPi(D). The only incentive for 
a player i to play D is to try to bring the system 
into chaos in hopes that, when the system emerges 
from chaos, the re-sampled all-cooperate payoff 
cci for that player will be higher than it is now. 
Denote TTCi the i’s estimate of the number of 
stages that it will need to play D before the share 
of those playing D is higher than T, TCi—estimate 

of the number of stages that the system will spend 
above the threshold and finally, TSi the length of 
the following “stability period.” Then 

[ ]
min max

( ) ( ) ( ) [ ]

[ ( )] ,
2

new
i i i i i i

i i i

EP D TTC TC E p D TS E cc
CC CCTTR E p D TS

≈ + +
+

= +

      (1)

where TTRi ≡ TTCi + TCi is “time to re-sampling” 
and

[ ]( ) (# ( ) 0) (# ( ) 0) .i i iE p D P D dc P D dd= = + >

Expected payoff for action C over the time 
period is approximated as 

[ ]
( )

( ) ( ( ) ) ( )
(# ( ) 0) (# ( ) 0)( ( ) )

i i i i i

i i i i i

EP C TS p C ps TTC E p c
TC P D cd P D p C ps

≈ + +
+ > + = +

      (2)

where P(#i(D) > 0) = 1 – (1 – T)2 and

[ ]( ) (# ( ) 2) (# ( ) 1,# ( ) 1)( 1)
(# ( ) 2)( 2) (# ( ) 0)

i i i i i i

i i i

E p C P C cc P C N cc
P N cc P D cd

= = + = = −
+ = − + >

(note that the probabilities here sum to one).

Finally, expected payoff for N over the same 
time interval is

( ) ( ) .i i iEP H TTC TC TS n= + +

One can see that a player only expects to 
get the shared payoff in case of all-cooperative 
outcomes.

In our model, time of stability TSi and time in 
chaos TCi are system constants that do not differ 
across the population.

The belief SXi(k) about the proportion of players 
playing X at stage k is maintained by each player 
individually. After each stage each player learns 
about the strategies of its opponents for that stage. 
SXi is then updated according to
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( 1) ( 1) (1 ) ( )obs
i i iSX k SX k SX k+ = + + −  (3)

where γ∈(0,1] is learning rate. Each player also 
maintains δSXi(k), an estimate of

δSX(k)≡SX(k)-SX(k-1),

using an expression analogous to Equation 3 to 
update it. In the expressions (1-2) P(#i(X)) are 
approximated straightforwardly using SXi, for 
example 

2(# ( ) 2) ( )i iP C SC k= ≈

Having SXi  and dSXi, each player can estimate 
TTCi using a linear approximation. For SDi < T, 
we have (TTC is a system-wide constant) 

, 0

, 0

i

i i
i

i

TTC SD
TTC T SD SD

SD

≤
= − >

for SDi
3T, TTCi = 0.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In our experiments the population size was fixed 
to 1,000 players. The numerical values of payoff 
constants were 

dc = –1, dd = –3, cd = –5, CCmin = 3, CCmax = 10

Estimated time of stability was fixed to TSi = 
TS = 50 stages, “chaos threshold” T=0.3. Initial 
player-specific values were SCi(0) = 1, δSCi = 
–0.02. For each set of specific parameter values 
the results were averaged over 500 runs. Unless 
otherwise noted, the players were connected via 
a scale-free network with average density of 8.

We were primarily interested in how different 
parameters of the model affect the evolution of 
proportion of players playing C over time. On all 
graphs x-axis denotes the stage of the interaction, 

y-axis denotes SC, SD, and SN. In a previous 
work (Sycara, Scerri, & Chechetka, 2006), we 
presented results for the case where action N 
was not available to the players. In each of the 
following figures we contrast the results when N 
is and is not available to the players.

Note that because the plotted results are 
averages over 100 runs, averages provide more 
meaningful information about the influence of 
the parameters values on the system, than do in-
dividual runs which can vary distinctly from run 
to run. Most parameter values allow the SC to fall 
below T on some occasions, but what varies is how 
often this occurs, how rapidly changes happen, and 
how quickly cooperation resumes. These effects 
are more clearly seen on graphs of averages than 
many individual runs superimposed on a single 
graph. Notice that the fact that the value of SD on 
the plots rarely rises above T does not mean that 
payoffs are almost never re-sampled—individual 
runs have much more variance and re-sampling 
happens quite often. It simply means that on 
average SD is below T. 

Figure 2 shows the baseline configuration, 
with 2(a) showing the case where N is available 
and 2(b) showing the case where it is not. In both 
cases, early in the game many players choose D to 
either try to change the payoffs or protect against 
losses. When N is available to the players, many 
choose this action in response to others playing 
D. Eventually this discourages the use of D and 
an equilibrium settles in. While the initial dy-
namics in both cases are similar, notice that over 
time the proportion of C is far higher in the case 
where N is available than when it is not. This may 
indicate that if players are able to avoid spasms 
of violence without getting hurt, the outcome for 
all will be better.

Figure 3 shows the impact of setting the 
network density to 2, 4, 8, and 16. In general, 
the higher the average network degree, the more 
players played C and the more quickly players 
stopped playing D. For the less dense networks, 
players often chose D early on, but in the most 
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Figure 2. Baseline configuration (scale-free network with density 8) with available action N (a) and 
with N not available (b)

(a) (b)

  

(a) (b) 

  

(c) (d) 

Figure 3. Impact of network density on the players’ strategies. In the top row, the share of players playing 
cooperate, in the bottom—defect. On the left, the action N is available to the players, on the right—not 
available.
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dense network, the lure of shared rewards was 
too high for players to have incentive to try to 
move the system towards chaos. In the less dense 
networks, the availability of the N action allowed 
the system to move toward all playing C, but as 
in the baseline case, without the N action, some 
level of SD persisted. When the average network 
density was 4, the system moved back towards 
SC=1 faster than when the network density was 
2. This result may indicate that dense social net-
works are critical to stable societies.

Figure 4 shows what happens when there is 
no sharing across the social network. The sharp 
early peak in SD is similar to the sparse network 
shown above. This is one of the few cases where 
the availability of the N action leads to a lower SC 
over the course of the game. However, the option 
to play N is extensively used and SD is reduced to 
0. Over an extended period of time, SC does rise 
to 1, but N dominates for a long time.

If the type of the network is set to small-world 
instead of scale-free (with the average of four 
neighbors), SC stays very close to 1 regardless of 
the availability of N to the players (there is no plot 
for this case, because the results are so trivial). 
This remarkable relative stability is likely due to 

the very even sharing of reward across all members 
of the team, reducing the possibility of a cascade 
towards chaos. This result may suggest that human 
societies that have a more scale-free nature will 
be more likely to descend into chaos. 

Figure 5 shows the result as the learning rate 
is set to 0.05, 0.1, 0.4, and 0.8. Smaller learning 
rate means that the players are reluctant to change 
their estimates of the parameters; the closer the 
learning rate to 1, the more importance is attrib-
uted to the most recent observations. 

Several interesting effects occur due to the 
learning rate. Firstly, an intermediate learning rate 
induces an oscillation in behavior with increasing 
and decreasing SD. Higher or lower learning rates 
induce different behavior. A high learning rate 
quickly settles the population down to playing 
C, because the players are better able to estimate 
future rewards which are maximized by a stable 
society. A low learning rate eventually allows a 
stable society but not before a large SD has oc-
curred. Interestingly, none of these effects were 
observed when the N action was not available 
to the players. With learning eventual behavior 
(except for the intermediate learning rate) SC was 
higher when N was available. 

Figure 4. Results with reward sharing disabled with available action N (a) and with N not available (b)
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CONCLUS IONS AND FUTURE 
WORK

This chapter presented an evolutionary game with 
players connected into a social network, sharing 
payoffs with their neighbors in that network. If 
individual players reason that increased long-term 
payoffs might be higher if the whole society can 
be forced into chaos, they will accept significant 
short-term costs and risk, to bring that situation 
about. The key conclusion from this game is that 
a society of rational agents who will all gain if 
they all play cooperative strategies can easily be 

induced to play strategies that are guaranteed to 
lead to a negative payoff. 

Our experiments show that the existence and 
nature of a social network makes a dramatic 
difference to the evolution and conclusion of 
the game. Very dense networks or small-world 
networks had far higher proportions of players 
playing cooperative strategies than when there 
is a sparse scale-free network. This result has 
implications for all EGT where interaction occurs 
between players, but only simple social networks 
are used. It is possible that such results will change 
if different interaction networks are used.

  

(a) (b) 

  

(c) (d) 

Figure 5. Impact of learning rate on the players’ strategies. In the top row, the share of players playing 
cooperate, in the bottom—defect. On the left, the action N is available to the players, on the right—not 
available
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ABSTRACT

This chapter introduces an application of the Semantic Web based on ontology to the tourism business. 
Tourism business is one promising area for Semantic Web applications. To realize the potential of the 
Semantic Web, we need to find a killer application of the Semantic Web in the knowledge management 
(KM) area. The ontology as a key enabler is deigned and implemented under a framework of the Se-
mantic-Web-driven KM system in a tourism domain. Finally, we discussed the relationship between the 
Semantic Web and KM processes.

INTRODUCTION

There are two important limitations in exploit-
ing the Web as the space for global KM. These 
limitations are:

• lack of the mechanism for providing in-
formation and knowledge that computers 
or software agents can understand and 
process 

• information overload owing to keyword-
based search modes.
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One limitation results from Web documents 
represented in Hyper Text Markup Language 
(HTML). In most cases, computers including 
software agents neither understand or process 
data or information automatically on the Web, nor 
integrate them, in particular, in heterogeneous en-
vironments. The other occurs in lack of semantics 
in information retrieval. The more information 
resources exist on the Web, the more information 
overload arises out of search results. 

The Semantic Web provides the opportunity 
for global KM by integrating the resources dis-
persed across the Internet Web as well as other 
resources including the existing knowledge base. 
There are many opportunities to apply the Seman-
tic Web to a variety of areas. One very promising 
area of the Semantic Web is KM. However, there 
are still no successful application areas of the Se-
mantic Web because it is in its infancy. Ontology 
is seen as a key enabler for the Semantic Web. 
Also, ontologies are useful for improving the ac-
curacy of Web searches (Antoniou & Harmelen, 
2004). Thus, ontology development in a variety 
of domains will enable us to realize the potential 
of the Semantic Web. In addition, there is a need 
to develop ontology based on widely accepted or 
de facto standards such as Resource Description 
Framework (RDF)/RDF Schema (RDFS) and Web 
Ontology Language (OWL) in order to ensure the 
easiness of integration among ontologies.

The purpose of this paper is to present a do-
main-specific ontology, to propose a conceptual 
model of a Semantic-Web-driven KM system with 
such components as resource, metadata, ontology, 
and user and query layers. Finally, we discuss how 
the Semantic-Web-driven KM systems can sup-
port KM process by overcoming the limitations 
existing in current KM.

This chapter is organized as follows: after this 
introductory section, “Relevant Liturature and 
Scenarios” reviews related literatures and presents 
two scenarios in the tourism business domain. 
“Ontology Design for Tourism Business” designs 
the ontology providing answers to queries of the 

scenarios. The fourth section, “Implementation,” 
discusses the result of the implemented system. 
The fifth section, “Global Knowledge Manage-
ment Based on the Semantic Web,” presents a 
conceptual model of the Semantic-Web-driven 
KM systems, and discusses the relationship be-
tween the Semantic Web technology, KM systems, 
and the KM process. The final section presents 
“Conclusion and Future Trends.”

RELEVANT LITERATURE AND
SCENARIOS

Capabilities of the Semantic Web come from 
semantics and machine-processable ability. It 
resolves information overload problem and of-
fers opportunities to semantic integration across 
heterogeneous and distributed systems as well as 
business process automation. There are a number 
of areas to which the Semantic Web technology 
can be applied (Antoniou & Harmelen, 2004). One 
very promising application area of the Semantic 
Web is KM. Figure 1 shows research areas on the 
Semantic Web for KM. The studies are classified 
into four areas: (1) developing infrastructure and 
architecture, (2) killer applications, (3) business 
management issues, and (4) other social issues.

The most surprising research area is technical 
issues related to architecture design and building 
of infrastructure for KM based on the Semantic 
Web. According to Berners-Lee, Hendler, and 
Lassila (2001), the Semantic Web, as an extension 
of the current Web, enables knowledge repre-
sentation by using extensible markup language 
(XML), RDF, and ontologies including rules to 
make inferences. They also insist that the real 
power of the Semantic Web will be realized by 
agents collecting Web content as knowledge, 
processing it and exchanging the results with 
others. D’Aquin, Bouthier, Brachais, Lieber, and 
Napoli (2005) presented an architecture of the 
systems for knowledge representation, reason-
ing and visual editing relying on Semantic Web 
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principles, in the domain of oncology, providing 
support for the medical treatment of people with 
cancer. Ontology itself facilitates knowledge 
sharing in organization or inter-organizational 
context. Edgington, Choi, Henson, Raghu, and 
Vinze (2004) discussed how to adopt ontology 
to facilitate knowledge sharing. Maedche, Motik, 
Stojanovic, Studer, and Voltz (2003) suggested 
an architecture of ontology management systems 
enabling ontology mapping and its evolution. 
The architecture shows how to support multiple 
ontologies and manage ontology evolution, not 
in global context such as the Internet Web, but 
in enterprise wide. The studies on extension of 
organizational KM systems to the Internet Web 
have been conducted. Tiwana and Ramesh (2001) 
discussed how to integrate knowledge on the 
Web. The Internet Web has been recognized as 
a medium of access and connection to integrate 
distributed applications and information before 
the advent of the Semantic Web. The Semantic 
Web enables knowledge representation and al-
lows organizations to manage Web contents as 
knowledge resources with inference abilities.

Recently, a few projects for killer applica-
tions as well as building infrastructure have 
been conducted. On-To-Knowledge project as a 
typical example aimed at developing an ontol-
ogy-based tool suit that efficiently processes the 
large numbers of heterogeneous, distributed, and 
semistructured documents. The following tools 
from this project were developed:

• OntoBuilder extracts machine-processable 
metadata from documents in RDF formats. 
It consists of two modules, OntoExtract 
and OntoWraper. OntoExtract extracts 
information from unstructured free text 
while OntoWraper does information from 
structured sources.

• Sesame stores RDF and RDFS data extracted 
by OntoBuilder and provides query facili-
ties.

• OntoShare facilitates and encourages the 
sharing of information between communi-
ties of practice.

• OntoEdit is a graphical editing tool enabling 
knowledge engineers to codify and manage 
an ontology.

Figure 1. Research areas of the Semantic Web in KM
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• QuizRDF (or RDFferret) is a search engine 
that combines full-text search with an ability 
to exploit RDF data in searching.

• Spectable personalizes information as a 
content presentation platform featuring 
custom-made information presentations.

Although the project contributed to build an 
infrastructure for applications of the Semantic 
Web to KM as well as development of tools, it did 
not deal with business issues associated with be-
ing considered as strategic relationships between 
information technology (IT) and management. 
Also, it is at an early stage to claim that such tools 
can become killer applications. The realization 
of the Semantic Web capabilities requires a killer 
application. According to Chen (2004), developers 
need to build applications available to the public 
because there is no killer application. KM is a 
very promising area of killer applications for the 
Semantic Web. Developing research agendas on 
killer applications is necessary for the realization 
of the potential for the Semantic Web through 
its application to KM. The view that widespread 
adoption of IT is dependent on the development 
of a killer application has widely been recognized 
(Meyer, 1998). According to Middleton (2003), 
in particular, it is important to develop the killer 
applications in user-centric view rather than 
provider-centric view.

As Orlikowski and Iacono (2001) pointed out, 
it is necessary to study the complex ensemble 
of people, culture, and technology embedded in 
social contexts as well as a specific organizational 
level. However, there are no such studies in the 
area of KM applying the Semantic Web because 
the Semantic Web itself is in its infancy.

According to Hevner, March, Park, and Ram’s 
(2004) dichotomy of the research on management 
information systems, studies on the infrastructure 
and architecture and the killer applications refer to 
design science while two other issues in Figure 1 
do behavioral science. The former has more char-

acteristics of technology push than the latter. The 
dotted circle with arrows in Figure 1 shows the 
interactive relationship between technology push 
and demand pull. Research in aspect of demand 
pull in the stage of introduction of the Semantic 
Web can contribute to improve the performance of 
IT investment like prototyping improves produc-
tivity of waterfall model in system development 
methodology. Such research is important under 
the environment of a rapid advance of IT.

This study focuses on tourism area as a killer 
application of the Semantic Web for KM and deals 
with two research areas together: killer application 
and business management issues.

The tourism industry is one of the more suc-
cessful application areas of the Semantic Web 
as well as e-commerce because it is a consumer-
oriented industry where services and information 
play a large part in transaction processes (Car-
doso, 2004; Dell’Erba, 2004; Fodor & Werthner, 
2004; Joo, 2002; Joo & Jeong, 2004). Figure 2 
shows an overview of the business model for an 
electronic tourism market. The electronic tourism 
market is a marketplace allowing the players to 
electronically interact and mutually coordinate 
their benefits. It also provides an infrastructure 
of e-commerce with its applications to players 
and becomes a single interface for customers. 
According to Cardoso (2004), the development of 
a suitable ontology for the tourism industry serves 
as a common language for travel-related terminol-
ogy and a mechanism for promoting the seamless 
exchange of information across all players such 
as service producers; intermediaries and tourism 
associations; facilitators; and travelers, as shown 
in Figure 2. Thus, the tourism market is one of 
the most promising areas enabling automation of 
business and transaction processes by applying 
the Semantic Web.

Consider the situation where tourists are 
planning to visit Gyeongju (an old imperial city 
of Shilla Dynasty in Korea). The tourists need 
information based on their tour schedule, indi-
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vidual preferences, and budget. Let us consider 
the following two scenarios:

Scenario 1. Accommodation recommendation 
for tourists

“Recommend an appropriate accommodation for 
the knapsack tourist who plans to visit Gyeongju 
city”

Scenario 2. Search for sightseeing spots in 
nearby regions

“Find attractive sightseeing sites near Kolon Hotel 
in Gyeongju for the tourist who has about four 
hours of tour time”

Consider the case as we use Web search ser-
vices such as Google or Yahoo. In each of the 
previous scenarios, appropriate keywords are 
critical to extract good search results. Although 
desired keywords may be selected, limitations of 
a keyword-based search cannot be overcome.

ONTOLOGY DESIGN FOR TOURISM 
BUSINESS

It is necessary to build ontologies to get answers 
for the tourist in the two scenarios. Figure 3 
shows some of the major classes and properties 
representing the relations among them in the tour-
ism domain. For example, both GroupTour and 
IndividualTour are subclasses of the class Tour 
and the class SchoolJourney is that of the class 
Grouptour. There are classes of concepts which 
constitute a hierarchy with multiple inheritances 
such as the class BusinessTour and the class 
KnapsackTour as depicted in Figure 3.

The property hasTour relates the class Person 
to the class Tour. In other words, resources have 
properties associated with them. For example, 
Person has Tour. In the relationship between the 
class Person and the class Tour, the reverse is 
true. Thus we can say “the Tour is provided to 
the Person.”

Figure 4 presents the extended ontology to 
that of Figure 3 by adding the class Region and 
the class Distance. The relation between the class 

ETM
(Electronic Tourism Market 

/ E-Knowledge Network)

Intermediaries
&

Tourism Associations

Facilitators of
Other Industries

Service               
Producers

Customers 
(Travelers)

Figure 2. Overview of the business model for an electronic tourism market
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Figure 4. Region-distance ontology

Figure 3. Tour package ontology for tourism business

Attraction and the class Region makes it infer that 
a region may have some tourism attraction sites. 
Inversely, we can infer that an attraction site is 
located in a region. For example, the relation allows 
software agents to infer that TombOfKingMunmu 
is located in only one place. To get the answer for 

query of scenario 2, we need an ontology enabling 
the system to identify the terminology, “nearby.” 
The region-distance ontology shown in Figure 4 
is used to represent knowledge about distance 
between two regions.

Figure 5 describes the ontology of Figure 4 as 
a semantic graph form. RDFS defines a property’s 
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domain—resources that can be subjects of the 
property, and a property’s ranges—resources 
that can be objects of a property. For example, the 
property hasDistance may have a class Region as 
its domain and a class Distance as its range.

In OWL, there are two types of properties: 
object property and datatype property. The former 
relates objects to other objects. The latter relates 
objects to datatype values. OWL provides a pow-
erful mechanism for enhanced reasoning about a 
property (World Wide Web Consortium, 2004a). 
Table 1 summarizes property characteristics for 

those depicted in Figure 4. For example, hasDis-
tance and givenToRegion are ObjectProperty 
and there is an inverse relation between them. A 
region have distance, the distance is given to the 
region. The relation in either direction is true. The 
hasDistance property is functional, that is, a region 
can have at most one distance. The givenToRegion 
property is inverse functional, that is, a distance 
must be given to a region. Properties, from, to, 
and distanceValue are datatype. The property 
distanceValue takes a positive integer.

We can define tourist as the person who has 
at least one tour package. In the RDF syntax, for 

Figure 5. A semantic network representing region-distance ontology

Table 1. Types of property elements in region-distance ontology

Object Property

HasDistance FunctionalProperty
inverseOfGivenToRegion InverseFunctional Property

has Attraction
hasReataurant
… inverseOf

LocatedIn TransitiveProperty

DatatypeProperty

From
String type

To

DistanceValue Integer Type
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example, Tourist represented in PersonÇTour 
would be written as:

<owl:Class rdf:ID=“Tourist”>
  <rdfs:subClassOf>
    <owl:Class>
      <owl:intersectionOf rdf:parseType=“Collection”>
        <owl:Class rdf:about=“#Person”/>
        <owl:Class rdf:ID=“Tour”/>
      </owl:intersectionOf>
    </owl:Class>
  </rdfs:subClassOf>
</owl:Class>

The example defines the class Tourist to be 
the intersection of Person and Tour. OWL allows 
us to express the intersection of classes by using 
owl:intersectionOf. 

In general, knapsack tourists do not want to 
stay in expensive hotels. Following ontology rep-
resented in OWL requires only accommodations 
except hotels to be recommended to them.

<owl:Class rdf:about=“#KnapsackTour”>
   <rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Restriction>
<owl:onProperty rdf:ID=“#hasAccommodation”/>
<owl:allValuesFrom>
          <owl:Class>
            <owl:oneOf rdf:parseType=“Collection”>
              <owl:Class rdf:about=“#Homestay”/>
              <owl:Class rdf:about=“#Motel”/>
              <owl:Class rdf:about=“#OtherAcc”/>
              <owl:Class rdf:about=“#YouthHostel”/>
            </owl:oneOf>
          </owl:Class>
        </owl:allValuesFrom>
    </owl:Restriction>
   </rdfs:subClassOf>
</owl:Class>

As shown in Figure 3, the class KnapsackTour 
is a subclass of IndividualTour or GroupTour. 
Both classes, IndividualTour and Grouptour, are 

subclasses of Tour. The classes Hotel, Motel, 
Homestay, Youthhostel, and OtherAcc are all 
subclasses of Accommodation. The hasAccom-
modation property only has values of a class 
whose members are the individuals Homestay, 
Motel, YouthHostel, and OtherAcc. The property 
hasAccommodation has the domain of Tour and 
the range of Accommodation. That is, it relates 
to instances of subclasses of Tour to instances of 
subclasses of Accommodation.

The example states that the class Knapsack-
Tour is a subclass of an anonymous OWL class 
that has as its extension a set of all individuals 
for whom the property hasAccommodation has 
values in only one class among Homestay, Model, 
OtherAcc, and Youthhostel. The example defines 
that Knapsack is subclass of an anonymous class 
with a property restriction. The element, owl:
allValuesFrom is used to specify the class of 
possible values the property specified by owl:
onProperty can take. In other words, the class 
KnapsackTour has a property called hasAccom-
modation restricted to have allValuesFrom only 
in one class among the collection of Homestay, 
Model, OtherAcc, and Youthhostel. Therefore, 
the class KnapsackTour never has a value from 
the instance of the class Hotel.

<owl:InverseFunctionalProperty rdf:about=“#attraction
LocatedIn”>
    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource=“#Attraction”/>
    <rdf:type rdf:resource=“http: //www.w�.org/ �00�/0�/ 
owl#ObjectProperty”/>
    <rdfs:range rdf:resource=“#Region”/>
</owl:InverseFunctionalProperty>

The owl:InverseFunctionalProperty defines a 
property for which two different objects cannot 
have the same value. If two instances of the class 
Attraction are respectively defined as TombOfK-
ingMunmu and DaewanamUnderwaterTomb, we 
can infer that these two resources must refer to 
the same thing in the example.
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<owl:FunctionalProperty rdf:ID=“hasDistance”>
    <rdfs:range rdf:resource=“#Distance”/>
    <owl:inverseOf>
   < o w l : I n v e r s e Fu n c t i o n a l P r o p e r t y  r d f :
ID=“givenToRegion”/>
    </owl:inverseOf>
    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource=“#Region”/>
    <rdf:type rdf:resource=“http://www.w�.org/�00�/0�/ 
owl#ObjectProperty”/>
 </owl:FunctionalProperty>

The property hasDistance relates the class 
Region to the class Distance. The hasDistance 
defined as owl:FunctionalProperty has at most 
one unique value for each instance of the class 
Region.

As shown in Figure 4, the properties from 
and to defined as Datatype properties have string 
values and the property distanceValue has a 
positive integer. We can infer the instances of the 
class Region having distance values less than a 
particular value for a given region.

IMPLEMENTATION

We use Jena (n.d.) toolkit to implement the ontol-
ogy design for the tourism business. Jena is an 
open-source Semantic Web developer’s kit as a 
set of Java application program interfaces (APIs) 
for manipulating RDF models. It comprises a 
number of modules including RDF API, ARP 
RDF/XML parser, ontology API, RDQL,(World 
Wide Consortium, 2004b) and storage modules 
(Jena, n.d.). We used J2SDK 1.4.2 to develop ap-
plications of the system.

Figure 6 presents a sequence diagram that 
displays object interactions arranged in a time 
sequence. The actor who is user or knowledge 
engineer may set up environment variables by 
invoking the object Configurator. The object Sear-
chOwl activates the inference engine to create a 
new inference model with the query data sets and 
returns search results of RDF triples by exploiting 
RDQL (World Wide Consortium, 2004b). The 

Figure 6. A sequence diagram of the search system in tourism ontology
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InferModel invokes the OwlReasoner to create a 
new inference model that is built in triple types 
(subject, predicate, object) as an extension of the 
Jena RDF triple. The Reasoner of Jena supports 
OWL Lite and OWL-DL reasoning (Jena, n.d.). 
The OwlReasoner provides inference rules based 
on Description Logics. The OWL/RDF repository 
stores ontologies represented as OWL language 
and RDF/RDFS, and allows access and reuse of 
ontologies.

Figure 7 shows the hierarchy of classes created 
in the ontology buildings in the tourism business 
area. Figure 8 shows search results for the query 
of scenario 2.

GLOBAL KNOWLEDGE
MANAGEMENT BASED ON THE 
SEMANTIC WEB

Conceptual Model of the Semantic-
Web-Driven KM Systems

Figure 9 shows a conceptual model for the global 
KM systems exploiting the Semantic Web technol-

ogy. The model is composed of four layers. The 
resource layer refers to a variety of knowledge 
resources including contents of the Internet Web. 
The Semantic Web enables us to manage Web 
contents as organizational knowledge as well as 
the existing internal knowledge such as database 
and knowledge base. Also, it allows us to define a 
part of a document or a sentence as a knowledge 
piece corresponding to a resource. Thus, system 
users can find more focused and personalized 
knowledge and seamlessly integrate knowledge 
extracted from various resources. The metadata 
layer includes RDFs as the foundation for process-
ing metadata extracted from the resource layer. 
The system requires middleware modules or 
tools to support automatic knowledge extraction 
from unstructured and semi-structured data in 
heterogeneous resources. In this layer, we need 
RDF (World Wide Consortium, 1999) manage-
ment subsystems including RDF repositories, 
XML/RDF parser, and RDF APIs which enable 
the interaction with ontology and resources lay-
ers. The ontology layer including RDFS (World 
Wide Consortium, 2004) and inference engine 
plays a critical role in the system. Ontology APIs 

Figure 7. Treeview for the tourism ontology
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Figure 8. Query result for the scenario 2

Figure 9. Conceptual model for KM based on the Semantic Web 
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enable Web services or existing KM systems to 
be integrated into the system. Finally, users can 
find necessary knowledge through query and 
semantic search.

Innovation of KM Process

Recently, many organizations design and use KM 
systems as specialized information systems into 
which various technologies such as the Internet 
Web, groupware, intranet, artificial intelligence, 
virtual community, and data warehousing are 
integrated. Although KM systems are helpful 
for KM and increase organizational effective-
ness and competitiveness, they have technical 
limitations in maximizing objectives of KM due 
to the following:

• limitations of keyword-based search as well 
as limited knowledge categorization;

• limitations to integration of heterogeneous 
systems as knowledge resources and to 
integration of existing KM systems with 
Web resources;

• inconvenience of KM systems use resulting 
from slow response and instability of KM 
systems; and

• time and space limitation in KM systems 
use and limitation of access methods in KM 
systems.

In this section, we focus on how to overcome 
the technical limitations through the Semantic-
Web-driven KM systems. Figure 10 shows the 
relationship between Semantic Web technology, 

Layers Supporting technologies, components, and issues

User & Query 
Layer

-  There are RDQL, RQL (ICS-FORM, 2005), and OWL-QL (Fikes et al., 2004)as 
query languages for RDF, RDFS, and ontology.
-  Users can query knowledge on the Web as well as internal knowledge resources 
as if they use an integrated database system.
- It is necessary to develop tools by which the queries with natural language 
from users are automatically transformed into the formats of the query language 
exploited 

Ontology Layer

-  Ontology editors refer to the system for loading, editing, and storing ontologies. 
Protégé-2000 (Noy et al., 2001) and OntoEdit are typical GUI-based ontology 
editors.

-  Inference engine is a core component of the ontology layer and is used for 
several tasks like semantic validation and deduction of implicit information. 
Description Logics (DL) is exploited in reasoning support in OWL. 

- Ontology layer needs several sets of interfaces such as ontology API ensuring 
independence between usage and storage of ontologies and APIs for integrating 
with Web Services or existing KM systems.
- It is important to develop the tools for mapping or merging ontologies (Noy & 
Musen, 2004).

Metadata Layer

- Metadata layer needs components to edit, store, and manage RDFs as metadata. 
The component should have the ability to test validation of RDF models. RDF/
XML parser plays a role as a core component in the metadata layer. Many parsers 
such as Redland and SiRPAC are available.
- One of the important issues in this layer is to develop tools that automatically 
extract metadata from various resources on the Web. Such tools are necessary to 
incorporate Dublin Core (dublincore.com) and RSS (RDF Site Summary, web.
resource.org/rss/1.0/spec) in order to efficiently build RDF.

Resource Layer - Resource layer needs the component offering APIs which enable document files, 
database, knowledge base, or groupware to be integrated into the metadata layer.

Table 2. Supporting technologies, components, and issues for each layer
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KM systems, and KM process. The capabilities 
such as semantics and machine-processable, 
enabled by the Semantic Web technology, allows 
the Semantic-Web-driven KM systems to have 
the opportunity to or possibility of semantic 
integration and thus resolving information over-
load. Ultimately, the Semantic-Web-driven KM 
systems support KM process by overcoming the 
limitations of systems integration and knowledge 
search embedded in existing KM systems.

All resources in the Semantic Web are repre-
sented in RDF as metadata and this representation 
method makes possible for users to query and 
get answers as if they use database management 
systems. The Semantic Web also supports RDFS 
and ontology which enables semantic analysis on 
vocabularies contained in query and domains as 
well as syntactic analysis. Thus, the Semantic 
Web can provide accurate knowledge suitable 
to users. Any documents and data being either 
inside or outside the organization as well as Web 
resources can be represented as a resource in 
RDF. This means that a resource of RDF that we 

call a knowledge object can be searched with an 
independent knowledge unit as if a user searches 
a document in document management systems. A 
specific part or sentence of a Web page or a part 
of a document may be represented as a knowledge 
object. This capability allows the Semantic Web-
driven KM systems to search for a knowledge 
object unit rather than a document unit. Therefore, 
the Semantic Web allows the current KM systems 
to resolve the problem of knowledge/information 
overload and duplication.

There are three types of integration: (1) data 
integration, (2) application integration, and (3) 
process integration (Giachetti, 2004). The goal of 
data integration is data sharing where different 
systems exchange data with each other. The goal 
of application level is to achieve interoperability 
between systems. The obstacles of integration 
arise at syntactic and semantic heterogeneity 
between different information systems or appli-
cations (Giachetti, 2004; Noy, Doan, & Halevy, 
2005). Until recently, the approaches to provide 
interoperability include standardization and 
middleware or mediators as well as enterprise 
application integration (EAI). The enterprise 
knowledge portal (EKP) is a system integrating 
various tools for KM in the perspective of users. 
Although the traditional integration approaches 
such as middleware and standardization easily 
integrate the structured data extracted from het-
erogeneous databases, they have limitations when 
integrating the unstructured data or knowledge 
from the various knowledge sources such as 
HTML, word processor files, and spreadsheet files. 
EKP does not play the role of a content integra-
tor that automatically extracts related knowledge 
from different knowledge sources and aggregates 
them, but as an interconnected integrator which 
integrates different applications and offers one 
access point for users.

Figure 11 shows the comparison of the tradi-
tional integration and semantic integration based 
on the Semantic Web. Although the traditional ap-
proach enables syntactic and structural integration 

Figure 10. Relationship between Semantic Web 
technology, KM systems, and KM process

--
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at the application level as well as the data level, it 
cannot provide the semantic integration. In other 
words, the traditional approach allows users to 
share data between different systems and provides 
them with the interoperability between systems 
by exploiting the mediator as shown in Figure 11. 
The traditional approach needs n*(n-1) mediators 
for mapping and translating between systems in 
the worst case. However, software agents cannot 
understand the meanings of the terms differently 
represented in different systems and also process 
them without human intervention.

In the integration approach based on the Se-
mantic Web, the software agents understand the 
meanings of the terms and automatically process 
them by exploiting the RDF and ontologies as 
illustrated in the upper and right part of Figure 
11. Assume that two different systems have same 
term, Lincoln that actually means different things 
while the two systems have different terms, stayed 
and lodged that mean the same thing. For example, 
consider the sentence, “President Lincoln visited 
Lincoln and stayed (or lodged) at Husker.” The 

sentence is written in the RDF in the manner as 
shown in Figure 11. The software agents cap-
ture the instance of the RDF and understand the 
meanings of the terms by referring to ontologies. 
President Lincoln is a type of Person while the 
other is a type of Region which means the name 
of a city. Husker is a type of Hotel as a subclass of 
Accommodation and also both stayed and lodged 
mean the same thing.

In the Semantic-Web-driven KM systems, a 
software agent can access heterogeneous systems 
and provide knowledge and information suitable to 
users. The Semantic Web enables software agents 
to extract some parts of the related knowledge from 
different resources including those of resources 
layer shown in Figure 9 and to automatically ag-
gregate them without the user’s intervention. 

When the Semantic Web is combined with 
ubiquitous computing (Chen & Finin, 2004), us-
ers can conveniently access KM systems anytime 
and anywhere. The Semantic-Web-driven KM 
systems with the support of peer-to peer (P2P) 
technology (Davies, Fensel, & Harmelen, 2003) 

Figure 11. Semantic integration
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can improve personalized KM services. Therefore, 
the Semantic Web enables the current KM systems 
to overcome the limitations such as time/space 
and inconvenience through a combination of 
ubiquitous networks and P2P technology.

Many researchers define KM process differ-
ently. In this chapter, we follow the classification 
of Alavi and Leidner (2001) with minor modifi-
cations as knowledge acquisition/creation, stor-
age/sharing, and application/transfer depicted in 
Figure 10. 

As shown in the resources layer of Figure 9, 
the Semantic-Web-driven KM systems extends the 
scope of KM to Internet Web resources beyond 
those of intra-organization. The Semantic Web-
driven KM systems not only broaden the scope of 
knowledge acquisition but also enhance the quality 
level of knowledge acquisition through semantics. 
The Semantic-Web-driven KM systems support 
knowledge creation through enhancement of con-
nectivity and e-learning. For example, semantic 
blogging which is a powerful tool for establish-
ing and maintaining an online community by 
embedding the Semantic Web technology within 
a blogging framework provides a new way of 
knowledge creation as well as knowledge shar-
ing and transfer (Cayzer, 2004). The Semantic 
Web-driven KM systems enable knowledge to be 
represented as a knowledge object (or granular-
ity of knowledge) rather than a document unit. It 
facilitates knowledge application by supporting 
automatic aggregation and integration from the 
various knowledge resources. Software agents 
disseminate and transfer knowledge more effi-
ciently so that users can select suitable knowledge 
according to their preference because of machine-
processable representation and semantic search.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE 
TRENDS

Ontologies were designed to support semantic 
search and solve problems of two scenarios derived 

from the tourism domain. The ontology will be 
widely used as a fundamental tool in building 
a global KM system in the tourism domain. To 
develop a prototype of the ontology including 
RDF and RDFS, we used OWL and Jena (n.d.) 
toolkits. The results of the systems implementation 
indicated satisfactory search routines.

We developed a conceptual model of the Se-
mantic-Web-driven KM systems with four layers 
classified into user and query, ontology, metata-
data, and resource. The Semantic-Web-driven 
KM systems support KM process by enabling the 
current KM systems to overcome their search and 
integration limitations in several ways. 

First, the Semantic-Web-driven KM systems 
enable global knowledge acquisition and creation 
by extending the scope of KM to the Internet Web 
beyond intra-organization. The Semantic-Web-
driven KM systems also promote knowledge 
creation with the extended CoP (Communities 
of Practice) to the Internet space and support of 
e-learning. Second, the Semantic-Web-driven 
KM systems enable us to share global knowledge 
without making a change in given storage modes 
whether they are files, documents, or databases, 
because all knowledge resources are represented 
as metadata based on RDF. Finally, software 
agents disseminate and transfer knowledge 
more efficiently so that users can use knowledge 
suitable to their preferences because of machine-
processable representation and semantic search. 
This paper sheds new insights on the application 
of the Semantic Web to KM as an IT innovation 
and provides a framework of the Semantic Web-
based KM systems. 

In perspective of the technology push, the 
Semantic Web will be converged with other IT. 
For example, the Semantic-Web-driven KMS can 
be incorporated into ubiquitous computing and 
P2P technology. The technologies will support 
context-aware capabilities and personalization of 
the KM systems. To realize the potential of the 
Semantic Web, we need to find a killer applica-
tion of the Semantic Web in the KM area as if the 
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Semantic Web is a killer application of the Internet 
Web and KM is also a killer application of the 
Semantic Web. In ensemble view of technology as 
Orlikowski and Iacono (2001) pointed out, technol-
ogy should be studied as an evolving system in a 
complex and dynamic context. Minimization of 
the gap between technology and the realization of 
its potential requires research on strategies trig-
gering organizational change through application 
of the Semantic Web to KM.
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ABSTRACT

This chapter is concerned with how to design an online learning community in such a way as to en-
courage cooperation, and to discourage uncooperative or antisocial behavior. Rather than restricting 
design to visual and interface issues, I take a wide view, touching on aspects of the governance, social 
structure, moderation practices, and technical architecture of online learning communities. The first 
half of the chapter discusses why people behave antisocially in online learning communities, and ways 
to discourage this through design. The second half discusses why on the other hand people behave co-
operatively in online learning communities, and ways to encourage this through user-centered design, 
applying some results of experiments in social psychology. The chapter is intended to be of practical 
use to designers of online learning communities.

INTRODUCTION

Human beings being what they are, any social 
venue is likely to experience some antisocial 
behavior. The kind of antisocial behavior that 
appears in a particular venue will depend on the 
characteristics and opportunities of the venue, 
and of the tenor of the social interaction that 
takes place; this applies to online venues as well 

as to off-line ones. In this section, I will give 
some examples of antisocial behavior in online 
learning communities. As will be seen, there are 
some differences in what is possible (and in what 
is common) online from off-line.

Flaming is disruptive emotional speech. It 
has been noted for a long time as a problem with 
online conversations. For instance, in an early 
experiment by Sproull and Kiesler (1991), a group 
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solving a problem online threw more flames than 
a control group solving the same problem off-
line (p.119). A flame by one annoyed, angry, or 
frustrated person can often bring another flame 
in response, leading to an escalation that disrupts 
the possibility of calm conversation.

Obscene or violent speech can be a problem 
in that it destabilizes the tone of communications 
in the learning community. Some online learning 
communities for teenagers, for example, have 
experienced students testing the boundaries of 
language permitted.

Harassment and bullying do occur in online 
learning environments, just as harassment and 
bullying by mobile text message, off-line written 
message, and the spoken word occur in off-line 
learning environments. In a survey of 770 UK 
youngsters aged 11 to 19 (NCH, 2005), 14% said 
they had been bullied by text message, 5% in 
Internet chat rooms, and 4% via e-mail. For the 
youngsters in formal education, half of the bully-
ing messages happened at school or college, and 
11% said that they had sent a bullying or threaten-
ing message using a digital medium.

Identity theft is easier to carry out online than 
off-line. I have been successfully impersonated in 
an online learning community, on several occa-
sions, by a man; I doubt that he would have been 
successful face-to-face.

Malware can be spread via online communica-
tion and shows no signs of becoming less common. 
According to measurements by MessageLabs® 
(2005), about 1 in 28 e-mails sent in June 2005 
contained computer viruses.

MessageLabs® also estimates that 2 out of 
every 3 e-mails sent in June 2005 were spam. 
Spam occurs not only via e-mail, but via other 
online media too. For example, open wikis and 
the comment pages of blogs have been invaded 
by spammers in the last few years. In addition 
to advertisers and fraudsters who try to reach as 
many people as possible over the public Internet, 
members of online learning communities can 
cause a problem if they decide to send many 

messages to a very large number of community 
members.

Privacy intrusion can be a problem in online 
learning communities, particularly if the norms 
of how information in the online environment 
may be used are not clear.

Online learning offers enhanced opportuni-
ties for cheating (Foster, 2003; Jones, 2003). The 
ease of cutting and pasting from Web pages, and 
the very wide variety of information available 
online, makes plagiarism easier than it was pre-
Web. Ready-made essays on commonly set top-
ics and illicitly obtained exam questions may be 
obtained from specialist Web sites or from other 
students. The ease of online impersonation may 
allow students to let a substitute sit their exam 
for them. Students have been known to change 
their marks by gaining entry to online databases 
containing their results.

Finally, online learning communities can suf-
fer from a low signal-to-noise ratio. For instance 
one online learning community based at the 
University of Virginia, originally designed for 
serious discussions on postmodern literary theory, 
turned out to be very popular with members of 
the public who logged in from all over the world 
just to tell silly jokes. In general, the ease and 
convenience of online communication can lead 
to the practice of near-immediate responses in 
asynchronous media, allowing members little 
time to think about or edit their messages before 
sending them. Synchronous online media such as 
chat rooms allow little time for editing by their 
very nature.

Why do People Behave Badly in
Online Learning Communities?

Possibly the main factor contributing to bad 
behavior in online learning is disinhibition. Con-
trary to early findings on computer-assisted com-
munication by the RAND Corporation, modern 
online communication technology tends to have 
a disinhibiting effect. The Internet sage Esther 
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Dyson has likened the Internet to a beer party. 
This disinhibition can lead to greater feelings of 
involvement and social warmth than might be 
expected, but also weakens internal censorship 
of antisocial behavior.

The disinhibition arises from several factors. 
Online communication offers some protection 
from adverse consequences of antisocial behavior. 
Speaking aggressively to someone face-to-face 
may lead to a punch in the nose. If you do so on-
line, your nose is safe. Some members of online 
learning communities regard the online environ-
ment as not the “real” world, but as some sort 
of theater or playpen, where normal courtesies 
and rules need not apply. Weak feedback may 
limit the effectiveness of social restraints; if I say 
something to your face that you take the wrong 
way, I have the opportunity of noticing that I have 
upset you and explaining that I did not intend to 
do so, and apologizing. If I say it online, I may 
not even notice that I have upset you. Finally, on-
line learning environments have different social 
rules (for technical reasons, among others) from 
that of face-to-face environments—and indeed 
from other online environments that members 
are used to. Since the rules are different, it may 
not be clear to members what they are, or even if 
there are any rules at all, resulting in a loosening 
of inhibitions.

In addition to disinhibition, there are other 
factors contributing to bad behavior in online 
learning communities.

Disinhibition not only weakens self-censor-
ship which otherwise would prevent a user from 
engaging in antisocial behavior, but it can also 
lead to weakened defenses to emotional hurt 
by the victims of such behavior. A student in a 
disinhibited state will be less shy about express-
ing her ideas and more open to positive social 
interaction, but will also be, for example, more 
vulnerable to harassment.

Several of the examples of antisocial behavior 
described previously would be more difficult or 
actually impossible off-line, because they are 

facilitated by technical opportunities for antiso-
cial behavior. For instance, spam and computer 
viruses do not have precise off-line equivalents, 
because they are enabled by technical properties 
of the software and protocols used for online 
communication; and learning online may make 
it easier to cheat.

Some learning communities deliberately—and 
laudably—attempt to engage as diverse a stu-
dentship as possible, using the wide reach of the 
Internet as an enabler. Although the resulting 
cultural diversity can have strikingly positive 
outcomes, cultural differences can also compound 
the problem of unclear rules.

Some antisocial online behavior is partially 
motivated by the opportunity to demonstrate 
technical and creative prowess. An ingenious 
program that exploits a previously unknown flaw 
in the system to cause social disruption may be a 
source of pride to the programmer.

A final factor contributing to bad behavior is 
the extent to which online communication affects 
the environment, which Kollock (1999, p. 228) 
calls its efficacy. If you are in a very bad mood 
and are rude to everyone you meet for 10 minutes 
off-line, you may ruin the day of 20 or 30 people. 
If you broadcast an offensive message in an online 
learning community, you may be able to upset 
many more people than that. Online learning 
communities offer an efficient way of distributing 
communication, whether that communication is 
pleasant or unpleasant.

It is important to notice that most of these 
factors contributing to antisocial behavior have 
a positive side too. Eliminating these factors 
would reduce the capabilities of the community 
for socially positive behavior. We need ways to 
discourage antisocial behavior online without 
reducing the learning community’s potential for 
good. Although many social, environmental, and 
technical factors influence the quality of interac-
tion between the members of an online learning 
community, the design of the online community 
can have a significant effect. In the following 
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sections I will discuss ways to design the online 
learning community to discourage antisocial 
or uncooperative behavior without reducing its 
positive capabilities.

DISCOURAGING ANTISOCIAL
BEHAVIOR

Lessig (1999) makes a useful classification of 
methods for discouraging antisocial behavior into 
law, norms, and architecture. Law consists of sets 
of rule systems and punishments for transgres-
sions. It does not refer exclusively to national or 
international lawsfor instance, the “law” that 
aims to limit where cars can be parked includes 
national and local laws, but also includes notices 
saying PARKING FOR CUSTOMERS ONLY, 
and the car park attendants who enforce them. 
Lessig points out that laws are a relatively expen-
sive way of controlling behavior, and should be 
regarded as a backup for when other methods fail. 
Norms consist of social pressure and socialization. 
Social norms can be the most effective approach 
to controlling behavior. Most car owners do not 
park on their neighbors’ lawns, not principally 
because they are afraid of punishments for doing 
so, but because they have been socialized into 
believing that it would not be a good thing to do. 
Finally, by architecture Lessig refers to aspects of 
the design of the environment that make unwanted 
behavior difficult to carry out. For instance, put-
ting a fence around a lawn makes it more difficult 
for neighbors to park there. I will discuss each of 
these approaches in turn in the context of online 
learning communities.

Law

Many online learning communities do have the 
equivalent of laws: they are the terms of service 
documents, which specify behavior that is forbid-
den in the community and sometimes the sanc-
tions for such behavior. Unfortunately, the terms 

of service for most online communities (with a 
few pleasant exceptions, such as those for the 
investment community The Motley Fool®) tend 
to be written in legal language and are heavy-
going to read. The clearer your terms of service 
document is, the easier it will be to keep order. 
One student who admitted repeated online pla-
giarism threatened to sue his UK university for 
negligence, for allegedly not warning him that it 
was against their regulations (BBC, 2004). There 
are well-designed resources for teachers of pre-
teens on the specific issue of cheating (online and 
off-line) at CastleWorks (2005).

Laws are of little use unless there are also 
means to enforce them, along with a procedure 
for resolving disputes about whether the laws 
have been infringed.

Reid (1994) has noted that online multi-player 
games have “mediaeval” punishment systems, 
with punishment as a public spectacle (Chapter 
II, p. i). More modern components of justice 
systems, including mediation, restoration, and 
rehabilitation, are worth incorporating in online 
learning communities. My own experience in the 
online community Little Italy was that some of the 
members who contributed most to the community 
had initially been problem members displaying 
antisocial behavior; the process of rehabilitation 
had succeeded in redirecting their energy from 
disruptive activities to positive ones.

Norms

In addition to the terms of service page, which 
specifies behavior that is forbidden, it can be help-
ful to have a netiquette page for your community 
to describe norms of polite behavior.

If new members join the community over 
time, more experienced members can play a role 
in socializing them and clarifying the community 
norms to them. Several online communities have 
official helpers, who are experienced members 
who volunteer to assist novice users of the com-
munity (and not-so-novice users), solving their 
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technical problems, helping them to navigate 
community information sources, and advising 
them on etiquette.

A related idea, although one that is only ap-
plicable to some limited types of online learning 
communities, is to require new members to have 
a sponsor. A sponsor is an existing member who 
vouches for the new member’s good behavior. It 
is the sponsor’s responsibility to communicate 
the community’s norms to the new member. If 
the member misbehaves, the sponsor may be 
penalized, and the sponsor is expected to take 
part in rehabilitating the offender.

Since novice users may make mistakes while 
they are learning the norms, one technique used 
in some online learning communities is for there 
to be a learner-driver period for new members, 
during which their communications are marked 
with some sign indicating to other members that 
they are new and should therefore be treated with 
patience if they infringe social norms.

Online mediation can be a useful technique 
for managing conflict between online learning 
community members. A disagreement or argu-
ment can be taken out of the public forum into 
a semi-private space until it is resolved by the 
disagreeing parties working with the mediator, 
and can be pursued again in the public space 
without causing disruption. It can be useful to 
have a mediator who is neither the administra-
tor, nor immediately involved in the dispute, but 
a volunteer from the community.

The commonest and most effective tools for 
socialization in learning communities are social 
ridicule of disruptive members and reinforcement 
of pleasant behavior, carried out by other members 
as part of online conversations. Administrators 
of learning communities can set an example by 
the tone of their online interactions. As a con-
sequence of the weakened feedback in online 
communications, explicit acknowledgment of 
positive online behavior is especially important. 
For good advice on hosting online conversations, 
see Rheingold (1998).

An entertaining way of countering bad lan-
guage through social ridicule, invented by Law-
rence Ladomery, is for a community administrator 
to edit nastier messages, substituting offensive 
words by flower names. The effect of this can be 
an outburst of “flowers” from the author before 
he or she works out what is going on.

The economic success of the auction site 
eBay®, which has a reputation system for its buy-
ers and sellers based on ratings of their behavior 
by other members, has led to reputation systems 
becoming de rigueur for some categories of com-
mercial Web sites. Resnick, Zeckhauser, Swan-
son, and Lockwood (1992) found in a controlled 
experiment that an established seller with high 
reputation could sell items on eBay® at prices 
7.6% higher than a newcomer could. Reputation 
systems may also provide an incentive for good 
behavior in learning communities where it does 
not confer any economic advantage, by decreasing 
the likelihood of reciprocation for members with 
low reputation (and increasing it for those with 
high reputation), and by validating the positive 
self-image of cooperative members.

Reputation systems may award positive points 
for good behavior, negative points for bad behav-
ior, or both. However, systems that award negative 
points may be fooled by miscreants who leave the 
community and return as apparent newcomers, 
thus wiping out their negative points. This can 
be prevented in some cases by identity checks on 
newcomers; for instance, if the online community 
is associated with an off-line course, it may be 
straightforward to tie members’ online identities 
to their off-line ones. However, if such access 
control is not feasible in your online community, 
then you should use reputation systems that award 
positive points. Experiments by Yamagishi and 
Matsuda (2002) demonstrate that introducing 
positive reputation to an auction market without 
access control can increase the quality of the 
goods offered for sale, and the honesty of the 
sellers about their goods.
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Reputation can be calculated not only for 
members, but also (or alternatively) for individual 
messages, and this information can be used to 
decide the prominence with which messages will 
be displayed.

Architecture

A few antisocial behaviors can be completely 
prevented by architecturethat is, by the code 
of the online site. For example, censorware can 
automatically prevent certain words from being 
published on the site (although it may not be able 
to suppress variations of the words that are still 
comprehensible to members). In some cases an 
architectural component does not completely pre-
vent a particular behavior, but limits the damage 
that it can cause; for instance, a filter that allows a 
member to choose not to see any more messages 
originated by another particular member will not 
prevent harassment, but may prevent repeated 
harassment by the same person. (Good practice 
in the implementation of such a filter is that both 
the member that is filtered and a mediator are 
automatically informed when it is applied.)

More commonly, architecture does not provide 
a solution in itself, but can support other solutions. 
Disputes about whether prohibited behavior took 
place can be more easily resolved if conversations 
are automatically logged. It is helpful to have a 
separate channel for mediation, so as to isolate 
mediation from public conversations. Collabora-
tive technologies such as collaborative filtering 
software and reputation software can harness 
community input to increase the signal-to-noise 
ratio, by making posts more prominent if com-
munity members judge them to be good, and by 
deleting posts judged to be worthless.

Some antisocial behavior in online com-
munities, especially by teenagers and pre-teens, 
is attention seeking. A problem member who is 
very active and who likes to provoke arguments 
is known as an “energy beast,” after a Star Trek® 
episode about an alien that feeds on intense emo-

tions. Paying attention to an energy beast just 
gives it more energy; the solution is to ignore it. 
One architectural approach to help achieve this 
is to give energy beasts their own space where 
they can post as many messages as they like, 
but where other members can choose not to go. 
Administrators should take care to avoid being 
provoked into disputes with energy beasts, and 
should answer any long messages from them with 
short but courteous replies.

COOPERATIVE BEHAVIOR IN
ONLINE LEARNING COMMUNITIES

The problems described in the first half of this 
chapter tend to be minority phenomena. In gen-
eral, online learning communities tend to have 
positive social atmospheres with remarkable 
amounts of cooperation. In this second half of 
the chapter, I will outline different types of coop-
erative behavior, reasons for such behavior, and 
ways of designing online learning communities 
to encourage it, applying some findings from 
social psychology.

Types of Cooperative Behavior

Perhaps the most obvious category of cooperative 
behavior in a learning community is the provi-
sion of useful information or interesting ideas 
related to the learning topic. There are however 
other kinds of cooperation and interpersonal sup-
port. One is to provide meta-level assistance, for 
instance helping other members to use the inter-
face or underlying technology or to navigate the 
online space, or giving them information about 
social norms, or introducing them to others who 
might have interests in common, or giving input 
into the design of the learning community itself. 
Another is to stimulate and shape the online dis-
cussion, for instance asking fruitful questions, 
seeking clarifications, summarizing previous 
discussions, or bringing back a conversation to 
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the main topic after a digression. Another kind 
of cooperation that is sometimes ignored by the 
designers of learning communities, but which 
can be extremely important to members, is emo-
tional support. This can be as minor an activity 
as thanking someone for a contribution, or as 
major as supporting another member through 
bereavement. Yet another form of cooperation 
is to take real-world action implementing online 
suggestions and discussions, and to report back 
on this to the online community.

Internet technology also can enable some types 
of cooperation that are difficult or impossible 
off-line. A striking example of this is the story 
of LEGO® MINDSTORMSTM and BrickOSTM. 
LEGO® MINDSTORMSTM products, which were 
developed for educational purposes, are kits for 
building programmable robots that can interact 
with their environment. Several school projects 
use them to teach students math, science, comput-
ing, and design technology, by getting students 
to program the robots to carry out particular ac-
tions. Schools can (and do) share their ideas for 
projects involving these via a community Web site 
(LEGO® Group, 2005). The “brain” of the robot 
is a special programmable LEGO® brick. When it 
was first sold, this brick could only be programmed 
using a special-purpose programming language. 
Markus Noga and others reverse-engineered the 
programmable brick’s operating system to create 
the open source operating system BrickOSTM, 
available for free on the Web, which allows the 
robots to be programmed in C and C++, and has 
much more power and flexibility than the origi-
nal. The free availability of this operating system 
contributed to a remarkable creative proliferation 
of ideas for these robots. Enthusiasts published 
descriptions and photos of many new robots, 
together with the code to run them, on public 
Web sites. Although the reverse engineering had 
been carried out without permission, the LEGO® 
Group decided not to sue, perhaps because they 
saw the potential of the new operating system for 
increasing sales; the download site for BrickOSTM 

is now linked from the official LEGO® MIND-
STORMSTM site. The Hall of Fame page (LEGO® 
Group, 1999-2001) on the official site, which 
contains programs voted for by the site’s online 
community, includes code for—among many 
other things—a pinball machine, 3D scanner, 
and stair climber all constructed using LEGO® 
MINDSTORMSTM, and a robot for painting stripes 
on Easter eggs. Neither the open-source creation 
and wide distribution of BrickOSTM, nor the wide 
publication of code for interesting robots and 
the resulting mutual inspiration and learning by 
their creators, would have been possible without 
Internet technology.

Why do People Cooperate in Online 
Learning Communities?

Although people certainly do cooperate in online 
learning communities, it is not immediately obvi-
ous why. According to Volund (1993) and other 
sociobiologists, cooperation between non-kin 
should only happen in very long-lived groups 
with very stable membership. Online learning 
communities rarely have these characteristics. 
Indeed, one advantage of online learning is pre-
cisely that its flexibility allows for cooperation 
among learning groups that are short-lived or 
have rapidly changing membership. Short-lived 
groups can easily interact online without having 
to arrange to be in the same location, and stan-
dard software for online archiving and retrieval 
can make it easy for messages from members of 
rapidly changing groups to continue to be used 
after the member has left the group.

Similarly, Tarlow (2003) asked about Markus 
Noga: “What’s in it for him? He didn’t get anything 
for doing this. Why would he spend a huge amount 
of talent and knowledge developing something 
for LEGO®? I’m not sure I would.”

 Kollock (1999) discusses several motivations 
for cooperation in online communities (pp. 227-
229). These are anticipated reciprocation (that 
is, the expectation of later help or information 
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in return) increased personal reputation, a sense 
of efficacy, benefit to oneself as a member of a 
group, and attachment to a group.

Two more reasons that people cooperate in online 
learning communities are disinhibitionwhich 
can make members more emotionally supportive, 
for instanceand a desire to display creative or 
technical prowess. As remarked earlier, these 
can also motivate antisocial behavior. Finally, 
although it is possible to explain much of the 
cooperation that can be seen in online learning 
communities without assuming that members are 
motivated by altruism, there is general agreement 
among people with long experience of such com-
munities that altruism does play a role.

ENCOURAGING COOPERATIVE
BEHAVIOR

Now that I have outlined reasons why people 
cooperate in online learning communities, I 
will discuss ways to encourage and enhance 
such cooperation through user-centered design, 
applying some results of experiments in social 
psychology.

Are Tangible Rewards Effective?

It appears to be common sense that people are 
more likely to contribute to a community if they 
are rewarded for doing so, and this has led to 
a variety of tangible rewards being offered for 
contribution to online communities, ranging 
from additional course credits to personalized 
ballpoint pens.

In their study of online forums used in univer-
sities in Hong Kong, McNaught, Cheng, and Lam 
(Chapter VIII, this volume) found that structured 
forums with course credits offered for particular 
levels of activity were generally more successful 
than “free” forums, and that to make a free fo-
rum successful, it was necessary for the teacher 
to be particularly skilled at motivating students 

to participate. However, it is not clear how much 
of the success of the structured forums was due 
to the extrinsic rewards and how much to, for 
example, the specific goals and integration with 
classroom activity, which were features of these 
forums but not of the free forums. McNaught et 
al. remark that it is not easy to maintain a forum 
of consistently high quality, and if students have 
only extrinsic motivation.

Moreover, research by Fahey (2005, pp. 81-90) 
reveals that tangible rewards can have a deleterious 
effect. Members of a large multinational knowl-
edge-sharing community were offered points for 
contributions in the community, which they could 
save up and exchange for rewards such as key 
rings, mugs, or laptop bags. Fahey discovered that 
when these rewards were introduced, the quantity 
of messages rose, but their quality significantly 
deteriorated. There was conflict among members 
concerning abuses of the reward system, and a 
loss of collective trust. Fahey attributes these 
phenomena to the change in members’ motiva-
tion for contribution. Before the introduction of 
rewards, members were motivated to contribute 
by collective interest and moral obligation; after-
ward, many members were motivated primarily 
by economic self-interest.

Although additional points were given for 
messages rated as useful by other members of the 
knowledge-sharing community, it was possible to 
gain some points merely by posting a message. 
It is possible that a more carefully constructed 
reward scheme, in which only high-quality 
messages were rewarded, might have led to an 
increase rather than a decrease in quality. Fahey 
however discusses the possibility that introduc-
ing any reward scheme into a successful online 
community may lead to a deterioration of quality, 
one reason being that members may lose interest 
in doing more than the bare minimum necessary 
to gain the reward. If rewards are given at the 
discretion of an administrator rather than at the 
achievement of some published minimum criteria, 
then members may devote energy to buttering 
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up the administrator rather than contributing to 
the community. Certainly, if you plan to offer 
tangible rewards for contributions in your learn-
ing community, you should design your reward 
system with care, bearing in mind that it will 
encourage members to seek the easiest way of 
earning the rewards.

ENHANCERS OF COOPERATIVE 
BEHAVIOR

Several social psychologists have run (off-line) 
experiments using social dilemmas to discover 
the factors in group interaction that encourage 
cooperation (Brewer & Kramer, 1986; Kerr, 
1996). They found that the presence of norms of 
cooperation, communication to other members 
of cooperative actions, awareness by members of 
the efficacy of their contribution, a strong group 
identity, and non-anonymity of group members 
all increase the amount of group cooperation. For 
each of these factors, I will now outline some ways 
that design of the online learning community can 
introduce or enhance the factor.

Cooperative Norms

In the first part of the chapter I described several 
ways to support norms that discourage antiso-
cial behavior. These can also be used to support 
norms that encourage cooperative behavior. In 
addition there are a few design features that as-
sist specifically with the development of norms of 
cooperation. A community structure that includes 
small teams of members who are expected to 
communicate more intensively with each other 
can allow for more repeat interactions among the 
same set of members, and hence increase oppor-
tunities both for more sophisticated cooperation 
and for the upholding of cooperation as a norm. 
Teams may be groups of members with particular 
interests, or groups of members who invite each 
other join their team, or failing that, teams may 

be arbitrarily assigned. “Buddy list” technology 
can be used so that members know when another 
member of their team is online. Interfaces can 
include prominent design features for responses 
to contributions from other members, and for 
meta-level suggestions. However, it is good design 
practice to have a separate communication chan-
nel for meta-level discussions, to avoid them from 
interrupting the conversational flow.

Following the principles of user-centered 
design, members should be encouraged to par-
ticipate in decisions affecting the design of the 
community (where design is understood in its 
widest sense). This not only encourages one form 
of cooperation, but also can strengthen cooperative 
norms by giving members a sense of ownership 
and a desire to support the smooth running of 
the community.

Communication of Cooperation

As mentioned earlier, making reputations visible 
to other members is one way of communicating 
that a member has behaved in a cooperative 
fashion.

Information about ways in which a member 
has contributed may be added (automatically or 
manually) to their personal profiles. For instance, 
a profile might contain the number of messages 
posted by that member that were highly rated by 
other members, with links to them, a reputation 
rating for the member, and a star awarded to a 
group of members for an act of particularly impres-
sive cooperation, linked to a featured members 
Web page describing this cooperative act. Some 
of this information might be visible in icon form 
on messages sent by that member.

A personal profile displays information about 
a single member. If the number of community 
members is not too large, then a visualization tool 
such as i-Bee (Mochizuki et al., Chapter XVI, this 
volume) could be used to display some informa-
tion about all the members at once, thus giving a 
picture of the overall level of cooperation in the 
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community as a whole, or of how cooperation var-
ies between different parts of the community.

Some architectural features can be effective 
in encouraging the basic cooperative act, that of 
engaging in discussion with other community 
members. One of these is answer notify; when 
another member responds online to a message, 
the author of the original message is automati-
cally notified by e-mail. The introduction of 
this simple mechanism can lead to a noticeable 
increase in the frequency of messages and the 
level of conversational engagement. A similar 
effect is achieved by the trackback functionality 
of blogs, which can be used to link a blog back 
to other blogs that comment on its content, thus 
encouraging cross-blog conversations.

Efficacy

In order for members to know the efficacy of 
their contributions, it is useful to have specific 
goals for users or groups of users, and informa-
tion on current progress toward those goals. The 
goals should, of course, be related to user needs 
and user requirementsthat is, to the members’ 
own tasks and goals, which user-centered design 
methodology will aim to discover.

One aspect of a system with high efficacy is 
that the effort required for cooperation and col-
laboration is small. Designers of online learning 
environments should therefore aim to reduce the 
steps required, both in terms of physical activity 
(the number of mouse clicks, for instance) and in 
terms of conceptual difficulty. When possible, 
steps to cooperation should be automated. For 
example, for some types of goals, information on 
progress toward the goals can be obtained auto-
matically. Reputation systems may incorporate 
measurements that can be carried out by software 
instrumentation of the online learning environ-
ment in addition to feedback by other members.

Instrumentation may also automatically iden-
tify features of the online environment that are 
being rarely used, or rarely used by particular types 

of members, and this information can be used 
to improve the environmental design. Software 
that identifies pairs of members with potentially 
matching interests can be a useful addition to 
personal recommendations.

Some experiments on ways to encourage con-
tribution through increasing members’ awareness 
of the efficacy of their contributions were carried 
out by the CommunityLab project (Ling et al., 
2005) studying an online movie-rating com-
munity. They found that reminding individual 
members who rated rarely-rated types of movies 
of their uniqueness had the effect of increasing 
contributions by these members, and that groups of 
members who were set challenging, specific goals 
(to rate a specific number of movies) produced 
more ratings than those given the vague goal to 
rate “as many as you can.” Collective goals for 
groups of 10 members produced higher contri-
butions than individual goals; this is contrary to 
predictions from off-line research that individual 
goals are more effective than goals for groups 
of more than five or six members. Interestingly, 
reminding members of either the individual or 
the collective benefits (but not both) of the act 
of rating movies had the effect of decreasing the 
number of movies rated. The researchers suggest 
that this last effect may be because the reminder 
of a benefit of contribution may undermine other 
motivations; if this is the case, it suggests a com-
mon mechanism underlying both this effect and 
the deleterious effects of introducing tangible 
rewards observed by Fahey (2005).

The efficacy of past messages depends on the 
ease of finding them again. Good search technol-
ogy is essential for large communities, and pro-
cesses for categorization and editing of material 
can greatly improve the signal-to-noise ratio.

The environment of an online learning com-
munity includes the online environment itself, 
as well as the off-line environment in which it 
is embedded. Effects of actions on the online 
environment may be more immediately notice-
able for members than off-line effects. Therefore 
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following user-centered design principles in which 
users’ preferences, goals, and actions feed back 
into the design of the online environment can 
enhance users’ awareness of the efficacy of their 
contributions.

Group Identity

A unified on-screen look for the online commu-
nity, with consistent colors, fonts, icons, buttons, 
and screen layouts, can help to support a group 
identity, as well as contributing to usability. A 
logo for the community can provide a handy 
visual identifier that can be used to link to the 
community site from other Web pages, or on 
publications and t-shirts.

Induction courses for new members can serve 
to foster a group identity as well as to introduce 
social norms.

A simple tool for assisting group identity that 
was first developed on Usenet newsgroups is the 
FAQ, a public list of frequently asked questions 
and answers to those questions. The FAQ can 
greatly reduce time spent answering common 
queries, but also can enhance group identity by 
recording the most useful community knowledge, 
or community decisions, in a quickly accessible 
form. A vocabulary list that records and explains 
technical terms that are commonly used by the 
community, or words that are used by the com-
munity with specialized meanings, can also be 
helpful. There needs, of course, to be a process by 
which the community can update the FAQ and the 
vocabulary list. Usenet FAQs typically had one 
volunteer editor who accepted suggestions from 
the community; wiki technology now allows the 
production of documents that any member can 
update at any time.

Online communities have one advantage over 
purely off-line ones when it comes to maintaining a 
group identity, in that online community software 
makes archiving very easy, and so it is relatively 
easy to have a group history available to current 
members. Techniques of editing, summarizing, 

and storytelling can help to produce a group his-
tory that is more conducive to the formation of a 
group identity than mere raw transcripts of past 
activity would be.

Non-Anonymity

In order to achieve non-anonymity, it is not 
necessary for members to be fully identified; it 
is enough for members to have persistent pseud-
onyms, which allow a history to be built up of a 
member’s interactions with the community, and 
also allow the development of social reputation 
and nontrivial social relationships within the 
community. Personal profile pages can play a 
useful role in making individual members less 
anonymous. Some elements of the profile (for 
instance, numbers of postings and links to recent 
ones) may be automatically produced by the com-
munity software, while others (for instance, a list of 
interests) may be written or edited by the member 
herself. One effective way of reducing anonymity 
is to integrate online learning with activities where 
members meet each other face-to-face.

Integration with Off-Line Activities

My experience of several online learning com-
munities suggests that cooperation is increased by 
integration of the online learning with face-to-face 
activities. Off-line activities may allow oppor-
tunities for extra communication of cooperation 
and for strengthening of group identity, enable 
additional forms of contribution, and decrease 
anonymity, so the apparent positive effect of this 
may be entirely explained by the factors discovered 
in the off-line social psychology experiments; 
however, it is also possible that such integration 
provides an extra boost to cooperation independent 
from these other factors.

Many online learning communities begin 
as extensions of off-line educational courses or 
have some other off-line interaction between their 
members right from the beginning. Although 
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not all start this way, successful online learning 
communities develop new or strengthened off-line 
links: it is natural for people who have learned 
together online to wish to meet each other off-
line as well.

Off-line interaction can significantly improve 
not only the amount of cooperation by community 
members, but also the quality of the online learn-
ing in general. This is understood, for instance, by 
the Open University, a UK university dedicated 
to distance education with around 150,000 under-
graduates and 30,000 postgraduates, which has 
a policy of including residential or day schools 
as part of many of its courses. An assessment of 
teaching records in 2004 (Times Newspapers, 
2004) put the Open University in the top five UK 
universities. In contrast, the educational model of 
several e-education companies that were started 
during the dot.com boom emphasized access to 
written course material over interaction (either 
on- or off-line) between teachers and students 
or between students, downplaying the social 
aspects of learning. The result was a reduction 
in learning quality.

If your community is associated with an off-
line course, then it clearly makes sense to integrate 
the off-line and online learning, making the most 
of the different capabilities of off-line and online 
communication. For instance, threaded discus-
sion boards, wikis, and Web sites can be used for 
students and teachers to hold non-real-time dis-
cussions and share information on course topics, 
set and deliver course assignments, suggest and 
discuss related reading, and communicate course 
logistics, without requiring the learning commu-
nity members to be simultaneously present in the 
same physical space, and with easy archiving for 
later reference. Meanwhile, the greater capabilities 
of the off-line world for interaction with physical 
objects, for creating a sense of occasion, and for 
reaching group consensus on contentious issues 
can be exploited in the off-line meetings.

Online communities can also be used by 
students while they are actually present in an off-

line class or meeting. For instance, law students 
can quickly find legal precedents online that are 
relevant to a legal question that comes up during 
an off-line discussion. One particularly interesting 
use of real-time online community support dur-
ing lectures was initially tried out by a project at 
the University of California at San Diego (Ratto, 
Shapiro, Truong, & Griswold, 2003). The tech-
nology is now used by other universities as well. 
In this project, students used handheld wireless 
devices during lectures to suggest questions to 
be answered by the lecturer, to answer questions 
suggested by others if they had a good answer 
themselves, and to vote for which questions on 
the list of current suggested questions should be 
given priority by the lecturer. The identity of the 
student suggesting a question was not revealed 
to other students, although the lecturer could 
discover it later. Students’ ability to ask questions 
without revealing their identity reduced their 
embarrassment about asking questions in class, 
and this produced questions of a high quality and 
broad range. The voting system allowed lecturers 
to know that a question was of interest to many 
students, rather than only to the questioner. A 
professor who used the system said (p. 7) that 
students asked questions that had not ever been 
asked in prior versions of the course, some of 
them especially insightful, with the result that 
all students were able to benefit.

If your community does not have an obvious 
off-line component, it makes sense to plan off-line 
meetings for community members. These should 
include both meetings for serious learning, and 
social meetingsor alternatively it is possible 
to combine the two, allotting time for socializing 
when planning the timetable for a study meeting. 
The technical and informational resources of the 
online learning community can be used to support 
off-line meetings. For instance, the agenda can be 
discussed in advance online, background mate-
rial and introductions by speakers and delegates 
can be provided in advance, logistical and travel 
information can be circulated online, the venue 
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and questions to put to speakers can be decided 
by online vote, and members unable to attend can 
use the online community to appoint delegates 
who will find out about a particular topic or 
make particular points on their behalf, reporting 
back to them. It can be possible for community 
members who are not physically present to take 
part in dialogs and question sessions during the 
meeting itself by, for instance, responding to live 
blogs written by members who are present.

After the meeting, edited write-ups of the 
meeting and summaries of any outcomes can be 
posted online, and follow-up discussions can take 
place there, taking advantage of the archiving 
capabilities of online communication as well as 
its capabilities for non-real-time, geographically 
distributed discussions. Write-ups and photos of 
social events can also be valuable for increasing 
social capital within the community.

Finally, it is a mistake to think of any online 
learning community as a completely self-con-
tained entity. Its members will have links and 
affiliations with other organizations, both online 
and off-line, and these links can be exploited to 
enhance the community.

FUTURE TRENDS AND
CONCLUSION

In the early days of online learning communi-
ties, students were likely to have Internet access 
only from a computer owned by their educational 
organization; now some have Internet access 
from their own mobile phone. Future technology 
trends are for personal Internet access to become 
increasingly available, mobile, and affordable. 
Simultaneously, there is a social trend (in Europe 
at least) toward lifelong learning, with learning 
taking place throughout a person’s life, rather 
than being limited to formal education during a 
particular age span. The effect of this trend is that 
future learning management systems will need to 
be flexible, to allow remote personal access, and 

to be easily integrated into the everyday lives of 
learners, who will not necessarily be in formal 
education. Online learning communities will be 
a crucial part of this. Many of the mechanisms 
for social control and promotion of cooperation 
that are used in traditional education are difficult 
to apply in a distributed community of learners 
outside formal education. Therefore it will be par-
ticularly important to design such online learning 
communities to encourage cooperation.

In this chapter I have given reasons for un-
cooperative and cooperative behavior in online 
learning, and suggested some ways to design 
online learning communities in order to en-
courage cooperation. However, the design of 
your community should be based on its specific 
purpose and the particular set of users that it is 
designed for. You will therefore need to adapt 
the recommendations to your particular circum-
stances, involving your users in the design from 
the beginning, and continuously feeding back 
users’ tasks, goals, experiences, and ideas into 
potential design changes. For instance, if your 
community is designed for lifelong learning, and 
shared off-line activity is impractical, then you 
may find that users draw particular benefit from 
design features that foster a group identity and 
help to build cooperative social norms.

Finally, do not be afraid to experiment. Almost 
all the design suggestions that I have mentioned 
were developed through experimentation with the 
assistance and participation of users, and this is 
the best way to discover further design improve-
ments that will be useful for your community’s 
purpose. As Howard Rheingold’s e-mail signature 
says, “What it is—is—up to us.”
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ABSTRACT

This chapter introduces the concept of virtual learning communities and discusses and further enhances 
the theory and definitions presented in related literature. A model comprising four criteria essential to 
virtual learning communities is presented and discussed in detail. Theory and case studies relating to the 
impact of virtual learning communities on distance education and students from diverse cultural groups 
are also examined. In addition, this chapter investigates the enabling technologies and facilitation that 
is required to build virtual learning communities. Other case studies are used to illustrate the process 
of building virtual learning communities. Emerging technologies such as wikis and video lectures are 
also analysed to determine the effects they have on building and sustaining effective virtual learning 
communities.
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INTRODUCTION

Virtual communities are created when people 
form groups online to share a common inter-
est and create a social bond that is nourished 
with continued interaction over time (Powazek, 
2002). Social virtual communities, also known 
as discourse communities, have existed on the 
Internet for many years. Communities supported 
by Internet discussion boards and the like are 
dedicated to interests as diverse as pop stars and 
football. All involve the sharing of knowledge, 
support, and common interests through ongoing 
social interaction online (Jonassen, Howland, 
Moore, & Marra, 2003; Rheingold, 1994; Wood 
& Smith, 2001). 

Computer-supported collaborative work has 
been the subject of research since the 1970s when 
communications technology evolved to support 
virtual communities in the workplace (Lewis, 
2002). Work-related virtual communities are also 
known as communities of practice (Wenger, 1998). 
These communities allowed their workers to share 
business knowledge and learn from and support 
one another (Jonassen et al., 2003). Employees at 
different offices and those working from home can 
also share a mutual sense of presence provided 
by such communities (Dourish & Bly, 1992; 
Schraefel, Ho, Chignell, & Milton, 2000). 

The advent of the Internet has had a huge im-
pact on teaching and learning around the world. 
The Internet and its associated communication 
media have the potential to revolutionise learning 
(Lewis, 2002). It is not only a powerful tool for 
content provision, but it also lends itself to the 
creation of groups of learners who can support 
each other in the learning process (Bruckman, 
2002). 

Traditionally, universities have used class-
room-situated tutorials as a means of facilitating 
discourse among learners so they can construct a 
solid understanding of course materials through 
social interaction with their peers and instructors. 
Virtual learning communities can now provide a 

classroom online, in which students may interact 
with each other and their instructors. The virtual 
nature of the classroom means that students can 
join in regardless of their location. Consequently, 
participation in a learning community can be 
particularly beneficial to those who study entirely 
online, such as distance learners. It can help 
learners to overcome their feelings of isolation 
and enhance their learning experience through 
interaction with their peers (Blunt, 2001; Hay-
thornthwaite, Kazmer, Robins, & Shoemaker, 
2000; Lanham & Zhou, 2002).

The work of Haythornthwaite et al. (2000) 
describes a virtual learning community that 
used multiple technologies to connect distance 
learners. The distance program included some 
classroom-situated seminars. However, the bulk 
of the learning experience was conducted online. 
E-mail and Internet discussion boards were the 
prime means for communication among students 
and staff. Internet Relay Chat (IRC), a text-based 
synchronous discussion program, allowed stu-
dents to partake in informal social communication 
known as “whispering” during real-time virtual 
lectures. IRC was also used by students to ask the 
instructor questions during the live lectures. The 
lectures were delivered online using PowerPoint 
slides accompanied by narration. Interviews 
conducted throughout the duration of the course 
showed that students who communicated actively 
identified themselves as members of a learning 
community and felt less isolated and less stressed 
than those who did not participate. 

Palaver Tree Online is a virtual learning com-
munity that connects students with mentors who 
help the students build a database of oral history. 
Students interview elders online using specially 
developed discussion software that integrates 
individual profiles of the elders. Students can 
also create stories that summarise what they 
have learned in their interviews and publish them 
within the integrated online environment (Ellis 
& Bruckman, 2001). 
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Jonassen et al. (2003) describe several virtual 
learning community projects such as Knowledge 
Forum, CaMILE, SWiki, and Shadow netWork-
space. All share discourse as the common method 
for building communities of learners. The projects 
use various tailor-made software solutions to cre-
ate flexible discussion forums and platforms for 
collaboration on documents and the construction 
of knowledge by students. Some of these com-
munities also involve mentors interacting with 
students to share knowledge and achieve learn-
ing goals in a manner similar to the Palaver Tree 
Online project. 

These examples illustrate some of the pos-
sibilities of virtual learning communities. Sub-
sequently, this chapter defines virtual learning 
communities and discusses the technologies and 
facilitation required to build them. It explores the 
pedagogy of virtual learning communities and 
presents case studies to illustrate the community 
building process.

VIRTUAL LEARNING COMMUNITIES

The evolution of modern day virtual learning 
communities can be traced back to the industrial 
revolution and beyond. People have formed learn-
ing communities to share knowledge throughout 
history. Virtual learning communities facilitated 
by the Internet are an extension of this trend 
(Lewis, 2002). 

There are varied notions of what constitutes a 
virtual community (Daniel, McCalla, & Schwier, 
2002; Jones, 1997). A learning community is 
made up of individuals who work together in a 
shared space to increase their knowledge and 
understanding of a subject through study and 
experience (Saragina, 1999). In a virtual learning 
community, the shared space that the community 
inhabits is the Internet. 

A virtual learning environment is created on 
the Internet using study materials, discussion 
boards, and instructors (Augar, Raitman, & Zhou, 

2004a; Augar, Raitman, & Zhou, 2005; Oren, 
Nachmias, Mioduser, & Lahav, 1998). 

However, the provision of content in a virtual 
environment accompanied by a discussion board 
is not sufficient in and of itself. For virtual com-
munities to exist, they must have a minimum level 
of interactivity among a variety of communicators 
in a common public space, with a minimum level 
of membership sustained over time (Augar et al., 
2004a; Jones, 1997; Wood & Smith, 2001). 

A virtual learning community is a group of 
learners that interact in a common online envi-
ronment to gain understanding of subject matter. 
Learners build on their knowledge by interacting 
with each other, their instructors, and learning 
materials. By sharing a common learning goal 
and interacting socially over a period of time, 
learners develop and share a sense of belonging 
and shared purpose (Augar et al., 2004a; Augar 
et al., 2005). 

E-Learning Environment or V irtual 
Learning Community?

“Community” is a common word in current e-
learning literature. This section compares and 
contrasts e-learning environments and virtual 
learning communities to clarify their similarities 
and differences.

An e-learning environment comprises the 
tools and content required to facilitate an online 
learning experience for students. It may comprise 
threaded discussions, synchronous chat, white-
board tools, and content such as HTML, PDF files, 
or even multimedia presentations. Note that this 
definition implies that providing learning tools and 
content to students online does not automatically 
result in the creation of a virtual learning commu-
nity. Such a view is technologically deterministic 
(Augar & Zhou, 2003; Jones, 1997). Rather, the 
provision of learning tools and content online 
creates an e-learning environment. 

In most cases, e-learning environments require 
facilitation from teaching staff, as is the case 
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for virtual learning communities. Facilitation 
may take the form of tutors moderating online 
discussion forums for students. E-learning envi-
ronments and virtual learning communities are 
similar because students have a shared learning 
goal in both settings. However, the outcome of 
the shared learning goal in an e-learning environ-
ment is the successful completion of the subject. 
As later sections will discuss, virtual learning 
communities can encourage students to become 
more active in defining their shared learning goal. 
Moreover, virtual learning communities allow 
students to work together as a group to achieve 
shared learning goals. 

Similarities aside, the key point that differ-
entiates a virtual learning community from an 
e-learning environment is social context. Students 
develop social presence as a sense of community 
emerges in an e-learning environment. In devel-
oping social context, students feel a shared sense 
of community with their fellow learners and they 
identify with the community as a whole. 

E-learning environments and virtual learn-
ing communities share the following common 
aspects: tools, content, facilitation, and shared 
learning goal. However, it is the development 
of social context among learners that turns an 
e-learning environment into a virtual learning 
community. Hence, careful consideration should 
be given to labelling an e-learning environment 
a “community.” A host can provide the tools and 
facilitation that lay the foundations, but a com-
munity will only emerge if and when the partici-
pants choose to identify themselves as members 
of a community (Haythornthwaite et al., 2000; 
Powazek, 2002). 

While this chapter will outline what the devel-
oper can do to increase the chances of building a 
virtual learning community, it is the users who 
will determine whether the developer’s efforts 
are a success. As Jonassen et al. (2003) point out, 
virtual learning communities are an ideal that may 
not ever be completely attainable. Therefore, the 
important aspect to note is whether the learning 

group is moving towards or away from the ideal 
of a community. 

ESSENTIAL CRITERIA FOR
VIRTUAL LEARNING COMMUNITIES

To further refine the discussion presented in 
the previous sections, four interrelated criteria 
are presented that are building blocks for the 
development of a virtual learning community. 
These criteria are: social context, facilitation, 
technology, and a shared learning goal. They 
are presented in the model depicted in Figure 1 
(Augar et al., 2004a).

These four interrelated essential criteria are 
critical to the process of fostering a sense of 
community amongst learners. They are themes 
that will be reiterated throughout this chapter, as 
they are central to the process of building effec-
tive virtual learning communities. The following 
sections explore these criteria in greater depth.

Technology

For a sense of community to emerge in a virtual 
setting where people interact with one another 
in an online environment, there must be a shared 
space where communication can occur (Augar 
& Zhou, 2003; Blunt, 2001; Jones, 1997; Wood 
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& Smith, 2001). Technology allows learners to 
transmit, save, organise and extend the knowledge 
shared by the community members (Jonassen et 
al., 2003).

Consequently, technology is fundamental to 
the development of any virtual learning commu-
nity. Reliability and ease of use are fundamental 
requirements for technology that supports e-learn-
ing. Students learning online can become alienated 
when they experience technical difficulties, which 
can diminish their motivation to participate (Augar 
et al., 2004a; Hara & Kling, 1999).

One of the most widely used technologies 
for enabling virtual learning communities is the 
asynchronous discussion forum. Asynchronous 
discussion tools and e-mail are used to create 
lively discourse relating to learning materials. 
Real-time collaboration tools may also be used, 
but they may disadvantage distance learners 
where time differences are a factor. Learning 
materials are provided as supplements to the in-
teractive tools that facilitate the virtual learning 
community. Text-based and multimedia refer-

ence materials containing course content such as 
lecture notes, video lectures, or weekly readings 
provide resources to support the discourse that is 
the foundation of the community.

Most virtual learning communities are text-
based. Access to these learning communities is 
gained via a software interface, which runs over 
the Internet. Students can use their personal com-
puter to type messages and contribute or “post” 
them to ongoing asynchronous discussions that 
are maintained on a host server (Augar & Zhou, 
2003). 

Deakin University runs an e-learning environ-
ment called Deakin Studies Online (DSO). DSO 
uses WebCT Vista software, which has been cus-
tomized especially for Deakin University. Figure 
2 shows a screen shot of the DSO asynchronous 
discussion tool. This tool is used regularly by 
students, both to communicate with their peers 
informally and to participate in structured learn-
ing activities, such as online tutorials.

Synchronous text-based chat systems can also 
facilitate virtual learning communities. IRC, MSN 

 

Figure 2. DSO’s discussion tool
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Messenger, and ICQ provide simple examples 
of software interfaces that allow learners from 
around the world to participate in real-time discus-
sions. Each user can compose messages, which 
can be immediately viewed by other participants 
who in turn have the opportunity to respond. 
MSN Messenger and ICQ differ from asynchro-
nous technologies in that each “chat” session is 
initiated by individual users and is not hosted on 
a designated central server. Unless a participant 
chooses to “log” a chat session (keep a transcript), 
there is no ongoing record of discourse between 
users (Augar & Zhou, 2003). 

Deakin University’s DSO system has an 
integrated chat facility for learners. Instructors 
may add this facility to their subject’s learning 
area for students to access as part of learning 
activities. The interface of the DSO chat facility 
is depicted in Figure 3.

The advent of cheap, accessible multimedia 
technology has allowed virtual learning com-
munities to evolve and thus include video and 
audio content. Previously, video conferencing 
and streamed video placed a huge load on tele-
communication networks. Consequently, video 

was an expensive and cumbersome medium for 
use in virtual learning communities. However, 
as the telecommunications network bandwidth 
has increased and the price of services such as 
broadband Internet has decreased, video has been 
adopted by some community builders. This trend 
has been encouraged further by the reduced cost 
of audio and video capture devices, and the in-
creased speed and memory of personal computers 
(Augar & Zhou, 2003).

Computer-mounted video cameras (Web 
cams) can be used in conjunction with programs 
that support video such as MSN Messenger or 
Microsoft NetMeeting to establish video confer-
ences with groups. Shareware such as CU-SeeMe 
allows larger groups of people to conduct video 
conferences in video chat rooms that can be sup-
ported with text-based chat facilities (Jonassen 
et al., 2003). 

Facilitation

Facilitation plays a key role in the successful de-
velopment of a virtual learning community (Augar 
et al., 2004a; Carlsen, 2003; Stacey, 2001). The 

Figure 3. DSO’s chat integrated facility
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facilitation of virtual learning communities occurs 
when instructors begin interacting with learners 
in the e-learning environment. The process of 
guiding the learners in their development of social 
context and shared learning goals is critical to 
building the virtual learning community. 

Salmon (2003) proposes a five-stage model 
of teaching and learning online that was devel-
oped as a result of action research undertaken 
at Open University in the United Kingdom. The 
model charts the changing needs of students and 
the role of the facilitator throughout the online 
learning process:

1. Access and motivation: Students focus on 
gaining access to and becoming familiar 
with the system. Facilitation at this stage is 
based on welcoming students, solving access 
issues, and encouraging participation.

2. Online socialisation: Students develop their 
online identity and begin to interact with 
the group. Facilitation focuses on helping 
individuals create their own social presence 
and encouraging social interaction amongst 
the group.

3. Information exchange: Participants ex-
change course-related information. Facilita-
tion at this stage focuses on guiding students 
through the learning task, helping them to 
access appropriate learning materials, and 
guiding them in the process of information 
exchange. Up to and including this stage, 
the interaction is cooperative and supports 
the goals of the individual. At Stage 4, the 
interaction becomes collaborative.

4. Knowledge construction: At this stage, 
interaction becomes collaborative and com-
munication is based on the common culture 
of the group. The facilitator adopts a more 
passive approach to moderation, allowing 
the students to engage in active discourse 
and broaden and develop their knowledge. 
The facilitator may guide the discussion by 
providing summaries of the group’s ideas and 

relating them back to the central learning 
goals of the course. 

5. Development: Individuals look for ways to 
benefit from the system and achieve their 
learning goals. The facilitator takes on a 
supportive role at this stage and responds 
to queries posed by the group. The learners 
are active and confident in learning through 
discourse in the online environment.

This model documents the critical and chang-
ing role the facilitator plays in the community-
building process. They must teach the students 
how to interact and learn online, facilitate ap-
propriate social interaction, guide their learning, 
and be responsive to and supportive of the needs 
of the learning group.

Participation in a virtual learning community 
requires students to review and understand the 
input of others, and formulate and contribute 
appropriate responses so they can have meaning-
ful participation in online discourse. However, 
students may be more familiar with memorizing 
course content than they are with evaluating in-
formation and forming their own opinions about 
it. Consequently, the instructor may need to teach 
students how to communicate online, and provide 
ongoing monitoring to support active discourse 
(Jonassen et al., 2003).

The facilitator plays a critical role in model-
ing social presence and identity for students. The 
facilitator can set the tone for the community, 
and aid the development of trust and social bonds 
among learners. Building trust among learners 
is critical. Students can create a shared history 
and develop a sense of trust by sharing their 
experiences and knowledge within the virtual 
environment (Augar et al., 2004a; Daniel et al., 
2002; Rovai, 2002).

The instructor needs to encourage the emerg-
ing sense of community among students while 
ensuring that the learning task is being completed 
(Lewis, 2002; Rovai, 2002). Students can become 
frustrated when they do not receive timely and 
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clear advice in an online environment. By identify-
ing and being responsive to student needs, facili-
tators can provide added motivation for students 
to participate (Augar et al., 2004a; Blunt, 2001; 
Hara & Kling, 1999). Another important aspect 
of establishing and facilitating appropriate social 
interaction in a virtual learning community is the 
implementation of a set of usage policies that are 
clearly and simply communicated in the e-learn-
ing environment, and enforced when necessary 
(Augar, Raitman, & Zhou, 2004b; Augar et al., 
2005; Powazek, 2002). 

Social Context

Social context defines the way social interactions 
are carried out within a virtual learning commu-
nity. It is the sum of the identity and behaviour 
of individual participants and helps to define the 
communities’ social identity (Jonassen et al., 
2003). Over time, virtual communities develop 
unwritten rules on how to behave in the online 
environment. These rules allow participants to 
expect a certain standard of behaviour and help 
to develop a level of trust between community 
members (Haythornthwaite et al., 2000).

Virtual learning communities require students 
to develop social bonds in a short period of time 
so they can interact freely and focus on the course 
content. The process of developing and sustaining 
social context depends on the ability of learners 
to interact socially for enough time to develop 
a level of trust among the group (Augar et al., 
2004a; Daniel et al., 2002). 

In virtual learning communities, students are 
largely restricted to text-based communication, 
which has inherent limitations. Face-to-face com-
munication is regulated by visual and audible 
cues that indicate someone has finished speaking 
and another person may start to talk. These cues 
include for example, finishing a sentence, body 
language, and vocalizations. Students new to 
learning in a virtual environment can be frustrated 
by their inability to detect these cues (Augar & 
Zhou, 2003; Hiltz & Turoff, 1993). 

The absence of audible and visual cues may 
result in people being ruder than normal because 
they cannot see the recipients’ reaction or gauge 
non-verbal cues (Baym, 1995). However, the 
absence of contextual cues can also be helpful 
as authors must take more care to ensure they 
communicate clearly (Jonassen et al., 2003). 
Consequently, the facilitator’s role in modelling 
appropriate social interactions during the found-
ing stages of a virtual learning community is 
critical to its ongoing success (Augar & Zhou, 
2003; Stacey, 2001). 

In a virtual learning community, each student’s 
online identity is based on what he or she tells other 
community members about him or herself. Tools 
such as profiles (text-based biographies with an 
optional photograph posted within the e-learning 
environment) can help new students introduce 
themselves to the learning group in a non-threaten-
ing way (Augar & Zhou, 2003; Blunt, 2001). An 
interactive extension of this idea is an icebreaker 
exercise where groups of learners answer sets of 
socially oriented questions as a group in a discus-
sion forum, introducing themselves to the other 
group members in the process. The facilitator 
can model appropriate social presence by taking 
part in the icebreaker exercise and constructing a 
profile of his or her own for the students to mimic 
(Augar et al., 2004b, 2005).

Shared Learning Goal

Virtual learning communities develop when 
participants can share knowledge about common 
interests and work to achieve shared learning goals 
(Daniel et al., 2002; Jonassen et al., 2003). Students 
may have their own learning goals, including at-
taining a degree or passing a subject. However, 
they may not consider participation in a discussion 
group or a virtual learning community to be a 
part of achieving those goals. Consequently, the 
development of a shared learning goal in a group 
of online learners can be very difficult to achieve 
(Augar et al., 2004a; Lewis, 2002).
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Students can be motivated to participate 
through assessment that evaluates whether their 
contributions to group discussions were on time, 
relevant, and of a high quality (Rovai, 2002). How-
ever, Carlsen (2003) feels that for community to 
emerge, participation should be at least partially 
voluntary. A student’s motivation for participa-
tion plays a critical role in the development of a 
shared learning goal. If students cannot see the 
benefits of participating in terms of their own 
goals, they may have a negative perception of the 
experience. Encouraging participation through 
assessment may be effective, but it may not result 
in an authentic virtual learning community.

Certain student groups may be more pre-
disposed to participating in virtual learning 
communities. The work of Haythornthwaite 
et al. (2000) demonstrates the benefits virtual 
learning communities have for distance learners 
who experienced a reduced sense of isolation by 
belonging to the learning community. Reduced 
isolation and the support offered by the commu-
nity influence a student’s motivation to interact 
socially with other students, who would otherwise 
be strangers online. 

Finally, the goal of any virtual learning com-
munity should always be communicated clearly 
to students (Blunt, 2001). Simple, unambiguous 
explanations about the aim of the exercise or 
discourse can reduce student frustration and 
help them focus on the learning task, rather 
than questioning why they have to participate. 
Continued prompt feedback and guidance from 
facilitators throughout the learning process can 
help students move toward the development of a 
shared learning goal.

The interrelated nature of the four criteria 
outlined here—technology, facilitation, social 
context, and shared learning goal—means that 
while all must be present, aspects of the criteria 
overlap. For example, by guiding the students in 
the completion of tasks, the facilitator aids in the 
process of developing the students’ shared learn-
ing goal. This process highlights the relationship 

between effective facilitation and the develop-
ment of a shared learning goal in the community. 
Likewise, facilitation is critical in the process of 
building social context. By modelling appropriate 
online behaviour, the facilitator helps the student 
establish an online identity and develop social 
bonds with other members of the learning group. 
Finally, effective facilitation can only occur if the 
enabling technology is usable by both the teacher 
and the students alike. 

THE PEDAGOGY OF VIRTUAL 
LEARNING COMMUNITIES

This section looks at the theory of teaching 
and learning that provides the basis for using 
virtual learning communities as a teaching tool. 
Specifically, the areas of computer-supported 
collaborative learning (CSCL), constructivism, 
and constructionism are discussed. These areas 
lay the foundation for the central theme of learn-
ing communities: students working together and 
supporting one another in building knowledge 
that meets the learning objectives of the group 
(Jonassen et al., 2003).

Computer-Supported Collaborative 
Learning

The study of virtual learning communities en-
compasses the research areas of collaborative 
learning and CSCL. Collaborative learning can be 
achieved when students work together and share 
the responsibility for building on their existing 
knowledge (Myers, 1991). CSCL is a process 
where students work together on learning tasks 
using technology to facilitate their collaboration. 
CSCL can support and enhance peer interaction 
while enabling the sharing and distribution of 
knowledge and expertise among community 
members (Augar et al., 2004b; Lipponen, 2002; 
Raitman, Augar, & Zhou, 2004).
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Constructivism and Constructionism

Constructivism is a process whereby the learner 
plays an active role in the learning process. The 
learner constructs new knowledge by building 
on his or her past and current experience (Brook 
& Oliver, 2003). Phillips (2000) identifies two 
different perceptions of constructivism. The first 
idea promotes constructivism as the shared body 
of knowledge built up through history. The second 
promotes the idea that knowledge is made as a 
result of learners constructing their own internal 
meaning and understanding of information (Duffy 
& Jonassen, 1992; Phillips, 2000). 

Social interaction among learners plays a key 
role in the construction of knowledge. It provides 
students with a means to explore knowledge and 
achieve understanding of theory and concepts 
transmitted in the learning environment (Vy-
gotsky, 1978, as cited by Stacey, 1999, 2001). In 
virtual learning communities, students can use 
discussion boards to discuss course content, ques-
tion each other about subject matter, and through 
this process enhance their understanding of the 
material (Augar & Zhou, 2003).

Constructionism is similar to constructivism in 
that individuals create artefacts and in the process 
of doing so construct a greater understanding of 
subject matter (Dougimas & Taylor, 2002; Papert 
& Harel, 1991). Papert and Harel (1991) differ-
entiate constructionism from constructivism by 
pointing out that constructionism occurs when 
learners construct real-world objects and enhance 
their knowledge in the process.

Bruckman (2002) contends that the true 
power of learning using the Internet lies not in 
the delivery of content to students who receive it 
passively. Rather, students should be active learn-
ers, gathering information resources and sharing 
them with their peers in an online environment 
supported by innovative collaborative tools. 
CSCL, constructivism, and constructionism all 
highlight the importance of learners interacting 
and collaborating to construct knowledge and 

artefacts that reflect their understanding of course 
materials. Research in these areas provides strong 
support and motivation for building virtual learn-
ing communities.

BUILDING CULTURALLY INCLUSIVE 
VIRTUAL LEARNING COMMUNITIES

Over that past five years, the number of interna-
tional students studying at Deakin University has 
increased. This trend is predicted to continue over 
the next five years. These international students 
are from different cultural backgrounds and 
therefore have different approaches to learning. 
This increase is not limited to Deakin Univer-
sity. International student enrolments have also 
been on the increase over recent years at other 
Australian tertiary institutions, and this trend is 
expected to continue.

Dr. Brendan Nelson (2004) stated in a media 
release that Australia’s international student en-
rolments reached an estimated 303,324 in 2003. 
This translated to a 17% growth in the higher 
education sector. The media release also indicated 
that Asia continues to remain the major source 
of international students, representing more than 
three-quarters of Australia’s overseas students 
market (Lanham & Zhou, 2004a, 2004b).

An Australian Trade Commission report 
(2004) stated that in the year 2000, there were 
182,000 international students studying at Aus-
tralian institutions (150,000 onshore and 32,000 
offshore). Fifty-six percent of these figures 
specifically related to University enrolments. 
The Australia-wide figures correlate with those 
collected by Deakin University.

During the period 2000 to 2002, there was 
an increase in the number of international stu-
dents from Asian countries enrolling for study 
at Deakin. A significant increase in the number 
of students from China and Hong Kong was 
noted, showing an increase from 154 and 325 
respectively in 2001, to 276 and 427 respectively 
in 2002 (Deakin University, 2003). 
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It has been indicated in several publications 
(Chin, Chang, & Bauer, 2000; Conlan, 1996; 
Lanham & Zhou, 2003a; Munro-Smith, 2002) 
that students with different cultural background 
have different learning styles. The figures above 
represent a diverse student body, with a majority 
of those international students from the Asian cul-
ture. Therefore, issues relating to virtual learning 
environment design for international audiences 
need to be addressed.  Before a virtual learning 
community is created, an environment where 
this diverse student body can feel comfortable 
must be developed. In order to establish such an 
environment, the developers must focus on the 
issues relating to the design of virtual environ-
ments for international use.

When dealing with international or culturally 
diverse audiences, it is important to consider the 
design and layout of the interface. Nielsen (1996) 
suggests that the developer should ensure that the 
interface contains culturally neutral icons that will 
not cause offence to a culturally diverse audience. 
Metaphors and visual puns are not universally 
understood. For example, using a coffee cup as a 
visual icon representing a cyber café may provide 
a useful visual cue to some Western computer 
users. However, the developer should not assume 
that such an icon will be universally understood 
by a culturally diverse audience. Finally, where 
content is translated into multiple languages, de-
velopers should ensure that content is translated 
in its entirety so that all students have access to 
the same materials (Lanham & Zhou, 2003a, 
2003b). Following these guidelines can aid in 
the construction of a culturally unbiased virtual 
learning environment.

Developers should also consider the design 
of learning materials when creating a culturally 
inclusive virtual learning environment. The fol-
lowing guidelines can aid this process:

• Avoid using colloquial language and cultural 
slang that can be misinterpreted by an audi-
ence from a diverse cultural background.

• Review all content and language to ensure 
it is not offensive to other cultures.

• Identify how different cultures approach 
learning, and factor this into the learning 
outcomes of the subject.

• Try to tailor the learning environment so that 
all students can understand the content pro-
vided (Lanham & Zhou, 2003a, 2003b).

These points are a sample of the techniques 
that can be employed in an attempt to reduce the 
barriers between cultures in an online learning 
environment. Providing a culturally inclusive 
environment can allow students from diverse 
backgrounds to feel as though they are valued par-
ticipants within a virtual learning community.

Using Wikis to Build Virtual Learning 
Communities

“Wiki” is a Hawaiian word meaning “quick” or 
“fast” in English. In 1994, Ward Cunningham 
used the word “wiki” as the name for a fully 
editable Web site that he invented (Leuf & Cun-
ningham, 2001). In their book The Wiki Way, 
Leuf and Cunningham (2001) present wikis as an 
ideal technology for building virtual communi-
ties. Ongoing research at Deakin University is 
exploring this contention by attempting to use 
wikis to build virtual learning communities. This 
section introduces wikis, explains how they work, 
and describes a wiki pilot study undertaken at 
Deakin University. 

Wikis

Wikis are Web sites that allow users to collaborate 
to create new documents (Web pages), edit the 
content of existing Web pages (text and pictures), 
or edit the structure of the whole site. All a user 
needs to edit, re-organize and read a wiki is a 
Web browser. Many wiki clones (versions of 
wiki scripts written in various programming 
languages) are available free of charge on the 
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Internet. Most wiki clones are relatively easy to 
install on a Web server for immediate use. Con-
sequently, wikis have the potential to provide an 
efficient, flexible, user-friendly, and cost-effective 
interface for collaboration, knowledge creation 
and archiving, and student interaction (Augar et 
al., 2004b; Leuf & Cunningham, 2001) . 

Wikis can be used in document mode or thread 
mode. Wikis that are used in document mode act 
as knowledge repositories. Multiple users update 
the wiki content and over a period of time the wiki 
content grows to reflect the shared knowledge of 
the contributors, who remain anonymous. Wikis 
can also be used in thread mode to facilitate dis-
cussion amongst wiki users who each sign their 
posts (the content or message they added to the 
wiki) (Augar et al., 2004b, 2005; Leuf & Cun-
ningham, 2001; Raitman et al., 2004).

To edit a wiki, users need to learn a set of 
basic mark-up rules, known as wiki syntax, that 
format wiki content in a manner similar to HTML. 
An example of using wiki syntax is enclosing a 
word in double apostrophes to make the word 
appear as bold text. However, many variations of 
wiki syntax exist. Some wikis provide an editing 
toolbar so the user can type in his or her content 
and format it by selecting the required text with a 
mouse and clicking on the appropriate formatting 
button in the toolbar. MediaWiki (http://wikipedia.
sourceforge.net) has toolbar functionality, which 
is depicted in Figure 4 (MediaWiki, 2004). Ex-
amples of wiki syntax including square brackets 
and double apostrophes can also be seen in the 
text area shown in Figure 4 (Augar et al., 2004b, 
2005; Leuf & Cunningham, 2001).

Background to the Wiki Pilot Study

Deakin University Australia offers a third-year 
computing subject “Computers, Society and 
Professional Ethics” that is taught entirely online. 
Students use DSO (introduced in the Technology 
section of this chapter) to participate in online 
discussion groups of ten students about subject 
matter over a 13-week semester. In addition to 
engaging in discourse, students produce collabora-
tive documents that reflect their understanding of 
the subject matter as a result of their discussions 
(Augar et al., 2004a; 2004b; 2005). This mode 
of e-learning reflects the constructivist and con-
structionist approaches to learning outlined in 
the Pedagogy section of this chapter.

In the 2003 delivery of this subject, students 
were encouraged to develop a social presence in 
the first week of semester by publishing a single-
page biography within their designated DSO 
discussion forum. It was envisaged that group 
members would read all of the biographies and 
use them as a means to get to know their fellow 
group members. However, very little social in-
teraction occurred, and students did not engage 
in true discussion about the subject matter. Most 
students simply added their thoughts close to the 
deadline for contributions and did not comment 
about the contributions of others (Augar et al., 
2004a; 2004b; 2005). 

Survey research results indicated that students 
also experienced technology problems during the 
semester that impacted negatively upon their mo-
tivation to participate. Many students also felt that 

 

Figure 4. MediaWiki provides editing toolbar instead of using wiki syntax
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facilitators did not provide feedback and guidance 
in a prompt and clear manner. Students expressed 
general dissatisfaction about participating in the 
online discussion forums at the end of the semester 
(Augar et al., 2004a; 2004b; 2005). 

Subsequent research has focused on improving 
the collaborative aspects of the delivery technol-
ogy by introducing wikis. An icebreaker exercise 
was developed for use on the wiki that aimed to 
help learners construct their online identity and 
enable each learning group to develop social 
context. Students were surveyed at the end of 
the 2004 semester to gauge their response to the 
wiki and the icebreaker exercise.

Which Wiki?

MediaWiki was selected for use in this study be-
cause of its toolbar, tracking, and authentication 
capability. The toolbar functionality was judged 
to be a critical feature as it meant students would 
not need to be familiar with wiki syntax to use the 
wiki. Tracking and authentication was required 
to enable marking of student contributions and to 
minimise the possibility of intentional misuse of 
the wiki. Authentication also allowed students to 
create personal profiles and sign their contribu-
tions, contributing to their development of social 
presence. Finally, MediaWiki is the wiki clone 
used to power a well-known online collaborative 
encyclopaedia, Wikipedia (http://en.wikipedia.
org/wiki/Main_Page). Consequently, it was 
judged to be robust enough to support the 450 
students who would use it as part of the study. 
The wiki was known as the Science and Infor-
mation Technology wiki, SITWiki (Augar et al., 
2004b; 2005).

The Wiki Icebreaker Exercise

Each discussion group (comprising 10 students) 
had its own icebreaker document on the wiki to 
complete as a group. Eighteen statements were 
included in the icebreaker exercise. Each statement 

prompted the students to add their name below 
the statement if it applied to them. Students could 
elaborate on the statement and in doing so tell the 
group a little about themselves. An example of a 
statement is “Members who have lived overseas.” 
This example prompted students who had lived 
outside of Australia to post a signed message un-
derneath the statement that detailed the country 
where they had lived. 

Each group had two weeks to update the ice-
breaker document so that every statement had 
at least one group member’s signed response 
underneath it. A partially completed example is 
shown in Figure 5.

Prior to commencing the exercise, instructors 
seeded icebreaker with information about them-
selves. They did this to introduce themselves to 
the group whilst modelling appropriate social 
presence and setting the tone for the exercise. 
Instructors signed their posts and in doing so 
created a hyperlink (as shown in Figure 5) to 
their wiki user page which contained a photo and 
a brief biography about themselves (Augar et al., 
2004b, 2005). 

Results

Prior to the icebreaker, many students had not 
used a wiki before. Some had not even heard 
of a wiki. The only training students received 
was in the form of e-mail-based technical sup-
port (to respond to specific queries) and an FAQ 
page provided on the wiki that contained simple 
instructions on how to edit and perform other 
required tasks. However, all students who used 
the wiki were able to satisfactorily complete the 
icebreaker exercise and introduce themselves to 
the other students in their discussion group (Augar 
et al., 2004b; 2005). 

A usage policy was developed and displayed on 
every page of the wiki. The policy consisted of four 
guidelines that were written in a positive simple 
manner to encourage a wiki culture of cooperative, 
respectful usage. Across the 50 groups who used 
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the wiki, there were no incidences of intentional 
misuse or deletions of wiki content. Sixty-seven 
percent of students reported that they enjoyed 
participating in the wiki environment. These posi-
tive results were mirrored in the students’ overall 
rating of the wiki experience, as can be seen in 
Figure 6 (Augar et al., 2004b; 2005).

Technology

MediaWiki proved itself to be a reliable collabora-
tion platform, supporting over 450 users with no 
system failures during the two-week icebreaker 
exercise. Students viewed the wiki between one- 
to two-thousand times per day and, on average, 
edited the wiki 150 times per day. When the 
SITWiki was installed and all the exercises and 
associated pages were uploaded, the wiki con-
tained approximately 100 pages. Throughout the 
two-week duration of the exercise, the number of 
pages increased steadily each day to a final tally 
of over 1000 pages (Augar et al., 2004b). 

Seventy-three percent of students surveyed 
found the wiki easy to use. Part of the survey 
asked students to identify what they felt were the 
positive characteristics of the wiki. Many students 
felt that the ability to interact with the wiki from 
anywhere at any time was a valuable feature. This 

response may be due to the fact that 31% of total 
enrolments for the subject comprised distance 
education students, for whom time differences 
and flexibility are key issues. This anywhere-
anytime aspect of wiki functionality positions 
the wiki as an accessible and inclusive platform 
for building virtual learning communities (Augar 
et al., 2005).

Some students felt that the user interface lacked 
simplicity and could benefit from more colour and 
icons. They indicated that they would appreciate 
more control in the final presentation of their 
work via greater support for HTML formatting. 
However, they did appreciate the fast download 
speeds that resulted from the basic HTML format 
of page content (Augar et al., 2005).

Students also recommended a feature they 
felt would enhance the wiki—a tool that would 
highlight the modifications that were made since 
their last access. Some students found it difficult to 
keep track of what they had or had not read on the 
wiki due to the unstructured nature of the editing 
process. Such a feature may include e-mail alerts 
that may help inspire students to revisit the wiki 
in order to make further contributions or read and 
comment on the contributions of others. 

The final technical feature that students 
disliked was the possibility that inconsistencies 

Figure 5. SITWiki icebreaker exercise
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could occur through simultaneous page editing. 
For example, if Student A started to edit at 2:00 
p.m., Student B started at 2:01 p.m. and finished 
at 2:03 p.m., when Student A completed his or 
her editing at 2:06 p.m., this final edition may 
not contain any of Student B’s modifications 
(MediaWiki does include merge function that 
can handle this problem in certain situations). 
Although there was no report of this occurring in 
this exercise, students felt insecure about losing 
their wiki additions should this situation arise 
(Augar et al., 2005). 

In fact, it can be noted that the two main con-
cerns of content deletion and simultaneous edit-
ing were well highlighted by the students in the 
feedback, but in reality, there was not one incident 
that occurred to validate their anxieties. Leuf and 
Cunningham (2001) call this phenomenon the 
open-edit issue. The fear of losing work or hav-
ing to create a backup of their input dissuaded 
students from believing the wiki environment 
was secure.

Facilitation

The wiki icebreaker exercise had a dual purpose 
of introducing the students to the other members 
of their group and to their instructor. Eighty-three 
percent of students surveyed felt that they got 
to know their instructor a little better through 

completing the icebreaker exercise as shown in 
Figure 7 (Augar et al., 2005). 

The icebreaker focused on providing an in-
teractive way of promoting online socialisation, 
which constitutes the second phase of Salmon’s 
five-stage model of facilitation presented earlier 
in this chapter (Salmon, 2003). Facilitators not 
only introduced themselves by participating in 
the exercise, they modelled appropriate social 
presence and encouraged group interaction (Augar 
et al., 2004b; 2005).

In parallel to this exercise, technical support 
was provided to students via e-mail and FAQ by 
wiki administrators. This ensured that students 
could access the wiki quickly and easily. Student 
user accounts were created prior to the start 
of the semester, however, there were ongoing 
enrolments throughout the duration of the wiki 
icebreaker exercise. This made quick adminis-
trative responses to student requests for account 
creation imperative to ensuring that phase one 
of Salmon’s (2003) model involving access and 
motivation was not jeopardised.

 
Social Context

The goal of the icebreaker exercise was to en-
courage students to socialise with their online 
group members. Eighty-seven percent of students 
surveyed felt that the wiki exercise helped them 
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Figure 6. Students rate the wiki experience Figure 7. Students rate whether the icebreaker 
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get to know their group members a little better as 
shown in Figure 8 (Augar et al., 2005). 

Observation indicated that students contrib-
uted actively to most questions in the icebreaker 
exercise. The most popular questions (gaining 
responses from virtually every group member) 
were those that asked if students spoke another 
language and in what suburb or country they re-
sided. In addition, 68% of students placed some 
text or pictures on their user page to introduce 
themselves to the group (Augar et al., 2004b;  
2005).

All students signed their posts; most used the 
hyperlinked signature tool supported by the SIT-
Wiki toolbar. Over half the students changed their 
hyperlinked signature to their preferred name; a 
third left it as their default wiki username; and 
less than 10% of students chose not to use the 
signature tool (Augar et al., 2005). 

Some interesting trends were observed among 
the groups of students who did not use the signature 
tool to sign their posts. One group commenced 
each individual post by including their preferred 
name plain text and a colon; their post would follow 
this signature (this format is common in synchro-
nous chat programs). Another group hyperlinked 
signatures to introduce themselves under the first 
icebreaker statement and then signed the rest of 
their posts using plain text. In these instances, it 
was noted that rather than adopting the format 

modelled by their instructor, students used the 
format modelled by the first student to make a 
post. This trend can be perceived as indicating 
the emergence of a group culture (Augar et al., 
2005). 

Shared Learning Goal

The icebreaker exercise focused on online sociali-
sation and introducing students to online learning 
in a fun and informal manner. Consequently, the 
development of a shared learning goal relating to 
the subject matter did not occur. However, some 
students felt that the socialisation did enhance (if 
only slightly) their ability to communicate with 
their group throughout the semester, as shown 
in Figure 9. 

Wikis in Review

The wiki icebreaker exercise showed that Me-
diaWiki is a reliable and usable technology for 
supporting collaboration among large groups of 
students. However, research indicates that the 
SITWiki technology should be improved for 
future use. 

Students were not comfortable with the 
possibility of losing work. Developing a short-
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streamed multimedia training video (supported 
by text- and graphics-based explanations) that 
explains the backup and security procedures 
in place may make students feel more secure. 
Similar training resources about what a wiki is 
and how to use it effectively may also make the 
wiki easier to use. 

In addition, resolving the possibility of data 
loss through inadvertent synchronous editing 
could further enhance the perceived security 
of the wiki. This issue could be addressed by 
providing either alerts to the user that a page 
is being edited, or by locking a page while it is 
being edited to ensure no data can be lost via 
synchronous editing.

Future research aims to further explore the 
community building potential of wikis by using 
them to facilitate student creation of collaborative 
knowledge repositories. Research will explore 
whether using a wiki in document mode empowers 
students with a sense of ownership that fosters a 
sense of community in the learning group. 

USING ONLINE LECTURES TO 
SUPPORT VIRTUAL LEARNING 
COMMUNITIES

This section introduces online lectures. It ex-
plains how they work and describes a pilot study 
involving online lectures recently completed at 
Deakin University. This pilot study explores the 
use of video and audio lectures to enhance the 
delivery of distance education. A long-term aim 
of this ongoing research is to explore whether the 
inclusion of audio and video lectures enhances 
the sense of community felt by distance educa-
tion students (DES). Another goal of this study 
is to determine whether or not the students’ abil-
ity to “see” the lecture theatre and lecturer and 
to “feel” the experience as if they are a part of 
the lecture enhances the development of a com-
munity spirit.

Online Lectures

Video lectures are the display of lecture mate-
rial in a visual context. Video lectures can be 
delivered in several different formats, such as 
recorded video files available for download, 
broadcast or streamed real-time video lectures, 
and video conferences. Video lectures can be 
stand-alone, individual video files, or they can 
be teamed with other media applications such as 
PowerPoint presentations.

Audio lectures convey on-campus lectures us-
ing text-based lecture materials with the addition 
of audio files. The audio lectures can consist of 
purely audio recordings or they can also include 
other media applications such as PowerPoint pre-
sentations or static video. The audio recordings 
can also be provided in several different formats 
such as audio cassette tapes, downloadable digital 
audio recordings (e.g., wave files or mp3 files), 
and online audio streaming.

Enhancing Distance Education at 
Deakin University

Distance education students at Deakin University 
have in the past received a hardcopy of text-based 
lecture notes, study guides, and readers via the 
postal service to help them complete their stud-
ies. Video and audio lectures have been used on 
occasion in the delivery of distance education 
units at Deakin University. However, they were 
made available to students via video tapes and 
CD-ROMs. The current pilot study extends this 
idea by exploring the provision of video and audio 
lectures online for students to access. 

The provision of video and audio lectures 
can benefit students in many ways. It can allow 
students to: 

• review lecture material they did not under-
stand at the time of the first delivery; 

• add to, or amend the notes they had taken 
in the lecture; 
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• catch up and take lecture notes from any 
lectures they had missed; 

• revise the lecture at times more suited to 
their life style; and

• allow DES access to material which was 
previously unavailable to them (Lanham 
& Zhou, 2004b; McCrohon, Lo, Dang, & 
Johnston, 2001).

The learning styles and approaches of indi-
vidual students can vary widely (McCrohon et 
al., 2001). The use of video lectures caters to the 
needs of students with a visual learning style, 
just as the use of text-based lecture notes caters 
to students with a preference for learning from 
text-based materials. 

It is apparent that an increase in the use of 
visual material would be beneficial to English 
as second language (ESL) students. Studies 
support this contention and acknowledge that 
Korean, Chinese, Arab, and Filipino students are 
more oriented toward visual learning styles than 
Anglo students (Park, 1997; Reid, 1987) cited in 
(Park, 2002).

Students from non-English speaking back-
grounds may find lectures easier to understand 
when the visual and verbal cues are combined in 
video streaming (McCrohon et al., 2001). When 
static images are used in conjunction with text, 
it attracts the learner’s attention, aids knowledge 
retention and recall, and acts as a clarification tool 
when verbal forms are insufficient (Duchastel & 
Waller, 1979, as cited in Asensio & Young, 2002). 
These studies all indicate that the inclusion of 
video and audio lecture materials can enhance 
the learning experience of ESL and international 
students.

As discussed in an earlier section of this chap-
ter, Deakin University has a culturally diverse 
student body with a large number of international 
students from Asian countries. It is envisaged that 
providing these students with visual alternatives 
to text-based learning materials will create a more 
culturally inclusive learning environment, thus 

enhancing the delivery of distance education at 
Deakin University.

The Online Lecture Pilot Study

This pilot study involved the participation of 
students studying a tertiary subject as part of an 
Information Technology Master’s Degree. Stu-
dents can study this subject in either on-campus 
or off-campus study modes. Previously, text-based 
lectures notes for this subject were provided to all 
students online using DSO. The goal of introduc-
ing online lectures was to provide all students 
with access to the “physical” lectures via the 
Internet, and to document their interaction with 
the lectures provided.

The pilot study was conducted in two stages. 
The first stage dealt with the creation and imple-
mentation of the video and audio lectures and 
the provision of student access. The lectures 
were created in both video and audio formats in 
order to determine which format would suit the 
students’ learning requirements. 

The second stage of this pilot study was the 
completion of an anonymous survey, in which 
students recorded their experiences and opinions 
regarding the online lectures. This pilot study was 
primarily concerned with discovering the most 
efficient and usable technologies for the delivery 
of lectures online. Future detailed studies will 
explore the effects that video and audio lectures 
have on building culturally inclusive learning 
environments and supporting virtual learning 
communities.

Producing Online Lectures

Several lectures were recorded (via audio and 
video devices) during the second semester in 
2004. These recorded lectures were then made 
available to students in streaming format via the 
Internet, and the Deakin intranet. Providing the 
video and audio lectures in streaming format 
meant that the students did not have to download 
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the files to their personal computers. They could 
simply view the information as it streamed from 
the University’s server.

The audio lectures were recorded using an 
audio recording device such as Mini-disk player. 
The files were then transferred from the audio 
device to a PC where they were edited and then 
converted into either a wave or mp3 file. Once 
transferred, the complete audio files (approxi-
mately 45 minutes in length) were edited and then 
modularized into smaller files (approximately 1 
to 5 minutes in length). The modularized files are 
then linked to their corresponding topics contained 
in the lecture material (Lanham & Zhou, 2004b). 
The unit lectures were delivered on-campus by 
lecturers using a PowerPoint presentation. The 
synchronized audio files and PowerPoint slides 
were then transferred to DSO where they could 
be accessed by students. 

Streaming video lectures were also provided 
in conjunction with a PowerPoint presentation 
to enhance the delivery and clarity of the lecture 
content. The video files were captured by using 
a Mini-DV (digital video) camcorder, and the 
files were then transferred to a PC via a Firewire 
cable (IEEE 1394). The files were imported from a 
camcorder into Microsoft Windows Movie Maker 
and then encoded into MPEG-2 movie files.

Once the MPEG-2 file was encoded, it was 
transferred into sofTV© (XStream Software, 
http://www.softv.net/Public/index.asp) so that the 
PowerPoint slides could be synchronised with the 
corresponding video content. This synchronisa-
tion process ensured that the slide show could run 
independently without user involvement, which 
enabled the students to avoid having to familiarise 
themselves with the sofTV© program.

Results

Results were gathered immediately after the first 
online lecture was made public. At that time, 
a brief survey was conducted focusing on the 
student’s ability to access and interact with the 

online lectures. The questions covered issues 
that included accessibility, usability, quality, 
and usefulness to their studies. The majority 
of students who responded to the preliminary 
survey were enrolled in an on-campus mode and 
were male, international students aged between 
20 and 25. There were no female respondents to 
the survey.

The students were able to access the online 
lectures at their convenience and as frequently 
as they required. It is interesting to note that, of 
the students that responded to the survey, only 
one student stated that he had not used the online 
lectures more than once. The other participants 
indicated that they had used the online lectures 
on several occasions.

All of the students who completed the survey 
indicated that they would use the online lectures 
again, that they found the online lectures helpful 
in their studies, and that they thought the inclu-
sion of video materials in the future would be 
worthwhile.

The pilot study indicated that students would 
appreciate the use of online lectures in the future. 
The high level of use exhibited by on-campus 
international students indicates that off-campus, 
international, and DES might also benefit from 
the use of online lectures in the future.

Online Lectures in Review 

The predominantly text-based existence of DES 
has often led to feelings of isolation, solitude, and 
the absence of connection with other students. 
The use of video can put a face to the name, and 
give a voice and actions to otherwise static text. 
These features combine to help create a virtual 
lecture environment for the DES and off-campus 
students.

The importance of actually seeing who is 
responsible for the delivery of the subject content 
can help to promote a sense of physically being in 
the lecture. Further exploration into the role that 
video may play in the support of virtual learning 
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communities is planned for implementation in the 
first semester 2005. This research will explore the 
benefits that online lectures provide to students, 
how they support different learning styles, and 
their impact on learning for students from diverse 
cultural backgrounds.

Future Directions for V irtual
Learning Communities

The two studies outlined in this chapter use 
wikis and online lectures to support the creation 
of virtual learning communities. As technology 
evolves, many more affordable and accessible 
means of community building will become avail-
able to developers. The focus of future learning 
communities will be in bringing the community 
to the student and providing enhanced learning 
materials that take advantage of the latest technol-
ogy and support the range of learning styles that 
exist within the learning community.

The research presented in the wiki case study 
outlined the possibility of providing e-mail alerts 
to students to notify them of recent activity and 
encourage them to return and contribute to the 
learning exercise. In the future, Short Message 
Service (SMS) may be the preferred technology. 
While enthusiastic students may check their 
e-mail every day to keep abreast of updates, e-
mail cannot provide the instantaneous real-time 
alerts to students that SMS can. SMS can provide 
students with a sense of connection to their com-
munity, reminding them of important deadlines, 
and studies indicate that students appreciate the 
use of SMS as a means of communicating with 
their instructors (Horstmanshof, 2004).

As bandwidth increases and Internet access 
costs decrease, the provision of multimedia and 
streamed resources to support diverse learning 
styles has become a viable option. Virtual learn-
ing communities based on discourse about subject 
matter can be daunting for some students who 

have difficulty absorbing information provided in 
a text-based format. The provision of alternatives 
such as video or audio lectures, animations, and 
the like can make learning more accessible and 
enjoyable for students. 

Additionally, where time differences are not 
an issue, some virtual learning communities are 
already moving away from text-based discussion 
forums. Real-time video and audio conferences 
between students and instructors have the poten-
tial to further enhance the social presence and 
sense of belonging felt by community members. 
Using video and audio in teaching materials and 
forums provides students with a more person-
alised and authentic learning experience. Putting 
a face and a voice to their instructors and peers 
can help them to feel less isolated and provide a 
richer learning experience, enhancing the sense 
of community and inclusion provided by the e-
learning environment.

CONCLUSION

This chapter has introduced virtual learning 
communities and discussed their key criteria: 
social context, facilitation, technology, and 
shared learning goal. Essential theory relating 
to the pedagogy of virtual learning communities 
clearly supports the validity of such communities 
and their benefits to the e-learning arena and to 
distance education in particular. The focus of the 
chapter was, however, building virtual learning 
communities. Research results and case stud-
ies, such as DSO and SITWiki, were presented 
and analysed to show practical examples of how 
e-learning environments can be developed into 
virtual learning communities. 

Having read this introduction to virtual learn-
ing communities, it is now left to the developer 
to innovate and create the virtual learning com-
munities of the future. 
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ABSTRACT

Using a case study approach, this chapter examines the role of organizational networks in the success 
and failure of information and communications technology projects. Within a framework informed by 
the literature of information systems failure, the diffusion of innovation and social network analysis, 
it argues that information systems projects must take into account the social context in which they are 
implemented. To be successful such networks require a mix of extended and locally based support net-
works, because they provide access to much needed resources, including innovations, strategic advice, 
training, and support at the appropriate level. It further argues that the people who are working in a 
regional setting felt themselves to be in an extremely disadvantageous situation because they typically 
lacked support from similar networks. The author hopes that highlighting the importance of such sup-
port networks will lead to a better understanding of systems failure and success, and will contribute to 
improved policy formulation and practice.

INTRODUCTION

Quite often it is assumed that the mere implemen-
tation of technology and some initial guidance 
and training in its use will result in successful 
projects and their ongoing effective use. Time 
after time this has been found to be insufficient. 

The literature on information systems failure deals 
with the multiple causes of this phenomenon, but 
the intention of this chapter is to focus on one as-
pect that is particularly important in the context of 
rural and regional development: the role and type 
of support networks that are needed to properly 
plan, implement, and sustain information and 
communications technology (ICT) projects. 
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The starting point will be a brief overview 
of the literature on information systems failure, 
highlighting recent research that seeks to empha-
sise the importance of understanding the social 
context in which systems are implemented and 
the impact that can have on their success or fail-
ure. This will be followed by an introduction to 
the literature on the diffusion of innovation and 
social network analysis. Then it will provide a 
broad theoretical background that can be used 
to examine the characteristics of organisations as 
nodes in broader networks, the nature of the rela-
tionships they establish within those networks and 
the importance of those relationships in providing 
access to information, skills, and resources. These 
theoretical concerns will then be illustrated by 
drawing upon a selection of case studies available 
in the literature, as well as practical experience 
the author gained when implementing information 
systems in Vietnam. 

The case studies have been chosen because 
they provide examples of the theoretical issues 
in rural or regional settings. While some, such as 
the attempt to implement geographic information 
systems in India (Barratt, Sahay & Walsham, 
2001), serve to illustrate the extent of the problems 
that can arise when a lack of local knowledge 
and infrastructure is not addressed, most of the 
studies illustrate more positive outcomes and 
act to reinforce insights derived from the theory. 
As a whole, they demonstrate that network rela-
tionships are essential for development in rural 
and regional areas because they provide access 
to new ideas and innovations, strategic advice, 
training and support, as well as a host of other 
necessary resources. They also demonstrate that 
some resources, such as access to new ideas, 
should typically continue to be provided through 
extended networks, but successful and sustainable 
projects require the development of a localised 
infrastructure capable of harnessing resources 
in a trusted environment. 

INFORMATION SYSTEMS FAILURE

There is a significant body of literature that has 
been found discussing the causes of information 
systems failure from a project management per-
spective, for example, the work of Lyytinen and 
Hirschheim (1987), Keil, Cule, Lyytinen, and 
Schmidt (1998), and Schmidt, Lyytinen, Keil, 
and Cule (2001). These have tended to focus 
on management issues, such as the lack of top 
management commitment to the project, failure 
to gain user commitment, misunderstanding the 
requirements, lack of adequate user involvement, 
lack of required knowledge/skills in the project 
personel and lack of frozen requirements (Schmidt 
et al., 2001) although recently there has been 
significant interest in concepts such as learning 
organizations (Lyytinen & Robey, 1999) and 
their role in nurturing projects. The main thrust 
of the literature, however, relates to the ability 
of large organisations to successfully undertake 
new systems development. 

Given its importance, the focus of this chapter 
is to assist those who seek to implement infor-
mation systems in regional areas, specifically in 
the creation of the infrastructure or framework 
necessary for the successful diffusion and sustain-
ability of technology. It complements the work 
of others such as Kling (2000) and Orlikowski 
(2000) who, having recognised that technology 
is not socially neutral, have attempted to broaden 
the understanding of the factors that contribute to 
systems failure by considering the social context 
in which information systems are implemented. 
The importance of such an approach has clearly 
been recognised by the United Nations Develop-
ment Program (UNDP) Evaluation Office which 
identified six generic challenges that critically 
affect ICT for development initiatives: awareness; 
politics; access; relevancy and meaningful use; 
sustainability; and coordination (UNDP, 2001). 

The work of Heeks (2002) is also important 
in this context, as he has attempted to model 
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the implementation of information systems in 
developing countries in such a way as to identify 
the potential for failure, including what he terms 
“sustainability failure.” He identified “design-
actuality differences” as a powerful contributor 
to systems failure and suggested that systems 
which allow “contingent improvisation” – that 
is the ability to accommodate design changes 
and adapt to local needs – are more likely to be 
successful, and proved to be sustainable. As he 
notes, however, the success of this approach is 
based on environments in which the necessary 
skills and resources to adapt and successfully 
implement systems are available locally. This 
raises the question, then, of just what skills and 
resources are required, and how access to them 
can be provided. In this respect, this chapter pro-
vides significant insights relating to the diffusion 
of innovation and to network analysis. 

DIFFUSION OF INNOVATION AND 
NETWORK ANALYSIS

The literature on the diffusion of innovation is 
dominated by Rogers (2003), who defines in-
novation as “an idea, practice, or object that is 
perceived as new by an individual or other unit 
of adoption” (p. 12). He describes five attributes 
of innovations: relative advantage, compatibility, 
complexity, trialability, and observability. Accord-
ing to Rogers, the way in which these attributes 
are perceived by those who are the beneficiaries 
of the innovation determines both the speed of 
adaptation and the degree to which a specific in-
novation is adopted, modified or ignored. This 
framework has been successfully used to model 
the diffusion of innovation in a wide range of 
studies, for example, Grover and Teng’s (1992) 
study on the take-up of database technology, and 
Garrison’s (2001) study on the adoption of online 
technology by news organisations.

Studies on the diffusion of innovation have 
been enriched by adding insights derived from 

social network analysis which, as Wellman (1988) 
explains, is based on the relationships between 
units, rather than the categorisation of those units 
into predefined categories, and on interpreting 
behavior in terms of structural constraints on 
activity rather than in terms of inner forces. In 
this theory, networks structure collaborative and 
competitive activities in order to secure scarce 
resources including information, support, and 
power. So, to understand the behavior and capabili-
ties of those units it is necessary to consider the 
relationships between all groups and individuals 
in their immediate environment. These relation-
ships are important to innovation, because it is 
through them that many of Rogers’ five attributes 
are realised.

A highly influential work in this field is that 
of Granovetter (1973), whose work centered on 
the strength of weak ties, defined as a casual or 
infrequent connections between two people or 
organisations. He emphasised the importance of 
social networks in the distribution of information 
and resources, arguing that those with networks of 
weak ties are best placed to receive new informa-
tion and resources, since they can act as bridges 
to the broader community. He also found that the 
longer linked the network – that is the more links 
required to establish a connection between two 
people or units – the less effective it is. 

In contrast, Coleman (1988) studied dense 
closed networks—those with multiple strong in-
ternal links but few weak links—finding them to 
be important for the enforcement of social norms, 
obligations, and expectations. These, he argued, 
are important in facilitating effective action. He 
further argued that those with limited ties to 
external communities have structural holes that, 
if they are not closed, can result in a lack of ac-
cess to the information and resources necessary 
to facilitate action, particularly innovation. Burt 
(2000), building on this, argued that all networks 
can have structural holes and that those who can 
arrange relationships spanning across those holes 
may achieve a competitive advantage because they 
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are best placed to obtain new ideas, information, 
support, and other resources. In this view, network 
closure is about maintaining the status quo while 
brokerage is about change. However, a number of 
researchers (Aldrich & Zimmer, 1986; Kadushin, 
2002) have found that both brokerage and cohesion 
networks are required for the successful diffusion 
and exploitation of resources. 

Considering the issues relating to brokerage 
and cohesion networks in more detail, Aldrich and 
Zimmer (1986) emphasised that the maintenance 
of effective networks requires the continual cre-
ation of weak ties so as to prevent a few strong 
ties from closing them to opportunities and 
alternatives, while Kadushin (2002) argued that 
“safety drivers,” which act against change, are 
common when the costs of interaction are low, 
visibility is high, and moral obligations are more 
salient—a situation typical of rural and regional 
networks. And, in work of special significance 
for the diffusion of innovation, Valente (1995, 
2005) found that a significant difference between 
effectiveness (brokerage) networks and safety 
(cohesive) networks is the location of trust, which 
is an important factor in the realisation of Rogers’ 
(2003) five attributes.

Others have attempted to identify issues that 
relate to the development and success of regional 
groupings, and their work has obvious implica-
tions for developments in rural and regional areas. 
For instance, Hakansson (1990) suggested that 
networks are a new organisational form neces-
sary to supplement internal competencies and 
that this implied a mutual dependence between 
government and business, particularly in regional 
areas where location has a strong impact on the 
availability of resources. Steward and Conway 
(2000) examined the conflicting goals and cul-
tural variations that are likely to exist between 
organizations with extended supply chains, and 
identified that differences in culture, language, and 
business practices at the levels of individuals and 
organizations are potential sources of tension. 

Finally, Furst, Schubert, Rudolph, and Spieck-
ermann (2001) related the concepts of cohesion 
and brokerage to the complementary categories 
of stationary and mobile social capital. In their 
view, regional networks need a high degree of 
stationary capital to ensure self governance but 
also need to be able to lock in mobile social capital 
in order to bring in new ideas and the flexibility 
needed for development. Bebbington (1997) pro-
vided a clear example of this in the author’s study 
on communities in the Ecuadorian and Bolivian 
Andes that had managed to improve their local 
economies, reversing trends in both migration 
and environmental protection, via a program of 
agricultural intensification based on the use of 
new technology. He demonstrated that this could 
not have been achieved without a broadening of 
support networks and the access to ideas, con-
tacts, and resources they bring, nor without the 
involvement of strong local community groups 
that helped create the pre conditions to take 
advantage of those networks and opportunities 
when they were presented.

In summary, the successful diffusion of 
technology, particularly in rural and regional 
areas, is in large part dependent on the flow of 
resources and the capacity for local improvisa-
tion. Organizations and communities seeking to 
implement technologically based change, require 
both brokerage and cohesion networks: broker-
age networks because they provide access to 
opportunities, innovation, strategic advice, new 
skills and support; cohesion networks because 
they provide a trusted environment in which 
to operate, harness local capacity and manage 
“contingent improvisation.” 

CASE STUDIES

There are a significant number of case studies 
in the literature that explore these issues, but for 
the purposes of this chapter it will be sufficient to 
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highlight five. The first, a study by Sherry (1998), 
illustrates a straightforward analysis of a tech-
nology diffusion program, using Rogers’ (1995) 
framework to evaluate IT training programs in 
regional school districts in the United States. In 
the second, an ambitious, three year longitudinal 
study by Barratt, Sahay, and Walsham (2001), the 
efforts of the Indian Ministry of Environment and 
Forests (MoEF) to apply geographic information 
systems (GIS) technology to forestry manage-
ment and wasteland reclamation are examined. 
Issues of trust are explored in some depth, as 
are the types of problems can arise when local 
conditions and expertise are not adequately ac-
knowledged, themes that are further developed 
in an Australian study by Terziovski and Howell 
(2001). They examine network linkages connect-
ing multiple stakeholders, demonstrating that 
interaction between government, business, and 
the community is important in facilitating new 
initiatives, particularly if trusted local connections 
can be harnessed. 

An extended examination of the author’s ex-
periences in implementing a series of information 
systems in regional Vietnamese university librar-
ies is then provided. This is a prime example of 
a project that was struggling to succeed because 
the technology was implemented without regard 
to the local context, but which was revitalised 
when gaps in local infrastructure were identified 
and the need to establish local support networks 
recognized (Johanson, Denison & Otis, 2004). 
This is complemented by the final case study, 
that of Gibb and Adkihary (2000) on the work 
of non-government organisations (NGOs) in 
South Africa. They explore the nature and role of 
NGOs as network brokers capable of supporting 
external interventions by using their relationships 
to assist in the development of local stakeholder 
networks.

 

Training and the Diffusion of Skiills: 
Boulder Valley Internet Project

Sherry (1998) used Rogers’ (1995) framework for 
studying the diffusion of technology to evaluate 
the Boulder Valley Internet Project (BVIP), a five-
year collaborative venture between the University 
of Colorado at Boulder and the Boulder Valley 
School District (BVSD). The project was funded 
by the National Science Foundation (NSF) and 
aimed to incorporate Internet-based technologies 
and strategies into the teaching program of the 
District, by developing training programs and 
integrated telecommunications throughout. 

Commencing in 1992, the project used a 
trainer-of-trainers model to create a core group 
of 26 teachers. Their mission was to become 
proficient in the use of e-mail and in investi-
gating Internet resources, and experienced in 
integrating these into school curricula, so as to 
pass on their skills to other teachers within the 
district. Using a participatory design model, the 
bulk of the training concentrated on the needs 
of classroom teachers. Workshops and classes 
were given in BSVD classrooms, using the very 
platforms that the teachers would use once their 
classrooms were connected. Sherry found that 
the program achieved considerable success and 
that, as of January 1996, there were 435 teachers 
on the BSVD network who logged in regularly. 
However, she also reported that the project later 
lost much of its momentum when it lost the sup-
port of the school administrators and key policy 
makers at the district level.

She made the following points with respect to 
the level of success that was achieved: 

• Rogers’ (1995) framework emphasises the 
role of change agents in influencing their cli-
ents’ behavior, and their ability to help them 
realise change. In this case, the project used 
BSVD teachers drawn from the district as 
change agents rather than relying on outside 
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experts that could have been drawn from the 
project’s partner organizations. This ensured 
a significant level of client/agent empathy.

• By focusing on providing an authentic con-
text (dealing with real issues in an actual 
work environment) in which situated learn-
ing could take place, the project presented 
the opportunity for clients to observe the 
benefits of the technology firsthand, another 
critical factor in Rogers’ (1995) model.

• The self-reflection involved in the partici-
patory design process ensured that trainers 
and trainees explored the issues, dealt with 
conflicts and solved problems together, 
contributing substantially to the success of 
the training program.

• At least in its initial stages, the district 
as an organization ensured that the effort 
was aligned with district-wide visions and 
policies and integrated into the established 
telecommunications channels. As a result, 
the project had strong grassroots support 
from the local teachers who were the primary 
participants in the training program.

As Sherry (1998) noted, however, the project 
was not a complete success. The reason for this 
was that, as the project evolved, the attitudes of 
the policy makers became more conservative 
and the project gradually ceased to address the 
needs of all stakeholders, specifically the school 
administration and the district’s policy making 
bodies. As a result, it received a lower priority and 
stalled. Sherry concluded that “If there was a single 
lesson to be learned from the BVIP experiment 
it is … [that] information technology interven-
tions cannot be separated from their ecological 
contexts or from the educational activities that 
they enhance” (p. 141). 

Rogers’ (1995) model postulates five stages 
that a successful intervention must pass through. 
They are: (a) seeking information about the 
innovation’s existence and some understanding 
of how it functions; (b) forming a favourable or 

unfavourable attitude towards it; (c) engaging 
in activities that lead to a choice to either adopt 
or reject the innovation; (d) putting the innova-
tion to use; and (e) seeking reinforcement of an 
innovation decision that has already been made 
(Sherry, 1998). In the case of the BVIP project, 
it can be seen that external linkages (brokerage 
networks) were used to successfully introduce 
new technology as in step (a), while the strong 
peer-to-peer (cohesive networks) represented by 
the teachers within the district assisted steps (b) 
to (d). However, the ultimate failure of the project 
was due to the poor management of its broader 
internal stakeholder network, allowing Kadushin’s 
(2002) “safety drivers” to take affect, thereby 
cutting off access to the required resources and 
external support needed to reinforce the innova-
tion as in step (e).

The Role of Trust in Local
Adaptation: GLS  Systems in India

Barratt et al. (2001) also undertook an in depth 
case study of a technology diffusion program. 
It was a three-year longitudinal study of the ef-
forts of the Indian Ministry of Environment and 
Forests (MoEF) to apply geographic information 
systems (GIS) technology in the areas of forestry 
management and wasteland reclamation. For their 
analysis they used a framework strongly influ-
enced by both Giddens (1990, 1991) and Kling 
(2000) to explore the types of problems that can 
arise when local conditions and expertise are not 
adequately acknowledged and utilised during the 
introduction of new systems.

The project commenced in 1991, initiated by 
the U.S. Agency for International Development 
(USAID), which also provided seed money, train-
ing, and software. Phase 1 of the project aimed 
to establish the technical feasibility of using GIS 
in eight scientific institutions. Phase 2 envisaged 
the subsequent transfer of those systems to local 
district offices. Although Phase 1 was completed 
in 1993, by the end of the research period only 
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minimal progress had been made in transferring 
the technology to district level and it is this failure 
that the analysis focuses on.

While acknowledging variable management 
support that affected the enthusiasm with which 
the project was undertaken in different districts, 
Barratt et al. (2001) identified a number of specific 
issues that contributed strongly to the failure of 
Phase 2: 

• There was no work culture based around the 
use of IT because there was no history of 
access to technology. At the same time, the 
social structure, organizational forms, and 
existing work arrangements were not taken 
into consideration. The pressure for change 
had come from external sources—govern-
mental agencies and international bodies 
such as the World Bank and the United 
Nations (UN). These pressures confronted 
strong existing traditions and systems of 
work, but while the process of technology 
transfer was useful in providing know how, 
technology, and funding, it promoted west-
ern values and management techniques that 
were often incompatible within the context 
of a developing country. The difficulties 
caused by these unresolved tensions ham-
pered the development of the restructured 
and standardised work practices required 
to introduce GIS at the local level.

• Compounding the problems mentioned in 
the first point, the technology itself was not 
neutral. GIS systems were built on western 
notions of rationality and coordination, 
while the depiction of space as an objec-
tive was a value-free reality. Assuming the 
widespread use of maps and knowledge of 
spatial planning concepts, the new systems 
required a reorientation from planning based 
on non-spatial parameters such as develop-
ment schemes and households, as was the 
existing practice, to planning based on spa-
tial criteria, such as “watershed units” and 

“wasteland distributions.”These concepts 
were in conflict with local practice and, as 
a consequence, the system was perceived to 
be less relevant to local need.

• There was a lack of relevant professional 
skills. The effect of the first two points may 
have been ameliorated had more attention 
been given to providing support and build-
ing local expertise and capacity. Forestry 
officials needed to develop new conceptual 
skills to translate their forestry related prob-
lems into the spatial terms required by the 
GIS models, but they also needed the skills 
to adapt those models to local conditions in 
order to facilitate contingent improvisation. 
The professional skills that were locally 
available enabled the achievement of success 
in Phase 1, but not in Phase 2. However, the 
models developed in Phase 1 reflected the 
view of the institutes as scientific research 
and development centers by placing little 
emphasis on other important socioeconomic 
variables in the context of the districts, for 
example population and livestock data. 

• Regarding professional skills requirements, 
it was recognized by a number of the in-
stitutes that there would be problems in 
transferring the technology to the districts, 
because they considered that their technical 
resources and the skills of institute staff were 
inadequate to provide sustained support in 
the field. They lacked a core group of people 
with GIS expertise who could nurture the 
projects over time and, in any case, many 
scientists considered that their institutional 
mandate was limited to developing the tech-
nology, not its transfer to the district level. 

As can be seen, this was an intervention 
that required significant changes in professional 
culture, technical skills, and work practices. Re-
mote organizations were encouraging the take 
up of the technology, and although the project 
provided support networks sufficient to ensure 
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implementation by the scientific institutions, the 
networks that were provided were inadequate to 
ensure the transfer of skills and the conditions 
required to effectively exploit the technology at 
the local level.

The analysis by Barratt et al. (2001) is also of 
interest because of the way in which it uses Gid-
dens’ (1990, 1991) theories to explore notions of 
trust, the lack of which they consider contributed 
to the problems that arose. Giddens identified two 
types of trust, distinguishing between situations 
in which the actors are face-to-face and those in 
which they are not. In this case, a typical situation 
in which information systems are implemented for 
the first time, it is a prime example of the latter, 
and required reconciliation between traditional 
and new knowledge systems and the development 
of new trust systems. However, the effectiveness 
of these processes depended on the manner in 
which the technology was introduced and the 
nature of support provided and, in this case, 
these were inadequate to the task. As a result, the 
disembedding of traditional practices of forestry 
management did not occur, and made it difficult 
for standard methodologies to be modelled, codi-
fied, and applied. 

The introduction of GIS technology also 
exposed workers at all levels to new networks 
of people, required to introduce and support the 
technology. For the project to be successful, they 
needed to develop trust in these new networks. 
But this could not happen in conditions where an 
unresolved tension existed between local require-
ments and the introduced system. 

Barratt et al. (2001) argued that the project was 
not successful because it attempted to impose a 
new professional and technological framework 
without taking local conditions into account. 
There seems to have been little provision for local 
contingency in design, and little recognition of 
the types of support and support networks that 
would be required to implement and sustain the 
new environment. Significantly, there seems to 

have been little recognition of the need to develop 
trust in this new environment or the impact that 
that might have on the success of the project. 
Their final comment, noting that “the entry of 
the private sector into government GIS projects 
is one factor that can potentially lead to more 
rapid changes in the future” (2001, p. 15), clearly 
indicated an important issue. This comment is 
significant because it recognises that the private 
sector represents a means of providing additional 
expertise and support, localised in a way that 
enhances trust. 

The Role of Trust in Technology 
Diffusion: E-Commerce in Regional 
Australia

The issue of trust also arises, albeit in a slightly dif-
ferent form, in an Australian study by Terziovski 
and Howell (2001). Reviewing a series of e-com-
merce projects undertaken by local government in 
regional Victoria, they found that while network 
linkages connecting external stakeholders were 
important to drive new initiatives, trusted local 
connections were also essential for their proper 
implementation and ongoing exploitation. 

The scheme in question, VEEM (Victorian E-
Commerce Early Movers) Scheme, was funded by 
the state government with the aim of identifying 
linkages that could aid and support local govern-
ment usage of e-commerce and its subsequent take 
up by local industry and the wider community. A 
number of local government areas were funded to 
develop a range of projects, including promotional 
events such as e-commerce business planning 
workshops and regional expos, and more specific 
activities such as the development of regional 
business portals and the development of business 
plans to enable local businesses to adopt online 
fulfilment and procurement. 

Feedback from participants confirmed that the 
scheme was a success, with e-commerce being 
embraced by business and communities alike. 
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They also noted that, as the project progressed, 
many of the activities had been customised to bet-
ter fit community and private sector expectations, 
reflecting the flexibility that had been built into 
the scheme, and the willingness of the responsible 
government agency to work with local government 
in a meaningful way. 

Terziovski and Howell’s (2001) report high-
lighted several strategies that were critical to this 
success, but noted that to achieve sustainability 
it was necessary for participants to develop their 
own expertise, and it was important that strate-
gies had been framed with that end goal in mind. 
Specifically, they commented that:

• Participants recognized that the projects 
would not have been undertaken without 
the stimulus provided by the state govern-
ment, nor would they have been seen as a 
high priority for local government without 
that support, which provided credibility, 
resources, and a secure working environ-
ment. 

• While participants acknowledged the im-
portant role of the state government, they 
also understood that, in order to ensure 
meaningful participation, it was essential 
to devolve decision making to local gov-
ernment and communities. In this context, 
local government saw its role as seeding 
community or industry based networks, 
and providing infrastructure support and 
training. 

• As local small businesses were intensely 
focused on their own immediate needs, it 
was considered far more effective to use local 
experts to talk to local people, maintaining 
the focus on their needs rather than those 
identified by external stakeholders. These 
grassroots champions were seen as impor-
tant because they could provide examples 
of success and act as marketing agents for 
uptake of technology. These are important 
factors in reducing local indifference. It 

was also considered more effective to have 
a number of champions, drawn from dif-
ferent business sectors, who had existing 
relationships with other local centers of 
influence such as banks, accountants, and 
community business groups. For example, 
one local government office sponsored six 
business champions from three targeted 
industry sectors – transport/distribution, 
manufacturing, and services industries 
– and was instrumental in connecting them 
to the economic development in the region 
by providing better access to its networks. 

• While it was recognized that external exper-
tise was essential to the success of the diffu-
sion process, and that that expertise would 
be required on an ongoing basis, it was also 
recognized that much expertise could, and 
should, be localised. To facilitate this, the re-
port recommended that the state government 
should fund an ICT Center in each regional 
area, using a local body such as part of the 
council or a university or the local e-com-
merce association, to deliver information, 
training, and so forth. These centres could 
not only provide trusted support, but could 
also strengthen the relationship between 
the State Government, local councils, and 
the community, thereby providing a sound 
foundation for future programs. 

• Finally, it was recognized that something 
as simple as a database of service provid-
ers could be invaluable in assisting both 
local government and local businesses, by 
preventing duplication of time and resources 
when identifying and evaluating existing 
service providers. 

Reflecting these considerations, the report pro-
posed a model of best practice based on a tripartite 
relationship between state and local government, 
and local government and the community. In 
this model, the state government provides the 
vision, policies, initiatives, and funding, while 
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local government provides a leadership role to 
facilitate e-commerce diffusion, working with 
local businesses and the community to address 
real needs. 

All of the strategies adopted by the project built 
on existing networks and relationships to facilitate 
the successful diffusion of e-ommerce, using them 
to establish and reinforce existing trust systems 
and to develop strong relationships on a regional, 
business and individual basis. The creation of sup-
port (brokerage) networks that facilitate a flow of 
information, skills and resources was absolutely 
essential, but it was recognised that these would 
only be useful if they were combined with the 
strengths and resources of the local community 
(cohesion networks). As in the MoEF project 
(Barratt et al., 2001), trust in the ability of those 
managing the project to understand local needs and 
conditions was identified as a significant factor, 
but unlike the MoEF project, trust was harnessed 
and the project achieved its goals.

Building Support Networks:
University Library Systems in
V ietnam

Many of the themes and issues raised in this 
chapter found practical application in a series 
of projects in which the author participated, in-
volving the diffusion of new technology among 
regional universities in Vietnam. In this case, 
which has been documented by Johanson et al. 
(2004), the NGOs managing the project not only 
brokered networks to support the initial diffusion 
of technology and distribution of resources, but 
also assisted in the development of more localized 
networks capable of exploiting the technology on 
an ongoing basis. 

The first of these projects began in 1999, after 
Atlantic Philanthropies (AP), a US based NGO, 
decided to contribute to the educational infra-
structure of Vietnam by developing a series of 
Learning Resource Centers (LRCs) in collabora-
tion with regional universities in Da Nang, Hue, 

Can Tho, and Thai Nguyen. Each project involved 
the design and construction of a modern library 
facility based on western models and standards of 
information service, together with the provision 
of state of the art technology, and high quality 
teaching and learning facilities. 

The initial project, the Da Nang University 
Information Resource Center (IRC), was com-
pleted in 2001 with high expectations. Staff had 
received training in the form of a short study 
tour to Australia and an introduction to the use 
of library management systems. The initial col-
lection included 10,000 monograph and serial 
titles, in both English and Vietnamese, and access 
to a range of electronic resources. A Vietnamese 
company was contracted to provide both a local 
area network and an integrated library manage-
ment system (ILMS) to manage housekeeping and 
public access functions. Although well resourced 
in comparison with other university libraries, it 
quickly became apparent that it was under utilized. 
Management decided not to circulate material and, 
partly in consequence of that decision, staff used 
only a fraction of the functionality of the ILMS. 
Further, without a support contract for either the 
communications infrastructure or the ILMS, 
there were ongoing problems with the stability 
of the technology. 

AP was surprised by this result and delayed 
work on the remaining LRCs while a review was 
conducted. That review, undertaken by RMIT 
University Vietnam, found that strong and com-
mitted management had been provided and, al-
though there were a number of resourcing issues, 
the most significant problems related to the fact 
that the IRC was operating without the supportive 
infrastructure that its western counterparts take 
for granted:

• The proposed operating environment of 
the IRC was essentially new to academic 
libraries within Vietnam and, although there 
was a training program for staff, it was both 
limited in scope and had no provision for 
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ongoing support. There were only a few li-
brarians with whom they could discuss ideas 
and share experience. The library schools 
were not producing appropriate graduates 
and the limited number of similar librar-
ies were scattered throughout the country. 
Somehow, with little advice from the scanty 
professional infrastructure, traditional tasks 
such as cataloguing fared well, but new 
areas such as circulation, the use of IT, and 
the identification, acquisition, and use of 
electronic resources, did not. 

• Also, apart from the inability to obtain im-
mediate practical advice at a local level, the 
overall professional library infrastructure 
within the country was underdeveloped. 
There was little support for activities such as 
the adoption and promotion of national stan-
dards, the nurture of a national professional 
association or the encouragement of local 
systems vendors. That made it difficult for 
management to obtain strategic advice. 

• Neither staff nor vendors had the experience 
to develop procedures that would allow them 
to incorporate the automated system into 
the new style of operation, nor to identify 
problems with the system that would allow 
them to recommend appropriate modifica-
tions. There was little capacity for local 
adaptation.

• Modern western libraries make intense use 
of IT, relying on a shared infrastructure that 
allows them to reduce the real costs of that 
technology as well as the resources required 
to manage it. Typically, that infrastructure 
includes consortia to support the purchase of 
electronic resources, the shared development 
of IT strategies and applications, interlibrary 
loan networks, and shared cataloguing. None 
of this was available to the IRC. 

• The decision on how to proceed with acquir-
ing an ILMS was crucial to the success-
ful operation of the IRC. At that time the 
available choices were limited to importing 

an international system or developing one 
locally. Importing one had the advantage 
that it could be expected to be fully func-
tional and would comply with the relevant 
standards, but there would also be several 
disadvantages: none had a Vietnamese lan-
guage version; none provided local support; 
and  none provided support in Vietnamese. 
Furthermore, the cost of the initial purchase 
and of ongoing maintenance was unafford-
able. Eventually, a Vietnamese company 
was commissioned to develop an ILMS for 
the IRC. The chosen company was new to 
libraries and although it learnt quickly, the 
system it initially delivered had a number 
of serious problems. 

• There were, and there still are, serious 
limitations in the national infrastructure 
with regard to the availability of trained 
IT staff, particularly in the regions where, 
although the number of IT staff is growing, 
there remains a shortage because there is an 
increasing demand for their services from 
other developing industries. 

AP had come to realise that developing a sus-
tainable service required a significantly broader 
perspective than that was at first apprehended. One 
other thing they recognised was that the LRCs 
not only had to be effective in themselves, but 
also they had to be integrated within the broader 
educational and professional communities. To 
advance their interests it was necessary to work 
within the already established framework in the 
country, putting emphasis on those aspects that 
had been identified as being important to the 
LRC projects and their further development. The 
profession within Vietnam had already instigated 
work on a program of modernization but had 
been hampered by lack of funds. AP sponsored 
a workshop to discuss further on the adoption of 
standards at a national level. That workshop also 
explored issues of cooperative and collaborative 
activity, including the possibility of developing 
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a national organisation of professional librarians 
and library educators, as well as recommending 
a national strategy for the development and ac-
quisition of library management systems within 
the country. Working closely with the profession, 
AP subsequently initiated projects in a number 
of these areas.

From the view point on the diffusion of in-
novation and Rogers’ (2003) framework, this 
intervention was strong enough in terms of rela-
tive advantage, but at the same time was weak 
in terms of compatibility, complexity, trialability, 
and observability. It became obvious that the 
success of the first IRC was dependent on the 
broader national infrastructure and it could not 
be considered successful if it was treated as self-
contained. It could only be considered success-
ful if it was treated as a first stage in the overall 
development of services within the country. In 
their analysis, Johanson et al. (2004) argued that 
support networks were essential to the success 
of these projects because they provided access 
to strategic advice, skills transfer, and an ongo-
ing professional culture. Hence, the LRCs could 
not achieve their full potential until stakeholder 
communities had themselves progressed to the 
stage where they could provide the required 
additional support. In network terms, the first 
IRC had been created with numerous structural 
holes that could not be effectively closed until a 
shorter linked brokerage network and a stronger 
internal (cohesive) network had been established. 
Therefore, the other elements of Rogers’ (2003) 
framework could come into play until that had 
been done.

The project is also of interest from the point 
of view of developing local capacity in order to 
support local adaptation or contingent improvisa-
tion. As mentioned earlier, the library manage-
ment system was plagued with problems and the 
resolution of these problems was beyond the reach 
of the staff of the IRC and the vendor. An outside 
expert was called in to evaluate the system and to 
work with both parties to recommend improve-

ments so that the resultant system would at least 
provide the necessary core functionality and meet 
international standards. This strategy resonates 
well with the views of Heeks (2002) because it 
allowed the staff of the local vendor and the IRC 
to build up the expertise required to take future 
development of the system under their own con-
trol. In this case, even though the need for local 
adaptation had been recognized, the capacity to 
undertake it was only achieved when the relevant 
support networks had been established. 

Concluding their analysis, Johanson et al. 
(2004) reported that these issues were addressed 
directly in the development of the subsequent 
LRCs. They found that not only were the sub-
sequent projects more successful, but that their 
success contributed to a revitalization of the Da 
Nang IRC.

Using NGOs to Build Support
Networks:  The CEFE Network in 
South Africa 

A common question running through these case 
studies is the question of how best to maximise 
the effectiveness of external interventions. The 
work of Barratt et al. (2001) highlights some of the 
problems that can occur, and although Terziovski 
and Howell (2001) describe a more successful case, 
they are clearly considering a technically potent 
and culturally homogenous environment. The 
projects documented by Johanson et al. (2004) are 
useful in that they provide examples of a successful 
intervention in a developing country, but a more 
general consideration of the issues is provided 
by Gibb and Adkihary (2000) who examine the 
role of NGOs in this process. In their view, NGOs 
can provide a useful mechanism for promoting 
the diffusion of innovation and development 
because they are more likely to be embedded in 
their communities and, as a consequence of that, 
are more likely to be capable of helping to develop 
the networks of trusted stakeholders that lead to 
sustainable outcomes. 
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They studied the Competency-based Econo-
mies through the Formation of Enterprise (CEFE) 
Network, an alliance of six NGOs in South Africa. 
In South Africa, the role of small business is seen as 
critical in supporting government policy, in meet-
ing targets for new job creation, and as an effective 
means of redistributing income and opportunity to 
the indigenous population. NGOs, such as those 
of the CEFE Network, are important because they 
are seen as a means of delivering financial and 
business development services, including training 
and consultancy, and establishing the necessary 
support structure for small businesses to thrive. 
CEFE is important because it forms part of a na-
tional grouping of NGOs operating with a broader 
stakeholder group comprising major national 
players, including government organizations and 
public funding sources, national and international, 
private businesses (large and small), professional 
service companies, local and regional government, 
business representative organisations, and the 
media. Thus, it is in a position to broker a wide 
range of services. 

Gibb and Adkihary (2000) chose the CEFE 
Network to study because, since its inception in 
1995, it had successfully met a number of chal-
lenges, including the need to deliver services over 
a broad geographic area by focusing on local need 
and underpinning sustainability. As a result, it had 
been successful in helping its member NGOs to 
distribute resources and provide training, while 
developing a more standardised range of services 
that allowed them to mesh better with national 
priorities. By studying their experience, Gibb 
and Adkihary aimed to identify and promote new 
forms of partnerships and governance that could 
be used to assist the development of small and 
medium enterprises (SMEs) more generally. 

They found that NGOs can play an important 
role in this type of activity because they are es-
sentially bottom-up organizations which are more 
likely to be embedded in their communities and 
are thereby more likely to reflect local needs. Not 
only that, but they also have the ability to act as 

brokers, capable of connecting those communi-
ties to the support networks that can provide 
them with the access to external expertise and 
the resources they require to meet their needs. In 
this way, they can act to identify the local needs 
and close structural holes.

Gibb and Adkihary also recognised that NGOs 
are not without potential problems, though they 
are intrinsically connected with their strengths. 
For example, NGOs often have a weak resource 
base, and as a result, can fall into the trap of 
expending their energies on chasing funding to 
ensure their continued existence rather than on 
fulfilling local needs. By focusing more on the 
requirements of their funding bodies, they react 
more to supplier needs rather than those of the 
community they seek to serve. Another potential 
problem is that, because of their commitment to 
meeting local needs, they may find it difficult to 
standardize service delivery by harming their 
ability to fit into national networks and to align 
with national priorities.

Gibb and Adkihary observed that, to be suc-
cessful in helping their communities, NGOs must 
develop strategies to neutralise those problems. To 
that end, they proposed a Stakeholder Assessment 
Model (SAM) of NGO effectiveness, based on a 
series of key evaluation questions, including:

• To what degree the overall focus of the NGO 
on meeting the needs of the stakeholders?

• How well is the NGO known by the stake-
holders?

• How clear is the mission/objectives of the 
NGO to the stakeholders?

• How well is the NGO perceived by the 
stakeholders to be meeting its objectives?

• To what extent does the NGO undertake joint 
ventures in partnership with stakeholders?

• Are these initiatives perceived as being suc-
cessful? (Gibb & Adkihary, 2000, p. 145)

The model as developed, focuses on the 
requirements of NGOs as organizations at the 
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center of stakeholder networks that need a clear 
understanding of their own missions and the needs 
of their various stakeholders. Gibb and Adkihary 
observed further that, if used correctly, the model 
can not only ensure a focus on client needs, but 
also can help in setting management objectives 
by contributing to NGO sustainability. 

The study concluded by reporting that the 
CEFE Network was continuing to deliver success-
ful programs and gain greater acceptance from 
government. By increasing its range of strategic 
alliances, it was also improving its ability to broker 
new services. Gibb and Adkihary’s (2000) exami-
nation of the CEFE network demonstrates that, 
despite the potential problems, NGOs that focus 
on the issues identified in their SAM model can 
successfully act to facilitate network development 
and achieve the mutual support that derives from 
bringing local groups and external stakeholder 
communities together. 

FUTURE TRENDS

International agencies that are involved in devel-
opment projects, for example the World Bank, are 
including social capital measurements in their 
analyses and are starting to acknowledge the role 
of social factors in their strategies for systems 
development (UNDP, 2001). Significant research 
is being undertaken in the areas of technology 
diffusion, social capital and network analysis. 
However, despite the examples provided in this 
chapter, much of it relates to the role of business 
and the corporate world, which are generally 
seen as the most important drivers of economic 
growth. Furthermore, much of the work in regional 
areas is actually undertaken through the agency 
of NGOs, and therefore, there needs to be more 
intensive research into characteristics, role, and 
operating culture of NGOs. 

This is particularly important in developing 
countries and there are a growing number of or-
ganizations working to explore those issues, for 

example, the research being undertaken by the 
Institute for Development Policy and Manage-
ment at Manchester University, which focuses 
on policy formulation and implementation, and 
organisational design (Baark & Heeks, 1998; 
Madon, 2000). The emergent field of community 
informatics is also making a strong contribution 
in this context. For example, two recent confer-
ences focusing on technology for development, 
and framing the issues in terms of sustainability 
and the social appropriation of technology, are 
of special relevance to the issues raised in this 
chapter (Erwin, Taylor, Bytheway, & Strumpfer, 
2005; Johanson & Stillman, 2004).

CONCLUS ION

The projects discussed in this chapter demon-
strate that an over-emphasis on technology and 
technology-based services, and their development 
in isolation from the communities that they are 
intended to serve, will not lead to successful and 
sustainable outcomes. Successful, sustainable 
projects are the result of a careful interplay of 
controlled variables, many of which may need to 
go through a complex iterative process based on 
changing stages of organizational culture. Projects 
targeted at rural and regional communities must 
address the real needs of the communities they 
aim to serve. That requires not only long term 
commitment and strategic funding, but also, 
meaningful participation and proper consideration 
of all influences within and between the affected 
communities. 

This chapter has used a framework provided 
by the diffusion of innovation within a network 
environment to highlight how necessary resources 
can be provided to make such developments a 
sustainable reality. Successful, sustainable proj-
ects require access to a complex infrastructure 
maintained by a range of stakeholders. Network 
relationships are essential in both the development 
and maintenance of such infrastructure because 
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they provide access to new ideas and innovations, 
strategic advice, training, technical support, and 
a host of other resources. While some of these 
resources, such as access to new ideas, typically 
should continue to be provided through extended 
networks, successful and sustainable projects 
require a localized infrastructure capable of local-
izing and harnessing resources in a trusted envi-
ronment. Specifically, it is important to recognise 
this sort of support network in rural and regional 
areas, and even more so in developing countries, 
because it is precisely these network structures 
that they lack.

The case studies examined, particularly those 
of Johanson et al. (2004) and Gibb and Adkihary 
(2000), highlight the fact that those networks are 
often brokered through the agency of NGOs, who 
provide access to contacts and resources that 
would otherwise be inaccessible to local com-
munities. And while it could be argued that broad 
networks could be established without NGOs, 
the case studies emphasise that their importance 
derives from the fact that they are more often 
embedded within their communities, so that they 
can make use of existing trust systems and local 
links to identify and close structural holes which 
would otherwise deny those communities access 
to much needed resources and expertise. 
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ABSTRACT

The chapter investigates an actionable context of knowledge networking, from the perspective of sus-
tainable development which should accommodate the building of communities in cyberspace so much 
exemplified in today’s Internet and World Wide Web. The premise of this exploration is that members, or 
participants, in any community are engaged in learning that is critical to the survival and reproduction 
of that community. Through community participation, learners find and acquire models and have the 
opportunity themselves to become models and apprentices of others. This investigation provides a basis 
for thinking about the possibilities of a virtual community and the dynamics of its construction across a 
variety of computer-based contexts. The design and refinement of technology as the conduit for extend-
ing and enhancing the possibilities of virtual community building is an essential issue, but the role of 
the individuals as participants in such a community is as important. The idea of sustainable knowledge 
networking is to bring about continual learning and change for the community in need. The emergent 
challenge of such a mission is to de-marginalize many of the non-technical issues of building virtual 
communities for knowledge transfer and learning. The chapter concludes by reiterating the challenge 
of expositing what it means to create an appropriate context of knowledge networking through which 
purposeful actions can be supported with the elaboration of suitable information technologies.
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INTRODUCTION

The term virtual community today mostly refers 
to many types of Internet-based social interac-
tion. In fact, the term community, according to 
Williams (1973), in the English language referred 
primarily to a geographically localized group of 
people until approximately the 17t h century, and 
it expanded somewhere between the 17t h and 
the 19t h centuries to include the idea of a group 
of people who hold something in common, or 
who share a common sense of identity even if 
they do not live in a single locale. Interestingly, 
the term virtual came into the English language 
from Latin by way of French at about the same 
time as did community, around the 14t h century. 
Initially, it referred to things that had special and 
effective physical capacities, linking it closely to 
our ideas of virtuous. Yet, its meaning underwent 
changes in the 17t h and the 18t h centuries to refer 
to something that seems almost completely real 
to the people in so far as the effect or result is 
concerned, although not formally or actually real 
in the physical sense, according to The Complete 
Oxford English Dictionary (1971).

Rheingold (1994), who appears to have coined 
the term virtual community in the first place, 
provides a definition that accords reasonably well 
with the context of being virtual: namely, people 
in virtual communities do just about everything 
people do in real life (meet one another and 
exchange ideas and information), but we leave 
our bodies behind. We cannot kiss anybody and 
nobody can punch us in the nose, but a lot can 
happen within those boundaries (Rheingold, 
1994, pp. 57-58).

In the virtual community, relationship is typi-
cally defined not by proximity but by contents of 
individual interest — classes of objects, ideas, or 
events about which participants have differing 
levels of both stored knowledge and stored values 
(Renninger, 2000). Participants’ connections to 
the community are often based on cognition and 

affection rather than simply spatial and temporal. 
Such a connection is also supported by affordances 
(Gibson, 1966) that invoke imagination about and 
identification with a site, such as autonomy, sup-
port, and depth of content. Besides, the learning 
that is undertaken as participants work with a site 
has an opportunity for changed understanding of 
our self. Thereby, it is important to consider what 
a virtual community means, what it offers, what it 
affords its participants, and what its boundaries are 
at the advent of the Internet that has undoubtedly 
created numerous possibilities for interaction that 
people did not have before (Cherny, 1999; Davis 
& Brewer, 1997; Herring, 1996).

THE BACKGROUND OF
KNOWLEDGE NETWORKING

The last decade of the twentieth century saw 
explosive growth in discussions about knowl-
edge — knowledge work, knowledge manage-
ment, knowledge-based organizations, and the 
knowledge economy (Cortada & Woods, 2000). 
Against this backdrop, enterprises including 
educational institutes are challenged to do things 
more collaboratively in order to remain vital in 
an increasingly global environment of knowledge 
networking (Stalk, Evans, & Shulman, 1992). By 
knowledge networking, it means there is a strong 
need to share knowledge in a way that makes it 
easier for individuals, teams, and enterprises 
to work together to effectively contribute to an 
organization’s success.

This idea of knowledge sharing has well been 
exemplified in Rheingold’s (1994) description of 
the WELL project (Whole Earth ’Lectronic Link), 
which is one of the first virtual communities, still 
going strong today. Rooted in the San Francisco 
Bay Area, the WELL (http://www.well.com) is 
an open-ended and self-governing community 
that started in 1985. Attracting people from a 
wide diversity of backgrounds, many of them 
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professionals, it hosted computer conferences on 
a wide range of topics — education, arts, recre-
ation, computers, and entertainment. It went on 
to the Internet in 1992 where over 200 separate 
conferences are hosted.

Its introductory Web pages emphasize that 
it is not just another Web site or collection of 
Web pages: “More than just another ‘site’ or 
‘home page’ the WELL has a sense of place that 
is palpable.” One spin-off of the WELL was the 
Global Business Network (GBN; http://www.gbn.
com), created in 1986, that drew together plan-
ners and strategists from companies like ABB, 
AT&T, Volvo, BP, and Bell South. This group 
used a mix of face-to-face meetings and online 
conferences to develop scenarios of the future. 
Through GBN, company executives and leading 
thinkers in a variety of fields would openly share 
their knowledge and insights. This interplay of 
knowledge generated new thinking about the fu-
ture. It also led to increased collaboration among 
GBN members.

Interestingly, the WELL and the GBN could 
both be considered as instances of the notion of 
learning organizations (Senge, 1990; Garvin, 
1993; King, 1996; Levine, 2001). Essentially, a 
learning organization could be considered as an 
organization that focuses on developing and us-
ing its information and knowledge capabilities 
in order to create higher-value information and 
knowledge, to modify behaviors to reflect new 
knowledge and insights, and to improve bottom-
line results. Practically, there are many possible 
instances of a learning organization that could be 
incorporated into the daily experiences.

An obvious example as mentioned earlier is 
the concept of community of practice, which 
according to Wenger, McDermott, and Snyder 
(2002, p. 4), refers to groups of people who share 
a common concern, a set of problems, or a passion 
about a topic, and who deepen their knowledge 
and expertise by interacting on an ongoing basis. 
As people in the community spend time together, 
they typically share information, insight, and 

advice. They help one another to solve problems; 
they ponder common issues, explore ideas, and 
accumulate knowledge. Often, they become infor-
mally bound by the value that they find in learning 
together. This value is not merely instrumental 
for their work. Over time, they develop a unique 
perspective on their topic as well as a body of 
common knowledge, practices, and approaches. 
They also develop personal relationships, a com-
mon sense of identity, and established ways of 
interacting.

Indeed, communities of practice are not a new 
idea (Wenger, 1998). They were the first knowl-
edge-based social structures, back when humans 
lived in caves and gathered around the fire to 
discuss strategies for cornering prey, the shape 
of arrowheads, or which roots were edible. They 
have captured the attention today because with the 
advent of the Internet, especially the World Wide 
Web, it has been realized that knowledge sharing, 
coupled with the possibilities of technological ad-
vances, is the key to the sustainable development 
regardless of the temporal and spatial boundaries. 
Undeniably, in the emerging knowledge society, 
people are expected to continually improvise 
and invent new methods to deal with unexpected 
difficulties and to solve immediate problems, and 
share these innovations or lessons learned with 
others through some effective channels. In this 
regard, the idea of the virtual community has 
inspired many an organization to initiate their col-
lective learning based not so much on delineated 
learning paths, but rather on experience sharing, 
the identification of best practices, and recipro-
cal support for tackling day-to-day problems in 
the workplace. Importantly, cultivating virtual 
communities in strategic areas is considered as 
a practical way to manage knowledge in terms of 
critical knowledge domains. Organizations need 
to identify the people and the specific knowledge 
needed for their growth, and explore how they 
connect them into suitable virtual communities 
of practice so that together they could steward 
the necessary knowledge.
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A DEFINABLE CONTEXT FOR
VIRTUAL COMMUNITIES

Literally, the term virtual community is not hard 
to understand, yet it is slippery to define owing to 
its multi-disciplinary nature. In order to develop 
virtual communities — a complex practical activ-
ity — a disciplinary definition is needed to guide 
the practices. According to Preece (2000, p. 10), 
an online community consists of four important 
elements: the people, who interact socially as 
they strive to satisfy their own needs, or perform 
special roles, such as leading or moderating; a 
shared purpose, such as an interest, need, informa-
tion exchange, or service that provides a reason 
for the community; policies, in the form of tacit 
assumptions, rituals, protocols, rules, and laws 
that guide people’s interactions; and computer 
systems, to support and mediate social interac-
tion and facilitate a sense of togetherness. Indeed, 
this definition is sufficiently general to apply to a 
range of different communities, including physical 
communities that have become networked and 
those that are embedded in Web sites (Lazar & 
Preece, 1998).

Undeniably, the idea of virtual community has 
somehow become a blanket term to describe any 
collection of people who communicate online, as 
exemplified by the networked communities (Cohill 
& Kavanaugh, 1997), also known as the commu-
nity networks (Schuler, 1996) to which citizens 
can link through the Internet to discuss typical 
community issues. For better or worse, people are 
shaped by the communities to which they belong. 
As more people gain Internet access, they are 
increasingly empowered to organize themselves 
across local, national, and international boundar-
ies. A call to action, a warning message, a cheer 
of encouragement, and the inspiring words of a 
leader can be distributed to members at lightning 
speed and at almost no cost, with just the click 
of a few keys.

Yet, developing successful virtual communi-
ties is not trivial. Successful virtual communities 

satisfy their members’ needs and contribute to the 
well-being of society. The role of a community 
developer is to work with community members to 
plan and guide the community’s social evolution. 
Putting basic policies in place helps members 
know how to behave, what to expect from each 
other, and provides a framework for social growth. 
As the community develops and forms its own 
character, its social policies and structure also 
evolve. Sociability is concerned with planning 
and developing social policies that are understand-
able and acceptable to members, to support the 
community’s purpose.

The software that supports the continuous 
evolution of a community must be dynamically 
designed and adapted to its growth. More impor-
tantly, the software must be designed with good 
usability so that people can interact and perform 
their tasks intuitively and easily. Software with 
good usability supports rapid learning and high 
skill retention. Understanding a community’s 
needs is essential for developing virtual com-
munities with good sociability and usability: 
the former focuses on social interaction, and the 
latter focuses on human-computer interaction. 
Developers and users have the responsibility to 
plan, guide, and mold communities to support the 
people in them. Like contemporary town planners 
and architects, the researchers can profoundly 
shape the virtual community landscape, paying 
particular attention to the issues of usability and 
sociability therewith to support the activities of 
knowledge networking.

VIRTUALIZATION OF KNOWLEDGE 
NETWORKING ACTIVITIES

The move to virtualization has been developing 
rapidly over the last decade, and has attracted a 
corresponding vocabulary, such as virtual com-
munities (Rheingold, 1994). A virtual community, 
like its local counterpart, gives people a sense 
of identity and belonging, except that instead of 
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being rooted in a physical place, it is a locality 
in cyberspace. Such communities emerged in 
the 1980s based around bulletin board systems. 
Today, they exist on the Internet in newsgroups, 
e-mail discussion lists, and conferences, and on 
company intranets or groupware systems.

Virtual communities come in many shapes 
and sizes. Some are open to anyone who cares 
to join, attracted by the topic of interest. Others 
are closed, in that they can join by invitation or 
subscription. In practice, people in such communi-
ties may or may not work together on a day-to-day 
basis, but they do value the learning that takes 
place when they spend time together. What they 
know may seem trivial or of great value, but their 
interactions with one another are crucial to their 
ability to do what they can do. What these groups 
or communities have in common is that engaging 
with each other around issues of common inter-
est, sharing insights and information, helping 
each other, or discussing new ideas together are 
all part of belonging to the group. Interestingly, 
this is also the community’s process of stewarding 
knowledge, which can hardly be separated from 
the communities that own it.

Today, many organizations have realized that 
unless knowledge is owned by people to whom it 
matters, it will not be developed, used, and kept 
up to date optimally. Knowledge is not a thing that 
can be managed at a distance like in an inventory. 
It is part of the shared practice of communities 
that need it, create it, use it, debate it, distribute 
it, adapt it, and transform it. As the property of a 
community, knowledge is not static; it involves 
interactions, conversations, actions, and inven-
tions. Thereby, networking knowledge in a virtual 
community is not primarily a technological chal-
lenge, but one of community development.

Addressing this kind of dynamic knowing 
that makes a difference in practice requires the 
participation of people who are fully engaged in 
the process of creating, refining, communicat-
ing, and using knowledge. The thrust to develop, 
organize, and communicate knowledge must 

come from those who will use it. What matters 
is not how much knowledge can be captured, 
but how documenting can support people’s abili-
ties to know and to learn when the community 
itself becomes the living repository of people’s 
knowledge. In the following discussion, the author 
examined a case study of community development 
through looking into the design considerations 
and strategies for creating online learning com-
munities in order to facilitate the transformation 
and sharing of resources to support integrated 
understanding within the communities of teach-
ers and students.

The Case of WISE

WISE, short for the Web-based Integrated Science 
Environment (Slotta & Linn, 2000; http://wise.
berkeley.edu), is used to scaffold teacher and 
student communities as they exchange resources, 
develop coherent ideas, and support individual 
understanding in scientific investigations. From 
a community-building perspective, WISE defines 
learning communities as supporting networks of 
personal relationships that enable the exchange 
of resources and the development of a common 
framework for analysis of these resources. WISE 
also defines resources as a collection of ideas or in-
teractions that are accessible to community mem-
bers and can be incorporated into their practice. 
Besides, members of the community are expected 
to jointly analyze resources and develop a com-
mon set of criteria for evaluating those resources. 
However, it is important to discuss how different 
strategies can progressively involve individual 
members by helping them become resources for 
other community members.

The WISE Rationale

WISE is informed by a scaffolded knowledge 
integration (SKI) framework, which emphasizes 
coherent understanding by supporting participants 
as they compare, contrast, sort out, and organize 
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their ideas. The SKI framework is inspired by cog-
nitive apprenticeship (Tudge & Rogdoff, 1989) and 
the work of Vygotsky (1978). The framework has 
four design tenets that jointly encourage students 
to link and connect their ideas so that they develop 
more integrated and cohesive ideas. These tenets 
are: (1) to make the process of thinking visible, 
(2) to make science accessible, (3) to encourage 
students to learn from each other, and (4) to foster 
lifelong learning. WISE stresses the coordination 
and integration of ideas as well as encouraging 
different paths for learning.

By mixing hands-on learning with online dis-
cussions and modeling tools, WISE helps create a 
repertoire of experience representations that aid 
students as they become part of a community of 
learners. Such representations also provide sup-
port for teachers and curriculum designers as 
they collect resources for constructing learning 
projects. In many WISE projects, the presence of 
a shared resource (mostly from Internet sites) is 
used as evidence to support theories and to ground 
discussions, creating the potential for negotiation, 
clarification, justification, synthesis, and other 
processes that contribute to knowledge integra-
tion. Learning to use WISE requires teachers to 
adopt a new stance toward teaching where they 
serve more as a guide-on-the-side than as a sage-
on-the-stage, transmitting knowledge.

By designing resources to scaffold and support 
interactions, WISE provides models of construc-
tive engagement, as well as offering community 
tools for connecting people working on shared 
projects. Examples include: seeding discussions 
with comments to illustrate how evidence is used 
to support different theories; using video clips of 
student-teacher interactions to anchor discussions 
about pedagogy; and developing templates for 
activities to guide project authors as they create 
projects involving theory debate, critique, and 
design. The WISE software lets teachers and 
researchers track how resources circulate through 
communities, providing insights into the processes 
of community development. In addition, by mak-

ing the process of critique visible, it encourages 
students to reflect upon the credibility, reliability, 
and usefulness of those resources.

Design Strategies for Teacher
Communities

WISE involves teachers in communities for 
teaching WISE projects, customizing projects, 
and authoring new projects. Many teachers use 
curriculum units as they exist in the project library. 
As they begin to localize and customize projects, 
they interact with other teachers who have used 
the project as well as with the project designers 
(Linn & Slotta, 2000). Eventually, some teachers 
join or form partnerships with other community 
members to author new projects (Linn, 2000). In 
practice, curriculum design is the arrangement 
of parts, assembling conceptual, strategic, and 
material components in a pattern that functions to 
support specific goals (Mollison, 1990, p. 36).

The WISE NetCourse introduces teachers 
to the pedagogical framework and the technical 
supports for WISE through which individual 
teachers can move from peripheral participation 
to more sophisticated involvement over time (Lave 
& Wenger, 1992). In particular, WISE makes 
authoring accessible in a number of important 
ways, for example, through project templates for 
critique, theory debate, and design of projects. It 
enables community members to learn from one 
another with collaborative tools such as shared 
white boards, resource libraries, and task lists.

Indeed, community exists only in the sense of 
teachers having access to a collection of online 
discussions about their teaching experiences and 
strategies. As these teachers reflect on their own 
practice and begin to customize projects with 
WISE, they contribute to the community by ex-
changing ideas with other teachers using similar 
projects. Therefore, recognizing the need to sup-
port teachers’ actual practice as a way of involving 
them in a broader community is a crucial step in 
the design of self-sustaining communities.
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Design Strategies for Student
Communities

The instructional designers and teachers need to 
ask how they can structure relationships within 
learning communities so that the community 
members share resources and help refine each 
other’s ideas. WISE offers innovative strategies for 
creating personalized electronic discussions that 
help elicit self-explanation and clarification from 
students (Cuthbert, Clark, Slotta, & Jorde, 2000). 
In fact, WISE projects have made advances in 
supporting students to share ideas in online learn-
ing communities, by investigating reflection and 
knowledge integration through scientific inquiry 
(Hoadley & Linn, 2000; Linn & Hsi, 2000).

Two of the most successful approaches involve 
personally seeded discussions and peer review 
discussions. In personally seeded discussions, 
WISE uses students’ scientific explanations as 
initial comments in the discussion. Students 
work to clarify and justify their own scientific 
principles, comparing and contrasting them with 
other students’ principles. Thinking is made vis-
ible for students as they elaborate upon and justify 
their ideas. By having students explain and defend 
their own principles, WISE gets students not only 
to take an interest in their own ideas, but also 
to take interest in responding to and critiquing 
the other ideas in the discussion. In peer review 
discussions, WISE uses students’ shared research 
findings in an online question-and-answer session, 
creating resources that are accessible to the entire 
community of learners through such peer review 
activities as making comments, asking questions, 
and offering suggestions. In either case, the over-
arching design is for students to begin to adopt 
an orientation toward discourse that is based on 
comparison, critique, and justification, and the 
critical resources are the community members and 
their ideas. The common goal is the refinement 
of the community members’ ideas.

Accordingly, the WISE strategies employed 
typically involve contrasting students’ perspec-

tives on a given topic of interest, and increasing 
students’ personal relevance by making them 
responsible for pursuing specific areas of knowl-
edge. Indeed, contrasting one’s perspectives about 
a given topic can encourage an individual student 
to clarify his or her own formulation while con-
sidering the relevance of other students’ opinions 
(Chi, Lewis, Reimann, & Glaser, 1989; DiSessa & 
Minstrell, 1998). Besides, by increasing personal 
relevance around the process of contrasting dif-
ferent students’ understanding, WISE helps elicit 
community members’ collaborative thinking (a 
valuable resource itself) to refine the community’s 
ideas.

Design Considerations for WISE

According to Cuthhert, Clark, and Linn (2002), 
there are four main design considerations be-
hind the design of WISE which serve as general 
guidelines for creating effective online learning 
communities: (1) support the actual practices 
and daily tasks of the participants, (2) collect 
experiences and represent them in an accessible 
and equitable manner, (3) provide a framework 
to guide the learning process, and (4) represent 
the identities of the community members. It is 
worthwhile to examine some of the strategies 
related to the four design considerations aimed 
at creating effective online communities.

• Support the actual practices and daily 
tasks of the participants: WISE com-
munities support the actual practices and 
daily tasks of teachers by helping them 
guide students’ learning process through 
the creation of a visible history of student 
work. For students, WISE communities sup-
port learning practices and tasks by making 
the thinking of their peers visible, and by 
illustrating the process of group inquiry. 
Moreover, WISE elicits teachers’ ideas and 
helps them develop curricula through its 
authoring communities.
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 From a knowledge integration perspec-
tive, the practice of teaching and learning 
involves developing a repertoire of models 
for explaining situations. The scaffolded 
knowledge integration framework men-
tioned earlier can help students and teachers 
in their daily practice by illustrating the 
repertoire of models which provides gen-
eral guidelines for designing projects and 
serves as an inspiration for creating design 
considerations for online communities.

• Collect experiences and represent them 
in an accessible and equitable manner: 
WISE communities collect experiences and 
represent them in an accessible and equitable 
manner to promote the process of connect-
ing ideas so that participants (students and 
teachers) can use them in consequential 
tasks such as during arguments and debates. 
Communities, if viewed as a network of re-
lationships and resources, can be structured 
to elicit ideas, develop shared understanding, 
and promote the integration of a diverse set 
of ideas. It is important to investigate the 
potential of structuring discussions in dif-
ferent ways based on the type of discussion 
and the associated pedagogical goals.

 Linking different types of pedagogical goals 
to design strategies is a challenging task 
because most community members are not 
accustomed to reflecting on the nature of 
their contributions. For instance, there are 
important differences between discussions 
depending on whether the purpose of the 
discussion is debate, brainstorming, or peer 
review. Each of these discussion types has 
a distinct structure and format, and hence 
demands different requirements for setting 
up, running, and assessing the discussion.

• Provide a framework to guide the learn-
ing process: WISE requires participants 
to support their ideas with evidence (e.g., 
Internet sites, references to laboratory 
work, scientific principles, or everyday 

experiences). This creates a culture where 
people ask each other for justification and 
clarification (Linn & Hsi, 2000). It is es-
sential to investigate how participants adjust 
their behavior as their peers prompt them to 
support their ideas with evidence (Cuthbert 
et al., 2000).

 One strategy is to create commonly agreed-
upon criteria, and examine how these criteria 
are adopted and transformed by community 
members as they interact with one another. 
For communities to maintain coherence and 
develop a sense of what is appropriate behav-
ior, it is important that a strong community 
culture be established with a common set of 
values and criteria for making contributions 
(Brown, 1992). Communities need a general 
framework to help define the mission and 
vision for the learning process.

 In WISE, the knowledge integration frame-
work characterizes the learning and cur-
riculum design processes. This framework 
lends a shared focus to teacher professional 
development discussions, creating the poten-
tial to view instruction as a design problem 
that is interpreted to have multiple solutions 
and can be improved by selecting appropriate 
solutions and testing them in context. For 
example, it is important to understand how 
the WISE strategy off-loads the procedural 
guidance for students onto the learning en-
vironment, so as to free teachers to engage 
students individually, elicit their ideas, and 
encourage them to reformulate their ideas 
by considering other alternatives and sup-
porting their ideas with evidence.

• Represent the identities of community 
members: Socially relevant information 
helps participants recognize the coherence of 
an individual’s comments (Hoadley, 1999). 
WISE provides ways to represent the identi-
ties of community members, to illustrate the 
refinement of ideas, and to mark departures 
from past views. One common strategy is 
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to link identities to resources based on who 
contributed or accessed a resource. Another 
is to display the identities separately in the 
profiles section of the community site. Rep-
resenting people’s backgrounds and interests 
can help develop personal relationships, 
especially when face-to-face interaction 
may be limited. However, entering profile 
information needs to be part of an ongoing 
process linked to the use of the community 
system (WISE) so that the task of enter-
ing descriptors (say, background, area of 
expertise, and instructional topics) does 
not deter members. The idea of mutually 
revealing information (not being able to 
see other members’ pictures until someone 
submits) is another way to motivate people 
to complete their profiles.

Knowledge Networking for Learning 
Communities

As the WISE story indicates, it is often necessary 
to coordinate in joint action — more precisely, 
collaborate — to achieve tasks larger than any 
one person could accomplish alone. Through 
the processes of acculturation in learning com-
munities, knowledge and culture are perpetuated 
and transformed as people interact, define new 
problems, and take on new challenges. The pri-
mary question for any learning community is how 
they can learn from one another so as to increase 
their knowledge together. One term for this type 
of learning community is a knowledge-building 
community (Scardamalia & Bereiter, 1994), where 
individuals are committed to share information 
for the purpose of building understanding (knowl-
edge) in all the participants.

When attempting to design technology in sup-
port of such learning communities, it is important 
to remember the triad of components (Bedny’i 
& Meister, 1997; Kuutti & Bannon, 1993) which 
involves in every situation the interdependence of 
tools, activities, and people; namely, a change in 

one element affects the others. When a new tool 
is introduced, people and their activities change 
to accommodate it. Over time, people begin to 
change, learning the new possibilities of the new 
tool, and adapting their practices (activities) to 
take advantage of its benefits and work around 
its shortcomings.

Thereby, in contrast to typical information and 
knowledge management tools, where the focus 
is on helping to route information, knowledge 
networking tools should help foster the constitu-
ent activities that increase knowledge building. 
Hence, these activities include not only informa-
tion capture and transmission, but also the estab-
lishment of social relationships in which people 
can collaboratively construct understanding.

FUTURE TRENDS  OF A
DE-MARGINALIZED CONTEXT FOR 
KNOWLEDGE NETWORKING

The development of virtual communities for 
knowledge networking is a complex and multi-
faceted endeavor. If the goal is to help solve the 
puzzle of how to nurture such communities, there 
are quite a number of issues to be examined accord-
ing to Hoadley and Pea (2002, pp. 345-351):

…defining learning communities, examining ex-
isting practices, identifying potential changes to 
improve practices, finding ways that technology 
might effect these changes, designing and building 
the technology, cultivating a community of use, 
understanding the consequences of the technol-
ogy, and evaluating the community with respect 
to the original goal.

The investigation of these issues constitutes an 
important de-marginalized context to understand 
the intricacies behind the building of such virtual 
communities for the purpose of knowledge build-
ing and learning. In practice, each of the eight 
types of inquiry mentioned draws on a different 
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research paradigm, demonstrating the multi-dis-
ciplinary nature of virtual communities. Here the 
term de-marginalized is used to emphasize the 
holistic nature of these issues. Oftentimes, the 
issues of technology seem to have marginalized 
the other issues in the discussion of virtualizing 
learning communities.

In the following discussion, some of the issues 
have been elaborated that must be de-marginalized 
in the study of building virtual communities. This 
is followed by some reflective recommendations 
on the value of community networks on knowl-
edge sharing.

Defining Learning Communities

Loosely, almost any group of individuals who 
interact might be called a community, and cer-
tainly people change and learn in some fashion 
as a result of every life experience. Yet, it is often 
not easy to answer the question of what defines 
a learning or knowledge-building community. 
There have been a number of important efforts 
to offer such definitions.

Organizational behaviorists identify the 
learning organization as the important propo-
nent (Garratt, 1987) that offers a few concrete 
measures of learning as a community. Woodruff 
(1999) describes some features that distinguish 
learning communities in terms of cohesion. Hsi 
(1997), following Pea (1993), defined learning 
communities as communities in which partici-
pants construct productive discussions (defined 
in terms of inclusiveness and knowledge integra-
tion processes). Research inquiry is still needed 
to examine the possible spectrum of communi-
ties which may be characterized as learning or 
knowledge building.

Finding Ways Technology Can Help

Oftentimes, technology is thrown at problems 
with an attitude that it can solve any problem. 
The study of human-computer interaction tells 

a different story. A user is unlikely to adopt 
tools that do not support his or her goals at least, 
as well as other alternatives. Since technology 
affects the community only through its impact 
on individual people, supporting a community 
often means encouraging individuals to behave 
in a group-oriented fashion through the use of 
enhanced technology which minimizes costs to 
the individual users. The idea of participatory 
design (Bodker, 1991; Ehn, 1989), coupled with 
the research findings from human-computer in-
teraction, should predict the impact of different 
technologies on various human activities in the 
learning communities.

Cultivating a Community of Use

In the process of virtualization, community-
oriented tools need nurturing for adoption (or 
appropriation) to take place, as do the communi-
ties they are intended to help (Newman, Griffin, 
& Cole, 1989; Pea, 1992). Typically, community 
users come to appropriate a tool by establishing 
its fitness with their work practices, or changing 
their work practices to accommodate special prop-
erties of the tool as they come to perceive them. 
The proponents of the technology must help users 
overcome initial hurdles to appropriation.

They must also help the community and the 
tool to reach a productive equilibrium, which may 
include the development of very new practices or 
ways of working. In fact, creating this culture of 
use is an important person-to-person task that goes 
beyond simply taking a technology and throwing 
it over to the intended user community.

Use is a design issue which does not end with 
what the technical designers have created, but 
continues in ways the user community makes out 
of it in context. It is a form of reciprocal evolution 
of technology, work practice, and basic research 
(Allen, 1993), whose action-oriented nature 
should be understood by technology coordinators, 
community facilitators, and reformers who help 
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advocate the use of the tool and its participation 
in the community.

Evaluating the Growth of a V irtual 
Community

Obviously, the growth of a virtual community 
depends on the goals against which it used to 
measure whether the technology, the community, 
and the individuals are successful. In the case of 
learning communities, individuals might be as-
sessed for learning, or groups of students might 
be assessed on their group skills for problem solv-
ing in the learning domain. Entire communities 
might be evaluated on the amount of participation, 
the degree to which members of the community 
help other members, or the net quality of the 
community’s output.

A tool’s success could be measured by changes 
in the individual’s or group measures, or by looking 
at the tool’s direct use, for example by investigat-
ing whether the tool is appropriated, by asking 
users how they use the tool and whether they find 
it helpful, or by documenting stories of how the 
tool changes the community and individuals (Gay 
& Bennington, 1999).

Reflecting on Community Networks 
for Knowledge Sharing

The idea of a networked community dates back 
to 1984 when Tom Grundner in Cleveland, Ohio, 
USA (Bajjaly, 1999), using a small computer 
and a single modem line, established an online 
bulletin board dubbed St. Silicon’s Hospital and 
Information dispensary. His goal was to test the 
effectiveness of online access as a way to deliver 
health information to the general public. Local 
citizens there were able to dial into St. Silicon’s, 
leave medically related questions, and receive an 
answer from a board-certified physician within 
a day.

This experiment proved so successful that 
Grundner secured enough funding to start a 
full-scale community computer system to pro-
vide free e-mail to the people around Cleveland 
and electronic information in areas as diverse as 
law, medicine, education, the arts, science, and 
government.

In July 1986, this system, called the Cleve-
land Free-Net, went online. Over the following 
three years, that system registered more than 
7,000 users and handled between 500 and 600 
calls per day. A second system, the Youngstown 
Free-Net, began operation in July 1987. Over the 
next couple of years, three more systems became 
operational: Tri-State Online in Cincinnati, Ohio; 
the Heartland Free-Net in Peoria, Illinois; and the 
first rural system, the Medina County Free-Net 
in Medina, Ohio.

In 1989, the concept of a community computer 
system was expanded and formalized and the 
National Public Tele-computing Network (NPTN) 
was born. Its goal was to help new systems come 
online and to support them afterward with services 
and information resources. Today, well over 200 
communities in the U.S. and Canada host their 
own community networks.

Although Grundner is now no longer a visible 
part of the community networking movement and 
NPTN is no longer a functioning organization, his 
insights remain true today even though much in 
the world of computing has changed. Firstly, it is 
clear that these community computers represent 
the leading edge of what can only be described as 
a new telecommunications medium. Secondly, it 
is clear that a critical mass of people now exists 
who are prepared to utilize this new medium. 
Thirdly, there is a certain sense of inevitability to 
the development of community computing.

Simply stated, people find themselves unable 
to imagine a century in which they do not have 
community computer systems, just as the last 
century had the free public library. Moreover, 
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it is believed that the community network, as a 
resource, will have at least as much impact on this 
century just as the public library has had on the 
society in the last century, such as to satisfy basic 
information needs of the physical community, 
to improve community collaboration through 
joint efforts and resource sharing, to promote 
and encourage individual lifelong education, to 
expand the knowledge base of the citizens of the 
community, and many others to be thought of.

CONCLUS ION

For the past few decades, it has been witnessed 
that many cities and towns all over the world have 
established their respective community computer 
systems, more appropriately called community 
networks (or virtual communities) based on the 
discussion of knowledge networking so far. Such 
community networks help people and organiza-
tions to experience the transition from the face-
to-face world they know so well to the online, 
electronic, networked world of the future.

Today, every community can easily connect to 
the Internet so that distant people and locals alike 
can tap into the repertoires of local information, 
communicate with one another, and experience 
almost firsthand the benefits a particular com-
munity has to offer. With this worldwide connec-
tivity, even the smallest, most rural community 
can become an important part of the burgeoning 
global village.

Hence, every community can make its ap-
pearance in the global platform, telling its own 
story of growth, and relating why it is a good 
community to experience. Indeed, as people move 
into an electronically driven world, the story of 
each virtual community needs to be told online 
in terms of its various information or knowledge 
services offered to its physical members. Thereby, 
the author has examined in this chapter a specific 
story in the WISE community, and presented some 

perspectives on the de-marginalized aspects of 
building virtual communities.

In closing the discussion, it is essential to ar-
ticulate the challenge of knowledge networking 
in virtual communities. In the broadest sense, 
the major theme of knowledge networking in and 
among virtual communities could be understood 
from the perspective of effectively applying 
information and communications technologies 
(ICTs) to improve the lives of local people in 
different locales, in terms of getting knowledge 
to those of a community who need it in the right 
amount of time.

Of much concern here is an effort to theorize 
the social dimensions of ICT-based knowledge 
networking. In the words of David Hakken (2002, 
p. 362), it has to be asked: “What kinds of theo-
rizations make sense in analyzing what happens 
when a concerted effort is made to introduce a 
technology supportive of knowledge networking 
in a holistic way — that is, to try to anticipate 
and address the social context/consequences of 
the interventions?” In simpler terms, it can be 
said, while a community network is based upon 
technology, its success rests with its people — or-
ganizers, information and knowledge providers, 
sponsors, users, volunteers — who support the 
virtual community in a variety of ways.

Most importantly, it must be ensured that a 
level playing field exists between the haves and the 
have-nots: those who have access to technology 
and those who do not. These underserved members 
of the community include those who are poor, 
uneducated, members of minority groups, elderly, 
or those with disabilities. But providing access 
to technology to these groups is not sufficient. 
It must be ensured further that no discrepancy 
exists between those who are computer literate 
and those who are not: the so-called cans and 
cannots. This is especially important as more 
and more information goes online and may not 
be available in any other format.
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KEY TERMS

Community Network: A term often used to 
refer to a networked community of people (or a 
virtual community), with subsequent emphasis 
on three more elements of concerns besides the 
people: (1) a shared purpose, such as an interest, 
need, information exchange, or service that pro-
vides a reason for the community; (2) policies, in 
the form of tacit assumptions, rituals, protocols, 
rules, and laws that guide people’s interactions; 
(3) computer systems, to support and mediate 
social interaction and facilitate a sense of to-
getherness.

De-Marginalization: A term often used to 
squarely offset the idea of marginalization, which 
often means the minimal effect rendered to influ-
ence the whole, given the marginal position of the 
issue in consideration.

Knowledge Networking: An emergent activ-
ity of people or an organization to share knowledge 
in a way that makes it easier for individuals, teams, 
and enterprises to work together (or collaborate) 
to effectively contribute to one another’s success 
in today’s Internet-based knowledge society.

Virtual Community: A group of people 
— be they geographically localized or dispersed 
— who hold something in common, or who share 
a common sense of identity, through maintain-
ing some types of social interaction over some 
electronic medium, such as the Internet and the 
World Wide Web.
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Virtualization: A term often used to describe 
the electronic transformation of some organization 
in today’s Internet era, such as in the context of 

This work was previously published in Empowering Marginal Communities with Information Networking, edited by H. Rah-
man, pp. 278-299, copyright 2006 by IGI Publishing, formerly known as Idea Group Publishing (an imprint of IGI Global).

people’s transitioning from a physical bricks-and-
mortar village to an electronic clicks-and-mortar 
experience.
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ABSTRACT

This chapter introduces how to effectively organize ontology languages and ontologies and how to ef-
ficiently process semantic information based on ontologies. In this chapter we propose the hierarchies 
to organize ontology languages and ontologies. Based on the hierarchy of ontology languages, the 
ontology designers need not bear in mind which ontology language the primitives exactly come from, 
also we can automatically and seamlessly use the ontologies defined with different ontology languages 
in an integrated environment. Based on the hierarchy of ontologies, the conflicts in different ontolo-
gies are resolved, thus the semantics in different ontologies are clear without ambiguities. Also, these 
semantic-clear ontologies can be used to efficiently process the semantic information in Semantic Web 
and e-business.

INTRODUCTION

The Extensible Markup Language (XML) (Bray 
et al., 2004) developed by the World Wide Web 
Consortium (W3C) has recently emerged as a new 
standard for data representation and exchange on 

the Internet. However, the information exchange 
based on XML is at the syntactic level (Garshol 
& Moore, 2004). Nowadays, how to process and 
exchange semantic information becomes very 
important. Semantic Web and e-business are two 
important applications which need to process the 
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semantic information. Semantic Web (Lee, 1999) 
means that the Web pages are annotated with the 
concepts (terms and relationships) from sharing 
ontologies; because Web information refers to the 
sharing ontologies, computers can automatically 
understand and process the semantic information. 
Similarly, when different partners (agents) of e-
business refer to the sharing concepts in ontolo-
gies, they can semantically communicate with 
each other. This is a semantic e-business which 
is different from the traditional e-business. To 
process the semantic information, the traditional 
e-business is a person-to-person communication; 
now with ontologies the semantic communica-
tion of e-business partners is an agent-to-agent 
communication.

It can be seen that ontologies play a core role 
in processing semantic information. An ontology 
defines the basic terms and relationships compris-
ing the vocabulary of a topic area, as well as the 
rules for combining terms and relationships to 
define extensions to the vocabulary (Gruber, 1993). 
How to organize ontologies and clearly define 
the semantics in ontologies are very important. 
Presently, the ontologies are built by different 
organizations for their own purposes, therefore we 
need to effectively organize different ontologies 
together with hierarchies, then the concepts of 
the ontologies can be efficiently used to annotate 
Web pages and e-business agents, and semantic 
information can be efficiently processed based 
on the well-organized ontologies.

To define ontologies, ontology languages 
are required. Ontolingua (Gruber, 1992) is an 
ontology interchange language which was pro-
posed to support the design of ontologies. Loom 
(MacGregor, 1991), a knowledge representation 
system, is used to provide deductive support. We 
will further introduce the XML-based ontology 
languages in the “Background” section.

In this chapter, we propose hierarchies to effec-
tively organize ontology languages and ontologies 
and discuss how to efficiently process semantic 
information in Semantic Web and e-business. 

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. 
In the “Background” section, we introduce the 
background and the motivation of this chapter. In 
the “Ontology Language Organization” section, 
the hierarchy to organize ontology languages is 
proposed. We propose the hierarchy to organize 
ontologies and discuss how to resolve the conflicts 
in the ontology hierarchy in the “Building Ontol-
ogy System” section. How to efficiently process 
the semantic information in the Semantic Web 
and e-business is discussed in the “Semantic 
Information Processing in the Semantic Web and 
E-Business” section. In the “Conclusion” section, 
we summarize this chapter.

BACKGROUND

Some comparisons have been done to compare 
different ontology languages. Although XML(S) 
has no semantics, it may help bootstrap the de-
velopment of content and tools for the Semantic 
Web (Gil & Ratnakar, 2002). Another comparison 
(Gomez-Perez & Corcho, 2002) about ontology 
languages is from three aspects, that is, (1) general 
issues (partitions and documentation), (2) attri-
butes (instance attributes, class attributes, local 
scope, and global scope), and (3) facets (default 
value, type constraints, cardinality constraints, 
and documentation). The existing works are 
mainly about comparing different ontology lan-
guages, then choosing the best ontology language 
to use. Different from the existing works, this 
chapter is mainly about how to organize ontol-
ogy languages and ontologies with hierarchies, 
therefore we mainly compare the changes of 
primitives in different ontology languages. From 
these changes, we can find the change trends of 
ontology languages, then it is motivated, that is, it 
is very important to effectively organize different 
ontology languages.

The Simple HTML Ontological Extensions 
(SHOE) (Luke & Heflin, 2000) extends HTML 
with machine-readable knowledge annotated, 
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thus the implicit semantic information can be 
discovered by a computer. Although SHOE has 
the XML version, it is not based on the Resource 
Description Framework (RDF) (Lassila & Swick, 
2004) and RDF Schema (RDFS) (Brickley & 
Guha, 2004).

RDF (Lassila & Swick, 2004) is a standard 
language of W3C for defining ontologies. RDF 
defines a simple model for describing relation-
ships among resources in terms of properties and 
values. A resource represents anything specified 
by a uniform resource identifier (URI) (Lee, 
Fielding, & Masinter, 1998). Properties are the 
attributes of resources, which have either atomic 
entities (strings, numbers, etc.) or other resources 
as their values. For a person to understand the 
semantics of a sentence, a sentence is organized 
in a subject-verb-object (SVO) form. Similarly, the 
fundamental design pattern of RDF is to structure 
data as resource-property-resource triples. Here, 
resource can represent both subject and object 
in the SVO form, while property (relationship 
between resources) represents the verb in the 
SVO form. Thus, the RDF files can be processed 
semantically. An RDF model can be represented 
in three ways, namely, graph syntax, triple syntax, 
and RDF/XML syntax. In this chapter, we focus 
on the XML representation of RDF. 

RDF organizes information in the SVO form, 
but it does not define the many standard primitives 
(see Table 1) required to construct ontologies. 
Thus, RDFS (Brickley & Guha, 2004) is created 
to provide some more basic primitives, such as 
“subClassOf” and “subPropertyOf” (to represent 
the relationships between classes or properties).

More semantic-rich primitives are added into 
the successors of RDFS, namely, U.S. Defense 
Advanced Research Projects (DARPA) DARPA 
Agent Markup Language (DAML) (Popp, 2000), 
Ontology Inference Layer (OIL) (Horrocks et al., 
2001), DAML+OIL (Connolly et al., 2001a), and 
Web Ontology Language (OWL) (Harmelen et 
al., 2004).

DAML (Popp, 2000), which is funded by 
DARPA aims at developing a language to fa-
cilitate the semantic concepts and relationships 
understood by machines. The DAML language 
is based on RDF and RDFS. 

OIL (Horrocks et al., 2001), from the On-To-
Knowledge Project, is an ontology representation 
language that extends RDF and RDFS with ad-
ditional language primitives not yet presented in 
RDF and RDFS.

Now the latest extension of DAML is 
DAML+OIL (Connolly et al., 2001b), which has 
some important features of OIL imported into 
DAML. Presently, DAML+OIL is evolving as 
OWL (Harmelen et al., 2004), and OWL is being 
promoted as the Web ontology language of W3C. 
OWL is almost same as DAML+OIL, but some 
primitives of DAML+OIL are renamed in OWL 
for more easily understanding.

In the “Hierarchy and Primitives of RDF and 
RDFS-Based Ontology Languages” section, we 
illustrate the hierarchies of the RDF-based ontol-
ogy languages, and we compare the primitive 
differences among different ontology languages. 
Note that a primitive is a basic term in ontology 
languages that is used to define ontologies. In the 
“Motivation” section, we introduce the motivation 
of this chapter.

Hierarchy and Primitives of RDF and 
RDFs-Based Ontology Languages

RDF and RDFS are the ground of DAML, OIL, 
DAML+OIL, and OWL. In Table 1, we list some 
primitives of RDF and RDFS.

RDF and RDFS define some basic primitives, 
and these primitives are not capable of describing 
many other important concepts and relationships, 
for example, equivalentClass, therefore DAML, 
OIL, DAML+OIL, and OWL extend RDF and 
RDFS by adding some new primitives. In Table 
2, we compare the primitive differences among 
DAML, OIL, DAML+OIL, and OWL. We sum-
marize the differences into several cases, and for 
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Category Primitives Comment

RDF

rdf:ID Used to identify a class or property or any other resources

rdf:resource
Used to refer to a resource; a resource represents anything specified by a 

URI

rdf:Property To define a property; the first letter of a property ID is in lower case

rdf:Bag An unordered collection (set) of members

rdf:Seq An ordered collection (set) of members

rdf:Alt A collection (set) of alternatives of members

RDFS

rdfs:Class To define a Class; the first letter of a class ID is in capital

rdfs:label To provide a human-readable version of a resource name

rdfs:comment To provide a human-readable description

rdfs:domain To restrict the domain of a property

rdfs:range To restrict the range of a property

rdfs:subClassOf To indicate the specialization of a class

rdfs:subPropertyOf To indicate the specialization of a property

rdfs:Container Super class of rdf:Bag, rdf:Seq and rdf:Alt

OIL DAML DAML+OIL OWL Comment

(1) Primitives included in all the four languages

Class Class Class Class used to define class

inverseRelationOf inverseOf inverseOf inverseOf if P1(x,y) then P2(y,x)

FunctionalProperty UniqueProperty UniqueProperty FunctionalProperty
if P(x,y) and P(x,z) 

then y=z

(2) Primitives not included in OIL, but included in the other three languages

sameClassAs sameClassAs equivalentClass C1 = C2

samePropertyAs samePropertyAs equivalentProperty P1 = P2

(3) New primitives added in DAML+OIL, used by OWL

ObjectProperty ObjectProperty
relates Resource to 

Resource

DatatypeProperty DatatypeProperty
relates Resource to 

Literal or data type

(4) OIL primitives not used by DAML+OIL, but used by OWL

SymmetricProperty SymmetricProperty if P(x, y), then P(y, x)

Table 1. Some primitives of RDF and RDFS

Table 2. Primitive differences among DAML, OIL, DAML+OIL, and OWL
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each case, we only list a few primitives which 
satisfy this case. Cases: (1) primitives included in 
all the four languages; (2) primitives not included 
in OIL, but included in the other three languages; 
(3) new primitives added in DAML+OIL, used 
by OWL; and (4) OIL primitives not used by 
DAML+OIL, but used by OWL. The four dif-
ferent cases indicate the primitive relationships 
among different ontology languages.

Now we discuss how to define an ontology 
based on ontology languages.

Example 1. Consider a simple Person ontology 
shown in Figure 2. The start tag “<rdf:RDF>” at 
line 1 and the end tag “</rdf:RDF>” at line 16 
show that this ontology complies with the RDF 
syntax. Lines 1-4 specify some XML namespace 
declarations (Bray, Hollander, & Layman, 1999), 
then we can use “rdf” to refer to the primitives de-
fined in the URL “http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-
rdf-syntax-ns#” (similarly for other namespaces). 
The namespace “xsd” at line 4 is used to refer 
to XML Schema in which some data types are 
defined. Lines 5-8 define a class “Person” using 
the primitive of OWL, “owl:Class”. Also we can 
see from lines 6 and 7 that primitives “label” 
and “comment” are from RDFS, therefore there 
is a namespace “rdfs” before “label” and “com-
ment”, that is, “rdfs:label” and “rdfs:comment”. 
Lines 9-12 define a data type property (“owl:
DatatypeProperty”) “office_phone”; similarly 
we can define other properties for person, for 
example, “name”, and so forth. Lines 13-15 define 
a property “contact_number” which is equivalent 
to the “home_phone”. 

Remark 1. The “Person” at line 5 is an original 
definition, while the “Person” at line 10 has a hash 
mark “#” before which means the “Person” at line 
10 is a reference. There is no namespace (URL) 
before “#Person” at line 10 because “Person” is 
defined in the same file as “office_phone”. Be-
cause the “string” data type is defined in XML 
Schema (not in the same file as “Person”) and the 

namespace of XML Schema is “xsd”, there is an 
“xsd” before “#string” at line 11.

Remark 2. The first character of a class name 
is in uppercase, for example, the “P” in “Person” 
is in uppercase. The first character of a property 
name is in lowercase, for example, the first “o” 
in “office_phone” is in lowercase.

A concept is a term defined in ontologies which 
includes both the resources (entities) and the prop-
erties (relationships). For example, the “Person,” 
“office_phone,” and “contact_number” after the 
“rdf:ID” in Figure 2 are all called concepts.

Motivation

Figure 1 shows the hierarchy of different ontology 
languages, and from Example 1, we know that 
the primitives of RDF, RDFS, and OWL are used 
together to define an ontology. OWL is a replace-
ment of DAML, OIL, and DAML+OIL, therefore 
the primitives of DAML, OIL, and DAML+OIL 
do not appear in the definition of an ontology 
which is defined with OWL. However, this is 
only an example which is defined now with the 
OWL. In practice, before OWL appears, a lot of 
ontologies have already been defined with ontol-
ogy languages DAML, OIL, and DAML+OIL. 
Can we still use those ontologies defined with 
DAML, OIL, and DAML+OIL in the current 
OWL environment? The answer is yes, in this 
chapter, we clearly define the hierarchy and the 

Figure 1. The hierarchy of the RDF-based ontol-
ogy languages

 

RDF 

RDFS 

DAML OIL 

DAML+OIL 

OWL 
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relationships among different ontology languages, 
and this hierarchy enables us to automatically use 
the previous ontologies defined with DAML, OIL, 
and DAML+OIL.

The second problem about the ontology lan-
guage is that the primitives from different ontol-
ogy languages should be used together to define 
the ontology. For example, from Example 1 and 
Figure 2, we can see that “rdf:ID”, “rdfs:label”, 
and “owl:Class” are used together to define the 
concepts in ontologies. However, it will be a burden 
for the ontology designer to bear in mind which 
ontology language the primitives are exactly from. 
Can we just use single namespace to refer to all 
the primitives, and the system can automatically 
translate the namespace to the proper namespaces, 
for example, the ontology designer can use “owl” 
as the namespace to refer to all the primitives, 
that is, “owl:ID”, “owl:ID”, and “owl:Class”, and 
the system can automatically translate them back 
to “rdf:ID”, “rdfs:label”, and “owl:Class”? The 
answer is yes. In this chapter, we clearly define 
the relationships of the primitives in different 
ontology languages, and this will help to translate 
the single namespace to the proper namespaces. 
In this way, the efficiency of the ontology design 
can be improved.

Moreover, the ontologies are presently de-
signed by different organizations for their own 
purposes. If we can organize all of these ontologies 
in an integrated environment, we can improve the 
usability of ontologies, and the semantic informa-
tion in the Semantic Web and e-business can be 
processed more efficiently.

ONTOLOGY LANGUAGE
ORGANIZATION

In this chapter, we mainly focus on the theoretical 
analysis of organizing ontology languages and 
ontologies with hierarchies, so that this method 
can be widely used to organize different ontology 
languages and ontologies, though we implement 
a prototype tool to organize ontology languages 
and ontologies in the “Architecture” section.

There already exist practical tools, for example, 
Daml2owl (Amin & Morbach, 2005), and so forth, 
that allow the translation from one language to 
another, but these tools are not general ones. 
They can only be used to translate between two 
specific ontology languages; however, our method 
is a general one, which can be used to organize 
all the existing ontology languages as well as 

Figure 2. A Person_Ontology represented using OWL language

<rdf:R DF  xmlns:rdf ="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#" 
                  xmlns:rdfs="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#" 
                  xmlns:owl="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#" 
 xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2000/10/X ML Schema#"> 

     <owl:Class rdf:ID="Person"> 
         <rdfs:label>Person</rdfs:label> 

 
     </owl:Class>      

     <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID  
          <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Person"/> 
          <rdfs:range rdf:resource="xsd#string"/> 
     </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

     <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="contact_number"> 
e"/> 

     </owl:DatatypeProperty> 
     …      … 
</rdf:R DF> 
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the future coming ontology languages. This is 
the most important benefit of our approach over 
prior works.

In the “Operations to Organize Ontologies” 
section, we define some operations which can 
be used to describe the relationships among 
the primitives in different ontology languages. 
Based on these operations, in the “Easy Use of 
Ontology Languages” section, we show how to 
automatically use the existing ontologies defined 
with DAML, OIL, and DAML+OIL and show 
how to automatically translate the namespace to 
the proper namespaces.

Operations to Organize Ontologies

We use the following operations to describe the 
relationships among the ontology languages and 
the primitives in ontology languages, that is, 
inheritance, block, atavism, and mutation.

We use “gmoe” as the namespace before each 
operation. “gmoe” represents “Genetic Model for 
Ontology (language) Engineering”, because these 
operations are borrowed from genetics.

Inheritance

The inheritance relationships of ontology lan-
guages can be seen in Figure 1. RDFS inherits 
RDF; DAML and OIL inherit RDFS; DAML+OIL 

inherits both DAML and OIL; and OWL inherits 
DAML+OIL. The following example shows how 
to use the inheritance operation to define the rela-
tionships between two ontology languages.

Example 2. As we know, DAML+OIL inherits 
both DAML and OIL. We use the inheritance 
operation shown in Figure 3 to indicate the inheri-
tance relationship. With the inheritance operation, 
we need not copy the primitives in DAML and 
OIL into DAML+OIL. In DAML+OIL we only 
need to define the new primitives which can not 
be inherited from DAML and OIL.

Block

It is not enough to indicate the relationships among 
ontology languages with the inheritance operation 
only. Some primitives in previous ontology lan-
guages are not used by later ontology languages. 
We need to use the block operation to reflect this 
relationship. The following example shows how 
to use the block operation.

Example 3. From Figure 1, we know that 
DAML+OIL inherits the primitives in both DAML 
and OIL, but the primitive “SymmetricProperty” 
of OIL is not used by DAML+OIL (see Table 2). 
We can use the block operation to indicate that 
this primitive is not used by DAML+OIL.

Figure 3. Definition of DAML+OIL based on inheritance operation

Figure 4. The use of block operation in DAML+OIL

<rdf:RDF  xmlns:daml="http://www.daml.org/2000/10/daml-ont.daml#" 
                  xmlns:oil="http://www.ontoknowledge.org/oil/rdf-schema/2000/11/10-oil-standard#" 
                  gmoe:inheritance="daml, oil"> 
     … 
     … 
</rdf:R DF> 

<gmoe:block rdf:resource="oil#SymmetricProperty"/> 
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Atavism

We found that some primitives blocked by the 
child ontology languages are reused by the de-
scendant ontology languages. To process this 
kind of relationships we borrow the atavism 
mechanism in genetics. Atavism means that the 
characteristics of the grandparent do not appear at 
the child generation, but appear at the grandchild 
generation or the offspring of grandchild. We use 
an example to show how to use the atavism opera-
tion to process the relationships of the primitives 
in ontology languages.

Example 4. The “SymmetricProperty” of 
OIL is blocked by its child DAML+OIL, but the 
grandchild OWL again includes this primitive 
(see Table 2). Without our atavism operation, 
the definition of “SymmetricProperty” of OIL 
has to be copied into OWL, but with our atavism 
operation we only need to indicate in OWL that 
the “SymmetricProperty” in OWL is an atavism 
of the “SymmetricProperty” in OIL which is 
shown in Figure 5.

Mutation or Override or Rede.ne

Furthermore, we use the mutation operation to 
describe the relationship that two primitives have 
the same name, but they have different semantics. 
See the following example.

Example 5. RDFS defines primitive “Class”, 
and OWL also defines primitive “Class”. Though 
the two “Classes” have the same name, they have 
different semantics; the “Class” in OWL permits 
greater expressiveness than the “Class” in RDFS. 
Thus the primitive “Class” in OWL mutates the 
“Class” in RDFS (see Figure 6).

Easy Use of Ontology Languages

In the “Operations to Organize Ontologies” 
section, we discuss how to describe the relation-
ships among the primitives in different ontology 
languages based on different operations. Based 
on the relationship description in “Operations to 
Organize Ontologies,” we can process the follow-
ing two problems efficiently: (1) automatically 
use the existing ontologies defined with ontology 
languages DAML, OIL, and DAML+OIL; and 
(2) automatically translate single namespace to 
proper namespaces.

1.  Using ontologies defined with ontology 
languages DAML, OIL, and DAML+OIL

Before OWL appeared many ontologies have 
been defined based on the ontology languages 
DAML, OIL, and DAML+OIL. Now DAML, 
OIL, and DAML+OIL are being replaced by 
OWL, but if we can automatically translate all 
the ontologies defined with DAML, OIL, and 
DAML+OIL to the ontologies defined with OWL, 

Figure 5. Definition of “SymmetricProperty” in OWL based on atavism

<gmoe: atavism rdf:resource="oil#SymmetricProperty"/> 

Figure 6. Definition of “Class” in OWL based on mutation operation

<gmoe: mutation rdf:resource="rdfs#Class"/> 
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we can save a lot of time in building new ontolo-
gies based on OWL.

Because we have described the relationships 
among different primitives in different ontology 
languages, we can automatically build a mapping 
between different primitives, thus the ontologies 
defined with DAML, OIL, and DAML+OIL can 
be automatically translated to the ontologies de-
fined with OWL. We use the following example 
for illustration.

Example 6. Suppose that there is an ontology 
in which a concept is defined using the primitive 
“daml:inverseOf” in DAML. Because OWL in-
herits DAML, and there are no changes for this 
primitive in DAML and OWL (see Table 2), we 
can directly translate “daml:inverseOf” to “owl:
inverseOf”. Furthermore, if a concept is defined 
with the primitive “oil:SymmetricProperty” in 
OIL, we can translate it to “owl:SymmetricProp-
erty” because the “SymmetricProperty” in OWL 
is an atavism of the “SymmetricProperty” in 
OIL. There are no primitives in DAML, OIL, and 
DAML+OIL, which are blocked or overrided in 
OWL, therefore we need not consider these two 
operations in translating the ontologies defined 
with DAML, OIL, and DAML+OIL to ontologies 
defined with OWL.

With this technique, we can automatically 
use all the existing ontologies which are defined 
using the ontology languages DAML, OIL, and 
DAML+OIL. Therefore less effort will be paid 
to build new ontologies based on OWL.

2.  Using single namespace to refer to all primi-
tives in different ontologies

From Example 1 and Figure 2, we know that 
the primitives in RDF, RDFS, and OWL should 
be used together to define an ontology. It will be a 
burden for the ontology designer to bear in mind 
where each primitive exactly comes from. Based 
on the organization of ontology languages in the 
“Operations to Organize Ontologies” section, 

we can use single namespace to refer to all the 
primitives defined in different ontology languages, 
and we can automatically translate the single 
namespace to the proper namespaces.

Example 7. For the primitives “ID”, “label”, 
and “Class”, the ontology designer can use them 
with the same namespace “owl”, that is, “owl:ID”, 
“owl:label”, and “owl:Class”. As we know from 
Figure 1, OWL inherits RDF and RDFS, thus we 
can search the “ID” primitive bottom up, that is, 
search OWL firstly, then RDFS, and then RDF. 
The “ID” primitive is found in RDF, therefore we 
change the “owl:ID” to “rdf:ID”. Similarly the 
“owl:label” will be translated to “rdfs:label” when 
searching the ontology languages bottom up. For 
the primitive “Class”, it is defined in both RDFS 
and OWL, and the “Class” in OWL is a mutation 
of the “Class” in RDFS. We will use the “owl:
Class” rather than the “rdfs:Class”, because the 
“Class” in OWL is an mutation and it is the latest 
one, and actually, all the ontologies are defined 
with “owl:Class” rather than “rdfs:Class”.

The number of primitives in ontology lan-
guages is limited and their relationships are fixed, 
therefore based on the organization and relation-
ship descriptions of ontology languages in the 
“Operations to Organize Ontologies” section, the 
translations in “Easy Use of Ontology Languages” 
section can be done without ambiguities. 

BUILDING ONTOLOGY SYSTEM

In the “Ontology Language Organization” section, 
we describe the hierarchy of different ontology 
languages based on the inheritance, block, ata-
vism, and mutation operations. These operations 
can also be applied to the ontology building.

As we know, the ontologies are now built by 
different organizations for their own purposes. It 
is important to organize these ontologies together 
in an integrated environment, then the semantic 
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information in one domain is more complete. Only 
when the semantics in one domain are all defined 
clearly, it is true that the semantic information in 
Semantic Web and e-business can be processed 
correctly.

In this section, we firstly discuss how to orga-
nize ontologies based on the operations discussed 
in “Ontology Language Organization.” Also we 
summarize the guidelines for organizing ontolo-
gies, that is, different information should be put at 
different hierarchies of ontologies. Furthermore, 
different from primitives in ontology languages, 
which will not change, the concepts in ontologies 
will change. When inserting or deleting a con-
cept in ontologies, we should keep the ontologies 
consistent, otherwise it will hurt the ontologies 
to provide sharing information. Hence, we also 
discuss how to resolve the conflicts in ontology 
organizations.

Architecture

To make easy the use of inheritance, block, ata-
vism, and mutation operations discussed in the 
“Ontology Language Organization” section, we 
build a graphical tool to implement these opera-
tions in ontology building. This tool can be applied 
to ontologies as well as ontology languages.

Example 8. Figure 7 shows that, there exists 
a Person_Ontology, and we need to build a Stu-
dent_Ontology. Then in the “Parent Ontologies” 
frame, we select the “Person_Ontology”, and 
in the “Child or grandchild Ontologies” frame, 
we input the ontology name “Student” and the 
namespace “stu” for this Student_Ontology. 
When clicking the “Inheritance” button, a simple 
Student_Ontology is automatically created which 
will be shown in the right “Codes” frame. In ad-
dition, as we select the “Person_Ontology” in the 
“Parent Ontologies” frame, all the concepts of 
“Person_Ontology” will be listed in the “Select 
Concepts” combo in the “Parent Ontologies” 
frame (some concepts of “Person_Ontology” 
are defined in Figure 2), then we can select one 
concept, and by clicking the “Block” button, a 
certain concept of the parent ontology is blocked 
in the child ontology. Also, after selecting a con-
cept from the parent ontology and clicking the 
“Mutation” button, we can indicate that certain 
concept of the parent ontology is mutated in the 
child ontology. From the right “Codes” frame of 
Figure 7, we can see that “office_phone” is blocked 
by Student_Ontology, and “contact_no” is mutated 
in Student_Ontology. If we click the “Save” but-
ton, the new Student_Ontology will be saved in 
a file; but if there are problems, we can roll back 

Figure 7. A graphical tool for ontology language and ontology organization
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10 steps. When a new ontology is created, it will 
be automatically listed in the “Select Ontologies” 
combos of “Grandparent Ontologies” and “Parent 
Ontologies” frames. Similarly, we can use the 
atavism operation to indicate that some concepts 
of the grandparent ontology are atavismed in the 
grandchild ontology or in the offspring ontolo-
gies of the grandchild ontologies. Note that the 
“gmoe” in Figure 7 indicates that the operations 
in the “Ontology Language Organization” section 
are a genetic model. 

This tool is a prototype to indicate that the 
inheritance, block, atavism, and mutation opera-
tions really work in organize ontology language 
and ontologies. This prototype tool can be further 
improved for commercial use.

Next we summarize the guidelines of how 
to organize information in ontologies, that is, 
different information should be put at different 
hierarchies of ontologies.

The general concepts in a domain should be 
put in the highest level ontologies, for example, 
O1 in Figure 8. Here O represents Ontologies. If 
some concepts are specific, they should be put in 
the lower level ontologies, for example, O2 and 
O3 in Figure 8. When some concepts are more 
specific, they should be put in even lower ontolo-
gies, for example, O4-O9 in Figure 8. Figure 8 
shows the hierarchy of ontologies. We allow 
multiple inheritance in ontology organizations, for 

example, O6 inherits both O2 and O3. In practice, 
the hierarchies can be more than three levels.

The hierarchy of ontologies is similar to 
the hierarchy of ontology languages. However, 
because the concepts in ontologies will change 
(add in, move out, and update), next we mainly 
discuss how to resolve the conflicts in ontology 
organizations.

Resolve Conflicts in Ontology
Organization

Kalfoglou and Schorlemmer (2003) survey the 
related works on ontology mapping and indicate 
that most of the previous works are about finding 
the similarities and differences among ontolo-
gies, then the ontologies can be accessed from 
a common layer. There are no related works on 
resolving the conflicts in design ontologies. Here 
we discuss some techniques to resolve conflicts 
in designing ontologies with hierarchies.

When designing ontologies with hierarchies, 
it is important to keep the ontologies consistent. 
A concept is specified in an ontology if it is 
either defined or redefined for the ontology. A 
redefined concept overloads a similar concept 
in some ancestor ontologies. Figure 9 shows 
the hierarchies of ontologies. The O in Figure 
9 represents ontologies which are displayed as 
rounded rectangles, and the C in Figure 9 rep-

Figure 8. Architecture of building ontology systems
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resents concepts defined in ontologies which are 
displayed as parallelograms.

In this section, we discuss how to resolve the 
conflicts. An inherited concept is well defined if 
it is specified in one and only one ancestor ontol-
ogy, possibly indirect. A conflict situation exists 
when an inherited concept is not well defined, 
that is, two or more ancestor ontologies specify 
the same concept. For example, from Figure 
9, we can see that concept C1 of ontology O2 
is redefined in ontologies O4, O5, and O8. C1 
contributes to a conflict situation in O9, but C3 
is well defined in O9. 

We have the following methods to solve the 
conflict problem.

Redefining (or Overriding)

The C2 in O9 and O2 in Figure 9 have the same 
name, thus it may be a conflict. However, if C2 
in O9 is defined to override the C2 in O2, and 
redefined C2 with different meaning, then there 
are no conflicts.

Explicitly Selecting or Renaming

We use an example to show how to use explicitly 
selecting or renaming to solve conflicts.

Example 9. If the two C4 in O3 and O1 of 
Figure 9 have the different semantics, there will 
be a conflict in O9. To solve this conflict, we have 
two options. The first option has the ontology 
designer explicitly mention that the C4 in O9 is 
inherited from the C4 in O3. However, explicitly 
selecting has a problem, that is, some informa-
tion will be lost. If O9 explicitly mentions that 
O9 uses the C4 in O3, the information of the C4 
in O1 can not be inherited by O9, which is a loss 
of information. The second option to process this 
conflict is rename the C4 in either O3 or O9 or 
both; in this way, all the information can be kept 
without lost.

Redesigning the Organizations of
Ontologies (e.g. Factoring)

We use the ontology hierarchies shown in Figure 
10 to introduce this conflict resolving approach. 
The two Cs in ontologies O2 and O3 have the 

Figure 9. Conflicts in ontology design
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same semantics, and they have the same name. 
Obviously, there will be confusion when O4 
inherits C from O2 and O3. In ontology design, 
the semantics of each concept in the ontology 
should be clear without any ambiguities because 
the concepts are shared by the Semantic Web or 
e-business applications for semantic information 
processing.

To process this conflict, there are two cases 
to consider.

1.  If O1= O2 ∪ O3, Figure 11. shows that we 
can factor C to the parent ontology of Q2 
and O3, that is, O1. In this way, O4 inherits 
concept C from a single ancestor ontology, 
therefore there are no conflicts.

2.  If O1 ⊃ O2 ∪ O3, then we create ontology 
O5 such that O5 = O2 ∪ O3, and factor C to 

O5. Figure 12 shows this approach. In this 
way, the conflict can be resolved, and the C 
is at an appropriate level.

Algorithm to Resolve Conflicts

Figure 13 shows the algorithm to resolve conflicts, 
which is a formal summary of the cases in the 
“Resolve Conflicts in Ontology Organization” 
section.

With these conflict processing approaches, 
when inserting concepts into or deleting concepts 
from ontologies, we should be careful to make 
the ontologies consistent without conflicts (Ling 
& Teo, 1993).

SEMANTIC INFORMATION
PROCESING IN THE SEMANTIC 
WEB AND E-BUSINESS

The present Web exists in the HTML and XML 
formats for persons to browse. Recently there 
is a trend towards the Semantic Web where the 
information can be processed and understood by 
a computer. The present e-business also requires 
that the semantic information can be automati-
cally exchanged among different agents of the 
e-business partners.

When the concepts in different ontologies are 
defined with clear semantics and without conflicts, 

Figure 11. Factor to parent ontology
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the sharing concepts in ontologies can be used to 
annotate the Semantic Web pages or the agents of 
the e-business partners. If the information in two 
different Semantic Web pages refers to the same 
concept from the same ontology, the information 
has the same semantics, otherwise the information 
is different in the two Semantic Web pages. This 
can be automatically recognized by the computer. 
It is similar for the semantic information process-
ing in e-business.

We use an example to show how to achieve 
the automatically and semantically exchange of 
information.

Example 10. Figure 14 shows how to process 
the semantic information in Semantic Web and 
e-business applications based on the ontology 
hierarchy introduced in the “Building Ontol-
ogy System” section. We consider the Semantic 
Web pages firstly. Semantic Webpage1 refers to 
ontologies O4, O5, and O7. Semantic Webpage2 
refers to ontologies O5 and O3. If some informa-
tion in Semantic Webpage1 is annotated with the 
concepts from O4, obviously Semantic Webpage2 
has no such information corresponding to Se-
mantic Webpage1, that is, Semantic Webpage1 is 
semantically different from Semantic Webpage2 
for such information. If some information in Se-
mantic Webpage1 is annotated by the concepts 

Figure 13. Algorithm to resolve conflicts

Given ontologies with hierarchies 
FOR each conflict situation in the hierarchy DO 
       Let the conflict situation be ontologies A, B1, …, Bn (n > 1) where B1, …, Bn are 
       the nearest ancestor ontologies of A that specify a property p. 
       /* Note that a ancestor ontology of some Bi may itself specify a property p. */ 
       /* Check the semantics of p in B1, …, Bn */ 
       IF semantics of p is the same in B1, …, Bn THEN 
               IF intersection of B1, …, Bn is empty THEN 
                  ***Design error, since ontology A (which is the intersection of B1, …, Bn) is empty 
               ELSE  
                   ******/* same semantics (Factoring) */ 
                       IF there exists a more general ontology K which is UNION of B1, …, Bn THEN 
                           Factor p to ontology K 
                       ELSE 
                           Resolve the conflict by either: 

(a) creating a general ontology K that is the UNION of B1, …, Bn and 
                                 factoring p to K. 
                           OR 
                           (b) Explicitly choosing one parent ontology to inherit the property. 
                       ENDIF 
               ENDIF 
       ELSE 
               /* different semantics */ 
               Let G1, G2, …, Gm be sets of mutually exclusive ontologies from B1, …, Bn such 
               that ontologies in a group share the same semantics for p. Resolve the conflict in A  
               by adopting one of the following: 
                (a) redefine p in ontology A, /* not a good solution */ or 
                (b) Rename p in Gj to, say, p_Gj for j = 1, …, m to reflect their different semantics. 
                      To conform to the unique name assumption. Each p in the schema that has the  
                      same semantics as P_Gj must be renamed to p_Gj. 
                      FOR each group Gj (j = 1, …, m) with 2 or more ontolgoies having property  
                      p_Gj DO 
                             /* An conflict situation exists between ontology A and the ontologies in Gj;*/ 
                             /* p_Gj has the same semantics in the ontologies of Gj */ 
                             Resolve the conflict in ontology A using the method described in *** and  
                             ******. 
                         ENDFOR 
       ENDIF 

ENDFOR 
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from O5, it is possible that Semantic Webpage1 
and Semantic Webpage2 have the same seman-
tic information because Semantic Webpage2 is 
also annotated with concepts from O5; they can 
exchange the semantic information. Semantic 
Webpage1 is annotated with the concepts from 
O7, Semantic Webpage2 is annotated with the 
concepts from O3, and we can see that O7 inherits 
O3. Therefore if Semantic Webpage1 is annotated 
with the concepts newly defined in O7, Semantic 
Webpage1 and Semantic Webpage2 do not have 
the same semantic information about the concepts 
in O7. If Semantic Webpage1 is annotated with 
the concepts in O7 which are inherited from O3, 
Semantic Webpage1 and Semantic Webpage2 
may have the same semantic information about 
the concepts in O3. It is similar for the semantic 
information exchange among the e-business 
partners.

Because we organize ontologies with hierar-
chies, it is easy to find the appropriate concepts 
in ontologies (based on classifications and levels) 
to annotate the Semantic Web pages and the 
agents for e-business partners. Also, because of 
the hierarchy of ontologies, it is faster to process 
the semantic information, that is, it is faster to 
search and map the concepts in ontologies based 
on hierarchies; the search is only at several related 

(related to the semantic information in semantic 
Web or e-business) paths of the ontology hierarchy, 
but not all the paths.

CONCLUSION

In this chapter, we discuss how to effectively 
organize ontology languages and ontologies and 
discuss how to efficiently process semantic infor-
mation in Semantic Web and e-business. Figure 15 
shows the whole framework to organize ontology 
languages, ontologies, and semantic applications 
(Semantic Web and e-business). The primitives 
in ontology languages organized with hierarchies 
are used to define ontologies, and the concepts 
in ontologies organized with hierarchies are used 
to annotate and process semantic information in 
Semantic Web pages and e-business.

More concretely, because we organize ontology 
language with hierarchies, we can automatically 
use the existing ontologies defined with ontology 
languages DAML, OIL, and DAML+OIL. Our 
architecture can help to translate the existing 
ontologies to ontologies defined with the latest 
ontology language—OWL. Furthermore, we can 
use single namespace to refer to all the primitives 
from different ontology languages, and our on-

Figure 14. Semantic information processing in Semantic Web and e-business
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tology language hierarchies can help to translate 
the namespace to the proper namespaces. The 
ontology designer need not bear in mind which 
ontology language the primitive exactly comes 
from. With these techniques, the efficiency of 
ontology building will be improved.

We also organize ontologies with hierarchies 
and we discuss some techniques to process the 
conflicts in ontology design. Consistent and 
semantic clear ontologies are very important to 
semantic information processing. The integrated 
environment of ontology organizations makes the 
semantics in a domain clear.

Based on the hierarchy of ontologies, the 
Web pages of Semantic Web and the agents for 
e-business partners can be easily annotated, and 
the semantic information processing can be pro-
cessed efficiently.
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Figure 15. Framework to organize ontology languages, ontologies and semantic applications
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ABSTRACT

This chapter examines current research on online learning communities (OLCs), with the aim of identi-
fying user-centered design (UCD) principles critical to the emergence and sustainability of distributed 
communities of practice (DCoPs), a kind of OLC. This research synthesis is motivated by the authors’ 
involvement in constructing a DCoP dedicated to improving awareness, research, and sharing data and 
knowledge in the field of governance and international development. It argues that the sociotechnical 
research program offers useable insights on questions of constructability. Its attention in particular to 
participatory design and human-computer interaction are germane to designing user-centered online 
learning communities. Aside from these insights, research has yet to probe in any systematic fashion the 
factors affecting the performance and sustainability of DCoP. The chapter concludes with a discussion 
of UCD principles for online learning community to support the construction and deployment of online 
learning communities.
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INTRODUCTION

Increasingly, distributed communities of practice 
(DCoPs) are attracting attention for their potential 
to enhance learning, to facilitate information 
exchange, and to stimulate knowledge creation 
across cultural, geographical, and organizational 
boundaries. Research shows the utility of DCoP 
on their members is positive (Daniel, Sarkar, & 
O’Brien, 2004a; Daniel, Poon, & Sarkar, 2005; 
Schwier & Daniel, Chapter II, this volume). 
Their allure aside, experience indicates that they 
may not emerge or flourish even in the presence 
of demand from users. In fact the process of 
constructing DCoP is not well understood, and 
factors influencing sustainability merit further 
research attention.

This chapter introduces the authors’ involve-
ment in the development of a DCoP. The DCoP in 
question is the Governance Knowledge Network 
(GKN). This project began in 2001 with the aim 
of assessing the interest of academics and prac-
titioners in Canada to develop an online learning 
community (OLC) for systematizing the exchange 
of information at the intersection of governance 
and international development (Daniel et al., 
2004a). The surveys of key Canadian stakeholders 
in the project indicated considerable data existed, 
and recommended the proposed GKN to: actively 
engage in dissemination and archiving of data 
not widely accessible in the public sphere, profile 
community members, promote social network 
building and collaboration, and inform members 
of current events and opportunities.

Following the identification of the demand and 
interest, the second stage of our research involved 
the development of a GKN prototype. In this 
unchartered course, we were guided by enabling 
technology and other DCoP models (World Bank, 
UNDP).1 We also turned to research to inform our 
efforts on how to effectively sustain the project. 
Our synthesis of research in the area identified 
promising insights from studies we refer to as 
the sociotechnical approach. As applied to DCoP, 

the sociotechnical approach aims at understand-
ing people’s interaction with technology and the 
ensuing communication, feedback, and control 
mechanisms necessary for people to take owner-
ship of the design and implementation process.

This chapter focuses on this interaction, as it is 
germane to the development and sustainability of 
the GKN, in particular, and DCoP more generally. 
The chapter is divided into the following sections. 
The next section outlines relevant research on 
DCoPs and the sociotechnical approach. We next 
provide an overview of the GKN OLC project 
and present key results from the research that 
informed the design of the GKN. A discussion 
of various human and technology elements we 
consider critical to the initiation, development, 
growth, and sustainability of the GKN follows, 
and in the next section, we revisit the key human 
and technology design issues. Finally, we conclude 
the chapter and present UCD principles for OLCs 
drawn from the sociotechnical approach.

RELATED WORK

Daniel, Schwier, and McCalla (2003b) observe that 
online learning communities have attracted di-
verse disciplinary interest, but that it is possible to 
identify two dominant perspectives—technologi-
cal determinism and social constructivism. The 
basic tenet of the technology determinism research 
is that technology shapes cultural values, social 
structure, and knowledge. In technology-related 
fields, such as computer science and information 
systems, significant attention has been given to 
understanding technological developments and 
how these changes influence social structures.

The social constructivism perspective, on the 
other hand, posits that knowledge and world views 
are created through social interaction. Social 
constructivism theories have inspired research 
on knowledge construction within communities 
of practice. Lave and Wenger (1991) assert that 
a society’s practical knowledge is situated in 
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relations among practitioners, their practice, and 
the social organization and political economy of 
communities of practice. For this reason, learn-
ing should involve such knowledge and practice 
(Lave & Wenger, 1991). Between these heuristic 
poles there are cross-disciplinary perspectives, of 
which it is possible to further discern them into 
four subcategories:

1.  Applied Technology Perspective: Much of 
the work on OLC by computer scientists and 
information systems researchers is driven 
by a desire to understand and improve com-
putational approaches. Studies in computer 
science, information systems, and educa-
tional technologies are mainly aimed at un-
derstanding technology to develop tools and 
systems that support learning environments 
(Daniel, Zapata-Rivera, & McCalla, 2003a; 
Preece, 2002; Schwier, 2001). Findings have 
been utilized for building technologies 
that support OLC. For instance, a growing 
number of developers and researchers in 
industry and universities are investigating 
ways to create software packages that add 
new functionality to systems supporting 
interaction, collaboration, and leaning in 
online learning communities (Kim, 2000; 
McCalla, 2000; Preece, 2000; Resnick, 2002; 
Schraefel, Ho, Milton, & Chignell, 2000).

2.  Ethno-Narrative Perspective: Ethno-
narrative research is devoted to revealing 
personal experiences of being a member 
of an OLC. Most studies adopt a narrative 
approach, similar to participant observation 
inquiry used in anthropology. Researchers in 
this tradition have undertaken comparative 
analysis of both online learning and temporal 
communities (Schwier, 2001). Critics have 
disparaged ethno-narrative studies on the 
grounds that findings tend to be anecdotal 
and lack external validity; their conclusions 
are tentative and limited to the groups under 
study (cf. Downes, 2001; Rhiengold, 1993, 

1999, 2002). Stolterman, Croon, and Argren 
(2000) argue that although the generaliza-
tion and validity of such studies is limited, 
understanding personal perceptions of 
learning in OLC is essential. It is difficult to 
imagine how one can improve the learning 
environment of OLC without the subjective 
feedback of the learners.

3.  Cultural Studies Perspective: Cultural 
studies have contributed enormously to 
understanding online learning communities. 
For instance, research by Brook and Boal 
(1995), Dery (1994), and Hershman and 
Leason (1996) investigate the relationship 
between the virtual and the physical, and 
they fall within the context of cultural inter-
pretation research. Approaches employed in 
this category include experimental studies, 
with an emphasis on cultural events in online 
environments. The background disciplines 
of this group are diverse, including social 
psychology, philosophy, psychology, and 
fine arts.

4.  Sociotechnical Perspective: The socio-
technical research tradition argues for a bal-
anced approach to integrating cognitive and 
technical dimensions of OLC. This approach 
emerged from the extension of sociology, 
anthropology, and psychology to the study 
of HCI. Subsequently this research informed 
disciplines, including computer science and 
information systems (Heylighten, 1999). 
Research in sociotechnical areas addresses 
issues such as:
•  User-Centered Design: Moving the 

focus of interest to learners and away 
from technology in the design of online 
learning (Norman, 1996).

•  Contextual Enquiry: Understanding 
the user’s context and its potential 
influence on the use of technology 
(Preece, 2000).

•  Sociability: Appreciating the im-
portance of community policies for 
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interactions, governance, and social 
protocols in OLC (Preece, 2000).

•  Participatory Design: Involving user 
participation in the design of OLC 
and the effects on learning outcomes 
(Mumford, 1987; Nguyen-Ngoc, 
Rekik, & Gillet, Chapter XIII, this 
volume).

•  Direct-Manipulation: Creating tools 
for users to create their online learn-
ing environment and exploring the 
effects of functional options such as 
menu-driven and graphical interfaces 
(Shneiderman, 1998).

Common to this growing body of research 
issues is the need for the interplay of human and 
technology factors to guide the design, devel-
opment, deployment, and evaluation of online 
learning communities.

Formal and Informal Online Learning 
Communities

There are numerous computational tools that sup-
port social learning across time and place (Laghos 
& Zaphiris, Chapter XI, this volume). New tools 
and patterns of communication have enabled 
social engagement, information, and knowledge 
sharing within social systems now referred to as 
OLC. Unlike a temporal community that resides 
in a fixed locale and whose members often know 
each other well enough to carry effective interac-
tions, OLCs exist in cyberspace and may or may 
not be aware of each other (Daniel, Schwier, 
& McCalla, 2003). The character of an OLC is 
influenced by structural features, which may 
include: community size, duration of interaction 
and anticipated lifespan, location or distribution 
of the community, the homogeneity/heterogene-
ity of members, and breadth or narrowness of 
subject area. Variation of these features gives 
rise to diverse OLCs.

In Table 1, we simplify this diversity by dis-
tinguishing between formal and informal online 
learning communities. Formal online learning 
communities have explicit learning goals and 
evaluation criteria. Examples would include 
courses/programs offered by education institu-
tions or companies (McCalla, 2000; Schwier, 
2001). In contrast, informal OLCs achieve lear-
ning outcomes through social learning. Examples 
would include distributed communities of practice 
(Daniel, O’Brien, & Sarkar 2004b). A unique 
feature of DCoPs is the absence of a teacher or 
instructor; rather, in a DCoP, the learners are also 
teachers, as members collectively determine the 
content and support each other throughout the 
learning process. Further differences are con-
trasted in Table 1.

A growing body of research identifies the 
contribution of DCoPs to facilitating information 
exchange and knowledge creation, thereby enrich-
ing the work of the collective (Brown & Duguid, 
1991; Hildreth, Kimble, & Wright, 1998; Lesser 
& Prusak, 2000). These positive outcomes have 
caught the interest of scholars and knowledge 
managers. And yet, there is little comparative 
research on the correlates of DCoP performance 
or sustainability. We find this surprising, given the 
fact that OLCs emerged and proliferated with the 
advent of the Internet and then World Wide Web 
over a decade ago. The case-study foundations 
for comparative research are certainly present, 
however (Kalaitzakis, Dafoulas, & Macaulay, 
2003; Hartnell-Young, McGuinness, & Cuttance, 
Chapter XII, this volume).

Germane to the topic of DCoP emergence 
and sustainability is the question of “construc-
tability”. Can the DCoP features listed in Table 
1 be built, or have DCoPs simply migrated from 
the temporal to the online world? If we return to 
the literature review briefly touched on earlier, 
perhaps not surprisingly we would find a dif-
ferent answer to this question depending on the 
literature consulted. For example, the sociology 
and cultural studies literature tends to be skeptical 
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of the view that DCoPs can be constructed (Kol-
lock & Smith, 1996). By contrast, the computer 
science and information systems research, on the 
whole, seem more optimistic that robust DCoPs 
can be constructed (Preece, 2000; Daniel et al., 
2003b; McCalla, 2000).

Further, informed by user-centered design 
principles, Preece formulated the community-
centered development (CCD) framework to guide 
practitioners in the field (Preece, 2000). CCD 
provides a blueprint for building a DCoP. The 
framework encourages designers to: (1) assess 
members’ interests, (2) identify community norms 
and appropriate technology, (3) involve stakehold-
ers in prototype design and testing, (4) correct for 
poor usability, and (5) foster community network 
building and identity. Literature informed by 
this approach draws attention to the interaction 
between human and technology dimensions in 
setting the context for the development and sus-
tainability of DCoPs.

CCD integrates a sociotechnical perspec-
tive and pays attention to HCI. On the human 

dimension side, attention has been drawn to un-
derstanding participants’ goals, motivations, and 
perceptions of the learning environment (Daniel 
et al., 2003b); trust (Preece, 2002); and culture 
and learning needs (Daniel et al., 2004a). On 
the technology side, issues include privacy and 
security, usability, scalability, and authenticity 
(Daniel et al., 2003a; Preece, 2000).

The attention paid by a sociotechnical approach 
to HCI makes this framework particularly well 
suited to understanding the development and sus-
tainability of DCoPs. In particular, the relevance 
of a sociotechnical approach to the evolution of 
the GKN project results from the attention to, 
and monitoring of, feedback loops to inform 
design and subsequent operation. For example, a 
sociotechnical approach cautions against a “build 
it and wait till they come” approach, and favors 
a co-design process that enables potential users 
to define their goals and areas of concerns. Joint 
construction can be regarded as fostering a shared 
identity and building networks necessary for the 

Formal: Online Learning Communities 
(OLCs) Informal: Distributed Communities of Practice (DCoPs) 

• Membership is explicit and identities are 
generally known

• Membership may or may not be made explicit 

• Participation is often required • Participation is mainly voluntary
• High degree of individual awareness (who 

is who, who is where)
• Low degree of individual awareness

• Explicit set of social protocols for 
interaction

• Implicit and implied set of social protocols for interactions

• Formal learning goals • Informal learning goals

• Possibly diverse backgrounds • Common subject matter
• Low shared understanding of domain • High shared understanding of domain
• Loose sense of identity • Strong sense of identity
• Strict distribution of responsibilities • No formal distribution of responsibilities 
• Easily disbanded once established • Less easily disbanded once established

• Low level of trust • Reasonable level of trust
• Lifespan determined by extent in which 

goals are achieved 
• Lifespan determined by the instrumental/expressive value 

the community provides to its members

• Pre-planned enterprise and fixed goals
• A joint enterprise as understood and continually 

renegotiated by its members

Table 1. Features of online learning communities and distributed communities of practice (adapted from 
Daniel et al., 2003b)
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development of trust and effective ICT-mediated 
interaction.

OUR CURRENT RESEARCH

The GKN project was launched to address a 
perceived need to span geography and cross-or-
ganizational boundaries to enhance the scholar-
ship on, and the practice of, governance and its 
role in advancing international development. The 
underlying challenge of praxis is not unique to this 
particular subject area. A consultation document 
issued by the Social Science and Humanities Re-
search Council of Canada, for example, re-stated 
the networking challenge for advancing collabo-
ration and innovation in the humanities and the 
social sciences in the following terms:

Canada is a will against geography. It has a rela-
tively small population, mostly scattered across 
more than 5,000 kilometres. It has no centres 
equivalent to Paris or London that naturally draw 
the best minds and greatest talents…to meet and 
interact on a regular basis. It does not have the 
numerous institutions…the Americans have to 
move people and ideas around. The net result…is 
that it is hard for people to know each other well, 
to trust each other and to work together over time 
and distance. (SSHRC, 2004)

With the emergence of ICTs, these obstacles 
to the exchange of information and collaboration 
were no longer permanent fixtures, though they 
have tended to endure.

Research Approach to the Design of 
User-Centered Online Learning
Communities

We began our effort to overcome these obstacles 
through a participatory design approach (PDA). 
Key to PDA is an iterative process that seeks to 
address users’ needs and promotes their involve-

ment in project development (Schuler & Namioka, 
1993). A PDA, also known as a cooperative de-
sign approach, shares numerous similarities with 
Preece’s (2000) community-centered approach.

The first step identified potential technologies 
capable of spanning geography and nurturing 
collaboration in a DCoP. Working on the human 
dimension, the project team created a profile of key 
stakeholders of 200 individuals from academia, 
government, and the non- and for-profit sectors. 
This list represented our target population for the 
survey of potential users’ views on knowledge 
sharing in the field and interest in participating 
in the development of a DCoP.

The users’ assessment was divided into three 
sections:

•  an assessment of existing communication/
networking mechanisms among potential 
community users,

•  an assessment of the level of awareness of 
work undertaken by users and their affiliated 
organizations, and

•  users’ perceived value of a DCoP and what 
services would contribute to its potential 
value.

The goal of the users’ assessment was to 
identify a target group’s interests, perceived 
knowledge gaps, thematic content, and potential 
design models for the proposed GKN portal.

Following the analysis of the assessment, we 
identified design features that matched identified 
services together with appropriate technological 
requirements. We further contacted those who 
had completed the survey by telephone for a fol-
low-up interview. The goal of the interview was 
to elicit further information regarding individuals’ 
preferences for content and portal design. These 
steps also served the equally important objective 
of engaging potential community participants. In 
addition, we were able to gauge the reaction to 
the objectives of the GKN project and method of 
development and implementation. In addition, the 
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telephone follow-up was an opportunity to initiate 
informal connections among various individuals 
working in the same area of research.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The target population for the survey was close to 
200 organizations identified as working in the field 
of international development and governance. The 
response rate to the survey was 25%. Of those 
responding, 38% were university based, 23% 
were from provincial and federal government in-
stitutions, 30% were from non-governmental and 
research organizations, and 9% were from private 
consulting firms. The respondents were distrib-
uted across Canada: 45% from western Canada, 
53% from central Canada, and only 2% from the 
eastern part of the country. These figures reflect the 
geographical and sectoral diversity of our sample. 
Four out of five respondents were interested in 
applied research and technical assistance in this 
area, and a similar proportion were interested in 
influencing, contributing, or participating in the 
policy-making process. In addition, over 80% of 
respondents revealed that it is important for them 
to keep current on new developments in research 
and practice. Depending on their organizational 
affiliation, 50% to 80% of the respondents were 
interested in building collaborative partnerships 
for research and technical assistance

We also asked respondents what kind of 
research (applied vs. basic research) they were 
interested in, and if they were willing to share 
a range of potential outputs with potential GKN 
members. The majority (90%) responded that they 
were interested in applied research. They were 
also willing to contribute to, and participate in, 
policymaking processes. Participants identified 
the potential for the GKN to support their interest 
in keeping abreast of current research and practice 
in their fields. In terms of collaboration, a large 
number of the respondents viewed the GKN as a 
potential mechanism to facilitate information ex-

change and knowledge sharing among members. 
These findings were encouraging for, as Lave 
and Wenger (1991) suggest, CoP development 
when individuals realize the potential to benefit 
by sharing knowledge, insights, and experiences 
with each other, and enhance their practices and 
performances.

Survey data and follow-up interviews revealed 
low levels of awareness of contemporary research 
and practice in the field. At the same time infor-
mants commented on the specialized nature of 
their work and the limited number of organizations 
active in the field, they also reported that they were 
largely unaware of contemporary contributions 
to knowledge and action that their counterparts 
have made. Though establishing a benchmark of 
awareness is problematic, our results indicated a 
considerable lack of awareness among researchers 
and practitioners working on governance and in-
ternational development in Canada. The majority 
of the participants described current knowledge 
on governance and development as fragmented, 
and said that there was a serious lack of awareness 
among people working on similar issues across 
provinces and between organizations. Similarly, 
it was observed that a considerable amount of 
publicly funded research, reports, and policy 
documents are not exchanged in a systematic 
manner. Respondents identified the potential of 
a GKN initiative to facilitate relations among 
public, private, non-governmental organizations 
and academia.

Though overall results revealed that infor-
mation sharing and knowledge awareness were 
fragmented, there was a pattern to the responses. 
First, organizations within a sector were more 
knowledgeable of current work undertaken by 
their counterparts within the same sector than 
organizations in different sectors. Second, there 
were marked differences in the level of awareness 
among counterparts within provinces compared 
to those operating outside their provinces. Al-
though there was a high utilization of informa-
tion and communication technologies as means 
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to exchange information and data, they were not 
used systematically to break down the informa-
tion barriers across organizations and across 
geographic jurisdictions.

Consistent with previous findings (Wenger, 
McDermott, & Snyder, 2000), geographic dis-
tance is considered an obstacle to knowledge 
sharing and utilization, even by those who are 
active users of ICTs. Moving from geographic 
to language barriers, several respondents under-
scored the importance of Canada’s two official 
languages as a potential barrier. Language is 
critical to any community, since it is deemed as 
a part of a community identity: identity fosters 
collaboration and shared understanding within a 
community (McCalla, 2000). Turning to services, 
the following list identifies the top four stakeholder 
recommendations:

•  Design a DCoP to facilitate information 
exchange and knowledge sharing.

• Provide a platform for sharing lessons, 
experiences, and best practices.

•  Identify and nurture collaboration among 
government, research community, aca-
demia, NGOs, and development practitio-
ners.

•  Build linkages and partnerships with other 
international research communities to ad-
vance policy and practice.

Following the analysis of the data and feedback 
to respondents, we identified and profiled differ-
ent technologies capable of supporting a DCoP 
that would perform to stakeholder expectations. 
Once the technological elements were identified, 
feedback was sought again from participants on 
the relevance of these models. This feedback was 
integrated in the prototype development of the 
GKN portal, which is currently in its formative 
stages. As the GKN project moved from a needs 
assessment to co-development with interested 
partners, human and technology interaction issues 
are gaining more importance.

At present, the GKN team has implemented a 
beta version of the system, while at the same time 
pursuing research into social and technical means 
to nurture and support an evolving community. 
Currently, we are experimenting with the use 
of blended strategies of face-to-face workshops 
and videoconferencing as additional avenues to 
encourage integration of human and technology 
factors. We are also developing an evaluation plan 
to assess the importance of the factors identified 
earlier to developing and sustaining the GKN 
project. In the following section, we describe 
the dimensions of HCI that have the potential to 
affect the viability and robustness of the GKN 
project.

EMERGENT HUMAN AND
TECHNOLOGY ISSUES

There are multiple factors affecting the emergence 
and sustainability of a DCoP. Drawing from the 
GKN experience and insights from the sociotech-
nical approach outlined previously, we maintain 
that the following set of factors are important to 
HCI. Their influence and relative importance to 
the emergence and sustainability of a DCoP is 
introduced briefly in the following:

•  Didactics: Learning is a shared experience, 
and by extension DCoPs are learning com-
munities. Some OLCs have explicit learning 
goals (e.g., formal OLCs created around 
WebCT courses), while others have more 
implicit goals of sharing ideas, practices, and 
knowledge (e.g., DCoPs among corporate-
oriented/professional communities). The 
technology must therefore enable learning, 
and perceptions of learning feedback would 
likely affect participation.

•  Trust: Stakeholder surveys revealed that a 
key attraction of the proposed GKN online 
community would be the ability to share and 
retrieve archived data that was not widely 
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available. The creation of this shared re-
source would depend on the willingness of 
these stakeholders to contribute their data. 
Their decision to share data would likely 
be influenced by their trust in others in the 
community as well as the environment in 
which they interact, for instance, questions 
such as: How would community members 
treat my data? Would my research be repro-
duced without my permission or quoted out 
of context? Creating generalized trust within 
a DCoP is difficult to “engineer”, but likely 
a pre-requisite condition for the sharing and 
accumulation of data.

•  Privacy and Security: Privacy and security 
tools address individual perceptions of safety 
in the community. In an environment where 
a person feels their privacy threatened, de-
clining participation is anticipated. In this 
regard, computational tools that protect the 
privacy and security of individuals must be 
provided.

•  Scalability and Authenticity: Scalability 
expresses the ability of a system to accom-
modate multiple users, and authenticity 
refers to the ability of a system to protect 
individuals in a community from outsiders. 
A DCoP must encourage entrants and their 
participation. This dimension is critical to 
the growth of the DCoP, whereas authenticity 
appears more important to sustainability. For 
example, an open system that does not pro-
tect users (e.g., from hackers) is susceptible 
to negative feedback and eventual decline 
of member participation.

•  Sociability: Sociability relates to the pro-
tocols in use for communication and inter-
action in the community (Preece, 2000). 
These protocols may be imposed in the first 
instance, but will likely shift in response to 
community dynamics. Sociability is of par-
ticular importance to “constructed” online 
communities that do not inherit protocols 

in use, as would temporal communities that 
have migrated to an ICT-mediated environ-
ment. This dimension is likely critical to the 
sustainability of a DCoP, as protocols in use 
will need to reflect members’ preferences and 
practices. As new protocols emerge, technol-
ogy must accommodate such changes.

•  Usability: Our research indicated that 
interest in the GKN initiative centered on 
the promise of instrumental outcomes (e.g., 
access to information, new insights, and 
expanded contacts). Here, technology and 
human interaction are clearly linked, as 
relevant content is dependent on member 
input and its ease of retrieval is dependent on 
technology. User-centered interface design 
and continuous involvement of users are 
critical to both the emergence and sustain-
ability of the GKN project.

•  Culture: An explicit objective of the GKN 
project was to bridge organizational and 
linguistic boundaries. As organizational 
theory suggests that organizations inculcate 
and perpetuate cultures that may promote 
or discourage inter-organizational infor-
mation sharing and/or collaboration. Once 
organizational or individual participation is 
present (a human, not a technical issue), we 
are uncertain of how technology may shape 
or accommodate different culture(s). Though 
others suggest that the viability of DCoPs 
depends on the development of a shared 
culture, our project is not sufficiently far 
advanced to comment on this hypothesis.

•  Awareness: The ability of ICT tools to 
provide awareness among its members is 
predicted to have a powerful impact on 
members’ interactions in the community. 
More specifically, awareness (e.g., aware-
ness about who is who, and who does and 
knows what) can have a significant positive 
feedback that would in turn promote par-
ticipation and contribute to sustainability.
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These elements highlighted exert different 
forces on technology and human interaction. For 
reasons stated, we anticipate that each will have 
a bearing on the emergence and sustainability of 
the GKN initiative and DCoP more generally.

DISCUSSION

The sociotechnical approach to the development 
of a DCoP suggests that human and technical 
factors are interlinked and they co-determine the 
emergence, evolution, growth, and sustainability 
of DCoPs. For practitioners involved in designing 
or developing a DCoP, the variables outlined pre-
viously will likely provide a useful starting point 
for guiding implementation and identifying key 
relationships. For researchers, our preliminary 
exploration of these relationships creates a number 
of hypotheses for future investigation. As these 
relationships have a bearing on both practice and 
research, we intend to track these relationships 
through user evaluations and internal monitor-
ing. We anticipate that these findings will work 
toward a framework for comparative research on 
factors affecting the emergence and sustainability 
of a DCoP.

By way of conclusion, we offer the follow-
ing general UCD principles for designing and 
sustaining online learning communities based 
on the sociotechnical approach.

Design Principles

•  Assessing needs of actual or potential us-
ers/learners.

•  Identifying the gap between what is and 
what needs to be.

•  Understanding users and usage contexts.
•  Profiling learning styles.
•  Benchmarking existing community mod-

els.
•  Identifying existing technological tools.

•  Maintaining an iterative design and devel-
opment processes that keep users/learners 
informed.

•  Providing appropriate tools to support and 
mediate learning, social interaction and 
facilitate a sense of togetherness.

•  Exploring navigation tools to enable mem-
bers to gather information about others 
and have access to community interactions 
traces of activities.

Didactic Principles

•  Nurturing open and informal discourse 
as members interact to satisfy their own 
personal and community learning needs.

•  Encouraging learners to become active users 
and contributors of content.

•  Supporting different learning styles.
•  Encouraging participation and discourse 

around central themes, ideas, or purposes.
•  Guiding participants throughout the interac-

tion process, and providing them with clear 
directions to attainment of learning goals.

•  Understanding unique individual learning 
needs differences, and encouraging partici-
pants to construct their own meaning based 
on unique individual experiences.

Sociability Principles

•  Establishing a clear set of social protocols 
for interactions.

•  Encouraging informal interaction and an 
environment conducive to learner/user inter-
action so that members have opportunities 
to test the trustworthiness of others.

•  Supporting shared objectives—which cre-
ates a rationale for belonging to the com-
munity.

•  Maintaining relevant content and context 
for interaction throughout the lifespan of 
the community.
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•  Encouraging ongoing active dialogue among 
members.

•  Maintaining different forms of awareness 
(who is who, who knows what, who knows 
who knows what, etc.) in the community to 
lubricate effective interaction.
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